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Abstract

Background: Diabetes mellitus prevalence is increasing among adults and children around the world. Diabetes care is complex; examining the diet, type of medication, diabetes recognition, and willingness to use self-management tools are just a few of the challenges faced by diabetes clinicians who should make decisions about them. Making the appropriate decisions will reduce the cost of treatment, decrease the mortality rate of diabetes, and improve the life quality of patients with diabetes. Effective decision-making is within the realm of multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) techniques.

Objective: The central objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness and applicability of MCDM methods and then introduce a novel categorization framework for their use in this field.

Methods: The literature search was focused on publications from 2003 to 2023. Finally, by applying the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) method, 63 articles were selected and examined.

Results: The findings reveal that the use of MCDM methods in diabetes research can be categorized into 6 distinct groups: the selection of diabetes medications (19 publications), diabetes diagnosis (12 publications), meal recommendations (8 publications), diabetes management (14 publications), diabetes complication (7 publications), and estimation of diabetes prevalence (3 publications).

Conclusions: Our review showed a significant portion of the MCDM literature on diabetes. The research highlights the benefits of using MCDM techniques, which are practical and effective for a variety of diabetes challenges.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e47701) doi:10.2196/47701
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Introduction

Overview

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic disease that is characterized by impaired insulin production and action [1]. According to the etiopathology of diabetes, the 3 most common clinical categories are distinguished: type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes (T2D), and gestational diabetes mellitus [2,3]. In recent decades, diabetes prevalence has increased in both adults and children around the world. By 2035, there will be an estimated 592 million people worldwide with diabetes [4]. By 2040, this number is expected to rise to 642 million [5], and by 2045, there will be 783.2 million cases of diabetes worldwide [2]. According to the global
2021 findings of the International Diabetes Federation (IDF), 537 million adults are living with diabetes, and 3 in 4 of them reside in low- and middle-income countries. In 2021, a total of 6.7 million people died of diabetes, equating to 1 death every 5 seconds. The expenditure on diabetes-related health care is at least US $966 billion, and it has increased up to 316% over the last 15 years [2].

Diabetes is a chronic condition requiring continuous medical care and patient education to prevent severe complications and long-term risks. Managing diabetes involves addressing various aspects of the patient’s health, including blood glucose monitoring, monitoring and managing carbohydrate intake, regular engagement in physical activity, and medication management. By understanding the disease’s nuances and recognizing when it might become severe, people can take steps to protect their well-being. Thus, faster diagnosis of diabetes and its potential complications is crucial for both patients and health care providers [6]. General practitioners faced a significant problem when diagnosing diabetes, partly because patients displayed a wide range of signs and symptoms. This complex clinical environment confused general practitioners and changed the diagnostic procedure into a multiobjective health care decision-making challenge [7].

In addition to making informed decisions about the patient’s health, endocrinologists and general practitioners should carefully assess various factors, including lifestyle choices, dietary habits, daily physical activity levels, insulin requirements, and the patient’s willingness to embrace self-management technologies such as insulin pumps or pens, smart bracelets, continuous glucose monitoring, and mobile apps [8]. This comprehensive evaluation enables them to select the most appropriate treatment options. As an illustration, when it comes to managing hyperglycemia in patients with T2D, there is a diverse array of treatment options available. Currently, approximately 30 medications belonging to 9 distinct therapeutic categories have received approval for use, with ongoing research and development efforts yielding additional drugs and novel drug categories [9]. Due to the variety of options and guidelines from organizations such as the American Diabetes Association (ADA) [10], doctors often customize prescriptions using different doses and combinations for effective diabetes management [9]. The available medications vary in efficacy, safety, dosage, side effects, and cost. A lack of comparative information across these factors often leaves patients and physicians unable to make well-informed decisions [11]. The selection of diabetes medication presents itself as a multiobjective problem within the realm of health care decision-making [9].

Medical decision support could play a pivotal role in enhancing health care decision-making as it integrates pertinent, organized clinical knowledge and patient data into health-related decisions and processes [12]. Multiple stakeholders, including patients, health care providers, and those involved in patient care, can receive a mix of general clinical insights, patient-specific data, or both. Therefore, a quantitative approach that combines treatment benefits and drawbacks with individual preferences to effectively guide medical decisions could be multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) [13]. MCDM or multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a valuable subdiscipline of operations research, particularly beneficial when dealing with multiple objectives, such as treatment-related outcomes, in benefit-risk analysis [14,15]. A typical MCDM problem consists of 4 key phases: option formulation, criteria selection, criteria weighting, and the decision-making process [16].

**Objective**

By considering the abovementioned factors, the primary aim of this research is to assess the use and practicality of MCDM methods in the context of diabetes. Our goal is to examine the various ways in which MCDM techniques have been used to study diabetes and present an innovative categorization of their applications in this field. Figure 1 demonstrates the graphical abstract of the paper.
**Methods**

**Search Strategies**

A query was carried out on PubMed, Elsevier, Embase, MEDLINE, Scopus, MBC, Springer, IEEE, MDPI, Taylor and Francis Online, and Google Scholar based on published articles. The keywords for our paper were extracted from Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). The keywords “diabetes” and “glucose” were combined with MCDM techniques terms such as TOPSIS, AHP, and multi-criteria-decision-making using the Boolean operator AND/OR. The specific query searched was: ((diabetes OR glucose) AND (AHP OR TOPSIS OR MCDM OR multi-criteria-decision-making)).

**Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria**

We initially eliminated any duplicate articles from various sources after receiving the results of an initial collection of relevant articles and then manually inspected the remaining articles to assess them under the inclusion criteria. The inclusion criteria were any English papers published between 2003 and 2023. Research, review, conference, and case report articles with an abstract or full text were taken into account. Non-English articles and other research forms, such as letters to editors and brief messages, were excluded. Out of almost 2210 articles, only 63 were found and chosen based on keywords and all of our criteria. The article selection process was based on PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analyses; Figure 2) [17].

![Figure 2. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analyses) flowchart.](https://medinform.jmir.org/2024/1/e47701)

**Results**

**Overview**

Based on Figure 2, after removing duplicates and examining according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 63 publications were included in the final evaluation. Based on our investigation to reveal the frequency of publications in databases, it became clear that most of the publications were indexed in Google Scholar, with 60 publications; PubMed, with 17 publications; and Springer and IEEE, with 8 and 7 publications, respectively.

We initially provided a concise overview of MCDM and its techniques, followed by the presentation of our research findings gathered from reviewing publications.

**MCDM Techniques Overview**

Since so many choices in our modern lives depend on a multitude of factors, the decision can be made by giving various criteria varying weights, which is done by expert groups. Determining the structure and explicitly evaluating several criteria is crucial. Therefore, constructing and resolving multicriteria planning and decision-making challenges is referred to as MCDM. As a result, MCDM is composed of a set of numerous criteria, a set of alternatives, and some sort of comparison between them [18-20].

No alternative optimizes all criteria uniformly in multicriteria optimization assignments. Any solution to the multicriteria task that enhances a specific criterion can be examined, but the task must ultimately have a preferred option. The decision maker must provide more details to select the best decision. Throughout its brief history of about 50 years, MCDM has been an interesting study topic [20]. There are 2 categories of MCDM approaches: multiattribute decision-making (MADM) and multiobjective decision-making (MODM) [19,20].

In order to find the optimal answer, decision makers in MADM choose to categorize, rank, or prioritize a limited number of choices. Pairwise comparison, outranking, and distance-based approaches are the 3 basic methods used in MADM. Pairwise comparison involves evaluating and contrasting the weights of several criteria using a base scale. Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and analytical network process (ANP) are frequently used in pairwise comparison [21]. Outranking approaches offer a variety of options and determine whether one option has any sort of dominance over the others [22]; instances of outranking techniques include Elimination Et Choix Traduisant la Réalité...
(ELECTRE) and preference ranking organization method for enrichment of evaluations (PROMETHEE) [21]. The solution with the shortest distance to the ideal point is considered the best according to distance-based techniques, which measure the distance a solution is from the ideal point. The technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) and ViseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) are 2 popular distance-based methodologies [21]. Unlike MADM, MODM handles situations where there are many decision makers and an infinite number of possibilities. All of these MCDM methods are presented in Figure 3. The most efficient MCDM techniques are introduced in the following sections.

**Figure 3.** Hierarchical structures of MCDM methods. AHP: analytic hierarchy process; ANP: analytical network process; ELECTRE: Elimination Et Choix Traduisant la Realité; GA: genetic algorithm; GP: goal programming; MADM: multiattribute decision-making; MCDM: multicriteria decision-making; MODM: multiobjective decision-making; PROMETHEE: preference ranking organization method for enrichment of evaluations; TOPSIS: technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution; VIKOR: ViseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje.

**AHP Method**

Saaty [23] was the first to introduce the AHP. As shown in Figure 4, AHP includes the decision’s objective at the top, the criteria and subcriteria in the middle, and the collection of alternatives at the bottom [7]. The key benefits of AHP are its scalability and ease of usage. AHP can be applied using Excel (Microsoft) or web-based tools such as Transparent Choice, SpiceLogic, Decerns MCDA, MATLAB (MathWorks), R (R Core Team), and Super Decisions.
TOPSIS Method
As shown in Figure 5, TOPSIS is a distance-based technique that Hwang and Yoon [24] proposed in 1981. The TOPSIS technique makes it easy to define the positive and negative ideal solutions by presuming that each criterion tends to monotonically increase or reduce use. A Euclidean distance approach is suggested to assess how closely the alternatives resemble the ideal solution. The preferred order of the alternatives will be determined by a series of comparisons of their relative distances. The general principle behind this approach is that the optimal option should be closest to the ideal solution and the farthest distance from the negative ideal solution. In the ideal solution, the ideal solution has the best attribute values, maximizes the benefit criteria, and minimizes the cost criteria. In the negative ideal solution, the negative solution has the worst attribute values, maximizes the cost criteria, and minimizes the benefit criteria [19,21].

ANP Method
Due to the inability of AHP to produce an adequate rating with a limited number of possibilities, the majority of organizations do not use it often. Therefore, Saaty [25] suggested ANP as a continuation of AHP. Decision makers are capable of making...
decisions in difficult situations, according to ANP's capability [21].

**Weighting Methods**

One of the crucial phases of MCDM problems is determining the weights of the criterion [26]. Several weighing techniques can be divided into the following groups: (1) subjective weighting method: AHP, Weighted Sum Model (WSM) [27], and Weighted Product Model (WPM) [27]; (2) objective weighting method: Entropy method [28] and Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria Correlation (CRITIC) [28]; and (3) integrated method: step-wise weigh assessment ratio analysis (SWARA) [29] and Weighted Aggregated Sum Product Assessment (WASPAS) [28].

Following a thorough analysis of all of the MCDM publications in the field of diabetes research during a 2-decade period, it was evident that, starting in 2016, the number of publications in this area has been steadily rising, reaching 10 in 2022.

Then, a new classification of the applications of MCDM approaches in diabetes was proposed: (1) selection of diabetes medication, (2) diagnosis of diabetes, (3) meal recommendation for diabetes, (4) diabetes management, (5) diabetes complication, and (6) estimation of diabetes prevalence.

**Selection of Diabetes Medication**

Table 1 shows that approximately 30% (n=19/63) of the publications focused on using MCDM techniques to determine the optimal diabetes medication among various options. Notably, AHP and fuzzy AHP, with 6 and 4 mentions, respectively, were the most frequently used methods.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maruthur et al [14]</td>
<td>AHP&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Select oral T2D&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; medications</td>
<td>Sitagliptin, sulfonylureas, and pioglitazone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eghbali-Zarch et al [29]</td>
<td>SWARA&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; method, ratio analysis, and the FMULTIMOO-RA&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; method</td>
<td>Choose the pharmacological treatment for T2D</td>
<td>Metformin should be used as the first-line medication, followed by sulfonylurea, glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonist, dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitor, and insulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eghbali-Zarch et al [28]</td>
<td>WASPAS&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;, entropy, and CRITIC&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Determine the final ranking of the medications</td>
<td>Proposed a model to help endocrinologist to choose the best medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al [30]</td>
<td>TOPSIS&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Ranking of diabetes medicines</td>
<td>CDSS&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; can assist young doctors and non-specialty physicians with medication prescriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maruthur et al [31]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Select oral T2D medications</td>
<td>AHP will aid, support, and enhance the ability of decision makers to make evidence-based informed decisions consistent with their values and preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nag and Helal [32]</td>
<td>Fuzzy AHP and AHP</td>
<td>Classification of diabetic medications</td>
<td>Fuzzy AHP model can better handle the ambiguity of decision makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al [33]</td>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>Choose pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>AG&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;, DPP4&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;, MET&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, Glinide, SU&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt;, and TZD&lt;sup&gt;m&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al [34]</td>
<td>AHP and ANP&lt;sup&gt;n&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Combine different clinical, economic, and medical decision-making elements</td>
<td>Modifying one’s lifestyle, taking metformin, and receiving insulin injections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bao et al [35]</td>
<td>MCDA&lt;sup&gt;o&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Assess medicine for diabetes</td>
<td>Five DPP4 inhibitors was valuable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onar and Ibil [36]</td>
<td>Fuzzy AHP</td>
<td>Considered the best oral antidiabetic</td>
<td>Proposed a decision support system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al [37]</td>
<td>MCDA</td>
<td>Examine the Mudan Granules</td>
<td>The new medication was acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cai et al [38]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Evaluate strains of the efficacy of the LAB&lt;sup&gt;p&lt;/sup&gt; with possible antidiabetic capabilities</td>
<td>Potential antidiabetic effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sekar et al [39]</td>
<td>Fuzzy PROMETHEE&lt;sup&gt;q&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Choose the best course of therapy</td>
<td>Giving the high peace of treatment to the most affected people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mühlbacher et al [40]</td>
<td>AHP and BWS&lt;sup&gt;r&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Evaluate patients’ preferences for various T2D treatment parameters</td>
<td>Proposed a model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahat and Ahmad [41]</td>
<td>Fuzzy AHP</td>
<td>Identify and choose the most efficient thermal massage treatment session</td>
<td>Number of therapy sessions (per day) was the most important factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan et al [42]</td>
<td>Fuzzy AHP</td>
<td>Determine the weights of the various physiological factors</td>
<td>The mathematical model of exercise rehabilitation program for patients with diabetes was established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rani et al [43]</td>
<td>COPRAS&lt;sup&gt;s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Select T2D medication treatment</td>
<td>Developed a new formula-based PFSs&lt;sup&gt;t&lt;/sup&gt; and evaluated its feasibility by applying the model on selecting the T2D pharmacological therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albuaid and Basheikh [44]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Developed a mathematical decision-making model that prioritizes the available diabetes medication based on criteria</td>
<td>Metformin, pioglitazone, sitagliptin, and glimepiride were ranked first, second, third, and fourth, respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mühlbacher et al [45]</td>
<td>AHP and BWS</td>
<td>Examine the key patient-related decision criteria involved in the medicinal treatment of T2D</td>
<td>For oral antidiabetes-treated patient groups and insulin-treated patient groups, HbA1c&lt;sup&gt;u&lt;/sup&gt; level, delay of insulin therapy, and occurrence of hypoglycemia were ranked first, second, and third, respectively</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>AHP: analytic hierarchy process.
<sup>b</sup>T2D: type 2 diabetes.
<sup>c</sup>SWARA: step-wise weigh assessment ratio analysis.
<sup>d</sup>FMULTIMOOORA: full multiplicative form.
<sup>e</sup>WASPAS: Weighted Aggregated Sum Product Assessment.
<sup>f</sup>CRITIC: Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria Correlation.
<sup>g</sup>TOPSIS: technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution.
Diagnosis of Diabetes

Table 2 displays that roughly 19% (12/63) of the publications centered on the application of MCDM techniques for aiding general practitioners and endocrinologists in diagnosing diabetes. Among these, AHP and TOPSIS were the most commonly cited methods, with 4 and 3 mentions, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Risk factors</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zulqarnain et al [6]</td>
<td>TOPSISa</td>
<td>Investigate the prevalence of diabetes among women and men</td>
<td>Age, weight, height, BMI, systolic and diastolic BPb, urine creatinine, albuminuria, and ACRc</td>
<td>Female patients were more likely to develop diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdulkareem et al [7]</td>
<td>Fuzzy</td>
<td>Predict diabetes risks</td>
<td>Weakness, obesity, delayed healing, alopecia, muscle stiffness, polydipsia, polyuria, visual blurring, sudden weight loss, and itching</td>
<td>FAHPd model is an excellent tool for diagnosing medical disorders based on many criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbasi et al [46]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Identify the most significant risk factors for GDMf</td>
<td>A history of GDM or impaired glucose tolerance in previous pregnancies and a history of macrosomia in the infant</td>
<td>N/Ag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ya's et al [47]</td>
<td>Fuzzy</td>
<td>Identify the symptoms of diabetes</td>
<td>Age, pregnancies, glucose, blood pressure, skin thickness, insulin, BMI, and diabetes pedigree function</td>
<td>Proposed a framework to recognize the symptoms of disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amin-Naseri and Neshat [48]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Determine the likelihood of developing T2Dh</td>
<td>FBSi index, PRFj, BMI, diet, age, BP, gender, family history, and smoking status</td>
<td>Created a new, systematically interpretable FRBSk framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El-Sappagh et al [49]</td>
<td>Fuzzy</td>
<td>Diagnosis of diabetes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baha et al [50]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Diagnosis of diabetes</td>
<td>Heredity, sex, ethnicity, age, impaired glucose tolerance, gestational diabetes, and so forth</td>
<td>Recognized top 3 most important risk factors: heredity, obesity, and physical inactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharma and Sharma [51]</td>
<td>EDASm</td>
<td>Forecast diabetes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Combined MCDMn with machine-learning techniques to find the best forecasting model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malapane et al [52]</td>
<td>WPMo</td>
<td>Forecast diabetes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Combined WPM method with machine learning to select the best model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felix et al [53]</td>
<td>TOPSIS</td>
<td>Identification of the most important T2D risk factors in the Pima Indian database</td>
<td>Blood glucose, BP, blood cholesterol, obesity, blindness, physical inactivity</td>
<td>Blindness, obesity, and inactivity were the risk factors with greatest impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sankar and Jeyaraj [54]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Forecast diabetes in women</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Propose a model for predicting diabetes among women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bondor and Mureşan [55]</td>
<td>TOPSIS</td>
<td>Solve the problem of multicollinearity between criteria in diabetes diagnosis</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Proposed a new algorithm which removed the multicollinearity among criteria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aTOPSIS: technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution.
bBP: blood pressure.
cACR: albumin creatinine ratio.
dAHP: analytic hierarchy process.
eFAHP: fuzzy analytic hierarchy process.
fGDM: gestational diabetes mellitus.
gN/A: not applicable.
hT2D: type 2 diabetes.
iFBS: fasting blood sugar.

jPRF: physical risk factors.
kDIBAR: Created Diabetes Risk Assessment.
lFRBS: fuzzy rule-based systems.
mEDAS: evaluation based on distance for average solution.

nMCDM: multicriteria decision-making.
oWPM: Weighted Product Model.
**Meal Recommendation for Diabetes**

According to Table 3, a total of 8 (13%) out of 63 publications focused on using MCDM techniques to assist people with diabetes in making the healthiest food choices from their food options, considering factors such as fat content, carbohydrate content, and calorie count. Among these, AHP was mentioned most frequently, with 6 instances.

**Table 3.** Meal recommendation publications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaikwad et al [56]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Recommend a particular ice cream for patients with diabetes</td>
<td>Sugar, cholesterol, dietary fiber, and proteins</td>
<td>Ben &amp; Jerry’s Butter Pecan was enriched with all 4 criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharawat and Dubey [57]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Find out the best diet for a patient with diabetes among 3 alternatives: solid food, liquid food, and fluid food</td>
<td>Calories, body fat, healthy carbs, and dietary needs</td>
<td>Solid food was selected as the best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santosso et al [58]</td>
<td>Fuzzy AHP</td>
<td>Designed a new yogurt product for patients with diabetes</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zadeh et al [59]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Proposed a personalized meal-planning strategy</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Proposed an affordable and culturally appropriate meals that would provide all the nutrition needed for a diabetic while still being mindful of calories and carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulint and Kadam [60]</td>
<td>AHP and TOPSIS&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Recommended shakes and ice cream for patients with diabetes</td>
<td>Sugar, cholesterol, carbs, fat, protein, and dietary fiber</td>
<td>Selected a type of ice cream that satisfies all criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaikwad et al [61]</td>
<td>ANP&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Recommendation of a particular ice cream</td>
<td>Sugar, calories, cholesterol, and proteins</td>
<td>Selected a type of ice cream that satisfies all criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaikwad et al [62]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Recommendation of a particular ice cream</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Proposed a model combination of AHP-GA&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt; and AHP-CI&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; to recommend an ice cream to patients with diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaikwad et al [63]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Recommendation of a particular ice cream</td>
<td>Sugar, protein, cholesterol, and dietary fiber</td>
<td>Patient having a high sugar level of 262 mg/dl can consume an ice cream lower sugar like Breyers butter almond, also patient with low sugar level of 77 mg/dl can consume high sugar ice cream like Breyers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>AHP: analytic hierarchy process.<br>
<sup>b</sup>N/A: not applicable.<br>
<sup>c</sup>TOPSIS: technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution.<br>
<sup>d</sup>ANP: analytical network process.<br>
<sup>e</sup>AHP-CI: analytic hierarchy process–cohort intelligence.<br>
<sup>f</sup>AHP-GA: analytic hierarchy process–genetic algorithm.

**Diabetes Management**

Based on Table 4, additional applications of MCDM techniques, particularly AHP methods, in diabetes management (14/63, 22%) encompass tasks such as identifying ideal locations for diabetes clinics, allocating resources for diabetes care, assessing the current diabetes applications, and constructing models to prioritize criteria that bolster the safety of the insulin supply chain.
Table 4. Diabetes management publications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gupta et al [64]</td>
<td>TOPSIS(^a), VIKOR(^b), PROMETHEE II(^c)</td>
<td>Assess current mHealth(^d) applications for T2D(^e), including Glucose Buddy, mySugr, Diabetes: M, Blood Glucose Tracker, and OneTouch Reveal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al [65]</td>
<td>ANP(^f) and CRITIC(^g)</td>
<td>Assess the influence of social support on T2DM(^h) self-management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mishra et al [66]</td>
<td>AHP(^i)</td>
<td>Created and used the SCP(^j) assessment methodology for Indian diabetes clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mishra [67]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Developed a customized service quality assessment model for diabetes care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mishra [68]</td>
<td>Fuzzy TOPSIS</td>
<td>Proposed 3 alternatives for the placement of a diabetes clinic using the SLP(^k) method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byun et al [69]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Improving the treatment compliance of patients with diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehrotra and Kim [70]</td>
<td>New multicriterion, robust weighted-sum methodology</td>
<td>Calculate the amount of funding allocated to diabetes preventive initiatives across the United States to reduce the weighted sum of diabetes prevalence and outcomes caused by improper health expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haji et al [71]</td>
<td>AHP and TOPSIS</td>
<td>Create a model that can prioritize and pick the optimal criterion for optimizing insulin safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suka et al [72]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Described a clinical decision support system that enhance dynamic decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fico et al [73]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Selected the best tool for screening and managing T2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long and Cent- tor [74]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Assess the relative significance of 4 frequently used diabetes quality indicators: measuring HbA1c(^l), measuring LDL(^m), performing a dilated eye examination, and performing a foot examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gajdoš et al [75]</td>
<td>TOPSIS</td>
<td>Proposed a concept of chronic care management, which could increase effectiveness and reduce the cost of health care provided to patients with T2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gupta et al [76]</td>
<td>CODAS-FAHP(^n) and MOO-RA-FAHP(^o)</td>
<td>Assess the usability of mHealth applications to monitor T2D by developing 2 hybrid decision-making methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang et al [77]</td>
<td>Delphi-AHP</td>
<td>Recommended a Delphi-AHP framework to establish agreement in creating a decision-making algorithm for evaluating the balance of benefits and risks associated with the use of complementary and alternative medicine for diabetes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)TOPSIS: technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution.  
\(^b\)VIKOR: ViseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje.  
\(^c\)PROMETHEE II: preference ranking organization method for enrichment of evaluation II.  
\(^d\)mHealth: mobile health.  
\(^e\)T2D: type 2 diabetes.  
\(^f\)ANP: analytical network process.  
\(^g\)CRITIC: Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria Correlation  
\(^h\)T2DM: type 2 diabetes mellitus.  
\(^i\)AHP: analytic hierarchy process.  
\(^j\)SCP: Supply Chain Partnership.  
\(^k\)SLP: Systematic Layout Planning.  
\(^l\)HbA1c: hemoglobin A1c.  
\(^m\)LDL: low-density lipoprotein.  
\(^n\)CODAS-FAHP: combine distance-based assessment-fuzzy AHP.  
\(^o\)MOORA-FAHP: multiobjective optimization on the basis of ratio analysis-fuzzy AHP.

Diabetes Complication

T2D is a significant global public health issue, characterized by 2 categories of harm: macrovascular (involving large arteries) and microvascular (involving small blood vessels). Macrovascular disease such as strokes and microvascular diseases such as retinopathy, nephropathy, and neuropathy [7]. MCDM techniques, especially TOPSIS, as shown in Table 5, are used to assist endocrinologists and general practitioners in analyzing the severity of these complications, forecasting their likelihood of occurrence, and pinpointing the risk factors for them (n=7).
### Table 5. Diabetes complication diagnosis publications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Complications</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ebrahimi and Ahmadi [78]</td>
<td>Fuzzy TOP-SIS&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Analyzed the severity caused by diabetes</td>
<td>High cholesterol, high BP&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, obesity, physical inactivity, smoking, family history, age, and sex</td>
<td>Neuropathy, diabetic retinopathy, cardiovascular disease, kidney disease, foot ulcer, and amputation</td>
<td>Cardiovascular disease was the most important complication in the problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmadi and Ebrahimi [79]</td>
<td>MCDM&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Assessed the severity of difficulties caused by diabetes</td>
<td>Ischemic heart disease, heart failure, heart stroke, ketoacidosis, diabetic ulcer, neuropathy, and lower extremely amputation</td>
<td>Cardiovascular disease, diabetic ketoacidosis, lower extremity complications, and lower extremity amputation</td>
<td>Proposed a new hybrid algorithm that calculate the severity of damage caused by diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bondor et al [80]</td>
<td>TOPSIS</td>
<td>Identification of the risk factors in kidney disease</td>
<td>Urinary albumin per creatinine ratio and glomerular filtration</td>
<td>Diabetic kidney</td>
<td>Rank the risk factors of microalbuminuria and eGFR&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; to evaluate the risk factor for CKD&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed et al [81]</td>
<td>TOPSIS and entropy</td>
<td>Detection of DR&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; through machine learning and TOPSIS models</td>
<td>Criteria of TOPSIS model: AUC&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;, accuracy, precision, F1-score, recall, TPR&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;, FNR&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;, FPR&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;, TNR&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, and time</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>According to TOPSIS, Adaboost model ranks at the best model to detect DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bondor et al [82]</td>
<td>VIKOR&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Rank risk factors of diabetic kidney disease</td>
<td>Serum adiponectin, triglycerides, SBP, duration of diabetes and age, Malondialdehyde, and HDL&lt;sup&gt;m&lt;/sup&gt;-cholesterol</td>
<td>Diabetic kidney</td>
<td>Identification of diabetic kidney disease risk factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allassery et al [83]</td>
<td>Fuzzy AHP&lt;sup&gt;n&lt;/sup&gt; and Fuzzy TOPSIS</td>
<td>Determine the impact of mental health in patients with diabetes</td>
<td>BMI, SBP, DBP&lt;sup&gt;o&lt;/sup&gt;, age, height, exercise</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>The model showed the applicability and impact of mental health in patients with diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al [84]</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Relieve the pain in patients with diabetes</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;p&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Diabetic neuropathy and foot ulcers</td>
<td>Selection of shoe lasts for footwear design to help relieve the pain associated with diabetic neuropathy and foot ulcers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>TOPSIS: technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution.
<sup>b</sup>BP: blood pressure.
<sup>c</sup>MCDM: multicriteria decision-making.
<sup>d</sup>GFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate.
<sup>e</sup>CKD: chronic kidney disease.
<sup>f</sup>DR: diabetic retinopathy.
<sup>g</sup>AUC: area under the curve.
<sup>h</sup>TPR: true positive rate.
<sup>i</sup>FNR: false negative rate.
<sup>j</sup>FPR: false positive rate.
<sup>k</sup>TNR: true negative rate.
<sup>l</sup>VIKOR: ViseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje.
<sup>m</sup>HDL: high-density lipoprotein.
<sup>n</sup>AHP: analytic hierarchy process.
<sup>o</sup>DBP: diastolic blood pressure.
<sup>p</sup>N/A: not applicable.

### Discussion

#### Principal Findings

Given the multitude of choices involved in selecting diabetes medication, meal planning, nutrient intake, diabetes management apps, and speedy diagnosis, endocrinologists, general practitioners, and individuals with diabetes, along with their caregivers, need guidance to make informed decisions. MCDM is a quantitative approach that effectively integrates treatment benefits and drawbacks, as well as individual preferences, to facilitate sound medical decision-making in these complex situations. Consequently, we embarked on an evaluation of the effectiveness of MCDM methods in the context of diabetes.
Based on a notable upward trend in publications within the realm of using MCDM methods in diabetes research over the last 2 decades, this underscores the growing interest among researchers in applying MCDM methods to address diabetes-related challenges. Furthermore, the majority of these publications (n=19) focus on diabetes treatment selection [14,28-45]. Diabetes management (n=14), diagnosis of diabetes (n=12), meal recommendation (n=8), diabetes complications (n=7), and global estimation (n=3) are in the later ranks. This outcome highlights the efficacy of using MCDM methods in the process of choosing diabetes medications.

All MCDM methods in diabetes are classified into 13 groups. AHP is ranked first, having been used in 25 articles. AHP is designed to help individuals and groups make complex decisions by breaking them into a hierarchical structure, comparing and weighting criteria and alternatives, and deriving a rational choice based on these comparisons [7,85,24]. AHP can be applied to diabetes issues and decision-making in several ways including treatment selection [14,31,32,34,36,38-42,44,45], diabetes diagnosis [46,48-50,54], dietary planning [56-60,62,63], diabetes management [66,67,69,71-74,77], complication diagnosis [84], and estimating diabetes prevalence [4,5]. TOPSIS and fuzzy AHP with 9 and 8 publications are in the next ranks, respectively.

As observed, 6 distinct weighting algorithms were recognized, with the Entropy approach ranking highest. The final component in our proposed classification pertains to estimating diabetes prevalence. In a 2013 study, researchers used logistic regression and AHP techniques to produce smoothed age-specific occurrence estimates for adults aged 20 to 79 years. These estimates were then used to calculate population projections for the years 2013 and 2035, foreseeing an increase in the number of individuals with diabetes to 592 million by 2035 [4]. In another investigation conducted by the IDF in 2015, AHP and logistic regression methods were used to estimate that there were 415 million people (ranging from 340 million to 536 million) with diabetes. Projections indicate that this figure is expected to reach 642 million (ranging from 521 million to 829 million) by 2040 [5].

Conclusions

One of the most serious health problems of the 21st century, whose prevalence is rapidly increasing, is diabetes mellitus. Almost all areas of diabetes research have seen significant progress to date, particularly in the areas of medication selection, meal selection, diabetes management applications, use of continuous glucose monitoring, and closed-loop system. The advancement of technology has expanded the scope of decision-making responsibilities for general practitioners in the initial stages of patient care. Determining the most optimal choice among numerous options falls within the domain of MCDM.

In this research, for the first time, we reviewed the majority of MCDM papers for diabetes and considered 2 important issues in the field of diabetes: examining the usability of MCDM techniques in diabetes and proposing a new classification of applications of MCDM methods in diabetes. Our study highlights that the use of MCDM techniques extends beyond the realm of diabetes medication selection. These methods hold promise for diverse applications, spanning meal planning, diabetes diagnosis, and addressing diabetes-related challenges. This includes tasks such as selecting optimal diabetes management applications from a wide range of options, identifying ideal locations for diabetes clinics, and efficiently allocating resources for diabetes care. Moreover, the analysis reveals that AHP is the preferred and widely embraced strategy and approach, primarily owing to its straightforward structure and user-friendliness. We firmly believe that the adoption of MCDM approaches offers advantages to a broad spectrum of stakeholders, including patients with diabetes, endocrinologists, general practitioners, caregivers, and health care policy makers. These techniques have the potential to serve as valuable tools for general practitioners, assisting in quicker diabetes diagnosis and more accurate medication selection, ultimately reducing patient costs and lifestyle concerns.
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Abstract

Background: Health care has not reached the full potential of the secondary use of health data because of—among other issues—concerns about the quality of the data being used. The shift toward digital health has led to an increase in the volume of health data. However, this increase in quantity has not been matched by a proportional improvement in the quality of health data.

Objective: This review aims to offer a comprehensive overview of the existing frameworks for data quality dimensions and assessment methods for the secondary use of health data. In addition, it aims to consolidate the results into a unified framework.

Methods: A review of reviews was conducted including reviews describing frameworks of data quality dimensions and their assessment methods, specifically from a secondary use perspective. Reviews were excluded if they were not related to the health care ecosystem, lacked relevant information related to our research objective, and were published in languages other than English.

Results: A total of 22 reviews were included, comprising 22 frameworks, with 23 different terms for dimensions, and 62 definitions of dimensions. All dimensions were mapped toward the data quality framework of the European Institute for Innovation through Health Data. In total, 8 reviews mentioned 38 different assessment methods, pertaining to 31 definitions of the dimensions.

Conclusions: The findings in this review revealed a lack of consensus in the literature regarding the terminology, definitions, and assessment methods for data quality dimensions. This creates ambiguity and difficulties in developing specific assessment methods. This study goes a step further by assigning all observed definitions to a consolidated framework of 9 data quality dimensions.

(Int J Med Inform 2024;12:e51560) doi:10.2196/51560
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Introduction

To face the multiple challenges within our health care system, the secondary use of health data holds multiple advantages: it could increase patient safety, provide insights into person-centered care, and foster innovation and clinical research.

To maximize these benefits, the health care ecosystem is investing rapidly in primary sources, such as electronic health records (EHRs) and personalized health monitoring, as well as in secondary sources, such as health registries, health information systems, and digital health technologies, to effectively manage illnesses and health risks and improve health care outcomes [1]. These investments have led to large volumes
of complex real-world data. However, health care is not obtaining the full potential of the secondary use of health data [2,3] because of—among other issues—concerns about the quality of the data being used [4,5]. Errors in the collection of health data are common. Studies have reported that at least half of EHR notes may contain an error leading to low-quality data [6–11]. The transition to digital health has produced more health data but not to the same extent as an increase in the quality of health data [12]. This will impede the potentially positive impact of digitalization on patient safety [13], patient care [14], decision-making [15], and clinical research [16].

The literature is replete with various definitions of data quality. One of the most used definitions for data quality comes from Juran et al [17], who defined data quality as “data that are fit for use in their intended operational, decision-making, planning, and strategic roles.” According to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) definition, quality is “the capacity of an ensemble of intrinsic characteristics to satisfy requirements” (ISO 9000-2015). DAMA International (The Global Data Management Community: a leading international association involving both business and technical data management professionals) adapts this definition to a data context: “data quality is the degree to which the data dimensions meet requirements.” These definitions emphasize the subjectivity and context dependency of data quality [18]. Owing to this “fit for purpose” principle, the quality of data may be adequate when used for one specific task but not for another.

For example, when health data collected for primary use setting, such as blood pressure, are reused for different purposes, the adequacy of their quality can vary. For managing hypertension, the data’s accuracy and completeness may be considered adequate. However, if the same data are reused for research, for example, in a clinical trial evaluating the effectiveness of an antihypertensive, more precise and standardized measurements methods are needed. From the perspective of secondary use, data are of sufficient quality when they serve the needs of the specific goals of the reuser [4].

To ensure that the data are of high quality, they must meet some fundamental measurable characteristics (eg, data must be complete, correct, and up to date). These characteristics are called data quality dimensions, and several authors have attempted to formulate a complex multidimensional framework of data quality. Kahn et al [19] developed a data quality framework containing conformance, completeness, and plausibility as the main data quality dimensions. This framework was the result of 2 stakeholder meetings in which data quality terms and definitions were grouped into an overall conceptual framework. The i~HD (European Institute for Innovation through Health Data) prioritized 9 data quality dimensions as most important to assess the quality of health data [20]. These dimensions were selected during a series of workshops with clinical care, clinical research, and ICT leads from 70 European hospitals. In addition, it is well known that there are several published reviews in which the results of individual quality assessment studies were collated into a new single framework of data quality dimensions. However, the results of these reviews have not yet been evaluated. Therefore, answering the “fit for purpose” question and establishing effective methods to assess data quality remain a challenge [21].

The primary objective of this review is to provide a thorough overview of data quality frameworks and their associated assessment methods, with a specific focus on the secondary use of health data, as presented in published reviews. As a secondary aim, we seek to align and consolidate the findings into a unified framework that captures the most crucial aspects of quality with a definition along with their corresponding assessment methods and requirements for testing.

**Methods**

**Overview**

We conducted a review of reviews to gain insights into data quality related to the secondary use of health data. In this review of reviews, we applied the Equator recommendations from the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines proposed by Page et al [22]. As our work is primarily a review of reviews, we included only the items from these guidelines that were applicable. Abstracts were sourced by searching the PubMed, Embase, Web of Science, and SAGE databases. The search was conducted in April 2023, and only reviews published between 1995 and April 2023 were included. We used specific search terms that were aligned with the aim of our study. To ensure comprehensiveness, the search terms were expanded by searching for synonyms and relevant key terms. The following concepts were used: “data quality” or “data accuracy,” combined with “dimensions,” “quality improvement,” “data collection,” “health information interoperability,” “health information systems,” “public health information,” “quality assurance,” and “delivery of health care.” Textbox 1 illustrates an example of the search strategy used in PubMed. To ensure the completeness of the review, the literature search spanned multiple databases. All keywords and search queries were adapted and modified to suit the requirements of these various databases (Multimedia Appendix 1).

**Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria**

We included review articles that described and discussed frameworks of data quality dimensions and their assessment methods, especially from a secondary use perspective. Reviews were excluded if they were (1) not specifically related to the health care ecosystem, (2) lacked relevant information related to our research objective (no definition of dimensions), or (3) published in languages other than English.
Selection of Articles
One reviewer (JD) screened the titles and abstracts of 982 articles from the literature searches and excluded 940 reviews. Two reviewers (RVS and JD) independently performed full-text screening of the remaining 42 reviews. Disagreements between the 2 reviewers were resolved by consulting a third reviewer (DK). After full-text screening, 20 articles were excluded because they did not meet the inclusion criteria. A total of 22 articles were included in this review.

Data Extraction
All included articles were imported into EndNote 20 (Clarivate). Data abstraction was conducted independently by 2 reviewers (RVS and JD). Disagreements between the 2 reviewers were resolved by consulting a third reviewer (DK). The information extracted from the reviews included various details, including the authors, publication year, research objectives, specific data source used, scope of secondary use, terminology used for the data quality dimensions, their corresponding definitions, and the measurement methods used.

Data Synthesis
To bring clarity to the diverse dimensions and definitions scattered throughout the literature, we labeled the observed definitions of dimensions from the reviews as “aspects.” We then used the framework of the i-HD. This framework underwent extensive validation through a large-scale exercise and was published [20]. It will now serve as a reference framework for mapping the diverse literature in the field. This overarching framework comprised 9 loosely delineated data quality dimensions (Textbox 2, [20]). Each observed definition of a data quality dimension was mapped onto a dimension of this reference framework. This mapping process was collaborative and required consensus among the reviewers. This consolidation is intended to offer a more coherent and unified perspective on data quality for secondary use.

Textbox 2. Consolidated data quality framework of the European Institute for Innovation through Health Data [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data quality dimension and definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>completeness: the extent to which data are present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency: the extent to which data satisfy constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness: the extent to which data are true and unbiased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness: the extent to which data are promptly processed and up to date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability: the extent to which data are comparable among sources and over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextualization: the extent to which data are annotated with acquisition context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representativeness: the extent to which data are representative of intended use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustworthiness: the extent to which data can be trusted based on the owner’s reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniqueness: the extent to which data are not duplicated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results
Search Process
Figure 1 summarizes the literature review process and the articles included and excluded at every stage of the review using the PRISMA guidelines. It is important to note that this was not a systematic review of clinical trials; rather, it was an overview of existing reviews. As such, it synthesizes and analyzes the findings from multiple reviews on the topic of interest. A total of 22 articles were included in this review. The 22 reviews included systematic reviews (4/22, 18%) [23-26], scoping reviews (2/22, 9%) [27,28], and narrative reviews (16/22, 73%) [4,29-43]. All the reviews were published between 1995 and 2023. Of the 20 excluded reviews, 5 (25%) were excluded because they were not specific to the health care ecosystem [18,44-47], 13 (65%) lacked relevant information related to our research objective [6-18], and 2 (10%) were published in a language other than English [48,49].
Figure 1. The process of selecting articles.

Data Sources
Of the 22 reviews, 10 (45%) discussed data quality pertaining to a registry [25-27,34-36,40-43] and 4 (18%) to a network of EHRs [4,24,29,33]. Of the 22 reviews, 4 (18%) discussed the quality of public health informatics systems [37,38], real-world data repositories [31], and clinical research informatics tools [30]. Of the 22 reviews, 4 (18%) did not specify their data source [23,28,32,39].

Observed Frameworks for Data Quality Dimensions
In the initial phase of our study, we conducted a comprehensive review of 22 selected reviews, each presenting a distinct framework for understanding data quality dimensions. Across these reviews, the number of dimensions varied widely, ranging from 1 to 14 (median 4, IQR 2-5). The terminology used was diverse, yielding 23 different terms for dimensions and 62 unique definitions. A detailed overview, including data sources, data quality dimensions, and definitions, is provided in Multimedia Appendix 2 [4,23-43]. Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 3 presents the frequency of all dimensions in each review along with the variety of definitions associated with each dimension.

Data Synthesis: Constructing a Consolidated Data Quality Framework For Secondary Use

Overview
Table 1 presents all dimensions mentioned in the included reviews, with their definitions, mapped toward each of the 9 data quality dimensions in the framework of i-HD.
### Table 1. Mapping of data quality aspects toward i~HD (European Institute for Innovation through Health Data) data quality framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i~HD data quality dimensions and aspects as mentioned in the reviews</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Completeness</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness [30,32,33,39]</td>
<td>The extent to which information is not missing and is of sufficient breadth and depth for the task at hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness [24,29,39]</td>
<td>This focuses on features that describe the frequencies of data attributes present in a data set without reference to data values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness [27,35,42]</td>
<td>The extent to which all necessary data that could have been registered have been registered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness [34,41]</td>
<td>The extent to which all the incident cases occurring in the population are included in the registry database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness [43]</td>
<td>The completeness of data values can be divided between mandatory and optional data fields.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness [23]</td>
<td>The absence of data at a single moment over time or when measured at multiple moments over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness [4]</td>
<td>Is a truth of a patient present in the EHR?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness [26]</td>
<td>All necessary data are provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness [25]</td>
<td>Defined as the presence of recorded data points for each variable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plausibility [31]</td>
<td>Focuses on features that describe the frequencies of data attributes present in a data set without reference to data values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture [27,35]</td>
<td>The extent to which all necessary cases that could have been registered have been registered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consistency</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy [43]</td>
<td>The accuracy of data values can be divided into syntactic and semantic values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency [43]</td>
<td>Data inconsistencies occur when values in ≥2 data fields are in conflict.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency [39]</td>
<td>Representation of data values is the same in all cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency [26]</td>
<td>Data are logical across data points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency [32]</td>
<td>The degree to which data have attributes that are free from contradiction and are coherent with other data in a specific content of use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency [23]</td>
<td>Absence of differences between data items representing the same objects based on specific information requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency [30]</td>
<td>Refers to the extent to which data are applicable and helpful to the task at hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness [26]</td>
<td>Data are within the specified value domains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparability [34,40]</td>
<td>The extent to which coding and classification procedures at a registry, together with the definitions of recoding and reporting specific data terms, adhere to the agreed international guidelines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity [30]</td>
<td>Refers to information that does not conform to a specific format or does not follow business rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordance [32]</td>
<td>The data are concordant when there was agreement or comparability between data elements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformance [29,31]</td>
<td>Focuses on data quality features that describe the compliance of the representation of data against internal or external formatting, relational, or computational definitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformance [24]</td>
<td>Whether the values that are present meet syntactic or structural constraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correctness</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy [27,35,42]</td>
<td>The extent to which registered data are in conformity to the truth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy [32,33]</td>
<td>The extent to which data are correct and reliable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy [23]</td>
<td>The degree to which data reveal the truth about the event being described.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy [26]</td>
<td>Data conform to a verifiable source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy [30]</td>
<td>Refers to the degree to which information accurately reflects an event or object described.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness [4,24]</td>
<td>Is an element that is present in the EHR true?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plausibility [4]</td>
<td>Does an element in the EHR makes sense in the light of other knowledge about what that element is measuring?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data quality dimensions and aspects as mentioned in the reviews</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plausibility [24]</td>
<td>This focuses on actual values as a representation of a real-world object or conceptual construct by examining the distribution and density of values or by comparing multiple values that have an expected relationship with each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plausibility [29]</td>
<td>Focuses on features that describe the believability or truthfulness of data values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity [34,40]</td>
<td>Defined as the proportion of cases in a data set with a given characteristic which truly have the attribute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniqueness</td>
<td><strong>Redundancy [32]</strong> Data contain no redundant values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td><strong>Consistency [33]</strong> Representations of data values remain the same in multiple data items in multiple locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Consistency [24]</strong> Refers to the consistency of data at the specified level of detail for the study’s purpose, both within individual databases and across multiple data sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Currency [43]</strong> Data currency is important for those data fields that involve information that may change over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Comparability [24]</strong> This is the similarity in data quality and availability for specific data elements used in measure across different entities, such as health plans, physicians, or data sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Concordance [4,24]</strong> Is there agreement between elements in the EHR or between the EHR and another data source?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Information loss and degradation [24]</strong> The loss and degradation of information content over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td><strong>Timeliness [30,33,39]</strong> The extent to which information is up to date for the task at hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Timeliness [27,34,40]</strong> Related to the rapidity at which a registry can collect, process, and report sufficiently reliable and complete data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Timeliness [26]</strong> Data are available when needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Currency [4]</strong> Is an element in the EHR a relevant representation of the patient’s state at a given point in time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Currency [32]</strong> The degree to which data have attributes that are of the right age in a specific context of use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Currency [24]</strong> Data were considered current if they were recorded in the EHR within a reasonable period following a measurement or if they were representative of the patient’s state at a desired time of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Currency [23]</strong> The degree to which data represent reality from the required point in time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Accessibility [33]</strong> The extent to which data are available or easily and quickly retrievable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextualization</td>
<td><strong>Understandability [24]</strong> The ease with which a user can understand the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Understandability [30]</strong> Refers to the degree to which the data can be comprehended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Contextual validity [23]</strong> Assessment of data quality is dependent on the task at hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Flexibility [24]</strong> The extent to which data are expandable, adaptable, and easily applied to many tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustworthiness</td>
<td><strong>Security [24,39]</strong> Personal data are not corrupted, and access is suitably controlled to ensure privacy and confidentiality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation</td>
<td><strong>Relevance [24,39]</strong> The extent to which information is applicable and helpful for the task at hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Precision [26]</strong> Data value is specific.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first data quality dimension relates to the completeness of data. Among the 22 reviews included, 20 (91%) highlighted the significance of completeness [4,23-27,29-35,39,41-43]. Of these 20 reviews, 17 (85%) used the term completeness to refer to this dimension [4,23-27,29-35,39,41-43], whereas the remaining 3 (15%) used the terms plausibility [31] and capture [27,35]. On the basis of the definitions of completeness, we can conclude that this dimension contains 2 main aspects. First, completeness related to the data level. The most used definition related to this aspect is the extent to which information is not missing [30,32,33,39]. Other reviews focused more on features that describe the frequencies of data attributes present in a data set without reference to data values [24,29,39]. Shivashabesan et al [25], for example, defined completeness as the presence of

---

*EHR: electronic health record.*
recorded data points for each variable. A second aspect for completeness relates more to a case level, in which all the incident cases occurring in the population are included [27,34,35,41].

Consistency
The second data quality dimension concerns the consistency of the data. Among the 22 selected reviews, 11 (50%) highlighted the importance of consistency [23,24,26,29-32,34,39,40,43]. Although various frameworks acknowledge this as a crucial aspect of data quality, achieving a consensus on terminology and definition has proven challenging. Notably, some reviews used different terminologies to describe identical concepts associated with consistency [26,30,32,43]. Of the 11 reviews, 6 (55%) used the term consistency to describe this dimension [23,26,30,32,39,43], whereas 3 (27%) used conformance [24,29,31] and 2 (18%) referred to comparability [34,40]. Of the 11 reviews, 3 (27%) used distinct terms: accuracy [43], validity [30], and concordance [32]. Most definitions focus on data quality features that describe the compliance of the representation of data with internal or external formatting, relational, or computational definitions [29,31]. Of the 11 reviews, 2 (18%) provided a specific definition of consistency concerning registry data, contributing to the extent to which coding and classification procedures, along with the definitions or recording and reporting of specific data terms, adhere to the agreed international guidelines [34,40]. Furthermore, Bian et al [24] concentrated on whether the values present meet syntactic or structural constraints in their definition, whereas Liaw et al [39] defined consistency as the extent to which the representation of data values is consistent across all cases.

Correctness
The third data quality dimension relates to the correctness of the data. Of the 22 reviews, 14 (64%) highlighted the importance of correctness [4,23,24,26,27,29,30,32-35,39,40,42]. Of the 14 reviews, 2 (14%) used 2 different dimensions to describe the same concept of correctness [4,24]. Accuracy was the most frequently used term within these frameworks [23,26,27,32,33,35,42]. In addition, other terms used included correctness [4,24,39], plausibility [4,24,29], and validity [34,40]. In general, this dimension assesses the degree to which the recorded data align with the truth [27,35,42], ensuring correctness and reliability [32,33]. Of the 14 reviews, 2 (14%) provided a specific definition of correctness concerning EHR data, emphasizing that the element collected is true [4,24]. Furthermore, of the 14 reviews, 2 (14%) defined correctness more at a data set level, defining it as the proportion of cases in a data set with a given characteristic that genuinely possess the attribute [34,40]. These reviews specifically referred to this measure as validity. Nevertheless, the use of the term validity was not consistent across the literature; it was also used to define consistency. For instance, AbuHalimeh [30] used validity to describe the degree to which information adheres to a predefined format or complies with the established business rules.

Timeliness
The fourth data quality dimension concerns the timeliness of the data. Among the 22 selected reviews, 11 (50%) underscored the importance of this data quality dimension [4,23,24,26,27,30,32-34,39,40]. Of the 11 reviews, 7 (64%) explicitly used the term timeliness [26,27,30,33,34,39,40], whereas 4 (36%) referred to it as currency [4,23,24,32]. Mashoufi et al [33] used the terms accessibility and timeliness to explain the same concept. Broadly, timeliness describes how promptly information is processed or how up to date the information is. Most reviews emphasized timeliness as the extent to which information is up to date for the task at hand [30,33,39]. For instance, Weiskopf and Weng [4] provided a specific definition for EHR data, stating that an element should be a relevant representation of the patient’s state at a given point in time. Other reviews defined timeliness as the speed at which data can be collected, processed, and reported [27,34,40]. Similarly, Porgo et al [26] defined timeliness as the extent to which data are available when needed.

Stability
The fifth data quality dimension concerns the stability of the data. Among the 22 included reviews, 4 (18%) acknowledged the significance of stability [4,24,33,43]. The most frequently used terms for this dimension are consistency [24,33] and concordance [24]. In addition, other terms used include currency [43], comparability [24], and information loss and degradation [24]. Bian et al [24] explored this aspect of data quality by using multiple terminologies to capture its multifaceted nature: stability, consistency, concordance, and information loss and degradation. This dimension, in general, encompasses 2 distinct aspects. First, it underscores the importance of data values that remain consistent across multiple sources and locations [4,24,33]. Alternatively, as described by Bian et al [24], it refers to the similarity in data quality for specific data elements used in measurements across different entities such as health plans, physicians, or other data sources. Second, it addresses temporal changes in data that are collected over time. For instance, Lindquist [43] highlighted the importance of stability in data fields that involve information that may change over time. The term consistency is used across different data quality dimensions, but it holds different meanings depending on the context. When discussing the dimension of stability, consistency refers to the comparability of data across different sources. This ensures that information remains uniform when aggregated or compared. Compared with the consistency dimension, the term relates to the internal coherence of data within a single data set, which relates to the absence of contradiction and compliance with certain constraints. The results indicate the same ambiguity in terms of currency. When associated with stability, currency refers to the longitudinal aspect of variables. In contrast, within the dimension of timeliness, currency is concerned with the aspect if data are up to date.

Contextualization
The sixth data quality dimension revolves around the context of the data. Of the 22 reviews analyzed, 3 (14%) specifically addressed this aspect within their framework [23,24,30]. The most used term was understandability [24,30]. In contrast, Syed et al [23] used the term contextual validity, and Bian et al [24] referred to flexibility and understandability for defining the same concept. Broadly speaking, contextualization pertains to
whether the data are annotated with their acquisition context, which is a crucial factor for the correct interpretation of results. As defined by Bian et al [24], this dimension relates to the ease with which a user can understand data. In addition, AbuHalimeh [30] refers to the degree to which data can be comprehended.

**Representation**

The seventh dimension of data quality focuses on the representation of the data. Of the 22 reviews examined, 3 (14%) specifically highlighted the importance of this dimension [24,26,39]. Of the 3 reviews, 2 (67%) used the term relevance [24,39], whereas Porgo et al [26] used the term precision. Broadly speaking, representativeness assesses whether the information is applicable and helpful for the task at hand [24,39]. In more specific terms, as defined by Porgo et al [26], representativeness relates to the extent to which data values are specific to the task at hand.

**Trustworthiness**

The eighth dimension of data quality relates to the trustworthiness of the data. Of the 22 reviews, only 2 (9%) considered this dimension in their review [24,39]. In both cases, trustworthiness was defined as the extent to which data are free from corruption, and access was appropriately controlled to ensure privacy and confidentiality.

**Uniqueness**

The final dimension of data quality relates to the uniqueness of the data. Of the 22 reviews, only 1 (5%) referred to this aspect [32]. Uniqueness is evaluated based on whether there are no duplications or redundant data present in a data set.

**Observed Data Quality Assessment Methods**

**Overview**

Of the 22 selected reviews, only 8 (36%) mentioned data quality assessment methods [4,24,32,34,35,39-41]. Assessment methods were defined for 15 (65%) of the 23 data quality dimensions. The number of assessment methods per dimension ranged from 1 to 15 (median 3, IQR 1-5). There was no consensus on which method to use for assessing data quality dimensions. Figure S2 in Multimedia Appendix 3 presents the frequency of the dimensions assessed in each review, along with the number of different data quality assessment methods.

In the following section, we harmonize these assessment methods with our consolidated framework. This provides a comprehensive overview linking the assessment methods to the primary data quality dimensions from the previous section. Table 2 provides an overview of all data quality assessment techniques and their definitions. Textbox 3 presents an overview of all assessment methods mentioned in the literature and mapped toward the i~HD data quality framework.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment M</th>
<th>Assessment technique in reviews</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Linkages—other data sets</td>
<td>Percentage of eligible population included in the data set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Comparison of distributions</td>
<td>Difference in means and other statistics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Case duplication</td>
<td>Number and percentage or cases with &gt;1 record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Completeness of variables</td>
<td>Percentage of cases with complete observations of each variable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>Completeness of cases</td>
<td>Percentage of cases with complete observations for all variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>Distribution comparison</td>
<td>Distributions or summary statistics of aggregated data from the data set are compared with the expected distributions for the clinical concepts of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>Gold standard</td>
<td>A data set drawn from another source or multiple sources is used as a gold standard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>Historic data methods</td>
<td>Stability of incidence rates over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison of incidence rates in different populations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shape of age-specific curves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Incidence rates of childhood curves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>M.Ib</td>
<td>Comparing the number of deaths, sourced independently from the registry, with the number of new cases recorded for a specific period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>Number of sources and notifications per case</td>
<td>Using many sources reduces the possibility of diagnoses going unreported, thus increasing the completeness of cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>Capture-recapture method</td>
<td>A statistical method using multiple independent samples to estimate the size of an entire population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>Death certificate method</td>
<td>This method requires that death certificate cases can be explicitly identified by the data set and makes use of the M:I ratio to estimate the proportion of the initially unregistered cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13</td>
<td>Histological verification of diagnosis</td>
<td>The percentage of cases morphologically verified is a measure of the completeness of the diagnostic information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M14</td>
<td>Independent case ascertainment</td>
<td>Rescreening the sources used to detect any case missing during the registration process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M15</td>
<td>Data element agreement</td>
<td>Two or more elements within a data set are compared to check if they report the same or compatible information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M16</td>
<td>Data source agreement</td>
<td>Data from the data set are cross-referenced with another source to check for agreement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M17</td>
<td>Conformance check</td>
<td>Check the uniqueness of objects that should not be duplicated; the data set agreement with prespecified or additional structural constraints, and the agreement of object concepts and formats granularity between ≥2 data sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M18</td>
<td>Element presence</td>
<td>A determination is made as to whether or not desired or expected data elements are present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M19</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Number of consistent values and number of total values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M20</td>
<td>International standards for classification and coding</td>
<td>For example, neoplasms, the International Classification of Diseases for Oncology provides coding of topography, morphology, behavior, and grade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M21</td>
<td>Incidence rate</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M22</td>
<td>Multiple primaries</td>
<td>The extent that a distinction must be made between those that are new cases and those that represent an extension or recurrence of an existing one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M23</td>
<td>Incidental diagnosis</td>
<td>Screening aims to detect cases that are asymptomatic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Autopsy diagnosis without any suspicion of diagnosed case before death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment M&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Assessment technique in reviews</td>
<td>Explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M24</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>• I=ratio of violations of specific consistency type to the total number of consistency checks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M25</td>
<td>Validity check</td>
<td>• Data in the data set are assessed using various techniques that determine if the values &quot;make sense.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| M26                    | Reabstracting and recoding     | • Reabstracting describes the process of independently reabstracting records from a given source, coding the data, and comparing the abstracted and coded data with the information recorded in the database. For each reabstracted data item, the auditor’s codes are compared with the original codes to identify discrepancies.  
• Reencoding involves independently reassigning codes to abstracted text information and evaluating the level of agreement with records already in the database. |
| M27                    | Missing information            | • The proportion of registered cases with unknown values for various data items. |
| M28                    | Internal consistency           | • The proportion of registered cases with unknown values for various data items. |
| M29                    | Domain check                   | • Proportion of observations outside plausible range (%). |
| M30                    | Interrater variability         | • Proportion of observations in agreement (%).  
• Kappa statistics. |
| M31                    | Log review                     | • Information on the actual data entry practices (eg, dates, times, and edits) is examined. |
| M32                    | Syntactic accuracy             | • Not specified. |
| M33                    | Log review                     | • Information on the actual data entry practices (eg, dates, times, and edits) is examined.  
• Time at which data are stored in the system.  
• Time of last update.  
• User survey. |
| M34                    | Not specified                  | • Ratio: number of reports sent on time divided by total reports. |
| M35                    | Not specified                  | • Ratio: number of data values divided by the overall number of values. |
| M36                    | Time to availability           | • The interval between date of diagnosis (or date of incidence) and the date the case was available in the registry or data set. |
| M37                    | Security analyses              | • Analyses of access reports. |
| M38                    | Not specified                  | • Descriptive qualitative measures with group interviews and interpreted with grounded theory. |

<sup>a</sup>M: method.  
<sup>b</sup>M/I: mortality/incidence ratio.
Textbox 3. Mapping of assessment methods (Ms) toward data quality framework of the European Institute for Innovation through Health Data.

**Completeness**

- Capture [35]
  - M1: linkages—other data sets
  - M2: comparison of distributions
  - M3: case duplication

- Completeness [35]
  - M4: completeness of variables
  - M5: completeness of cases

- Completeness [32]
  - M4: completeness of variables
  - M6: distribution comparison
  - M7: gold standard
  - M5: completeness of cases

- Completeness [34]
  - M8: historic data methods
  - M9: mortality:incidence ratio (M:I)
  - M10: number of sources and notifications per case
  - M11: capture-recapture method
  - M12: death certificate method

- Completeness [41]
  - M8: historic data methods
  - M9: M:I
  - M10: number of sources and notifications per case
  - M11: capture-recapture method
  - M12: death certificate method
  - M13: histological verification of diagnosis
  - M14: independent case ascertainment

- Completeness [4]
  - M4: completeness of variables
  - M6: distribution comparison
  - M7: gold standard
  - M15: data element agreement
  - M16: data source agreement

- Completeness [24]
  - M4: completeness of variables
  - M6: distribution comparison
  - M7: gold standard
  - M17: conformance check

**Consistency**

- Conformance [24]
• M18: element presence
  • M17: conformance check

• Concordance [32]
  • M15: data element agreement
  • M19: not specified

• Consistency [32]
  • M16: data source agreement

• Comparability [40]
  • M20: international standards for classification and coding
  • M21: incidence rate
  • M22: multiple primaries
  • M23: incidental diagnosis
  • M24: not specified

• Comparability [34]
  • M20: international standards for classification and coding

• Consistency [39]
  • M24: not specified

Correctness
• Correctness [4]
  • M7: gold standard
  • M15: data element agreement

• Plausibility [4]
  • M6: distribution comparison
  • M25: validity check
  • M31: log review
  • M16: data source agreement

• Validity [40]
  • M26: reabstracting and recoding
  • M13: histological verification of diagnosis
  • M27: missing information
  • M28: internal consistency
  • M12: death certificate method

• Validity [34]
  • M13: histological verification of diagnosis
  • M12: death certificate method

• Accuracy [35]
  • M7: gold standard
  • M28: internal consistency
  • M29: domain check
• M30: interrater variability
  • Correctness [24]
    • M25: validity check
  • Accuracy [32]
    • M7: gold standard
    • M32: syntactic accuracy

Stability
• Concordance [4]
  • M15: data element agreement
  • M16: data source agreement
  • M6: distribution comparison
• Comparability [24]
  • M18: element presence
• Consistency [24]
  • M17: conformance check
• Consistency [32]
  • M15: data element agreement
  • M16: data source agreement

Timeliness
• Currency [32]
  • M33: log review
• Currency [4]
  • M33: log review
• Timeliness [39]
  • M34: not specified
  • M35: not specified
• Currency [24]
  • M18: element presence
• Timeliness [40]
  • M36: time to availability

Trustworthiness
• Security [24,39]
  • M37: security analyses

Representation
• Relevance [39]
  • M38: not specified
Completeness
Among the 20 reviews that defined data quality dimensions related to completeness, 6 (30%) incorporated data quality assessment methods into their framework [4,24,32,34,35,41]. These 6 reviews collectively introduced 17 different data quality assessment methods. Some reviews (4/6, 67%) mentioned multiple methods to evaluate completeness, which highlights the absence of a consensus within the literature regarding the most suitable approach. The most frequently used method in the literature for assessing completeness was the examination of variable completeness [4,24,32,35]. This method involved calculating the percentage of cases that had complete observations for each variable within the data set. In 3 reviews [4,24,32], researchers opted to compare the distributions or summary statistics of aggregated data from the data set with the expected distributions for the clinical concepts of interest. Another approach found in 3 reviews involved the use of a gold standard to evaluate completeness [4,24,32]. This method relied on external knowledge and entailed comparing the data set under examination with data drawn from other sources or multiple sources.

Consistency
Among the 15 reviews highlighting the significance of consistency, 6 (40%) defined data quality assessment methods [4,24,32,34,39,40]. In these 6 reviews, a total of 10 distinct data quality assessment methods were defined. The most used method involved calculating the ratio of violations of specific consistency types to the total number of consistency checks [32,39]. There were 2 categories established for this assessment. First, internal consistency, which focuses on the most commonly used data type, format, or label within the data set. Second, external consistency, which centered on whether data types, formats, or labels could be mapped to a relevant reference terminology or data dictionary. Another common assessment method was the implementation of international standards for classification and coding standards [34,40]. This addressed specific oncology and suggested coding for topography, morphology, behavior, and grade. Liaw et al [39] defined an assessment method in which ≥2 elements within a data set are compared to check if they report compatible information.

Correctness
Among the 16 reviews underscoring the importance of correctness, 6 (38%) detailed data quality assessment methods [4,24,32,34,35,40]. Collectively, these 6 reviews proposed 15 different techniques. Prominent among these were histological verification [34,40], where the percentage of morphologically verified values served as an indicator of diagnosis correctness. Another frequently used technique was the use of validity checks [4], involving various methods to assess whether the data set values “make sense.” Three additional reviews opted for a comparative approach, benchmarking data against a gold standard and calculating the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy scores [4,32,35]. Interestingly, there is an overlap between consistency and completeness as data quality dimensions in the assessment of correctness. For instance, Weiskopf and Weng [4] defined data element agreement as an assessment for this dimension, whereas Bray and Parkin [40] evaluated the proportion of registered cases with unknown values for specific items as a correctness assessment method.

Stability
Among the 7 reviews emphasizing the importance of stability of the data, only 3 (43%) discussed assessment techniques that address this dimension [4,24,39]. These 3 reviews collectively outlined 5 different techniques. Notably, there was no predominant technique. Specifically, Weiskopf and Weng [4] used several techniques to assess data stability, including an overlap with other dimensions, by using data element agreement. Another technique introduced in the same review was data source agreement, involving the comparison of data from different data sets from distinct sources.

Timeliness
Of the 12 reviews focusing on the timeliness of data, 5 (42%) delved into assessment techniques for this data quality dimension [4,24,32,39,40]. Across these reviews, 5 distinct assessment techniques were discussed. The most commonly used technique was the use of a log review [4,39]. This method involved collecting information that provides details on data entry, the time of data storage, the last update of the data, or when the data were accessed. In addition, Bray and Parkin [40] assessed timeliness by calculating the interval between the date of diagnosis (or date of incidence) and the date the case was available in the registry or data set.

Trustworthiness
In the 2 reviews that considered trustworthiness as a data quality dimension, both used the same assessment technique [24,39]. This method involves the analysis of access reports as a security analysis, providing insight into the trustworthiness of the data.

Representation
In 1 review that addressed the representation dimension as a data quality aspect, only 1 assessment method was mentioned. Liaw et al [39] introduced descriptive qualitative measures through group interviews to determine whether the data accurately represented the intended use.

Uniqueness and Contextualization
No assessment methods were mentioned for these data quality dimensions.

Discussion
Principal Findings
This first review of reviews regarding the quality of health data for secondary use offers an overview of the frameworks of data quality dimensions and their assessment methods, as presented in published reviews. There is no consensus in the literature on the specific terminology and definitions of terms. Similarly, the methodologies used to assess these terms vary widely and are often not described in sufficient detail. Comparability, plausibility, validity, and concordance are the 4 aspects classified under different consolidated dimensions, depending on their definitions. This variability underscores the prevailing discrepancies and the urgent need for harmonized definitions. Almost none of the reviews explicitly refer to requirements of
quality for the context of the data collection. Building on the insights gathered from these reviews, our consolidated framework organizes the numerous observed definitions into 9 main data quality dimensions, aiming to bring coherence to the fragmented landscape.

Health data in primary sources refer to data produced in the process of providing real-time and direct care to an individual [50], with the purpose of improving the care process. A secondary source captures data collected by someone other than the primary user and can be used for other purposes (eg, research, quality measurement, and public health) [50]. The included reviews discussed data quality for secondary use. However, the quality of health data in secondary systems is a function of the primary sources from which they originate, the quality of the process to transfer and transform the primary data to the secondary source, and the quality of the secondary source itself. The transfer and transformation of primary data to secondary sources implies the standardization, aggregation, and streamlining of health data. This can be considered as an export-transform-load (ETL) process with its own data quality implications. When discussing data quality dimensions and assessment methods, research should consider these different stages within the data life cycle, a distinction seldom made in the literature. For example, Prang et al [27] defined completeness within the context of a registry, which can be regarded as a secondary source. In this context, completeness was defined as the degree to which all potentially registrable data had been registered. The definition for completeness by Bian et al [24] pertains to an EHR, which is considered a primary source. Here, the emphasis was on describing the frequencies of data attributes. Both papers emphasized the importance of completeness, but they approached this dimension from different perspectives within the data life cycle.

This fragmented landscape regarding terminology and definition of data quality dimensions, the lack of distinction between quality in primary and secondary data and in the ETL process, and the lack of consideration for the context allows room for interpretation, leading to difficulties in developing assessment methods. In our included articles, only 8 (36%) out of 22 reviews mentioned and defined assessment methods [4,24,32,34,35,39-41]. However, the results showed that the described assessment methods are limited by a lack of well-defined and standardized metrics that can quantitatively or qualitatively measure the quality of data across various dimensions and often suffer from inadequate translation of these dimensions into explicit requirements for primary and secondary data and the ETL process, considering the purpose of the data collection of the secondary source. Both the DAMA and ISO emphasize in their definition of data quality that requirements serve as the translation of dimensions. Data quality dimensions refer to a broad context or characteristics of data that are used to assess the quality of data. Data quality requirements are derived from data quality dimensions and specify the specific criteria or standards that data must meet to be considered high-quality data. These requirements define the specific thresholds that need to be achieved for each dimension. However, our results show that the focus of the literature lies in defining dimensions and frameworks, rather than adequately developing these essential data quality requirements.

To avoid further problems and ambiguities, it is important to understand the purpose, context, and limitations of the data and data sources to establish a comprehensive view on the quality of the data. Rather than pursuing an elusive quest in the literature for a rigid framework defined by a fixed number of dimensions and precise definitions, future research should shift its focus toward defining and developing specific data quality requirements tailored to each use case. This approach should consider various stages within the data life cycle. For example, when defining a specific completeness requirement for a secondary use case, it will impact the way data are generated at the primary source and how they are transformed and transferred between the primary and secondary sources. Creating explicit requirements that align with the purpose of each use case along with well-defined criteria and thresholds can foster the development of precise assessment methods for each dimension. Moreover, formulating these use case requirements will facilitate addressing the fundamental question of whether health data are fit for purpose, thus determining if they are of a sufficient quality.

Limitations

The strength of a review of reviews methodology is to provide a comprehensive overview of the current state of knowledge. However, it is important to acknowledge that this approach may have limitations, particularly in identifying new studies that have not yet undergone review or inclusion in the existing body of literature. Terms such as “information quality,” “error check,” “data check,” “data validation,” and “data cleaning” are commonly associated with the concept of data quality, particularly in older research papers. However, we did not include these terms in our search query because subsequent checking using these terms did not reveal any additional reviews that met our inclusion criteria. Furthermore, this overview focused on published reviews. Important information can also be found in grey literature [51,52] and in studies that collect stakeholders’ opinions on the quality of health data [20]. Finally, none of the included reviews discussed patient-generated data or data generated by wearables. Given the increasing adoption and use of these sources in health care, it is becoming important to consider their impact on data quality. Developing assessment methods that are applicable to these emerging data sources is an important area for further research.

Although having a consolidated reference framework of data quality dimensions and aspects is valuable, it is also of great importance to define specific data quality requirements for each relevant aspect within a single quality dimension. These requirements should specify the desired quality level to be achieved in a given percentage of the primary sources, based on the purpose of the data collection or a particular real-world data study. Once these requirements are clearly articulated, appropriate measurement methods can be determined, thereby ensuring the comprehensive analysis of secondary data collection for its suitability for a specific purpose.
Conclusions
The absence of a consensus in the literature regarding the precise terminology and definitions of data quality dimensions has resulted in ambiguity and challenges in creating specific assessment methods. This review of reviews offers an overview of data quality dimensions, along with the definitions and assessment methods used in these reviews. This study goes a step further by assigning all observed definitions to a consolidated framework of 9 data quality dimensions. Further research is needed to complete the collection of aspects within each quality dimension, with the elaboration of a full set of assessment methods, and the establishment of specific requirements to evaluate the suitability for the purpose of secondary data collection systems.
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Abstract

Background: Therapeutic education and patient self-management are crucial in diabetes prevention and treatment. Improving diabetes self-management requires multidisciplinary team intervention, nutrition education that facilitates self-management, informed decision-making, and the organization and delivery of appropriate health care services. The emergence of telehealth services has provided the public with various tools for educating themselves and for evaluating, monitoring, and improving their health and nutrition-related behaviors. Combining health technologies with clinical expertise, social support, and health professional involvement could help persons living with diabetes improve their disease self-management skills and prevent its long-term consequences.

Objective: This scoping review’s primary objective was to identify the key digital tool features of complex telehealth interventions used for type 2 diabetes or prediabetes self-management and monitoring with health professional involvement that help improve health outcomes. A secondary objective was to identify how these key features are developed and combined.

Methods: A 5-step scoping review methodology was used to map relevant literature published between January 1, 2010 and March 31, 2022. Electronic searches were performed in the MEDLINE, CINAHL, and Embase databases. The searches were limited to scientific publications in English and French that either described the conceptual development of a complex telehealth intervention that combined self-management and monitoring with health professional involvement or evaluated its effects on the therapeutic management of patients with type 2 diabetes or prediabetes. Three reviewers independently identified the articles and extracted the data.

Results: The results of 42 studies on complex telehealth interventions combining diabetes self-management and monitoring with the involvement of at least 1 health professional were synthesized. The health professionals participating in these studies were physicians, dietitians, nurses, and psychologists. The digital tools involved were smartphone apps or web-based interfaces that could be used with medical devices. We classified the features of these technologies into eight categories, depending on the intervention objective: (1) monitoring of glycemia levels, (2) physical activity monitoring, (3) medication monitoring, (4) diet...
monitoring, (5) therapeutic education, (6) health professional support, (7) other health data monitoring, and (8) health care management. The patient-logged data revealed behavior patterns that should be modified to improve health outcomes. These technologies, used with health professional involvement, patient self-management, and therapeutic education, translate into better control of glycemia levels and the adoption of healthier lifestyles. Likewise, they seem to improve monitoring by health professionals and foster multidisciplinary collaboration through data sharing and the development of more concise automatically generated reports.

**Conclusions:** This scoping review synthesizes multiple studies that describe the development and evaluation of complex telehealth interventions used in combination with health professional support. It suggests that combining different digital tools that incorporate diabetes self-management and monitoring features with a health professional’s advice and interaction results in more effective interventions and outcomes.

**(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e46699)** [doi:10.2196/46699](https://doi.org/10.2196/46699)
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**Introduction**

**Diabetes and Nutrition**

The prevalence of diabetes in Canada is constantly rising, and related health expenditures are among the highest in the world. In 2018, approximately 8% of the Canadian population was living with this disease, and it is predicted that in 2025, a total of 5 million people will be affected (ie, 12.1% of the population) [1,2]. According to estimates, type 2 diabetes accounts for 90% of all diabetes diagnoses in the general population, type 1 diabetes accounts for 9%, and other kinds of diabetes account for 1% [3]. The prevalence of diabetes has been closely linked to dietary and lifestyle factors prevalent within the country, such as high rates of obesity and sedentary behavior coupled with a diet often rich in processed foods. However, best practice guidelines suggest that the onset of type 2 diabetes can be delayed or prevented using early lifestyle change interventions. As prediabetes is characterized by elevated blood glucose levels that do not yet meet the diagnostic criteria for diabetes, the therapeutic management of diabetes and prediabetes is similar [4,5]. In both cases, a comprehensive approach is required to better control glycemia levels [6,7]. Many factors are involved in preventing the disease and achieving better disease control, such as changing lifestyles through education, supporting self-management, and preventing the development and progression of complications [8]. The Diabetes Canada clinical practice guidelines recommend that individuals with diabetes receive personalized nutrition counseling by a registered dietitian to optimize glycemic control and weight management [3]. Strategies include caloric reduction for individuals who are overweight; the incorporation of low glycemic index carbohydrates; and the adoption of a Mediterranean, Nordic, Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH), or vegetarian diet because they are rich in protective foods [3]. These interventions are supported by evidence demonstrating improvements in glycated hemoglobin (HbA\(_1c\)) levels, metabolic outcomes, and reductions in hospitalization rates. As stated in the Diabetes Canada clinical practice guidelines, the care offered should be organized around the needs of people with diabetes (and of their families and close friends) because patients must be active participants for optimal engagement in self-managing their condition [4,8]. This active patient participation must be facilitated by a multidisciplinary team (nurses, dietitians, and physicians) that offers education and self-management support. Changing dietary behaviors poses a considerable challenge for people living with diabetes, yet it is a vital means of preventing the associated complications [4]. Monitoring with a dietitian’s involvement has proven effective in supporting such behavior changes [4]. Again according to the Diabetes Canada clinical practice guidelines, all people living with diabetes should receive the services of a dietitian [4]. It has been shown that diet monitoring with a dietitian’s involvement can alone reduce HbA\(_1c\) levels by 1% to 2% [4]. In addition, recent evidence underscores the advantages of using telehealth to foster adherence to medical recommendations and self-management [4,5,9]. Scientific literature has shown the benefits of telehealth in Canada for diabetes management [3,10]. These technological innovations facilitate patient monitoring and promote the use of different interventions that can support lifestyle changes through, for example, remote support, the telemonitoring of glycemia levels, reminders about taking medication, and the use of a food diary. These innovations also allow this information to be shared with the health care team. In 2018, the Diabetes Canada clinical practice guidelines advocated for the use of telehealth in disease management programs to improve self-management in underserved communities and to facilitate consultation with specialized teams, highlighting its effectiveness and the importance of integrating it into shared care models [3].

**Telehealth and Diabetes Self-Management**

Telehealth refers to “the use of communications and information technology to deliver health and health care services and information over large and small distances” [11]. In the same field of application, telemedicine refers to the exchange of medical information using information and communication technologies to improve a patient’s health condition and is delivered by at least 1 health professional [12]. Telemedicine services are provided using various means, including the telephone, internet, email, mobile apps, SMS text messaging, photographs, and videos. New technologies are revolutionizing the health care field by creating new prospects for various care delivery modalities [13]. They are thus paving the way for
innovations and represent a real benefit in the face of new health care challenges, such as the aging population, rising health care costs, and the unprecedented challenges posed by pandemics such as the COVID-19 pandemic [6]. Particularly in Canada, the public health care system faces challenges often associated with overcrowded clinics, long wait times, and limited resources [7]. Through remote consultations and continuous monitoring, telehealth has the potential to relieve pressure on health care facilities, improving resource allocation and optimizing patient flow management in the public health care system. As such, telehealth would be a pertinent response to public health organizational challenges in the Canadian context, where the universal health care system aims to provide equitable and accessible care to all residents.

The day-to-day management of type 2 diabetes can be a complex challenge. Patients must monitor their blood glucose levels regularly, take medication on a precise schedule, adopt a balanced diet, and maintain adequate physical activity [7]. However, these requirements can be difficult to meet owing to time constraints, a lack of knowledge, or limited resources. In addition, fluctuations in blood glucose levels can occur unpredictably, increasing the risk of short- and long-term complications [7]. In particular, nutrition plays a fundamental role in diabetes management. Dietary monitoring, nutrition education, and the personalization of dietary recommendations are key aspects in optimizing health outcomes for patients with diabetes. Using digital technologies, it is possible to offer ongoing personalized nutrition support, enabling patients to make informed dietary decisions and maintain adequate glycemic control.

Recent evidence points to the enormous potential of using health technologies to facilitate access to care, patient adherence to their treatment plan, and self-management [14]. Many experts point out that diabetes is a chronic disease best adapted to self-management through telehealth [14-19]. Technological innovations have been developed to support lifestyle changes and facilitate patient monitoring. Telehealth offers a range of potential benefits for people with type 2 diabetes. Continuous monitoring of blood glucose levels using connected sensors enables patients to receive real-time information on their blood glucose levels and be alerted to abnormal variations [2,3]. This enables them to take immediate action to correct blood glucose levels and avoid complications. In addition, telehealth facilitates access to specialized care by enabling patients to consult health professionals remotely. This reduces geographic barriers and enables patients to receive personalized advice, education, and support tailored to their specific needs [9]. Regular monitoring and feedback as well as the use of digital tools encourage patients to better understand their condition, make informed decisions, and improve their quality of life [8]. According to recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses, these telehealth interventions involving everyday web-based and mobile technologies help reduce HbA1c levels, allow for better daily glycemic control, promote an increase in physical activity, and improve dietary habits [20,21]. Connected blood glucose meters enable more convenient and accurate monitoring of blood glucose levels, whereas web-based platforms offer a web-based space for education, support, and communication with health professionals [14,15]. Teleconsultation enables patients to consult their physicians and specialists remotely, reducing travel and time constraints [15,16].

Combining self-management technologies with clinical expertise, social support, and health professional involvement can allow the development of telehealth solutions better adapted to the therapeutic management of patients with a chronic disease. Telehealth interventions using this combination are therefore expanding [22], but they present both advantages and limitations [12]. Telehealth enables improved care coordination, personalized interventions, and tailored patient education. However, it can lead to an increased workload for health care providers and raise data privacy concerns. The tension between interventions focused on service delivery and those involving health care providers highlights the importance of striking a balance between patient autonomy and medical expertise. An integrated collaborative approach involving both patients and health care providers may offer the best digital health outcomes. However, further studies are needed to fill the gaps in the literature, focusing on comparative studies with usual care, the evaluation of adherence, and long-term accessibility to optimize the use of telehealth in the self-management of type 2 diabetes.

To the best of our knowledge, no literature review has been conducted to identify the key digital tool features of such interventions. Nonetheless, improving knowledge on this subject could advance the development of more effective telehealth interventions for people with diabetes.

The primary objective of this scoping review was to identify the key digital tool features of complex telehealth interventions used for diabetes self-management and monitoring with health professional involvement that help improve health outcomes. The secondary objective was to identify how these key features should be developed and combined to optimize their contribution to improving health outcomes. Although our review draws from global scientific literature, the intent is to inform the future development of telehealth technologies, with a particular emphasis on the Canadian health care context. This focus stems from the recognition that although universal principles may guide the development of digital health tools, the specific features and their implementation must be tailored to meet the unique needs, regulations, and health care infrastructure of Canada. Our review aims to explicitly identify the characteristics of digital tools that have been shown to be effective in improving patient engagement, improving self-management, and leading to better health outcomes in diabetes care. By systematically cataloging these characteristics, we can provide a model for the design, development, and implementation of future telehealth interventions, provided we keep in mind specific requirements of the Canadian health care context, such as compliance with telehealth policies, local health care, patient privacy laws, and existing health IT infrastructure. In this study, improving health outcomes encompasses both the positive effects of the intervention on behavior changes (eg, eating healthier foods or performing physical activity) and the positive impacts on the health condition (eg, improved blood glucose levels or blood pressure).
Methods

Overview
Scoping reviews exhaustively synthesize the evidence to map a vast, complex, or emerging field of study and identify gaps in the literature, ultimately highlighting priorities for future studies in the field [23]. We chose this method because telehealth has emerged in different formats and offers solutions to various pathologies. We structured our scoping review according to the five steps developed by Arksey and O’Malley [24] and the revisions made by Levac et al [25]: (1) identifying the research question; (2) identifying relevant studies; (3) selecting the studies; (4) charting the data; and (5) collating, summarizing, and reporting the results. The procedure, which is described in the following subsections, was conducted in accordance with the PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Extension for Scoping Reviews) checklist (Multimedia Appendix 1) to ensure rigorous and transparent reporting of the methodology and findings [26]. Several additional recommendations made by Levac et al [25] were also followed: clearly articulate the research question for the scoping review, have 2 researchers independently review the full articles to determine their inclusion, have the research team collectively develop the data-charting form, and continually extract data.

Identifying the Research Questions
This review seeks to answer the following research questions:

1. What are the key digital tool features of complex telehealth interventions used for diabetes self-management and monitoring with health professional involvement that help improve health outcomes?
2. How should these key features be developed and combined to help improve health outcomes?

These questions stem from the lack of consensus in scientific literature on the conceptual development, implementation, and evaluation of telehealth solutions. The research questions and objectives were developed based on the research team’s expertise and a preliminary analysis of the literature on the subject. In accordance with scoping review methodology, this review included studies that used different approaches and research designs.

In this review, we applied the World Health Organization definition of telemedicine: “The delivery of health care services, where distance is a critical factor, by all health professionals using information and communication technologies for the exchange of valid information for diagnosis, treatment and prevention of disease and injuries, research and evaluation, and for the continuing education of health care providers, all in the interests of advancing the health of individuals and their communities.” Furthermore, in the context of telehealth technology, the term features refers to the various components or tools that enable the various activities associated with remote health care delivery.

Identifying and Selecting the Studies
The search strategy was developed in collaboration with a Université de Montréal librarian specializing in health. The keywords based on telehealth, nutrition, and diabetes were identified by examining relevant articles, their references, and the associated keywords (Multimedia Appendix 2). A systematic search was performed in the MEDLINE, CINAHL, and Embase databases, covering the period from January 1, 2010, to March 31, 2022. Our search efforts were focused on these databases because they are repositories where studies related to health and nutrition can be found. Only articles published since January 1, 2010, were selected to account for the widespread adoption of smartphones. By extending our review to cover more than a decade, we were able to capture the significant developments in mobile apps and smartphone use, which are pivotal in digital health. We also perused the bibliographies of the included articles to identify any additional studies. Only articles published in peer-reviewed scientific journals were examined. As proposed by the framework developed by Arksey and O’Malley [24], a quality assessment was not performed because it is not deemed essential for exploratory studies. The methodological rigor of the published articles was not an inclusion or exclusion criterion; instead, the articles were examined to substantiate the results and the discussion.

Given the rapid development of new technologies, only articles on complex telehealth interventions for managing diabetes published in the 12 years covering the period from January 1, 2010, to March 31, 2022, were retained. We used an iterative process to develop the inclusion and exclusion criteria during our searches to ensure a selection of studies more closely aligned with the research question. The searches were limited to scientific publications in English and French that either described the conceptual development of a complex telehealth intervention combining self-management and monitoring with health professional involvement or evaluated its effects on the therapeutic management of patients with type 2 diabetes or prediabetes. For inclusion in this review, the complex interventions had to be digital, have a patient interface, and concern type 2 diabetes or prediabetes self-management or monitoring. We excluded studies (1) not using a nutritional approach to investigate telehealth interventions, (2) involving a single component, (3) not integrating at least 1 health professional, (4) concerning type 1 diabetes or gestational diabetes, (5) involving populations aged <18 years, and (6) lacking empirical data (eg, literature reviews). All search results were imported into the Covidence reference management software (Veritas Health Innovation Ltd), and duplicates were removed [27].

The review team comprised CM, DG, KVM, and BV. These 4 researchers determined the inclusion of relevant studies based on the title and abstract; CM and BV determined the selection based on the full-text articles. Differences were discussed in detail until a consensus was reached. The full texts of the relevant articles were retrieved for more in-depth analysis (CM).

Charting the Data
The research team developed a data extraction table. It included the following information: study characteristics (eg, title,
participants, the results of interest, and effectiveness), intervention characteristics (e.g., a brief description of the intervention, the components of self-management, and the components of monitoring with health professional involvement), and the benefits and limitations of both the intervention and the study according to the authors or reviewers.

**Collecting, Summarizing, and Reporting the Results**

Again according to the framework developed by Arksey and O’Malley [24] and the revisions by Levac et al [25], descriptive web-based abstracts and thematic analyses performed with NVivo software (release 1.7; Lumivero) were used for data analysis, yielding an approach resembling that of a narrative review. In conducting our thematic analysis, we adopted a qualitative approach to discern the impact of telehealth interventions with health professionals on the health outcomes of patients with diabetes. Through meticulous data immersion and iterative coding, we identified recurring patterns that we then shaped into themes. An initial list of these codes, forming a codebook, was iteratively refined during the data analysis process [28]. Once the codes were established, it enabled a comprehensive review of their interrelationships, aiding in the identification of the key digital tool features of complex telehealth interventions used for diabetes self-management and monitoring with health professional involvement that help improve health outcomes. These themes were refined against the data set to ensure coherence and direct relation to our research objectives. By integrating concrete examples from the data, we were able to provide a rich, detailed description of the telehealth features, thereby adding depth to our findings and ensuring that they were both representative of real-world practices and aligned with our research questions.

**Results**

**Overview**

The database searches identified 3755 articles, from which 995 (26.5%) duplicates were removed. The 2760 remaining articles underwent an initial screening based on the abstract and title, after which 2313 (83.8%) were excluded. The full-text screening involved assessing 447 articles, of which 406 (90.8%) were deemed ineligible because the studies did not meet the inclusion criteria (n=258, 63.7%); were literature reviews, editorials, or letters (n=141, 34.8%); or the full texts were inaccessible (n=7, 1.7%; Figure 1). Thus, of the 3755 articles identified from the database searches, 42 (1.12%) were ultimately included in this scoping review (Multimedia Appendix 3 [29-70]). The qualitative analysis of the 42 articles using NVivo (release 1.7) yielded the coding of 1520 references, divided among 113 codes.

**Characteristics of the Studies**

The 42 studies were published between January 1, 2010, and March 31, 2022, with as many as 28 (67%) published within the past 6 years [29-56]. We found that, in 2021, nearly twice as many articles were published on the topic as in each of the previous 4 years (Figure 2).

Information on complex telehealth interventions used for diabetes self-management and monitoring with health professional involvement was obtained for 18 countries. Of the 42 studies, 11 (26%) were conducted in the United States [30,31,39,48-51,57-59]; 5 (12%) in South Korea [37,41,44,60,61]; 4 (10%) in Singapore [29,43,46,55]; 4 (10%) in Norway [32,62,63]; 3 (7%) in the United Kingdom [33,35,38]; 3 (7%) in Germany [40,45,56]; 2 (5%) in China [47,64]; and 1 (2%) each in Australia [54], South Africa [65], Spain [66], Iran [52], Italy [67], Japan [42], Lebanon [34], Slovenia [36], Switzerland, and Taiwan [68] (Figure 3).
General Characteristics of the Intervention

One-third (14/42, 33%) of the studies were randomized controlled trials [35,36,40-42,46,55,57-59,62,64,67], with most of them (n=12, 86%) ranging from 6 months to 1 year in duration. Of the 42 studies, 9 (21%) were feasibility studies, with the interventions ranging from 3 months to 1 year in duration [33,38,39,43,44,51,53,67]; 8 (19%) were interventional studies, with the interventions ranging from 3 to 18 months in duration [30,31,34,48,50,54,63,68]; 5 (12%) were conceptual studies lasting 6 months [45,49,52,65,66]; and 4 (10%) were pre-post studies, in which the interventions ranged from 1 month to 1 year in duration [29,37,60,61] (Figure 4).

Health Professional Involvement

Of the 42 studies, 21 (50%) included physicians [29-32,36,40-42,45,47-51,53,58,60,64,66,68,69], 16 (38%) involved dietitians [29,31,33,35,39,43,46,54,56,59,60,65,68-70,72], 12 (29%) involved nurses [31,32,36,41,55,58-62,68,69], 4 (10%) involved psychologists [31,33,67,69], 4 (10%) involved physical educators [29,33,35,60], and 3 (7%) involved case
Of the 42 studies, 13 (31%) involved a multidisciplinary team [29,31-33,35,36,41,58-60,68,69,72], and 22 (52%) involved only 1 clinician [30,39,40,42,43-45,51,53-56,61,62,64-66,70] (Multimedia Appendix 4 [29-70]).

Characteristics of Digital Self-Management

The interventions under study involved the use of a mobile app [29-34,36-39,41-46,49,51-53,55,59-65,67,69,70] or a web portal [32,35,36,40-42,44,45,47,48,52,57,58,60,63-66,68,70], usually coupled with a blood glucose meter to optimize diabetes self-management [37,38,40,41,43,44,46-48,51,53,55,57,59-64,68,69]. Other Bluetooth-connected devices were used in some of the interventions (10/42, 24%), such as a Bluetooth-connected weight scale [31,40,42,43,46,48], a pedometer [40,43,45], an accelerometer [33,42], a Bluetooth-connected smartwatch [49], and a tensiometer [42].

The types of data collected concerned the monitoring of glycemia levels through, for example, the visualization of a blood sugar curve over time [29,32,37,38,41,43-49,51-53,55,59-66,68,69]; physical activity monitoring using, for example, a pedometer [33,35,40,43,45,46,56,61,67]; diet monitoring, using, for example, a food diary [29-33,35,37,39,41,43,45-47,49,52,53,55,56,59,61-63,67-69]; medication monitoring through, for example, adherence monitoring or the possibility of issuing remote prescriptions [30,50]; and other health data monitoring (weight, BMI, and laboratory tests) [29,32,33,40,43,45-47,53,56,60,65,66]. Other features made it possible to ensure continuity of care by, for example, generating reports [34,38,42,45,47,52,60,66,67,70]; supporting therapeutic patient education; and ensuring support from a health professional to help patients learn and develop skills to independently manage their chronic disease and improve their quality of life [15,16].

On the basis of our analysis of the literature, we classified the key digital tool features that can have a positive impact on intervention outcomes into eight categories: (1) monitoring of glycemia levels, (2) diet monitoring, (3) physical activity monitoring, (4) medication monitoring, (5) therapeutic education, (6) health professional support, (7) other health data monitoring, and (8) health care management (Multimedia Appendix 5 [29-70]).

Key Digital Tool Features With Positive Impacts on the Health Condition

Monitoring of Glycemia Levels

Of the 42 studies, 22 (52%) incorporated a blood glucose meter to precisely monitor blood glucose levels during interventions; the blood glucose meter allowed the visual tracking of blood sugar curves by the patient and health professionals [37,38,40,41,43,44,46,48-51,53,55,57,59-64,68,69]. In addition, 3 (7%) of the 42 studies included blood glucose meters permitting real-time continuous blood glucose monitoring [29,30,50].

Of the 42 studies, 4 (10%) included an alert system [36,52,68,73]: “The online diabetes self-management system sent an SMS text message to care providers when the data exceeded the alerting range” [68]; “The application automatically sent users reminders by simple e-mail and SMS: ‘Please enter your blood sugar/or other parameters into the eDiabetes application’” [36]. Of the 42 studies, 9 (21%) included a bolus dosing system [32,38,45,55,57-59,66,74]: “An optional bolus dosing feature was available as an algorithm on the e-diary that allowed the patient to generate a premeal bolus insulin dose” [57]. Of the 42 studies, 2 (5%) allowed the remote prescription of real-time continuous blood glucose monitoring devices [30,50].

The 42 studies used different indicators to collect glycemic control data, such as (1) HbA1c levels in 27 (64%) studies, monitored through blood tests [29-34,36,40,41,43,44,46-48,51,54,55,57-60,62-64,67-69]; (2) blood glucose levels in 24 (57%) studies, monitored using data recorded by a blood glucose meter or a blood test [32-34,40,41,43,44,46-48,51,53-55,57,60,63-64,66,68,69]; and (3) hypoglycemia events in 4 (10%) studies [55,57,60,69], based on self-reports or alert systems after the recording of blood glucose levels with a blood glucose meter. All interventional studies included in the review reported a reduction of between 0.433 mmol/L and 1.554 mmol/L in fasting blood glucose levels. The studies reported a statistically significant decrease in HbA1c levels ranging from 0.5% to 1.65% [34,40,41,57,68], as well as a drop of up to 1.554 mmol/L in blood glucose levels [29-31,36,41,44,46,48,56,57,59,61,62,68,69].

Diet Monitoring

Of the 42 studies, 13 (31%) included a meal planning system, with features such as generating shopping lists and recipes and calculating caloric intake [29,31,35,38,43,44,46,48,49,52,53,65,68]; and 27 (64%) included a food diary system that could be shared with the health professional for comment [29-33,35,37,39,41,43,47,49,52,53,55,56,59,61-63,67-69]. Patients logged their data using a list of foods or by taking photographs. A caloric intake–counting feature was available in 11 (26%) of the 42 studies [29,35,38,43,44,48,49,52,53,65,68]. Of the 42 studies, 5 (12%) included a carbohydrate-counting system [32,46,49,53,66]: “The app provided an automated individualized calorie limit which was computed based on body weight, gender, age and activity level. The total daily carbohydrate intake was restricted to 40% of total daily calories” [46]; “From the nutrition screen, the test persons manually entered carbohydrate values for their meals or scanned products to import the carbohydrate data into the app” [53]. Of the 42 studies, 18 (43%) included pedagogical material, particularly nutrition education and knowledge evaluation [31,33-37,46-48,51,52,55,59,60,63,64,66,69]. To collect data on diet, the studies used the data logged on mobile or internet platforms or obtained from food diaries, 24-hour reminders, or calorie counting [32,46,49,53,66]. The health professionals evaluated diet quality using the shared data or validated questionnaires (eg, the Healthy Eating Index). The studies reported a better understanding of nutritional issues, greater confidence in maintaining a healthy diet, and an improvement in dietary behavior [30,31,40,41,44,61,68,70].
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**Physical Activity Monitoring**

Of the 42 studies, 6 (14%) monitored physical activity using a Bluetooth-connected device (Bluetooth-connected watch [49], pedometer [40,43,45], or accelerometer [33,42]), 8 (19%) used step counting via a Bluetooth-connected pedometer or a smartphone-integrated feature [33,35,40,45,46,56,61,67], and 16 (38%) included a graphic monitoring tool for physical activity [29,32,35,37,41-45,49,52,55,62-65,69]. These graphs were generated automatically using pedometer data or after patients’ manual logging of their activities based on a list of predefined physical activities. A caloric expenditure–counting feature was often available: “Type, time, and intensity of any completed physical activity, which could be translated into calories burned. (BCT: prompt self-monitoring of behavior; provide feedback on performance)” [35]. The studies used data logged on mobile or internet platforms and obtained from pedometers, accelerometers, or self-reported physical activity diaries to collect physical activity data. These data made it possible to adjust the automated recommendation messages and the messages from the health professionals with whom the data were shared. The studies reported a trend toward increased weekly physical activity owing to the technology-motivated engagement (eg, Chen et al [68] report a significant increase in physical activity; P<.001) [30-38,41-47,50,54,55,57,60,62-64,66-69].

**Medication Monitoring**

Of the 42 studies, 16 (38%) included a medication adherence–tracking device [30,32,37,38,41,45,49,52,53,55,59,61,63-65,68], half of which (n=8, 50%) had a reminder feature [32,37,45,52,55,61,63,68]. Of the 42 studies, 6 (14%) included an insulin dose–adjustment device used by the health professional or patient (eg, using a bolus dose algorithm) [29,40,48,57,66,69]. Regarding the medication data collected, of the 42 studies, 6 (14%) reported medication adjustments [29,40,48,57,66,69], 7 (17%) analyzed the monitoring of prescribed insulin doses [30,32,55,57,58,66,68], and 5 (12%) administered questionnaires on medication adherence [31,34,50,57,67]. Finally, 4 (10%) of the 42 studies reported decreased oral antidiabetic doses after the interventions [31,40,48,68].

**Therapeutic Education**

Patients were provided various pedagogical tools to support their therapeutic education in 20 (48%) of the 42 studies [31,33-37,43,46-48,51,52,55,59,60,63,64,66,69,70]. Among these 20 studies, web-based course modules were used in 4 (20%) [43,48,63,66]. Other tools were used to advance nutritional literacy [31,35,46,59]; or the tools talked about or referred to relevant articles on topics such as using a blood glucose meter, diabetes complications, physical activity, and tobacco use [33,35,36,43,46,48,52,55,59,66,69]. Finally, 2 (10%) of the 20 studies proposed meditation or mindfulness exercises [51,55]. Personalized recommendation tools were used in 11 (26%) of the 42 studies [29,37,45-48,51,52,60,63,66]. These recommendations were either delivered by a health professional after an analysis of the patient’s logged data, generated automatically by an artificial intelligence algorithm, or planned according to a therapeutic education protocol. The pedagogical materials were often supported by electronic notebook tools where patients could jot down topics to discuss with their health professionals [52,64,67].

**Health Professional Involvement**

Among the 42 studies, communication between the health professional and patient was ensured through a chat feature in 13 (31%) studies [31,35,43,46,47,49,51,52,59,60,63,66,68], by email in 7 (17%) studies [31,33,36,43,66,67,71], by SMS text messaging in 14 (33%) studies [29,36,37,41,42,44,48,54,58,62,63,67,69], by telephone calls in 13 (31%) studies [31,33,40,48,55-58,60,62,67,69], and by videoconferencing in 4 (10%) studies [55,60,67,68].

Of the 42 studies, 33 (79%) included a tool for displaying patient data [30,32-37,39,41-49,51-59,63-66,68-70], one-third of them (n=11, 33%) in real time, in the form of a graphic report. Of the 42 studies, 3 (7%) included a decision support tool [34,45,64], whereas 12 (29%) included a tool for setting and monitoring therapeutic goals that could be shared by the care provider and patient [29,32,33,37,45,46,53,59,61,63,68,69].

**Other Health Data Monitoring**

The monitoring of other health data concerned weight loss. Of the 42 studies, 16 (38%) monitored weight using a graphic representation over time [29,31-33,40,42,43,45-48,53,56,60,65,66]. Of these 16 studies, 6 (38%) collected automated data using a Bluetooth-connected weight scale [31,40,42,43,46,48]. In addition, 7 (17%) of the 42 studies enabled the sharing of blood test results [38,40,60,61,64,65,68]. Kobayashi et al [42] used a Bluetooth-connected tensiometer to transmit blood pressure readings to a cloud-based server, making it possible to summarize and present the data to patients and their primary care physicians to promote self-management, monitoring, and follow-up. The studies reported a statistically significant reduction in weight ranging from 3 to 6.2 kg [29,40,43,46,56,60] and in BMI ranging from 1.6 kg/m² to 4 kg/m² [29,34,42,48,56,60].

**Health Care Management**

Of the 42 studies, 20 (48%) included personal spaces in their technologies [31-35,38,40,42,45,47,49,51-53,61,63,66-68,70]. In these spaces, it was possible to view a dashboard summarizing the logged health data, monitor exchanges with health professionals, and generate reports that could be shared by the patient and downloaded by the health professionals for inclusion in the medical file [34,38,42,45,47,52,60,66,67,70]. Social support was promoted through links to social networks in 6 (14%) of the 42 studies [31,35,37,41,44,48]. Of the 42 studies, 6 (14%) included a web-based appointment scheduling tool, facilitating monitoring and follow-up by the health professionals [32,33,35,53,64,67]. Finally, Holmen et al [69] made technical support available 7 days a week to users of their technology.

**Combination of Interventions**

Studies showing significant positive results were those combining the involvement of a health professional with the monitoring of glycemia levels, diet, physical activity, and medication [41,57,61]. Of the 42 studies, 1 (2%) combined support from a health professional with the monitoring of...
glycemia levels, diet, and physical activity; therapeutic education; and a follow-up of body weight [29]. Some of the studies (7/42, 17%) only added to the involvement of a health professional the monitoring of glycemia levels and physical activity (n=1, 14%) [40], the monitoring of glycemia levels alone (n=2, 29%) [51,58], diet and medication monitoring with therapeutic education (n=1, 14%) [31] or without therapeutic education (n=1, 14%) [35], diet monitoring and therapeutic education (n=1, 14%) [70], and physical activity and body weight monitoring (n=1, 14%) [42]. Of the 42 studies, 2 (5%) with positive significant results evaluated the combination of a health professional and the monitoring of glycemia levels, diet, and medication (n=1, 50%) [30] and therapeutic education and body weight follow-up (n=1, 50%) [34]. Most often (23/42, 55%), the combined strategies involved a health professional and the monitoring of glycemia levels and diet (Multimedia Appendix 6 [29-31,34,35,40-42,51,57,58,61,70]).

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study mapped telehealth interventions tailored to the needs of patients with type 2 diabetes supported by a health professional. This review—despite the range of scientific literature available; the complex nature of these interventions; and the heterogeneity of study designs, populations, organizational care contexts, measures, and result indicators used—revealed a trend suggesting the effectiveness of telehealth interventions with health professional involvement in improving health outcomes. The use of everyday technologies in these interventions could facilitate their accessibility and usability, which would facilitate their implementation in the longer term. On the basis of our exploration of the literature, we were able to classify the key features of digital tools that may have a positive effect on intervention outcomes into eight categories: (1) monitoring of glycemia levels, (2) diet monitoring, (3) physical activity monitoring, (4) medication monitoring, (5) therapeutic education, (6) health professional support, (7) other health data monitoring, and (8) health care management (Figure 5).

The duration of the interventions varied significantly among the studies, with interventions lasting 1 month to 18 months. A recent meta-analysis on the effectiveness of telemedicine application for chronic diseases found that for people living with type 2 diabetes, HbA1c levels began to decrease after up to 12 months of telemedicine intervention compared with interventions lasting 6 months [75]. These results were also supported in a study by Timpel et al [76], where HbA1c levels began to decrease in participants after 12 months of long-term telemedicine intervention. Given that the HbA1c level is a recognized indicator of glycemic control over a retrospective period, reflecting average blood glucose levels over approximately 3 months, it is regarded as a standard for assessing the effectiveness of long-term diabetes interventions [77]. This measure offers a more stable view of a patient’s glycemia levels than instantaneous measurements, which can be influenced by many immediate factors [77]. Longer interventions could allow for more accurate adjustments in treatments and disease management behaviors as well as provide enough time for these changes to result in improvements in glycemic control.

The health professionals involved in these studies were primarily physicians, dietitians, and nurses. Nearly half (19/42, 45%) of the studies involved a multidisciplinary care team [29,31,34,37,38,41,44,48,50,52-54,57-59,63,67,68,71] (Multimedia Appendix 4). The studies showed that health technologies could help optimize the therapeutic education and monitoring of people living with type 2 diabetes through collecting and sharing information between consultations. Care provider personnel would thus be better able to focus on other aspects of their practice during consultations. Some of the interventions (4/42, 10%) used a videoconferencing platform for consultations with the health professional to make the exchanges more natural and pleasant [55,60,67,68]. A recent narrative review that included 12 randomized controlled trials assessing the effectiveness of telemedicine versus conventional counseling, demonstrated that the counseling and monitoring of patients living with diabetes via telemedicine was more effective than conventional counseling [78]. Similarly, health technologies could help improve the efficiency of practical tasks performed by health professionals, for example, by producing more concise automatically generated reports that can be shared among the care team, thus fostering interdisciplinary monitoring and follow-up. They also offer the possibility of monitoring patients in real time and sharing targeted information with them, thereby facilitating timely adjustments. Telehealth tools enable the continuous monitoring of blood glucose levels, physical activity, diet, medication intake, and other health indicators. This enables patients and health care providers to quickly detect fluctuations in blood sugar levels and take appropriate action to maintain optimal control of blood sugar levels [1]. The features of telehealth tools can provide personalized recommendations and advice based on each patient’s specific data [2]; for example, patients can receive medication reminders, nutritional advice tailored to their dietary preferences, and suggestions for physical activities based on their condition and health goals [2]. Telehealth tools offer educational resources and information on type 2 diabetes [3]. Patients can access educational materials, explanatory videos, meal plans, and tips to improve their understanding of the disease and its management [3]. This promotes patient empowerment by enabling them to actively participate in the management of their health [3-5]. Telehealth tools can include features such as appointment reminders, food diaries, and physical activity logs. These features help patients track their progress, stay engaged with their treatment, and maintain their motivation [3,5].

Our findings are in line with the chronic care model [79]. Telehealth interventions, as observed in our study, frequently incorporate goal-setting tools that empower patients to set and track health-related objectives, aligning with the model’s emphasis on self-management support. In addition, our results underscore the vital role of health professional support within telehealth interventions, enabling remote monitoring and timely guidance, consistent with the model’s focus on patient-centered care. Social support emerged in our findings, with patients benefiting from the encouragement of their social networks—a
concept aligned with the chronic care model’s recognition of involving the patient’s social support system. Finally, our research highlights the inclusion of educational materials in telehealth interventions, providing patients with essential knowledge about their condition, in line with the model’s emphasis on patient education. Together, these elements within telehealth strategies contribute to patient empowerment, improved self-management, and enhanced outcomes for the management of chronic conditions such as diabetes, emphasizing the importance of a comprehensive approach to health care delivery, even in remote or web-based settings.

However, there are also potential limitations and challenges associated with the use of telehealth tools for the management of type 2 diabetes. The use of telehealth tools may be limited by internet access, technological skills, and the availability of the necessary devices [2,3]. Populations that have been historically marginalized or disadvantaged may face digital disparities, limiting their ability to benefit fully from these tools. It is thus essential to recognize that some patients may require additional human support. Interaction with health care providers may be necessary to obtain answers to questions, resolve problems, and receive emotional support. Furthermore, the use of telehealth tools involves the collection, storage, and sharing of sensitive health data. It is crucial to implement robust security measures to protect data confidentiality and prevent privacy breaches [2,8]. Telehealth tools use monitoring devices to collect data, such as blood glucose meters or continuous blood glucose monitoring sensors. However, these devices can have technical limitations and measurement errors, which can affect the accuracy of the data collected and potentially influence treatment decisions [5,8]. Given that diabetes management is characterized by a long process of therapeutic education, monitoring, and follow-up, technological support would be a helpful asset in primary health care because it would help maintain motivation [29,37,40,46,54,61,70] through the use of numerous tools (goal-setting tools and shared decision-making support tools, recipes, informational content, etc), by facilitating interactions with a health professional, and by promoting access to care (eg, with the possibility of using multilingual resources).

Figure 5. Classification of digital features for diabetes self-management and monitoring.

Recommendations for Future Designs

Telehealth offers many opportunities for diabetes self-management and monitoring, enabling patients to benefit from remote care, continuous monitoring, and personalized support. The use of continuous blood glucose monitoring devices, mobile apps, web-based platforms, and other technologies facilitates the collection and tracking of diabetes-related data [9]. The introduction of web-based educational resources, web-based learning modules, and self-help tools to help patients better understand their disease as well as manage their diet, physical activity, medication, and monitoring of blood glucose levels promotes patient self-management and empowerment [10,11]. In addition, web-based support via secure messaging to answer patients’ questions and respond to their concerns supports therapeutic education and keeps them engaged. Indeed, technology developers will need to set up clear and effective communication channels between patients and health professionals. This may include web-based consultations, secure message exchanges, and regular reports on patient progress [11]. Finally, it will be important to consider the integration of these telehealth interventions into existing health care systems, ensuring coordination and continuity of care. It will be necessary to ensure that data collected by remote monitoring devices are accessible to health professionals and integrated into patients’ medical records [12].

Limitations of Included Studies

The studies identified in this review involved voluntary patient participation. In particular, the studies favored individuals with good technology literacy. The selection bias inherent in voluntary patient participation and the preference for technology-literate individuals suggest that the findings might not be generalizable to the broader population of people with diabetes. The indicators used to assess the effectiveness of the interventions were primarily dietary intake; clinical indicators such as glycemia levels, HbA1c levels, blood pressure, and cholesterol levels; physical activity; medication adherence; motivation; and the use of telehealth technology. Although positive changes in these indicators were noted in most clinical results, this may translate into something other than rigorous clinical parameters. Different strategies were used to collect data, notably involving innovative digital tools (although these
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tools did not undergo a validation study). In addition, lifestyle changes (dietary planning and physical activity) were measured using the patient self-administered digital questionnaires, leaving the door open to all biases inherent in self-reporting. A meta-analysis of these data would help inform a position in this regard.

The heterogeneity of the included studies posed a real challenge in interpreting the results. Aside from the various methods used, which yielded different levels of evidence, the interventions were based mainly on effecting behavior changes through therapeutic education supported by digital tools and a health professional; yet, none of the studies assessed the impact on the results of the context within which these technologies were used, such as concurrent public health policies (eg, diabetes or obesity prevention campaigns, the promotion of a balanced diet, physical activity, or tobacco use).

Moreover, the literature states that 90% of people with diabetes have at least 1 other chronic disease. Nonetheless, few interventions have provided the integrated management of diabetes and other pathologies. Specifically, renal and cardiac risks have not always been assessed. The multipathological context should be systematically considered when designing studies because multiple medication use (eg, sulfonylureas and insulin) can cause iatrogenic hypoglycemia and influence the clinical parameters [80-82]. Similarly, the different stages of diabetes severity should be documented to foster a more accurate interpretation of the results.

The varying durations of the interventions, ranging from 1 month to 18 months, and the differing technologies used emphasize that outcomes such as improvements in \( \text{HbA}_{1c} \) levels are not uniform across all studies. The positive association observed with longer interventions and the reduction in \( \text{HbA}_{1c} \) levels may not hold true in every context or for every patient demographic. The role of health professionals in these interventions is undoubtedly significant, but the translation of these findings into practice must consider the individual needs and circumstances of diverse patient populations, including access issues and technological literacy. The integration of everyday technologies seems promising for broader implementation; however, this assumption requires careful consideration of the digital disparities that may exist, particularly among groups that have been historically marginalized or disadvantaged.

**Strengths and Limitations of This Review**

To further leverage the qualitative nature of the content analyzed in the studies, we performed a descriptive content analysis of the data using NVivo (release 1.7). This allowed us to supplement our research with a narrative account of the selected studies. The abundance of literature on the subject attests to a worldwide questioning of digital health policies. The COVID-19 pandemic led to a doubling of the number of annual publications on the topic of telehealth interventions used for type 2 diabetes or prediabetes self-management and monitoring with health professional involvement. Given the rapid development of technologies and research, which has only escalated in recent years, a systematic review would help provide invaluable data on the effectiveness of these interventions. This scoping review included studies published in peer-reviewed journals and is thus subject to publication bias owing to the well-documented notion that researchers and journals tend to publish positive results. In addition, we limited ourselves to selecting studies published in French or English from 2010 given the rapid pace of technological development and the consequent rapid increase in the literature. Future researchers should consider more inclusive approaches, such as conducting systematic reviews that encompass gray literature and unpublished studies. This ensures a more comprehensive and unbiased overview of existing literature on the topic.

The results of this review did not allow us to identify how the 8 key digital tool features should be developed and combined to help improve health outcomes. However, the strategy most often combined with telehealth interventions facilitating interaction with health professionals was the monitoring of glycemia levels, diet, and physical activity. A few of the studies (7/42, 17%) also included medication monitoring and therapeutic education. Future studies should perform in-depth analyses of the usability and acceptability of these technologies to highlight the design issues and shed light on health policies.

The diversity of the interventions analyzed underscores the necessity to acknowledge the unique challenges and issues inherent to each specific population. Such issues can encompass socioeconomic factors, cultural differences, accessibility to health services, and varying levels of health literacy, all of which can significantly influence the effectiveness of interventions; for instance, interventions that succeed in urban environments with high connectivity and technologically savvy populations may not yield identical results in rural or low-income areas where internet access is scarce and digital literacy is an issue. Moreover, the cultural context may impact patient engagement and the suitability of educational materials. Each population may hold distinct health beliefs, practices, and priorities, which must be considered during the design and implementation of health interventions. Recognizing these disparities is critical to understanding why results from 1 group cannot be generalized to another. Public health strategies must develop resource allocation policies and create interventions focused on the users’ needs. Hence, although telehealth presents a promising avenue for improving diabetes management, its application must be nuanced and considerate of the public health challenges unique to each specific population to be truly effective and equitable.

**Future Research Prospects**

With regard to gaps in the literature, some questions require further research. This scoping review revealed a need for long-term implementation studies, possibly because telehealth programs require a less-structured time commitment and could be used over extended periods. Long-term evaluation studies are also needed to facilitate the implementation of telehealth interventions. Further studies on adherence and engagement could explore the factors that influence patients’ adherence to telehealth interventions and their engagement in diabetes self-management. These studies will also help to identify effective strategies for encouraging patients’ active participation and maintaining their motivation over the long term. Evaluation
frameworks should incorporate reports on participant engagement and satisfaction, acceptability, security, and costs into future telehealth interventions because these will facilitate their translation into clinical practice. In addition, the measurement of the effects of interventions should include measures other than clinical data, such as patient-reported experience measures and patient-reported outcome measures to ensure that these interventions are meeting the needs of patients. In addition, multimorbidity was mentioned by only a few of the included studies (7/42, 17%) and warrants further research to assess the impact of these interventions on health [34,49,54,56,65,67,70]. Additional studies could define standardized assessment criteria for telehealth interventions that support the therapeutic management of patients with diabetes and multiple comorbidities. The impact of equity of access to care on the use of telehealth interventions for populations considered vulnerable, including populations with low-income status, rural or remote populations, and culturally diverse groups, will need to be studied. A better understanding of these impacts will help identify potential barriers and strategies to reduce disparities and improve equitable access to telehealth [12]. Finally, it will be vital to evaluate the effectiveness of integrating telehealth interventions into existing health care systems, including collaboration among health professionals, data sharing, and care coordination. This will help distinguish best practices for the successful integration of telehealth into clinical care and existing health care systems [12]. Of the 42 studies, 3 (7%) assessed the impact on the cost of care [48,58,64]. The macroeconomic implications of these telehealth interventions for health care systems warrant future studies to shed clearer light on health policies. Finally, the COVID-19 pandemic has revealed the various structural and organizational shortcomings of health care around the globe. It has also accelerated the dissemination and adoption of digital tools and advanced the digital ambitions of governments worldwide. The abundance of publications means that future studies can perform a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Our analysis underscores the critical role of multidisciplinary health care teams and promotes the integration of ubiquitous technologies into daily health management practices to achieve superior patient outcomes. Furthermore, this review stresses the necessity of considering the long-term viability of telehealth solutions, patient adherence, and the seamless incorporation of these solutions into current health care frameworks in subsequent research.

Finally, although we included studies conducted in different parts of the world in this scoping review, we did not find relevant studies conducted in Canada, indicating an opportunity for research tailored to the Canadian context. For the implementation of future telehealth interventions to improve diabetes management in Canada, it is recommended to consider the specificities of the Canadian health care system, such as the heterogeneity of its organization across different provinces, the diversity of its population, and its varied health resources. It would be wise to design personalized interventions that address the unique needs of patients with diabetes within the Canadian population, particularly in Indigenous communities that are disproportionately affected by diabetes, including linguistic and cultural considerations. Strategies for equitable access to telehealth technologies for populations that have been historically marginalized or those living in remote areas should also be considered. Training health professionals in telehealth tools and best practices for web-based care is equally essential. Moreover, interdisciplinary and intersectoral collaboration would be beneficial to effectively integrate telehealth into primary care, allowing for coordinated and consistent follow-up. Finally, by anticipating challenges related to privacy and data security, interventions should incorporate robust security measures to protect sensitive patient information while focusing on a personalized approach and the development of patient-centered interventions and technologies.

Conclusions

This review systematically maps out the effectiveness of telehealth interventions for managing type 2 diabetes, with a focus on the enhanced outcomes gained through the involvement of health professionals. It presents a detailed categorization of the pivotal characteristics of digital tools into 8 distinct areas that significantly influence the success of these interventions. The evidence-based data suggest that participation in sustained telehealth interventions with health professional involvement helps improve health outcomes and type 2 diabetes–related behavior, reducing the risks of complications. However, despite our identification of the key digital tool features of these interventions, it remains to be seen how to combine and translate them into long-term usable components in specific care contexts. Nonetheless, the results are promising for future health care because they point to consolidating care through a single platform, which could improve patients’ quality of life while encouraging active self-management. They also shed light on developing evidence-based telehealth programs that can be adapted to specific care contexts and offer decision makers more effective options for funding diabetes management programs. Ultimately, this review aims to enrich the understanding of telehealth’s role in diabetes care and to outline specific domains for future research that will inform policy making and the advancement of telehealth practices.
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Abstract

Implementing artificial intelligence to extract insights from large, real-world clinical data sets can supplement and enhance knowledge management efforts for health sciences research and clinical care. At Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC), the in-house developed Word Cloud natural language processing system extracts coded concepts from patient records in VUMC’s electronic health record repository using the Unified Medical Language System terminology. Through this process, the Word Cloud extracts the most prominent concepts found in the clinical documentation of a specific patient or population. The Word Cloud provides added value for clinical care decision-making and research. This viewpoint paper describes a use case for how the VUMC Center for Knowledge Management leverages the condition-disease associations represented by the Word Cloud to aid in the knowledge generation needed to inform the interpretation of phenome-wide association studies.
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Introduction

The rapid advancement and availability of artificial intelligence (AI) approaches provide biomedical informatics groups with opportunities for exploring and generating insights from internal and external data at scale to enhance health sciences research and clinical care [1,2]. One such opportunity is using natural language processing (NLP) to extract usable knowledge from the vast amounts of structured and unstructured clinical data captured daily via the electronic health record (EHR). Insights from this process can be used to inform patient care, target information provision, and generate research hypotheses. This paper presents some of the activities that such usable knowledge makes possible.

Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC) maintains an electronic health repository containing data for over 4.6 million individuals, going back to 1995, which includes structured data (eg, laboratory results and vital signs), textual data (eg, provider notes and radiology interpretations), reports (eg, electrocardiograms and pulmonary function test results), and image data. Included in this vendor-agnostic repository are all VUMC patient data captured from the in-house developed StarPanel EHR (VUMC) dating back to 2001 [3] and VUMC’s current vendor-based EHR (Epic; Epic Systems Corporation), which was implemented in 2017 [4]. Roughly 850,000 new documents are added daily.

To identify and quickly represent the most critical information about a particular patient or population from this large data set, VUMC established the Word Cloud, a real-time and at-scale concept extraction tool that uses NLP to create a visual, time-oriented representation of clinical data [5-7]. The Word Cloud NLP uses a rules-based, finite-state machine approach...
to process all nonimage incoming documents in real time and extract coded concepts using the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) terminology [8]. With a processing speed of more than 50,000 documents per minute, the Word Cloud NLP is faster than currently available concept extraction NLP tools such as Apache cTakes (50,000 documents per hour; Apache Software Foundation, Mayo Clinic) [9] and MetaMap (22 citations per minute; National Library of Medicine) [10]. The rapid speed allows for better integration into the clinical workflow as real-time–generated Word Cloud concepts are immediately presented to health care providers as they access the feature in the medical chart. The system handles all linguistic phenomena in clinical text, including acronyms, abbreviations, misspellings, negation, family history, uncertainty, and differential diagnosis. Excluding image data, the entire EHR repository is included in the Word Cloud NLP database, which uses close to 14,000 UMLS concepts to index 1.7 billion documents. In addition to the individual patient concepts, which include pointers to the original documents, the database also includes population-level associations of any pair of concepts.

The original purpose of the Word Cloud data was to provide a user interface that displays all concepts extracted from a patient’s clinical documents in a word cloud display, with the size of each concept indicating how often the concept was documented for the patient. This interface is available to all users of the EHR. The Word Cloud data have been used since 2019 to generate clinical alerts for a variety of situations, such as flagging patients with implanted cardiac devices and a positive blood culture, patients with signs of serious inflammation due to immune checkpoint inhibitors, or patients with Andersen-Tawil syndrome who might be candidates for enrollment into a research study. The Word Cloud data drive real-time decision support by injecting detected concepts back into the VUMC EHR [11]. Because all the concepts extracted by the Word Cloud NLP are stored in the enterprise data lake, these data are also available for retrospective research and can be easily combined with other data such as the International Statistical Classification of Diseases codes or coded medications data [11].

The Center for Knowledge Management (CKM) has explored how the Word Cloud can be leveraged by information scientists engaged in EHR projects. The CKM facilitates the discovery and integration of external knowledge into medical practice and promotes curation, archiving, and reuse of internal knowledge across VUMC [12-15]. This viewpoint paper details how the CKM’s innovative application of the Word Cloud enhances knowledge generation processes and describes future directions for NLP in knowledge management.

**Case Description**

Collaborations with medical center researchers comprise the majority of the CKM’s partnership activities. A recent project to inform the interpretation of phenome-wide association studies (PheWASs) using evidence-linked knowledge bases illustrates these types of partnerships [16]. PheWASs examine relationships between markers (genetic or nongenetic) and phenotypes, producing extensive lists of possibly relevant marker-phenotype associations [17,18]. A methodological approach to compare known associations with PheWAS results can make it easier to identify potentially novel PheWAS outcomes [16]. Knowledge bases—created in part from synthesized evidence sources and primary literature documenting disease causes, risks, and complications—can be used for these comparisons.

For this research collaboration, the CKM created a “condition flowchart” with the causes, risk factors, and complications of a given medical condition. The sources consulted to create the flowchart include evidence synthesis resources (eg, UpToDate; UpToDate, Inc), medical textbooks (eg, Goldman-Cecil Medicine), and consumer health websites (eg, MedlinePlus; National Library of Medicine). From each source, the CKM team identified all causes, risk factors, and complications for the condition of interest and added them to the flowchart. Our collaborators then used the flowchart to create a knowledge base of phecodes for the PheWAS analysis. During flowchart creation, the CKM leveraged the Word Cloud to identify meaningful disease-condition associations—based on real-world population-level data—and target appropriate primary literature to substantiate the observed linkages.

**Identifying Meaningful Condition Associations From the EHR**

Each flowchart focuses on a specific clinical condition (eg, hypertension and hypotension), which is searched against the Word Cloud. Using a population-level analysis feature, the Word Cloud returns a list of all UMLS concepts represented in the EHR records of patients with the specified condition. The expected value is calculated for each UMLS concept [19] and the ratio of actual-to-expected patient cases (ie, strength of association) is then used to rank the list of causes, risk factors, and complications on the flowchart. This ranking thus provides our team with rapid knowledge acquisition of what is associated with the condition of interest. The actual-to-expected ratio for concept 1 and concept 2 is computed as follows:

\[
\frac{a_1 \times n_2}{a_2 \times n_1} = \frac{\text{number of patients with both concept 1 and concept 2}}{\text{number of patients with concept 1 and number of patients with concept 2}}
\]

where \(T=\text{total population size}\), \(a_1=\text{number of patients with both concept 1 and concept 2}\), \(n_1=\text{number of patients with concept 1}\), and \(n_2=\text{number of patients with concept 2}\).

A strength of association ratio of 15 or higher indicates that the concept occurs more often than expected by chance and signifies a meaningful relationship between the UMLS concept and the condition. **Figure 1** provides an example of the UMLS concepts most associated with orthostatic hypotension in 71,996 patients.
Figure 1. Snapshot of the Word Cloud population-level list of UMLS concepts associated with orthostatic hypotension. Concepts are listed in descending order by the strength-of-association ratio, that is, the ratio of actual to expected number of cases in the VUMC EHR with the pairwise association of UMLS concepts. The population frequency of each term is also displayed. The ratio is used to rank the condition flowchart. CUI: concept unique identifier; EHR: electronic health record; Misc.: miscellaneous; MsgBskts: message baskets; NewRes: new results; Pop. Freq.: population frequency; Pt.Chart: patient chart; Pt.Lists: patient lists; StNotes: Star Notes; UMLS: Unified Medical Language System; VUMC: Vanderbilt University Medical Center; WhBoards: white boards.

Enter one or more UMLS concepts to see population-level associations for all patients with those concepts documented. Ctrl-click or right-click to select. Enter a term:

Orthostatic Hypotension

Total: 71996 patients

Filter by type: -All- system: -All-

CUI | Name | Expect | Actual | Ratio | Pop. Freq.
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
C4076686 | Supine Hypertension | 49.565 | 2721 | 54.898 | 2916
C0393911 | Autonomic Failure | 50.006 | 2698 | 53.953 | 2942
C1868528 | Autonomic Hypotension | 2.633 | 125 | 52.907 | 139
C2315246 | Pandysautonomia | 0.714 | 36 | 50.428 | 42
C0877382 | Delayed Renal Graft Function | 0.544 | 26 | 47.801 | 32
C3662086 | Multisystem Degeneration of Autonomic Nervous System | 0.629 | 30 | 47.702 | 37
C0037019 | Shy-Drager Syndrome | 8.686 | 410 | 47.264 | 511
C1959798 | Baroreflex Failure Syndrome | 5.337 | 237 | 44.405 | 314
C0392571 | Multisystem Atrophy | 14.482 | 631 | 43.572 | 852
C0877157 | Pancreas Transplant Rejection | 1.377 | 56 | 40.674 | 81
C5395071 | Autoimmune Gaugionopathy | 0.153 | 6 | 39.222 | 9
C1963757 | Dopamine Dysregulation Syndrome | 0.561 | 21 | 37.439 | 33
C0920233 | Pisa Syndrome | 1.122 | 40 | 35.656 | 66

The Word Cloud also aids in identifying concepts most applicable to guide the ranking by displaying each term’s UMLS semantic type. In the UMLS Metathesaurus, each concept term is assigned to 1 or more of 127 types in the vocabulary’s hierarchical semantic network [20]. Semantic types most relevant for comparison with the condition flowchart include disease or syndrome, injury or poisoning, mental or behavioral dysfunction, sign or symptom, finding, and congenital abnormality. The Word Cloud provides a filter to exclude concepts with semantic types nonrelevant to this task (eg, procedures).

The Word Cloud often lists multiple UMLS concepts that can be grouped to correspond with a single term on the condition flowchart. For example, the Word Cloud concepts associated with orthostatic hypotension include Shy-Drager syndrome, multisystem degeneration of autonomic nervous system, and multisystem atrophy (Figure 1). In 1998, Shy-Drager syndrome was newly categorized as a multisystem atrophy and is no longer the preferred term [21]; the UMLS also lists it as a narrower concept of the term “multiple system atrophy” [8]. In the UMLS, the relationship between “multiple system atrophy” and “multisystem degeneration of autonomic nervous system” is vaguely and imprecisely defined as an “RO” relationship type. RO relationships are described as “other than synonymous, narrower, or broader,” however, in this case, the RO determination in the UMLS lacks the relationship attribute that is normally included [8]. The phecodeX map, the term mapping table used for the CKM collaborator’s PheWAS, matches “multisystem atrophy” to the phecode “multi-system degeneration of the autonomic nervous system” [22]. Given the evolution of the Shy-Drager syndrome terminology, the UMLS, and the phecodeX mapping, we subsequently considered all 3 of the Word Cloud concepts as a group of related terms; the highest ratio within the group was then used to rank order the condition flowchart.

Through the combined processes of documenting actual-to-expected case ratios of the Word Cloud’s relevant UMLS concepts, excluding nonrelevant semantic types, and grouping related concepts, our team creates rank-ordered lists of disease causes, risk factors, and complications reflecting our medical center’s real-world clinical data.

Substantiating Disease-Condition Associations With Evidence

Providing primary literature to substantiate the associations on the condition flowchart is a key component of our research collaboration. CKM information scientists derive synonyms from the Word Cloud to strengthen the search strategy. When conducting a search, they first compile controlled vocabulary and synonyms from Medical Subject Headings and Emtree [23,24]. Next, they brainstorm additional permutations and extract terms from a scan of the literature; these keywords are subsequently checked for inclusion in the PubMed phrase index.
Figure 2 shows an example of this process for the UMLS concept “gastrointestinal bleeding.” Consulting the Word Cloud identified 4 phrases that were not in the initial list of search strategy terms; 3 were found in the PubMed phrase index. Additional terminology was found by scanning collocated terms in the phrase index.

Figure 2. Word Cloud concepts leading to supplemental terminology for a search strategy on gastrointestinal hemorrhage. An asterisk denotes the truncation of a term or phrase to capture permutations. GI: gastrointestinal; MeSH: Medical Subject Headings; UGI: upper gastrointestinal.

Traditional sources of search terms

![Word Cloud concepts](image)

In addition to aiding with identifying terminology and concepts to build upon our search strategies, we increasingly realize the importance of the Word Cloud’s actual-to-expected patient case ratio for locating appropriate evidence. When creating the condition flowchart, our team may encounter associations for which it is difficult to locate substantiating evidence. In these cases, a Word Cloud ratio that is nonexistent, or lower than 15, can aid in validating literature scarcity. For example, searching for literature to support hypertrophic cardiomyopathy as a cause of obstructive shock yielded only case reports as the best available evidence. An important limitation, however, is that this type of resource would be expensive and difficult to port directly to other institutions, thus limiting its generalizability. The emergence of generative AI, and in particular large language models, makes it conceivable that some of these limitations might be reduced in the near future; for example, large language models might be used to perform a significant portion of the concept extraction task, turning clinical free text into sets of terms which might then be mapped to coded terminologies (such as the UMLS). This possibility is still largely hypothetical and will need to be investigated to evaluate whether it is feasible, performant, and economically viable.

In addition to aiding with identifying terminology and concepts to build upon our search strategies, we increasingly realize the importance of the Word Cloud’s actual-to-expected patient case ratio for locating appropriate evidence. When creating the condition flowchart, our team may encounter associations for which it is difficult to locate substantiating evidence. In these cases, a Word Cloud ratio that is nonexistent, or lower than 15, can aid in validating literature scarcity. For example, searching for literature to support hypertrophic cardiomyopathy as a cause of obstructive shock yielded only case reports as the best available evidence. In these instances, the evidence may still be used, but the low ranking, due to the low ratio, aids in understanding the strength of association when compared with other causes, risk factors, and complications listed on the condition flowchart.

Conclusions

This viewpoint paper describes a novel use of an institution’s AI-driven, large-scale aggregation of condition-specific patient data extracted from free-text clinical documents. The Word Cloud NLP system can inform and guide knowledge generation processes by enhancing our ability to represent, substantiate, and prioritize condition associations for use in PheWAS interpretation.

The VUMC Word Cloud NLP is a valuable resource that provides real-time concept extraction from all clinical documentation and makes the resulting data viewable interactively, available for real-time decision support and alerting, and available as a rich source of coded data for research. An important limitation, however, is that this type of resource would be expensive and difficult to port directly to other institutions, thus limiting its generalizability. The emergence of generative AI, and in particular large language models, makes it conceivable that some of these limitations might be reduced in the near future; for example, large language models might be used to perform a significant portion of the concept extraction task, turning clinical free text into sets of terms which might then be mapped to coded terminologies (such as the UMLS). This possibility is still largely hypothetical and will need to be investigated to evaluate whether it is feasible, performant, and economically viable.

It is also worth noting that in addition to the population-level analysis features offered by the Word Cloud as described in our research collaboration for PheWAS analysis, the CKM also uses its capability of providing summary views of individual patient charts for other projects, such as our synthesized evidence provision services [14,26]. In response to providers’ complex clinical questions, information scientists consult the visual display of the Word Cloud to gain a holistic understanding of each patient’s comorbidities, medications, and other prominent clinical history. This greatly facilitates our ability to generate tailored syntheses of the published evidence that are personalized to each specific patient case [26]. Additional applications of the Word Cloud and other AI tools are also under exploration at our center, including the use of AI for scaling the maintenance of evidence syntheses over time [27-29]. Through both of these approaches—leveraging the Word Cloud NLP for population-level concept analysis and individual patient-level assessment—the CKM achieves the rapid knowledge acquisition strategy critical for informing clinical health care and research at our institution.
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Abstract

Background: In the 21st century, Chinese hospitals have witnessed innovative medical business models, such as online diagnosis and treatment, cross-regional multidepartment consultation, and real-time sharing of medical test results, that surpass traditional hospital information systems (HISs). The introduction of cloud computing provides an excellent opportunity for hospitals to address these challenges. However, there is currently no comprehensive research assessing the cloud migration of HISs in China. This lack may hinder the widespread adoption and secure implementation of cloud computing in hospitals.

Objective: The objective of this study is to comprehensively assess external and internal factors influencing the cloud migration of HISs in China and propose promotional strategies.

Methods: Academic articles from January 1, 2007, to February 21, 2023, on the topic were searched in PubMed and HuiyiMd databases, and relevant documents such as national policy documents, white papers, and survey reports were collected from authoritative sources for analysis. A systematic assessment of factors influencing cloud migration of HISs in China was conducted by combining a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis and literature review methods. Then, various promotional strategies based on different combinations of external and internal factors were proposed.

Results: After conducting a thorough search and review, this study included 94 academic articles and 37 relevant documents. The analysis of these documents reveals the increasing application of and research on cloud computing in Chinese hospitals, and that it has expanded to 22 disciplinary domains. However, more than half (n=49, 52%) of the documents primarily focused on task-specific cloud-based systems in hospitals, while only 22% (n=21 articles) discussed integrated cloud platforms shared across the entire hospital, medical alliance, or region. The SWOT analysis showed that cloud computing adoption in Chinese hospitals benefits from policy support, capital investment, and social demand for new technology. However, it also faces threats like loss of digital sovereignty, supplier competition, cyber risks, and insufficient supervision. Factors driving cloud migration for HISs include medical big data analytics and use, interdisciplinary collaboration, health-centered medical service provision, and successful cases. Barriers include system complexity, security threats, lack of strategic planning and resource allocation, relevant personnel shortages, and inadequate investment. This study proposes 4 promotional strategies: encouraging more hospitals to migrate, enhancing hospitals’ capabilities for migration, establishing a provincial-level unified medical hybrid multi-cloud platform, strengthening legal frameworks, and providing robust technical support.

Conclusions: Cloud computing is an innovative technology that has gained significant attention from both the Chinese government and the global community. In order to effectively support the rapid growth of a novel, health-centered medical industry, it is imperative for Chinese health authorities and hospitals to seize this opportunity by implementing comprehensive strategies aimed at encouraging hospitals to migrate their HISs to the cloud.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e52080) doi:10.2196/52080
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hospital information system; HIS; cloud computing; cloud migration; Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats analysis

Introduction
In the 21st century, innovative business models have emerged in Chinese hospitals, such as online diagnosis and treatment, cross-regional multidepartment consultation, real-time sharing of medical test results, and continuous public health surveillance. However, most hospitals still rely on traditional hospital information systems (HISs) designed for in-hospital management that are inadequate to support the development of these new business models [1]. Cloud computing has emerged as a promising global information technology recognized as a new infrastructure for future economic growth [2,3]. Since 2010, it has also been prioritized by the Chinese government as a “national strategic emerging industry” [4]. The adoption of cloud computing technologies can significantly reduce hospitals’ costs associated with system construction and maintenance [5], expand medical services to partner institutions or patients outside the hospital [6], provide more secure network protection than self-built data centers [7], and facilitate large-scale collection and analysis of clinical data essential for scientific clinical decision-making [8]. Based on these advantages, there has been a surge in China’s medical cloud service market and application research in recent years [9].

However, despite the increased attention given to cloud computing in various disciplinary domains such as disease monitoring, health surveillance, and clinical diagnosis, there is a lack of research on the cloud migration of HISs. A comprehensive review of the PubMed and HuiyiMd databases only yielded 3 relevant studies: an Iranian study that identified key driving factors for hospitals adopting cloud computing [10], a Greek study that proposed a method for migrating clinical and laboratory data based on local hospital conditions [11], and an American study that focused on essential considerations for chief financial officers before venturing into the cloud [12]. However, none of these studies have adequately addressed the aforementioned issue. Without conducting prior assessments, hospitals may struggle to fully comprehend the external environment, internal conditions, and potential opportunities and risks, thus failing to ensure prudent decision-making. Blindly following trends could pose significant threats to the security, operational efficiency, and maintenance costs of already deployed cloud-based information systems and existing hospital networks [13]. Therefore, this study aims to systematically assess factors influencing the cloud migration of HISs in China, identify associated challenges, and propose corresponding strategies for advancement. It can assist hospitals in gaining a comprehensive understanding of this work while safely implementing their cloud-based medical services. Additionally, it serves as a foundation for formulating policies aligned with Chinese hospital informatization development in the new era by health authorities while being referenced by other countries or regions facing similar challenges.

Methods

Information Sources
The primary data source for this study was obtained from literature databases to understand the practical applications of cloud technology in Chinese hospitals. The articles published between January 1, 2007, and February 21, 2023, were selected from MEDLINE (accessible through PubMed) and HuiyiMd (accessible through the Huiyi Medical Literature Express Service System).

In order to overcome the inherent limitations of academic articles, this study augmented a wealth of pertinent internal and external environmental information by extensively consulting authoritative sources such as government agencies, industry organizations, academic institutions, and market research companies. These sources of information included national policies, action plans, white papers, implementation guidelines, survey reports, and statistical data from the past 10 years.

Search Strategies
The search strategy for PubMed: (((cloud [Title/Abstract]) OR (cloud-based [Title/Abstract])) AND (hospital [Title/Abstract]) AND (“2007/01/01” [Date-Publication]: “2023/02/21” [Date-Publication])). The search strategy for HuiyiMd: (TI (cloud technology in Chinese hospitals. The articles published between January 1, 2007, and February 21, 2023, were selected from MEDLINE (accessible through PubMed) and HuiyiMd (accessible through the Huiyi Medical Literature Express Service System).

In order to overcome the inherent limitations of academic articles, this study augmented a wealth of pertinent internal and external environmental information by extensively consulting authoritative sources such as government agencies, industry organizations, academic institutions, and market research companies. These sources of information included national policies, action plans, white papers, implementation guidelines, survey reports, and statistical data from the past 10 years.

Search Strategies
The search strategy for PubMed: (((cloud [Title/Abstract]) OR (cloud-based [Title/Abstract])) AND (hospital [Title/Abstract]) AND (“2007/01/01” [Date-Publication]: “2023/02/21” [Date-Publication])). The search strategy for HuiyiMd: (TI (cloud technology in Chinese hospitals. The articles published between January 1, 2007, and February 21, 2023, were selected from MEDLINE (accessible through PubMed) and HuiyiMd (accessible through the Huiyi Medical Literature Express Service System).

In order to overcome the inherent limitations of academic articles, this study augmented a wealth of pertinent internal and external environmental information by extensively consulting authoritative sources such as government agencies, industry organizations, academic institutions, and market research companies. These sources of information included national policies, action plans, white papers, implementation guidelines, survey reports, and statistical data from the past 10 years.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Based on specified inclusion and exclusion criteria (Textbox 1), irrelevant articles or those covering the same topic from the same institution were excluded. Subsequently, an Excel (Microsoft) spreadsheet (Multimedia Appendix 1) and a reference list (Multimedia Appendix 2 [1,2,6,8,14-26]) were generated for literature review and Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis.
**Textbox 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for literature review.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Article type: fully retrievable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Language: English, Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Nationality of the first author: Chinese (including Hong Kong and Taiwan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Article topic: the research, development, and application of cloud technology in Chinese hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Publication date: from January 1, 2007, to February 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Article type: nonretrievable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Language: other languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Nationality of the first author: other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Article topic: other topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Publication date: before January 1, 2007; after February 21, 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Information Extraction**

The accessible articles were assessed based on the following criteria: title, authors, first author, first author affiliation, publication year, journal name, digital object identifier (DOI), PubMed unique identifier (PMID), first author nationality, abstract, and conclusion. Furthermore, the positive and negative impacts, research methods, disciplinary domains, cloud service models, and institutional affiliations were taken into account for further in-depth analysis purposes. The findings were documented and statistically analyzed in Excel.

**Analysis Methods**

The SWOT analysis is a systematic assessment of strengths (S), weaknesses (W), opportunities (O), threats (T), and other factors that influence a specific topic, objectively describing the current situation of an organization or enterprise and formulating corresponding strategies [14]. It is widely used in strategic decision-making and competitor analysis within organizations or businesses due to its ability to simplify complex problems into essential issues, enabling more focused problem-solving. This study uses the SWOT method to assess the factors impacting China’s cloud migration of HISs and proposes promotional strategies.

**Results**

**Literature Review**

**Identification Process**

The identification process in this study consists of four steps (Figure 1): (1) A total of 880 articles were retrieved from PubMed and HuiyiMd databases. (2) The search results were amalgamated, resulting in 460 deduplicated articles. (3) Screening the titles and abstracts eliminated 138 irrelevant articles based on the exclusion criteria. (4) The full text of the remaining articles was meticulously examined against predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria, resulting in a final selection of 94 relevant articles.
Comprehensive Description of the Literature

Research and Application of Cloud Technology in Hospitals Has Grown Rapidly and Continuously Expanded in Disciplinary Domains

In terms of time line, there was a gradual step-like increase in the number of articles starting in 2012 and reaching its peak at 20 articles in 2022. The compound annual growth rate (CAGR) was approximately 35%, highlighting the escalating quantity of research into and application of cloud technology in hospitals, as shown in Figure 2. The number of disciplines involved has increased from 1 in 2012 to 10 in 2022, encompassing a total of 22 domains. Specifically, research and application are predominantly observed in the domains of disease monitoring, health surveillance, clinical diagnosis and treatment, safe medication tracking, and medical devices, constituting 51% (48/94) of the overall distribution.

Figure 2. Time distribution of disciplinary domains involved in academic articles.
Implementation of Cloud Technology Can Yield Favorable Outcomes for Hospitals to a Certain Extent

The analysis of 94 articles identified 3 categories and 9 research methods (Table 1). The “technology” category was the most prevalent, with 47 (50%) articles focusing on information systems, cloud platforms, and associated technologies. The “experience” category followed closely, with 40 (43%) articles, primarily validating the performance of or applying cloud-based information systems through empirical research, case-control studies, experience sharing, and cohort studies. Finally, the “literature” category consisted of only 7 literature reviews on this subject matter. The consistent findings of these studies demonstrate the implementation of cloud technology in hospitals can yield positive impact to some extent, such as enhancing precision in management practices, expanding disease monitoring capabilities, reducing workload for medical personnel, and providing convenient and cost-effective health care services for patients. However, 5% (n=5) of the articles also acknowledged certain negative impacts, such as underdevelopment of digital methods in hospitals, cybersecurity risks, and low satisfaction rates among physicians and community pharmacists.

Table 1. The correlation between research methods used in academic articles and the institutional affiliations of their first authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research methods</th>
<th>Hospitals, n (%)</th>
<th>Universities or colleges, n (%)</th>
<th>Associations or companies, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System research and development</td>
<td>13 (14)</td>
<td>14 (15)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud platform construction</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical research</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>8 (9)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirical research</td>
<td>14 (15)</td>
<td>7 (7)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case control study</td>
<td>11 (12)</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of experience</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohort study</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Literature</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrospective study</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard study</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aN/A: not applicable.

More Than Half of the Studies Focused on Task-Specific Cloud-Based Systems, While Only 1 in 5 Addressed Integrated Cloud Platforms

Out of the 94 articles analyzed, the majority (n=49, 52%) focused on task-specific cloud-based systems in hospitals. In contrast, only 21 (22%) articles discussed or developed integrated cloud platforms for sharing within a region, medical alliance, or hospital. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3, 67% (n=33) of task-specific cloud-based systems were used in patient-related domains such as disease monitoring, health surveillance, clinical diagnosis and treatment, medical care, and medical devices. A total of 15 regional cloud platforms (16%) were commonly used for safe medication tracking, data storage, and medical imaging. A total of 3 medical alliance cloud platforms (3%) found use in disease treatment-related domains such as disease monitoring, clinical diagnosis, and treatment along with medical imaging. A total of 3 hospital cloud platforms (3%) primarily originated from digital hospitals or HIS upgrades.
More Supplementary Materials Were Collected to Support the SWOT Analysis for This Study
Because the literature review provided insufficient information to support the analysis of internal and external factors for this study, supplementary materials were collected, including national policies, action plans, white papers, implementation guidelines, research reports, and statistical reports from authoritative websites, such as government agencies, industry organizations, academic institutions, and market research companies. In total, 37 supplementary documents were included in the SWOT analysis: 4 policy papers, 11 industry reports, 15 academic articles, 2 dissertations, 2 official bulletins, and 3 news articles. All of them were recorded in an Excel file (Multimedia Appendix 2).

SWOT Analysis

External Opportunities (O)

Politics: Governments Worldwide Prioritize Cloud Technology and Have Implemented Supportive Policies
The United States introduced the Cloud First policy [2] and the CLOUD Act [15]. Similarly, the European Union aims for digital sovereignty through initiatives like the Gaia-X Association and the EU Cloud Computing Strategy [27]. China also prioritized cloud computing as a "national strategic emerging industry" in 2010 and implemented policies to promote its adoption by the government and businesses [28]. Consequently, China has rapidly developed in this field and ranks among global leaders [29].

Economy: Both Nations and Enterprises Have Made Substantial Capital Investments to Foster Its Development
According to Gartner’s data from 2011 to 2022, the market scale increased from US $95.24 billion to US $491 billion with a CAGR exceeding 16% [30]. The global medical cloud computing market reached US $39.4 billion, with Asia-Pacific exhibiting the fastest growth rate at 22% per year; China and India are significant contributors to this expansion [9]. In China, the market size has surged from less than US $270 million in 2011 to US $66.91 billion in 2022, with a consistent CAGR surpassing 40%, and will exceed US $150 billion by 2025 [30].

Social: Online Health Care Has Become a Norm in Modern Life
According to the National Telemedicine and Connected Healthcare Center of China, as of June 2021, there were 239 million users accessing health care services online and more than 1600 internet-based hospitals in China [31]. Another survey revealed that approximately 63% (n=465) of the surveyed hospitals (738 hospitals across 30 provinces) used cloud services to some extent in 2022 [32]. Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic has further fueled the demand for online health care services [6]. Consequently, these services have become as commonplace in our lives as online shopping.

Older Adult Care: The Older Adult Care Industry Urgently Needs Advanced Technological Support
By the end of November 2020, China’s population of people aged 60 years and older was 264,018,766, accounting for 19% of the total population, making it the country with both the largest older population and the fastest-aging society worldwide [33]. Consequently, relying solely on their children, nursing homes, or communities to provide older adult care services has become increasingly impractical. Recognizing this challenge, the National Health Commission of China issued a document in October 2019 emphasizing the need to fully harness modern technologies such as cloud computing, artificial intelligence (AI), and the Internet of Things to develop an intelligent service model known as “Internet plus Healthy Aging” [34].
External Threats (T)

Market: Technological Monopolies Pose a Significant Threat to the Digital Autonomy of Nations

A total of 81 (81%) of the Forbes Top 100 cloud computing companies are American [35], and they possess significant technological and capital advantages. They continuously expand their global market share; they captured 60%-70% (JPY ¥1,725-¥2,012 billion [US $11.6-$13.6 million] of the Japanese cloud market in 2020 [36] and 69% of the European cloud market in 2021 [37]. The passage of the Clarifying Lawful Use of Data Abroad Act (CLOUD Act) by the US Congress in March 2018 caused European countries to feel threatened due to the potential loss of digital sovereignty [15], which prompted them to initiate their “European cloud” project in 2020 [27]. Other nations may face similar challenges.

Competition: Fierce Competition May Lead to Uncertain Levels of Service Quality

In November 2021, 5 bidders for a public cloud service project in Shijiazhuang City, China, submitted bids of CNY ¥0, sparking concerns among stakeholders [38]. The intense competition may lead to unpredictable service performance issues for users, such as limiting hospitals’ access to better pricing and a wider range of choices by restricting the interoperability and portability of HISs or causing sudden disruptions in cloud-based medical services after winning the bid, which poses significant risks to patient safety [16].

Security: Hospitals Express Apprehensions Regarding Diverse Cyber-Attacks Targeting Cloud Infrastructure

Security is the primary challenge for cloud-based systems due to various cyberattacks faced by current cloud environments, especially in the health care sector where sensitive data such as personal privacy, health records, diagnostics, and treatments are stored [13]. Even prominent cloud providers like Azure (Microsoft), Docker Hub (Docker), and Everis (NTT DATA) have experienced malicious intrusions [30], while both the United Kingdom’s National Health Service (NHS) in 2017 and Ireland’s Department of Health information system in 2021 were both targeted and resulted in a complete paralysis [39,40].

Legislation: The Lack of Precise Legislation Hinders the Efficient Implementation and Enforcement of Regulatory Measures

To support the implementation of the “Cloud Normal” and “Internet Plus” strategies, the Chinese government has enacted laws, regulations, and management measures. However, there are limited directly applicable legal provisions for cloud migration of HISs. Imperfect laws and regulations, insufficient safety standards, unclear legal liabilities, and the absence of a damage assessment mechanism hinder the proper development of cloud services. As a result, doctors and patients may encounter challenges in protecting their rights during disputes [17].

Internal Strengths (S)

Data: Hospitals Generate Substantial Volumes of Medical Data on a Daily Basis

Hospitals are natural suppliers of big data. For instance, the Chinese National Cloud-Based Telepathology System (CNCTPS) has collected 23,167 cases and served 9240 users in 4 years (2016-2019), providing comprehensive details from whole-slide images to diagnostic reports [5]. Additionally, medical big data can provide substantial value to both hospitals and patients. For example, the aforementioned CNCTPS application can save patients around US $300,000 per year [5].

Business: The Provision of Comprehensive Medical Services Necessitates Extensive Interdisciplinary Collaboration

Medical services are complex and innovative, requiring synchronization of knowledge, technology, experience, and resources from diverse disciplines. Cloud computing provides extensive connectivity, offering robust support for these tasks, including interdisciplinary expert consultations, collaborative surgeries, and integrating medicine and care [19]. The Huashan Hospital, affiliated with Fudan University, uses a medical consortium cloud platform where experts from higher-level hospitals offer diagnostic advice to lower-level hospitals for subsequent care and daily treatment, ensuring positive outcomes for patients with epilepsy [42].

Application: Multiple Cloud Technology Applications Have Been Effectively Implemented Across Various Medical Domains

As shown in Figure 2, cloud technology is receiving increasingly extensive research and application in the medical field, and even some regional or medical alliances have constructed their own medical cloud platforms to store health data, share medical images, and facilitate collaboration. Furthermore, a national survey conducted in 2022 also confirmed these findings by revealing that out of the 738 surveyed hospitals, 63% (n=465) partially used cloud services across nearly 20 different medical business scenarios [32]. These effective practices can serve as valuable references and support for other hospitals yet to implement such initiatives.

Demand: The Provision of Health-Centered Medical Services Necessitates Advanced Technological Support

The transition from disease-centered to health-centered hospital development in the new era has rendered traditional HISs increasingly inadequate as they were previously designed solely for managing information within hospitals. Cloud computing can significantly expand hospitals’ medical services beyond their physical premises, enabling online chronic disease management, individual life-cycle health surveillance, and remote diagnosis for patients in remote areas. This enhancement
empresses hospitals to provide health-centered medical services [20]. The findings of this study also strongly support this notion. As depicted in Figure 3, cloud technology has been extensively used in closely associated domains with patients, encompassing disease monitoring, health surveillance, clinical diagnosis and treatment, and safe medication tracking.

Internal Weaknesses (W)

System: The Complexity of HISs Poses Challenges for Hospitals When Migrating Them to the Cloud

The HISs are the most complex organizational information management systems developed by various contractors in diverse environments, covering a wide range of business functions and user groups [21], as depicted in Figure 3, with only 94 articles included but spanning across 22 distinct disciplinary domains as well. Therefore, the cloud migration of HISs presents significant challenges, particularly for those systems abandoned by development companies due to insolvency or insufficient technical support. Nevertheless, if there existed an all-encompassing and authoritative medical cloud platform enabling hospitals to tailor services based on their specific requirements, it would undoubtedly expedite the overall migration process.

Security: The Security of Existing Hospital Networks Still Faces Numerous Risks

Currently, most HISs still operate in self-constructed networks instead of using cloud-based solutions, which poses information security challenges due to insufficient infrastructure, overreliance on a single protective measure, incomplete regulatory frameworks, and potential vulnerabilities from privilege abuse [22]. For example, the 2019-2020 China Hospital Informatization Survey Report revealed that around 28% (n=282) of surveyed hospitals experienced unplanned core system failures lasting more than 30 minutes [43]. To effectively address these concerns, proficient IT teams like reputable cloud vendors or organizations equipped with advanced technologies such as cloud computing should collaborate rather than solely rely on in-house hospital IT capabilities.

Plan: Strategic Planning and Resource Allocation in Hospitals Exhibit Certain Deficiencies

According to Figure 3, more than half of the research articles focused on hospital-specific systems for various tasks. These systems still adhered to traditional information system designs, had limited scalability and functionality, and operated independently. As a result, there were significant challenges in effectively using cloud computing’s computing capabilities, storage capacity, and integrated analysis to generate valuable information supporting government scientific decision-making. The survey results from China’s National Health Commission also confirmed this point as many internet hospitals were not significantly below national standards [24], particularly for hospitals below grade 2 or in economically underdeveloped areas [45].

Discussion

Principal Findings

Extensive literature review and systematic SWOT analysis indicate that cloud computing is increasingly being applied in nearly 22 discipline domains in Chinese hospitals; it plays a crucial role in monitoring patient-related diseases, health surveillance, clinical diagnosis and treatment, and safe medication tracking. However, more than half of the research and applications are limited to cloud-based systems for specific hospital tasks, which fail to fully leverage the robust integrated analytical capabilities of cloud computing due to limited data scale and functionality that could otherwise generate valuable information supporting hospital or government decision-making processes. Additionally, challenges such as market sovereignty disputes, intense industry competition, network attacks, inadequate regulation, and hospitals’ internal weaknesses like complexity of HISs, insufficient resource integration, and limited manpower and investment, hinder widespread adoption of cloud technology among most hospitals that exhibit a relatively weak willingness to migrate their core operations to the cloud within the next 3-5 years. Nevertheless, cloud computing is widely recognized as a novel infrastructure driving global economic growth. Integrating cloud technology in hospitals can enhance medical service quality, foster interdisciplinary collaboration and remote consultations, and promote coordinated development within regional health care economies. Consequently, it is imperative for hospitals and health authorities to pay special attention to the demands of cloud capabilities and new health care models.

Personnel: The Allocation of Information Personnel Is Inadequate and Lacks Specialization Levels

With the increasing integration of cloud computing, AI, and robotics, hospitals urgently require highly skilled IT professionals to effectively implement these new technologies [23]. However, a national survey in 2021 revealed that the average number of information department personnel in 9376 secondary and tertiary hospitals was only 6. Most of these personnel held undergraduate or junior college computer degrees and possessed limited interdisciplinary expertise. This falls significantly below national standards [24], particularly for hospitals below grade 2 or in economically underdeveloped areas. [45].

Investment: Primary Hospitals Lack Sufficient Investment in Information Technology and Cloud Services

According to a 2020 survey by the National Health Commission of China, most primary hospitals allocated less than 1% of their budgets to HIS development, facing challenges such as unstable funding and support [25]. A nationwide survey conducted in 2022 revealed that only 53% of the surveyed 738 hospitals had expenses related to public cloud services in the previous 2 years, with 54% spending less than US $14,000. Particularly for primary hospitals, establishing a cloud service system is even more financially challenging [32]. Clearly, these primary hospitals require more reliable financial guarantees for the smooth operation of their HISs and cloud services.
attention to this matter and actively implement diverse strategies to facilitate its advancement. Based on the aforementioned research findings, this study proposes a set of promotional strategies for collective deliberation among peers. The overall framework depicting these proposed strategies is illustrated in Figure 4, which will be further elucidated in subsequent sections.

Figure 4. SWOT analysis and response strategies diagram for cloud migration of HISs. HIS: hospital information system; SWOT: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats.

Implementing Multiple Initiatives to Encourage More Hospitals to Migrate Their HISs to the Cloud

The primary objective of this strategy is to address the issue of “whether or not to adopt cloud technology.” Based on the outcomes of the SWOT analysis, despite the pressing need for cloud technology to enhance health-centered medical service delivery today, hospitals remain cautious about its implementation due to external threats and internal weaknesses. Furthermore, providing cloud-based medical services has brought about a significant transformation within the medical industry that exceeds traditional independent operations and self-financing models used by hospitals. Therefore, governments should make greater efforts by implementing more active measures such as policy guidance, training planning, demonstration projects, or provision of cloud vouchers, in order to encourage more hospitals to securely migrate their HISs onto the cloud and meet demands for innovative medical services in this modern era.

Enhancing Hospitals’ Overall Capability for Cloud Migration of HISs

The strategy aims to address the issue of “what preparations are necessary.” As previously mentioned, cloud migration of HISs is a highly intricate system engineering project that requires hospitals to be fully prepared for its successful implementation. These preparations encompass various aspects including, but not limited to the following. First, human resources: hospitals should enhance employees’ medical information literacy and application skills through comprehensive training programs, specialized lectures, or successful case studies. Second, material resources: hospitals should redesign and integrate existing systems and resources based on future development, existing foundations, and expert recommendations in order to optimize the use of cloud resources for acquiring more valuable information. Third, financial resources: hospitals require long-term financial investment planning to support the provision of cloud-based medical services. Moreover, health authorities should acknowledge that primary hospitals serve as both frontline institutions addressing medical needs and significant sources of authentic data. Therefore, moderate increases in investment in HIS construction of primary hospitals are necessary to ensure a continuous input of firsthand authentic data. Fourth, tools: a hospital that has robust IT capabilities can leverage free cloud migration consultation and tools provided by major cloud providers such as Alibaba, Tencent, Google, Microsoft, and Amazon Web Services, which can expedite the process of migrating information systems. However, it should be noted that the cloud services used (eg, computing and storage) may incur charges.

Establishing a Provincial-Level Unified Medical Hybrid Multi-Cloud Platform

The strategy aims to address the issue of “how to implement changes efficiently.” In response to numerous complex internal and external situations, this study proposes a coping strategy: establishing a unified medical hybrid multi-cloud platform in each province or municipality.
First, the hybrid multi-cloud platform highly aligns with hospital operations. Hospitals require private clouds for storing sensitive and core data, nonpublic community clouds for internal consultations and other collaborations, public clouds for providing more extensive medical services to the public, and adopting a “multi-cloud” strategy to reduce risks such as vendor lock-in or declining service quality.

Second, a medical cloud platform at the provincial or municipal level can achieve maintainable security and more highly effective cloud migration. In comparison to hospitals, health authorities at this level possess stronger technological expertise, greater manpower resources, maintainable financial support, and relevant assets for constructing comprehensive platforms while effectively mitigating internal and external risks. Moreover, this approach can also foster overall advancements in cloud migration and system function quality of hospitals (particularly primary ones), as well as minimize redundant construction and maintenance expenses.

Last but most importantly, the scale of data possessed by one or several individual hospitals is insufficient to constitute true big data, limiting the opportunities for leveraging cloud computing’s powerful intelligent analysis capabilities in uncovering hidden objective laws that can support the government to make scientific decisions. Considering factors such as data scale, cloud computing capabilities, and government economic support capacity, a provincial or municipal regional medical cloud platform is a more suitable choice.

Enhancing Legal Framework and Technical Support for Cloud-Based HISs

The primary goal of this strategy is to address the issue of “how to create a supportive environment.” As an ancient Chinese proverb states, “A single log cannot support a crumbling building,” indicating that relying solely on a provincial-level medical cloud platform is still insufficient to counter all external threats and internal risks faced by hospitals. Therefore, it requires a more proactive role from the government, which strengthens cooperation with relevant departments and enterprises to build a more robust and secure supporting environment for medical cloud platforms. Specifically, 2 aspects of support are necessary. First, credible legal support: although the Chinese government has been improving laws regarding cybersecurity, personal information protection, and data security, its support for cloud-based medical services remains inadequate. For example, in resolving disputes related to cloud medical services, health authorities still rely on laws such as the Physician Practice Law and Regulations on Prevention and Handling of Medical Disputes in China. However, these regulations have not explicitly defined the status and responsibilities of all parties involved in cloud-based medical services, which poses challenges in terms of judgments and penalties [26]. Therefore, it is essential to further refine relevant legislation and update existing regulations regarding doctors’ practice rights, insurance responsibility, and reimbursement for medical insurance, ensuring doctors and patients can confidently participate in cloud-based medical services. Second, holistic technical support: as indicated by SWOT analysis results, hospitals often lack professionals with deep knowledge of cutting-edge technologies like cloud computing, AI, and big data. Therefore, establishing an organization like a medical cloud technology association becomes necessary. This organization should consist of experts from various relevant fields, including IT, communication, engineering, cryptography, medicine, and more. Their responsibilities would include devising unified long-term plans and action plans, standardizing contracts between hospitals and cloud service providers, reviewing hospitals’ cloud migration plans and contracts, and conducting regular evaluations of the construction and operation of cloud-based HISs.

Conclusions

In conclusion, cloud computing is prioritized by the Chinese government as a “national strategic emerging industry.” Despite encountering numerous challenges, the cloud migration of HISs in China exemplifies a prevailing development trend. Therefore, hospitals should adopt an open mindset and focus on enhancing their capabilities to develop medical services based on the cloud. Health authorities should also use more effective strategies to incentivize hospitals to migrate their HISs safely to the cloud, thereby fostering the flourishing growth of a novel health-centered medical industry.

The main contribution of this study is a comprehensive literature review and systematic SWOT analysis on the current status of cloud migration of HISs in China, and corresponding strategies for different combinations of internal and external influencing factors. It can help hospitals gain a clearer understanding of the overall situation while having more specific goals and methods when planning and implementing related work. Moreover, it can serve as a foundation for health authorities to develop policies aligned with the development of hospital informatization in the new era, as well as provide references for other countries or regions facing similar challenges.

There are 2 limitations in this study: first, not all personnel from hospitals contribute to writing papers, thus limiting the comprehensiveness of literature information; second, the SWOT analysis method assumes a distinction between internal and external factors, as well as a differentiation between strengths and weaknesses, overlooking the interrelated effects among influencing factors. To supplement and improve these aspects, more empirical investigation data are needed, along with a more rigorous analysis of the interactions among influencing factors. This will be the focus of my future research.
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Abstract

Background: Falls had been identified as one of the nursing-sensitive indicators for nursing care in hospitals. With technological progress, health information systems make it possible for health care professionals to manage patient care better. However, there is a dearth of research on health information systems used to manage inpatient falls.

Objective: This study aimed to design and implement a novel hospital-based fall risk management information system (FRMIS) to prevent inpatient falls and improve nursing quality.

Methods: This implementation was conducted at a large academic medical center in central China. We established a nurse-led multidisciplinary fall prevention team in January 2016. The hospital’s fall risk management problems were summarized by interviewing fall-related stakeholders, observing fall prevention workflow and post–fall care process, and investigating patients’ satisfaction. The FRMIS was developed using an iterative design process, involving collaboration among health care professionals, software developers, and system architects. We used process indicators and outcome indicators to evaluate the implementation effect.

Results: The FRMIS includes a fall risk assessment platform, a fall risk warning platform, a fall preventive strategies platform, fall incident reporting, and a tracking improvement platform. Since the implementation of the FRMIS, the inpatient fall rate was significantly lower than that before implementation ($P<.05$). In addition, the percentage of major fall-related injuries was significantly lower than that before implementation. The implementation rate of fall-related process indicators and the reporting rate of high risk of falls were significantly different before and after system implementation ($P<.05$).

Conclusions: The FRMIS provides support to nursing staff in preventing falls among hospitalized patients while facilitating process control for nursing managers.

(Int J Med Inform 2024;12:e46501) doi:10.2196/46501
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Introduction

Context

Falls are one of the nursing-sensitive indicators for nursing care [1], which are a leading cause of fatal and nonfatal health loss globally [2,3]. Reducing and preventing falls has become an international health priority. Falls—common adverse events reported in hospitals—have been identified as a nursing-sensitive quality indicator of patient care.

Given the growing technological progress, health IT may help enhance the quality and safety of provided care, facilitating the effectiveness and efficiency of the clinical workflow, and supporting the provision of integrated multidisciplinary care [4-11]. The hospital information system (HIS) is a promising
approach to improve care quality and safety in the complex hospital environment. Despite extensive literature on fall risk factors and preventive strategies [12-18], few studies have focused on health information systems for managing inpatient falls.

Problem Statement
To address these issues, we formed a nurse-led multidisciplinary fall prevention team in January 2016, including the hospital administrative staff, quality management specialists, physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and informatics staff. This team retrospectively analyzed 19 inpatient fall cases that occurred in 2015 (fall rate 0.015‰), ranking first among all in-hospital nursing adverse events. Among the fall cases, 30%-40% of patients had grade ≥3 injuries, which significantly exceeded the 3.978% proportion seen in similar hospitals during this period. Falls caused severe harm and financial burden to inpatients, with 3 patients experiencing severe head injuries and 2 having hip fractures. The longest hospital stay resulting from falls reached 36 days.

The hospital’s fall risk management problems were summarized by interviewing fall-related stakeholders, observing fall prevention workflow and postfall care process, and investigating patients’ satisfaction; these included (1) nonachievement of real-time fall risk assessment, real-time uploading, and information sharing; (2) absence of fall risk warning management; (3) complicated fall risk management workflow; (4) absence of process control in fall prevention (such as process control for different fall risk levels, process control for different time nodes, etc); and (5) lack of standardized pathways for inpatient fall incident reporting and improvement tracking.

Similar Interventions
Several studies have highlighted the benefits of using health information systems for patient fall management. For example, Giles et al [19] reported that data collected from nursing information systems can be used to identify high-fall-risk patients. Mei et al [20] designed an electronic patient fall reporting system in a US long-term residential care facility, which could improve the fall reporting process and subsequent quality improvement efforts. Katsulis et al [21] combined the Fall TIPS (Tailoring Interventions for Patient Safety) [22] with a clinical decision support system, which increased its ease of use over the paper version. Jacobsohn et al [23] developed an automated clinical decision support system for identifying and referring older adult emergency department patients at the risk of future falls. Mlaver et al [24] at the Brigham and Women’s hospital developed a valuable electronic health record–embedded dashboard that collected inpatient fall risk data. However, the abovementioned fall information system only focused on a specific domain of fall management. So far, there is still no report about an HIS for overall fall risk management.

Aims and Objectives
This implementation aims to design and implement a fall risk management information system (FRMIS) to reduce falls among inpatients and improve nursing quality. Our goal is to create a culture of safety and reduce the incidence of falls hospital-wide, ensuring the well-being and security of all patients.

Methods
This study adhered to the iCHECK-DH (Guidelines and Checklist for the Reporting on Digital Health Implementations) checklist [25].

Blueprint Summary
This FRMIS consists of 4 major functional platforms to facilitate comprehensive fall prevention pathway management as shown in Textbox 1.
The assigned nurse uses a personal digital assistant to conduct fall risk assessments within 4 hours of patient admission. Upon completion, the personal digital assistant automatically compiles the Morse Fall Risk Score [26,27] and risk level, marking it in the electronic nursing record. All patients’ Morse Fall Risk Scores are collected and shared in real time through the information platform. Simultaneously, nurses receive nursing guidelines specific to different fall risk levels. They implement corresponding fall prevention measures such as hanging “Fall Prevention” warning signs near high-risk patients’ beds, distributing “Fall Prevention Information Sheets” to guide patients and their families on preventive measures, and documenting and passing on relevant information during shift changes. The head nurse conducts daily inspections and guidance on the accuracy of Morse fall assessments and the implementation of fall prevention measures, upon completion of departmental reviews.

A fall preventive strategies platform (see Multimedia Appendix 1):

Evidence-based fall prevention strategies are developed, incorporating fall event analysis and expert discussions to extract key process monitoring indicators. An electronic fall prevention bundle strategies quality tracking checklist was established for accurate assessment of fall risk, increased awareness of preventive measures, enhanced handover process for high-risk patients, environmental safety, implementation of fall prevention knowledge training, and guidance on proper use of assistive devices. Nursing department and ward-level managers can use mobile devices (iPads) to conduct targeted goal management and quality inspections of fall prevention strategies. Real-time monitoring is conducted on key fall process indicators such as accuracy of Morse fall risk assessments, implementation of health education, adherence to handover procedures, and compliance with environmental safety measures.

A fall incident reporting and tracking platform (see Multimedia Appendix 1):

The platform regulates the reporting process for inpatient fall events. After a fall incident occurs, the ward head nurse promptly logs into the fall incident reporting platform to proactively report the incident. They provide details such as the time and location of the fall, the sequence of events, whether the patient was injured, the extent of the injury, and the emergency treatment process. Once the information platform receives the ward's report, it immediately sends text messages to the chief nurse and members of the nursing department’s safety management team. On the platform, safety management team members can quickly trace the Morse Fall Risk Score, risk level, appropriateness of fall prevention interventions, timeliness of assessments, and any dynamic evaluations associated with that patient. After gaining a comprehensive understanding of the patient's relevant information, they visit the ward in a timely manner to conduct on-site inspections and tracking. They provide guidance to the department by applying root cause analysis to thoroughly analyze the fall event, identify the underlying causes, and propose areas of improvement directly on the web-based platform. Ward head nurses and the chief nurse can access expert guidance instantly on the platform and make necessary improvements based on the advice provided.

Technical Design

The FRMIS was developed using an iterative design process, involving collaboration among health care professionals, software developers, and system architects. The design aimed to create a user-friendly interface, incorporate data integration capabilities, and enable real-time reporting functionalities. In order to meet the usage needs of both PC and mobile devices, the development language selected for this system includes C#, jQuery, and Java; the development tools used were Visual Studio (Microsoft Corp) and Eclipse (The Eclipse Foundation), and the development platforms used were Windows and Android.

Target

The FRMIS was designed to assist nursing staff in preventing inpatient falls through IT, facilitating process control for nursing managers and ensuring patient safety.

Data

Our hospital has a dedicated computer center, which serves as the technical support department for network security. It is responsible for the construction and operation of hospital network security protection measures. The collection of various data in the FRMIS complies with relevant national laws and regulations. The data collection scope follows the principle of “minimum necessary” and adopts measures such as data desensitization, data encryption, and link encryption to prevent data leakage during the data collection process.

Interoperability

To maximize the effectiveness of the FRMIS, standardization of data elements and the development of interface systems to allow seamless data exchange between our HISs were necessary. The FRMIS used Health Level Seven Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (HL7FHIR) to enable seamless data exchange and streamline workflows.

Participating Entities

The FRMIS project has obtained the approval and support of hospital management, who have provided strong guarantees in terms of personnel, resources, funding, and working hours required for the implementation of the research plan. Our hospital is an advanced information management hospital with state-of-the-art scientific technologies. The computer center has rich experience in developing information management platforms; they have independently developed and implemented 19 hospital operational management systems. The FRMIS’s development was initiated by the nursing department, with the
assistance of the computer center to fulfill the corresponding requirements.

**Budget Planning**

The FRMIS development process lasted about 4 months, and the total development cost was approximately 500,000 Renminbi (approximately US $68,300). The subsequent maintenance costs were estimated to be 8% of the total development cost annually. Funding for the FRMIS’s development and maintenance was provided by our hospital. The ownership of the FRMIS belongs to Tongji Hospital.

**Sustainability**

The FRMIS’s implementation was carried out through the issuance of relevant policy documents by the nursing department, ensuring its clinical adoption. All risk assessment and incident reports concerning the inpatient falls were conducted through this information system thus far, replacing the previous paper-based forms. Over the past few years of using this system, our hospital's computer center staff has been maintaining and fixing occasional bugs that occur during clinical implementation of this system. The computer center staff also made necessary modifications and improvements to certain details as needed to enhance system functionality, optimize workflows, and adapt to evolving health care practices.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical comparisons were made on the fall incidence rate among inpatients and the reporting rate of high-fall-risk patients before and after FRMIS implementation. Data entry and statistical analysis were performed using SPSS (version 17.0; IBM Corp). The chi-square test was used to compare the differences in the fall incidence rate among inpatients, the rate of high-fall-risk patients, and the implementation rate of preventive fall quality bundle strategy indicators before and after FRMIS implementation. A value of \( P < .05 \) was considered statistically significant.

**Ethics Approval**

The study was approved by the institutional review board of Tongji hospital (protocol TJ-IRB20191209).

**Implementation (Results)**

**Coverage**

Our hospital is a large academic medical center in central China. In 2016, the hospital had a total of 4000 open beds, 106 nursing wards, and 53 specialized nursing units. The average daily admission rate ranges from 4500 to 5000 patients, with a total of 193,709 admitted patients throughout the year. The cumulative number of bed-days reached 1,756,946, of which 277,365 (15.79%) were for critical patients.

**Outcomes**

We carried out the process and outcome evaluation with regard to the FRMIS’s implementation. The process evaluation indicators include (1) the accuracy rate of the Morse fall risk assessment: number of accurate Morse fall risk assessments / total number of Morse fall risk assessments inspected; (2) implementation rate of fall prevention health education: number of implemented health education check items / number of patients inspected × total number of fall prevention health education check items; (3) implementation rate of shift handoff: number of implemented shift handoff check items / number of patients inspected × total number of fall prevention shift handoff check items; (4) implementation rate of environment safety: number of implemented environment safety check items / the number of patients inspected × the total number of environment safety check items.

The staff of the quality control office in the nursing department reviewed the FRMIS on a daily basis to identify the clinical departments where high-fall-risk patients were distributed across the hospital. For departments with more than 5 high-fall-risk patients and a proportion exceeding 20% of the total patients, we assigned 2 supervisory staff from the quality control team. They used the electronic form “Fall Prevention Bundle Strategy Quality Tracking Form” (see Multimedia Appendix 1) on an iPad to conduct quality inspections on the nursing units for the high-fall-risk patient population, randomly checking the implementation rate of fall prevention bundle strategy indicators (fall risk assessment, fall-related health education, fall-related shift handoff, and environment safety). Before implementing the FRMIS, a total of 1250 patients were randomly sampled for inspection. After implementing FRMIS, a total of 1806 patients were randomly sampled for inspection. Additionally, a comparative analysis was performed on the hospitalization period between February and October 2017 (after FRMIS implementation, the total bed days occupied by inpatients was 1,323,667) and between February and October 2015 (before FRMIS implementation, the total bed days occupied by inpatients was 1,303,094) to evaluate the hospital-wide reporting rate of high-fall-risk cases, incidence rate of patient falls, and severity of fall-related injuries.

The results showed that since the FRMIS’s implementation, the inpatient falls rate was significantly lower than that before implementation (\( P < .001 \)), as shown in Table 1. In addition, the percentage of major fall-related injuries was significantly lower than that before implementation, as shown in Table 2. The implementation rate of fall-related process indicators and the reporting rate of high risk of falls were significantly different before and after system implementation (\( P < .001 \)), as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Comparison of fall-related outcome indicators.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Before implementation (total bed days=1,303,094), n (%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-fall-risk patients’ reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall incident reports</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To facilitate the successful implementation of the FRMIS in clinical practice, we first developed the Standardized Management Guidelines for Preventing Inpatient Falls at the hospital-wide level. This policy document comprehensively revises and improves clinical fall prevention efforts, which include patient fall risk assessment, health education, fall preventive interventions, fall management workflow, fall incident reporting, and system record-keeping. The policy document was distributed in hard copy by the nursing department to all departments and also uploaded electronically on the hospital’s Office Automation platform. It mandated each clinical department to conduct fall prevention training based on the guidelines, requiring all nurses’ participation and proficiency. This document served as a supporting tool, providing nurses with guidance on how to use the FRMIS effectively in their clinical practice to prevent inpatient falls.

In addition, we conducted standardized nurse training through a web-based platform. Three main implementation strategies were used. First, we conducted diverse forms of training, including ward-, department-, and hospital-level fall prevention training, as well as case-based warning education, bedside simulation assessment, experience sharing sessions, and special lectures, to comprehensively implement the content of the Standardized Management Guidelines for Preventing Falls. Second, we performed objective evaluation. We incorporated simulated case examinations for patient fall prevention into the clinical skills evaluation of nurses, head nurse position evaluation, and their performance appraisal to comprehensively assess the level of knowledge of fall management guidelines and the emergency handling capabilities for patient fall incidents. Third, we achieved full participation among all nurses. The training rate and assessment results of nurses in the wards were included in the performance management projects of ward head nurses, achieving the participation of all nurses and comprehensive evaluation of standardized fall prevention training. Based on the strategies mentioned above, the FRMIS’s implementation in clinical practice has been relatively successful.

### Limitations

This study still has certain limitations that should be acknowledged. First, the FRMIS was specifically designed and implemented by our hospital’s computer center. It is currently applicable to 3 different hospital campuses within our institution.

---

**Table 2. Results of fall-related injuries.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases of fall-related injury, n</th>
<th>Before implementation (n=1250), n (%)</th>
<th>After implementation (n=1806), n (%)</th>
<th>Chi-square (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No injury</td>
<td>1056 (84.48)</td>
<td>1709 (95.73)</td>
<td>88 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>1107 (88.56)</td>
<td>1769 (97.95)</td>
<td>117.5 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>1114 (89.12)</td>
<td>1767 (97.84)</td>
<td>104 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td>1127 (90.16)</td>
<td>1796 (99.45)</td>
<td>153 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Comparison of fall-related process indicators.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of fall-related process indicators</th>
<th>Before implementation (n=1250), n (%)</th>
<th>After implementation (n=1806), n (%)</th>
<th>Chi-square (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environment safety</td>
<td>1056 (84.48)</td>
<td>1709 (95.73)</td>
<td>88 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall risk assessment</td>
<td>1107 (88.56)</td>
<td>1769 (97.95)</td>
<td>117.5 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall-related health education</td>
<td>1114 (89.12)</td>
<td>1767 (97.84)</td>
<td>104 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment safety</td>
<td>1127 (90.16)</td>
<td>1796 (99.45)</td>
<td>153 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Lessons Learned**

The FRMIS’s development and implementation followed a structured process, starting with needs assessment and culminating in ongoing monitoring and improvement. With this multidisciplinary team and comprehensive approach, we were able to provide a more robust and effective fall risk management system for the entire hospital. The FRMIS addressed the shortcomings of paper-based reporting, such as untimely fall assessments, delayed reporting, information transmission delays, loss of assessment forms, and incomplete tracking information. The FRMIS achieved a holistic fall prevention strategy that spanned from risk assessment to postfall intervention, which brought several benefits to both patients and health care providers. The FRMIS alerted nursing staff about high-risk patients, enabling timely interventions and reducing fall occurrences. It also standardized the reporting process for fall events, allowing for efficient tracking and analysis of incidents.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This study has designed and implemented a FRMIS at the hospital level. The novel system provided a simple, intuitive, and highly operational prevention management model, encompassing fall risk assessment, high fall risk screening, forecasting, and monitoring. It significantly improved the procedural and standardized levels of fall management for hospitalized patients, having prompted nurses to proactively implement fall preventive interventions, conducted timely fall risk assessments, reduced underreporting of high-fall-risk patients, and increased the forecast rate of high-fall-risk patients.

Unlike previous studies that focus on a specific stage of fall management (such as risk identification [19] or fall incident reporting [28]) or patients in a specific department [23], our system catered to the entire process of fall risk management for all inpatients. The FRMIS showed promise in enhancing patient safety, reducing fall incidents, and improving overall care quality.

To facilitate the successful implementation of the FRMIS in clinical practice, we first developed the Standardized...
but has not been widely disseminated to other hospitals or integrated with diverse HISs. Therefore, its applicability and effectiveness in different hospital contexts remains uncertain. Second, the FRMIS heavily relied on the voluntary reporting by clinical nurses. The accuracy of these fall risk reports needed to be individually verified by staff members in the quality control office of the nursing department. This process is currently manual and lacks automation, which may introduce delays and potential inconsistencies. In the future, further improvements could be made by integrating artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. By automatically extracting fall risk factors from patients' electronic medical records, the system could achieve automated risk stratification and reduce dependence on manual reporting.

Despite these limitations, it is important to note that this study represents a significant step toward enhancing inpatient fall risk management through the FRMIS implementation. Future research and development efforts could focus on expanding the system's applicability to other hospitals, integrating AI capabilities for automated risk assessment, and improving data accuracy and automation processes. These advancements would contribute to more comprehensive and intelligent fall risk management practices for inpatients.

Conclusions
The design and implementation of an FRMIS significantly contributed to the prevention and management of falls among inpatients. The FRMIS enhanced patient safety through IT, providing comprehensive support for fall prevention and ensuring efficient management of fall events in health care settings.
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The presentation of the fall risk management information system.
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**Abstract**

**Background:** The increasing population of older adults has led to a rise in the demand for health care services, with chronic diseases being a major burden. Person-centered integrated care is required to address these challenges; hence, the Turkish Ministry of Health has initiated strategies to implement an integrated health care model for chronic disease management. We aim to present the design, development, nationwide implementation, and initial performance results of the national Disease Management Platform (DMP).

**Objective:** This paper’s objective is to present the design decisions taken and technical solutions provided to ensure successful nationwide implementation by addressing several challenges, including interoperability with existing IT systems, integration with clinical workflow, enabling transition of care, ease of use by health care professionals, scalability, high performance, and adaptability.

**Methods:** The DMP is implemented as an integrated care solution that heavily uses clinical decision support services to coordinate effective screening and management of chronic diseases in adherence to evidence-based clinical guidelines and, hence, to increase the quality of health care delivery. The DMP is designed and implemented to be easily integrated with the existing regional and national health IT systems via conformance to international health IT standards, such as Health Level Seven Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources. A repeatable cocreation strategy has been used to design and develop new disease modules to ensure extensibility while ensuring ease of use and seamless integration into the regular clinical workflow during patient encounters. The DMP is horizontally scalable in case of high load to ensure high performance.

**Results:** As of September 2023, the DMP has been used by 25,568 health professionals to perform 73,715,269 encounters for 16,058,904 unique citizens. It has been used to screen and monitor chronic diseases such as obesity, cardiovascular risk, diabetes, and hypertension, resulting in the diagnosis of 3,545,573 patients with obesity, 534,423 patients with high cardiovascular risk, 490,346 patients with diabetes, and 144,768 patients with hypertension.

**Conclusions:** It has been demonstrated that the platform can scale horizontally and efficiently provides services to thousands of family medicine practitioners without performance problems. The system seamlessly interoperates with existing health IT solutions and runs as a part of the clinical workflow of physicians at the point of care. By automatically accessing and processing patient data from various sources to provide personalized care plan guidance, it maximizes the effect of evidence-based decision support services by seamless integration with point-of-care electronic health record systems. As the system is built on international code systems and standards, adaptation and deployment to additional regional and national settings become easily possible. The nationwide DMP as an integrated care solution has been operational since January 2020, coordinating effective screening and management of chronic diseases in adherence to evidence-based clinical guidelines.
achieving these strategic objectives, several technical challenges care and specialist services, reducing costs, minimizing risks, quality. It also facilitates seamless transitions between primary care and Turkey’s health care system. To address this, the Turkish Ministry of Health (MOH) has implemented a national strategy emphasizing multidisciplinary teams, led by family physicians. The goal is to enhance early detection and manage complications of noncommunicable diseases through systematic screening programs under the national Disease Management Platform (DMP) project launched in late 2018.

The growing use of digital health solutions such as electronic health records (EHRs) presents an opportunity to enhance chronic disease management. Clinical decision support services (CDSSs) can assist in making patient-centered and evidence-based decisions [3,4]. Digital tools and systems that collect and use patient information to provide decision support for health care professionals (HCPs), including patient-specific assessments and recommendations, can promote adherence to national guidelines, ultimately resulting in enhanced quality of care [5-9]. Research demonstrated that computerized decision support tailored to the patient successfully improved decision-making [10,11]. Such tools enhanced the decision-making abilities of HCPs in various domains, including effective prescription decisions [12,13], adherence to guidelines for cardiac rehabilitation [14], management of hypertension and diabetes [15-21], cancer screening [22,23], and computerized order decisions [24,25].

Building on these results, the national DMP is designed as an integrated care platform for chronic disease management in Turkey in a family physician–centered manner. It aims to effectively implement clinical treatment protocols, ensuring easy adherence with decision support services. These services focus on early diagnosis, followed by structured treatment recommendations during routine follow-ups. The DMP enhances standardization of care, improving health care efficiency and quality. It also facilitates seamless transitions between primary care and specialist services, reducing costs, minimizing risks, eliminating redundant tests, and easing the burden on patients.

To ensure successful implementation of a DMP aimed at achieving these strategic objectives, several technical challenges need to be addressed. Our design decisions consider the crucial factor of integrating CDSSs seamlessly into clinicians’ daily workflow [26,27]. Despite the potential of CDSSs for evidence-based medicine, significant effort is needed to realize these benefits [28]. The DMP must smoothly integrate with physicians’ workflows, necessitating interoperability with existing health IT systems. CDSS guidance should be user-friendly, ensuring a natural flow for clinical protocol implementation. With a target audience of over 26,000 practitioners in Turkey, serving a population of over 85 million, the platform must ensure high performance and scalability. It should easily expand to address additional diseases within a reasonable timeframe and prioritize reusability and compliance with international health IT standards for versatile deployment.

This paper outlines the design, development, nationwide implementation, and initial performance results of the national DMP in Turkey. The DMP can be categorized as a “2.3-Healthcare Provider Decision Support System” in terms of World Health Organization “Classification of digital health interventions” [29]. This implementation report will focus on the results of the deployment and implementation of the DMP in Turkey serving to more than 26,000 family medicine practitioners (FMPs) in the country. The objective is to share our experiences in building the DMP, as an implementation report in line with iCHECK-DH: Guidelines and Checklist for the Reporting on Digital Health Implementations [30]. We detail the design decisions and technical solutions aimed at ensuring interoperability with existing IT systems, integration with clinical workflow, enabling smooth transition of care, user-friendliness for HCPs, scalability, and adaptability in the Methods section. The Implementation (Results) section presents the outcomes of the nationwide implementation (number of users, number of screening and monitoring encounters, number of patients covered via these encounters, number of patients diagnosed as a result of screening encounters, and treatment goal achievements [such as blood pressure targets, hemoglobin A1c [HbA1c], and cholesterol targets]), demonstrating how these objectives were achieved. Additionally, we outline current limitations and identify areas for future work to further enhance the clinical impact.

Methods
Overall System Architecture and Design Decisions
The DMP has been designed and implemented to enable the following 4 high-level features as summarized in Figure 1:
Figure 1. Overall aims of the disease management platform architecture. EHR: electronic health record; EMR: electronic medical record.

- Screening and risk assessment for healthy population: a web-based platform for FMPs facilitates screening for the healthy population. For instance, diabetes screening is required every 3 years for citizens aged over 40 years without a diabetes diagnosis. The full eligibility criteria for both screening and monitoring are presented in Multimedia Appendix 1. The system offers personalized risk assessments, early diagnosis, individualized goals, preventive treatment, and lifestyle suggestions aligned with national care pathways. Diagnosed patients enter the disease progress monitoring program, whereas undiagnosed individuals receive intensified screening based on risk and lifestyle recommendations.

- Disease progress monitoring: for diagnosed patients, the platform facilitates creating and updating personalized care plans during regular follow-up encounters, aligning with evidence-based national care pathways. It assesses laboratory results, conducts risk assessments, recommends personalized treatment goals and medications, suggests follow-up appointments, and refers to specialists when necessary for consultations and complication management. Patients in the monitoring program are categorized based on their control of clinical parameters, symptoms, and goal achievement status, guiding decisions on follow-up frequency, secondary care referrals, and medication plan updates.

- Self-management support for patients: a care plan with instructions for FMPs, specialists, and patients is shared with Turkey’s e-Nabiz platform, the national EHR and personal health record (PHR) system. Patients can then access details about care plan activities, including medications, educational materials, self-measurement activities, and lifestyle recommendations.

- Population tracking: each FMP manages 2000 to 4000 patients based on their region’s population. The population tracking module allows them to filter and manage patients for upcoming or overdue screening and monitoring encounters, access statistics on the screened population, send SMS invitations to patients, and monitor goal achievement for clinical parameters such as fasting plasma glucose, HbA1c, and blood pressure.

The overall system architecture of the DMP is depicted in Figure 2.
Seamless Integration and Interoperability With Existing Systems

The DMP is designed and implemented for seamless integration with existing regional and national health IT systems. To achieve this, we have designed the core data model and data processing architecture of the DMP based on Health Level Seven (HL7) Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) Release 4 [31]. FHIR has gained widespread adoption in the health care industry [32-36] and endorsed by country-wide implementations in the United States [34], United Kingdom [37], and Germany [38].

The DMP core data model conforms to HL7 FHIR Release 4 to encompass basic EHR components as well as resources for representing a patient’s care plan. An open-source HL7 FHIR Repository, namely onFHIR.io [39], serves as the main component of the data management layer (Figure 2). onFHIR.io uses MongoDB as a database and provides real-time data subscription with the help of Apache Kafka. The DMP web application directly accesses patient and care plan data through RESTful interfaces provided by onFHIR.io, enabling fine-grained access control over all FHIR resources in compliance with the SMART on FHIR authorization guidelines and scopes [40].

In Turkey, the MOH operates e-Nabiz, a central national EHR infrastructure [41]. This system collects patient records as encounter summaries from nationwide health care providers, with patients also inputting vital signs and activity data. e-Nabiz codes data using international and national medical terminology, such as International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10). It is a document-based repository accessed through a Representational State Transfer application programming interface [42], and interoperability adapters in the DMP project (EHR exchange and PHR exchange services in Figure 2) communicate with it to retrieve patient data. These adapters transform proprietary XML formats to HL7 FHIR-based data models and store them in the Patient Data Repository. This transformation includes both structural and semantic mapping, incorporating a strategy of incremental synchronization. On initial DMP access, the patient’s longitudinal EHR is mapped to FHIR, and subsequent encounters retrieve and transform only new, unsynchronized data.

To secure patient data access, clinicians authenticate to the DMP through the MOH’s central authentication and authorization services using the OpenID Connect protocol. The DMP uses a role-based access control mechanism, catering to different disease management roles. Before data access and synchronization, a check ensures that the user has the required access rights via the MOH’s central authentication service. If authorized, the DMP generates a patient-specific JavaScript Object Notation Web Token with corresponding permissions, serving as an OAuth2.0 bearer token for all interactions within the DMP.

In the DMP, FMPs perform screening and monitoring encounters based on predefined eligibility criteria. For instance, hypertension monitoring is required every 3 months for patients with a hypertension diagnosis and on antihypertensive medications. These criteria are executed in the e-Nabiz data warehouse, and both DMP and family medicine information systems retrieve target population lists through target population services (Figure 2). FMPs can easily identify if a visiting patient is on the screening or monitoring list via family medicine information systems, initiating a DMP encounter directly with a single sign-on integration.

The care plan created with the help of the DMP is stored as an HL7 FHIR CarePlan resource in the Patient Data Repository. It is shared with the e-Nabiz system via the Care Plan Exchange Service (Figure 2), enabling it to be accessible to the patient via e-Nabiz interfaces.

The DMP uses Elasticsearch technology for storing user information, basic patient attributes, and their current screening and monitoring statuses for each disease. Elasticsearch also serves as a system log repository. We have developed a Kibana...
interface for monitoring system performance and geographical statistics. Redis is used as a caching system to temporarily store information about ongoing encounters and user authorization access tokens.

**Automation of National Care Pathways as a Clinical Workflow for FMPs**

The interfaces of the DMP have been designed with ease of use in mind to allow for seamless integration into the regular clinical workflow. It is implemented as a cocreation activity with the involvement of system analysts, software engineers, and a clinical reference group set up by the MOH Department of Chronic Diseases and Elderly Health including multidisciplinary HCPs.

The national evidence-based care pathways have been collaboratively analyzed, leading to the identification of common steps, such as physical examination, medical history review, risk assessment, medication review, lab results review, diagnosis, clinical goal setting, pharmacological treatment planning, and nonpharmacological treatment planning. Each care pathway is designed modularly within the DMP as a series of pages corresponding to these common steps. These are organized as a flow of pages that is followed automatically based on patient parameters.

Each page is meticulously designed, specifying patient parameters for assessment. Most data come from the national EHR system, enabling clinicians to review prefilled pages with the latest parameters and make adjustments as needed. Validity periods for each parameter are identified, emphasizing recency, and they are enforced by the system and reminded to FMPs. Additionally, scaled assessments (eg, Mini Nutritional Assessment), risk assessments (eg, cardiovascular risk), and associated algorithms (eg, SCORE-Turkey) are also identified. Business rules within the pages are designed for personalized suggestions aligned with evidence-based care pathways.

All of these are thoroughly documented after discussions in cocreation workshops. Mock-up screens are designed, and flow diagrams are created to identify transition criteria between pages. These materials undergo further review and finalization in subsequent cocreation workshops. As an illustrative example, Figure 3 depicts a sample flow for hypertension screening.

After cocreation, each step’s design becomes a web-based interface in the DMP application, developed with the Angular framework. A “Pathway Execution Service” state manager automates the flow diagram for disease screening or monitoring, adapting to patient parameters. This allows FMPs to use a wizard-like interface for encounters, facilitating adherence to national clinical pathways.

Transitions between disease modules are also modeled and implemented. For example, in hypertension screening, if a patient’s fasting plasma glucose exceeds 110 mg/dL, the system prompts FMPs to consider a diabetes screening if not already monitored for diabetes. In response, the patient’s diabetes screening schedule is automatically updated.

**Figure 3. Hypertension screening flow. BP: blood pressure.**

**CDSS Implementation**

CDSSs are a core component of DMP to enable patient-tailored recommendations. On the basis of the documented business rules from the design phase, we have designed CDSSs as automated processes. These processes link patient-specific data with evidence-based knowledge from national care pathways. We can categorize the CDSS implemented based on their functionality as follows:

- Risk assessment via scored algorithms (eg, SCORE-Turkey): FMPs are provided with explanatory guidance about scoring, referencing validated scoring assessment algorithms (see Figure 4).
- Diagnosis recommendations based on the patient’s current condition and risk assessment: in screening operations, the CDSS recommends diagnoses to FMPs using predefined ICD-10 codes.
• Guidance for lab test ordering and interpretation: a personalized list of required lab tests is determined based on the patient’s disease state, risks, and other comorbidities. The CDSS also provides notifications for when these lab tests should be renewed on expiration.
• Diagnosis and referral suggestions are recommended based on patient parameters such as lab results. For example, referral to a nephrologist is recommended when the estimated glomerular filtration rate result is below 60 mL/min/1.73 m².
• Treatment goals (eg, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol) are recommended based on the patient’s risk, disease stage, and comorbidities. In Figure 5, an example screen for goal planning is presented. The physician can always manually update these targets based on their assessments.
• Medication suggestions are recommended for treatment planning based on disease stage, response to previous medications, existing medications, and comorbidities. Certain medications are marked as contraindications based on the existing comorbidities of the patient.
• Referral suggestions for preventive consultation visits are recommended, especially for complication management. For instance, a yearly retinopathy check with an ophthalmologist is advised during diabetes monitoring encounters.
• Follow-up visits are recommended based on the current status of the patient. For instance, screening in each 2 years is suggested for patients with low cardiovascular disease risk, whereas once a year screening is suggested for high-risk patients.
• Automated care pathway transitions for patients with multiple morbidities are personalized based on specific disease criteria. For instance, if a patient aged over 40 years has not had their cardiovascular risk score calculated, the DMP guides FMPs to continue with the cardiovascular risk module during hypertension or diabetes monitoring.

In the DMP, all CDSS implementations adhere to the CDS Hooks specifications [43]. As a standard published by HL7, it provides an API specification for CDS calls. Both input parameters and output suggestions are defined in reference to HL7 FHIR resources, facilitating plug-and-play interoperability with platforms that support HL7 FHIR. The CDS Hooks–compliant approach allows easy expansion with CDSSs created by external entities and to simplify deployment in different settings already adhering to HL7 FHIR.

Figure 4. An example screenshot from the Cardiovascular Risk Screening Module presenting individualized risk calculation. (The system is implemented in a multilingual manner supporting Turkish and English by default.) CVD: cardiovascular disease.

https://medinform.jmir.org/2024/1/e49986
Figure 5. An example screenshot from the disease management platform presenting personalized lipid goals for the patient. HDL: high-density lipoprotein; LDL: low-density lipoprotein.

Ensuring Performance of the System

The DMP is designed for high horizontal scalability, using 2 servers for the web application and 3 for the Patient Data Repository, forming an onFHIR.io server cluster. Nginx acts as both a reverse proxy and a load balancer to distribute traffic across these backend servers. onFHIR.io servers connect to a horizontally scalable MongoDB cluster for data distribution and replication. Elasticsearch log and data store operate on a cluster hosted on 6 servers.

Testing, Piloting, and Deployment of Disease Modules

The system is developed by SRDC on behalf of the Turkish MOH with the support of Türeksat and Innova. The final product is owned by the Turkish MOH. The initial version of the DMP, including modules for screening and monitoring of type 2 diabetes, hypertension, and cardiovascular risk management, was extensively tested by the clinical reference group. It underwent a 3-month pilot phase in 4 cities in late 2019. The pilot phase involved 14,351 encounters conducted by 219 FMPs for 5521 patients. Two more modules for obesity screening and monitoring, as well as older adult monitoring, were added to the system during this period. After the feedback is addressed and the system is retested, the system has been operationalized in whole Turkey by January 2020. On June 30, 2021, the MOH has published a directive incentivizing FMPs to conduct screening and monitoring for diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease risk management, obesity, and older adult monitoring via the DMP. The system with incentivization calculations has been operational in whole Turkey since July 1, 2021.

Beyond existing modules, the system now includes monitoring modules for coronary artery disease, chronic kidney disease, stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and asthma. The cocreation process, covering requirement analysis, mock-up design, implementation, and testing, took 3 months for each module, showcasing the process’s repeatability for swift module additions. These new disease modules are not yet public in the operational system.

Implementation (Results)

The system is being used extensively throughout the whole country. As of September 18, 2023, a total of 73,715,269 screening and monitoring encounters have been performed by 25,568 users (24,627 FMPs and 941 FMP nurses) for 16,058,904 unique citizens. Among these citizens, 56.2% (n=9,025,104) are female and 43.8% (n=7,033,800) are male. The average number of DMP encounters per patient is 4.59. The distribution of encounters per DMP module and the breakdown between screening and monitoring is provided in Table 1.

In Turkey, there are 26,600 FMP units, with each unit using 1 FMP at a time. As of September 18, 2023, FMPs working at
26,210 (98.5%) unique FMP units have logged into the DMP at least once, and 22,982 (86.4%) FMP units have performed at least 1 encounter.

Table 2 details the nationwide coverage rates per disease module and encounter type as of September 18, 2023. It includes the cumulative target population size and the unique number of patients screened or monitored at least once. During this period, DMP screenings led to new diagnoses: 144,768 for hypertension, 490,346 for diabetes, 534,423 for high cardiovascular risk, and 3,545,573 for obesity. These individuals were diagnosed with these chronic diseases for the first time, following evidence-based clinical guidelines.

Age histograms of DMP patients who have been screened or monitored at least once are provided per sex in Figure 6.

Piloting studies occurred from October to December 2019, and the system has been fully operational nationwide since January 2020. Use notably increased with FMP salary incentivization calculations on July 1, 2021 (Figure 7), showing monthly encounter numbers by module from the start of 2021. Since then, encounters have steadily risen, with minor drops during summer holidays, and the distribution among DMP modules has remained consistent.

Figure 8 displays the distribution of total DMP encounters per city in Turkey, with colors intensifying as encounter numbers rise. Although higher numbers generally align with city populations, outliers exist, as seen in the top 10 performing cities outlined in Table 3. Despite Istanbul having Turkey’s largest population, it only slightly surpasses Ankara in DMP encounters. This is mainly due to the high patient load per FMP in Istanbul. FMPs overseeing over 4000 citizens are exempt from DMP use due to their heavy workload. Table 3 also provides patient average age and encounter duration information.

The performance of the FMPs is assessed monthly. The cumulative targets and realized achievement rates for January 2023 are provided in Table 4. An achievement rate of 23.1% (4,508,841/19,546,041) for the entire population represents significant advancement compared with the 3.9% (511,198/13,117,900) achievement rate in July 2021.

The DMP system recommends personalized treatment goals such as systolic blood pressure, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and weight based on clinical guidelines. After a treatment goal is set, the DMP also assesses progress toward the goal in subsequent encounters. As of September 18, 2023, approximately 12.4 million of these treatment goals have been assessed, and the achievement rates are presented in Table 5. These assessments provide valuable information for FMPs caring for their patients.

At present, the performance of the FMPs is quantitatively calculated based on the number of performed encounters. However, the MOH envisions transitioning to a qualitative performance evaluation in midterm, where treatment goals and their achievement rates will play a significant role.

The system is highly performant and scalable. On a selected working day, February 14, 2023, the onFHIR.io HL7 FHIR Repository handled a total of 105.7 million FHIR interactions with an average response time of 31.3 milliseconds. During peak times of the day, the system can effortlessly manage up to 5000 FHIR interactions per second. Multimedia Appendix 2 illustrates the distribution and average response time of FHIR interactions on this day.

Among all FHIR requests, 57.4% (60.7 million) are search interactions, which are extensively used by the DMP web app to find, display, and forward specific clinical concept values to CDSS. Following search interactions, update interactions make up 33.2% (35.1 million) of the requests and are also used for resource creation when a provided resource ID is available. The average response times for read and search interactions are only 3.9 and 6.4 milliseconds, respectively. In the case of transactions and batch interactions, the average response times are even lower than update interaction alone, thanks to the parallelization of contained requests within onFHIR.io. As of September 18, 2023, onFHIR.io maintains a repository of 16.3 billion FHIR resources, totaling 22.4 terabytes in size, including care planning data by DMP and EHR/PHR data synchronized from e-Nabiz.

Table 1. Total screening and monitoring encounters per module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Screening (n=45,166,536), n (%)</th>
<th>Monitoring (n=28,548,733), n (%)</th>
<th>Total (n=73,715,269), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>13,857,594 (30.7)</td>
<td>12,046,449 (42.2)</td>
<td>25,904,043 (35.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>18,029,994 (39.9)</td>
<td>800,480 (2.8)</td>
<td>18,830,474 (25.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>8,914,193 (19.7)</td>
<td>5,071,646 (17.8)</td>
<td>13,985,839 (19.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4,364,755 (9.7)</td>
<td>9,182,814 (32.2)</td>
<td>13,547,569 (18.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older adult</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1,447,344 (5.1)</td>
<td>1,447,344 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Only the patients monitored in primary care are listed; advanced obesity cases (a BMI over 40 kg/m<sup>2</sup> or a BMI between 30 and 40 kg/m<sup>2</sup> supported with additional comorbidities) are monitored in secondary and tertiary care.

<sup>b</sup>CVD: cardiovascular disease.

<sup>c</sup>N/A: not applicable.
Table 2. Coverage rate of citizens in target population lists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module and encounter type</th>
<th>All citizens in target population, n</th>
<th>Screened and monitored patients, n</th>
<th>Coverage rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypertension</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>48,443,467</td>
<td>10,820,774</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>14,943,378</td>
<td>4,083,057</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obesity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>59,956,288</td>
<td>14,640,013</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>769,654(^{a})</td>
<td>383,920</td>
<td>49.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diabetes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>27,450,172</td>
<td>6,486,947</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>7,588,543</td>
<td>2,472,585</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CVD(^{b}) risk</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>17,276,617</td>
<td>3,319,070</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>17,759,500</td>
<td>5,078,665</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Older adult</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>8,770,474</td>
<td>1,056,766</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)Only those in the primary care obesity monitoring list, as explained in Table 1.

\(^{b}\)CVD: cardiovascular disease.

Figure 6. Age histograms of disease management platform patients: female on the left and male on the right.
**Figure 7.** Disease management platform encounters per month by module. CVD: cardiovascular disease.

![Graph showing disease management platform encounters per month by module. CVD: cardiovascular disease.](image)

**Figure 8.** Encounters by city on a map.

![Map showing encounters by city.](image)

**Table 3.** Top 10 performing cities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Total population(^a)</th>
<th>Rank(^b)</th>
<th>Number of encounters</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Average age of patients (years)</th>
<th>Average duration (minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul</td>
<td>15,907,951</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,974,972</td>
<td>1,286,640</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankara</td>
<td>5,782,285</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4,918,745</td>
<td>1,084,797</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izmir</td>
<td>4,462,056</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4,395,653</td>
<td>937,607</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adana</td>
<td>2,274,106</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3,531,441</td>
<td>709,075</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayseri</td>
<td>1,441,523</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2,633,349</td>
<td>479,849</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antalya</td>
<td>2,688,004</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,617,274</td>
<td>636,535</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konya</td>
<td>2,296,347</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2,607,459</td>
<td>579,927</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bursa</td>
<td>3,194,720</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,408,817</td>
<td>525,016</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balikesir</td>
<td>1,257,590</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2,322,111</td>
<td>425,171</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsun</td>
<td>1,368,488</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2,237,385</td>
<td>422,438</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)2022 census data by the Turkish Statistical Institute (TurkStat).

\(^b\)The rank of cities in Turkey by total population count.
Table 4. Screening and monitoring encounters per module in January 2023.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module and encounter type</th>
<th>Monthly target</th>
<th>Number of encounters</th>
<th>Achievement rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypertension</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>3,868,662</td>
<td>789,699</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>4,795,117</td>
<td>709,004</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obesity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>4,849,306</td>
<td>1,083,414</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>53,770</td>
<td>51,512</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diabetes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>898,665</td>
<td>670,502</td>
<td>74.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>2,128,955</td>
<td>279,071</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CVD\textsuperscript{a} risk</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>742,634</td>
<td>262,419</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>1,488,004</td>
<td>589,523</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Older adult</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>720,928</td>
<td>73,697</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>19,546,041</td>
<td>4,508,841</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}CVD: cardiovascular disease.

Table 5. Achievement rates of treatment goals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment goal</th>
<th>Achievement rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systolic BP\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>88.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic BP</td>
<td>94.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting glucose</td>
<td>52.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA\textsubscript{1c}\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL\textsuperscript{c} cholesterol</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL\textsuperscript{d} cholesterol</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglyceride</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist circumference</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}BP: blood pressure.  
\textsuperscript{b}HbA\textsubscript{1c}: hemoglobin A\textsubscript{1c}.  
\textsuperscript{c}LDL: low-density lipoprotein.  
\textsuperscript{d}HDL: high-density lipoprotein.

**Discussion**

**Principle Findings and Lessons Learned**

We have demonstrated that as of September 18, 2023, the DMP has been used by more than 25,000 users to conduct over 73 million screening and monitoring encounters for more than 16 million individuals. The national directive incentivizing FMPs to conduct screening and monitoring for chronic diseases is one of the contributing factors to this success. We demonstrated the platform’s efficient horizontal scalability, serving thousands of HCPs daily without performance issues. DMP screenings identified approximately 150,000 new hypertension cases, over 490,000 diabetes cases, more than 500,000 high cardiovascular risk cases, and over 3.5 million obesity cases. This allowed timely treatment in line with evidence-based guidelines.

We have shown that the system seamlessly interoperates with existing national EHR via HL7 FHIC. It enables accessing and processing patient data from various sources to provide personalized care plan guidance, maximizing the effectiveness.
of evidence-based decision support services. The DMP has achieved all 5 levels of the 5S Model as proposed by Haynes [44] for the successful implementation of information services for evidence-based health care decisions. Continuous cocreation activity involving members of the Turkish MOH has contributed this success, along with the interoperability architecture based on international standards. On the other hand, we have collected feedback from FMPs to encourage us to also enable seamless integration with the national e-Prescription and national appointment system. FMPs need to manually input prescription and appointment recommendations into the other systems. Future plans include integrating these national systems directly to the DMP as well.

Although we have demonstrated that, through a repeatable and well-defined cocreation methodology, the system can be easily extended to address additional diseases, it still requires implementation effort from developers. We plan to extend the DMP system with administrative interfaces. This will enable subject matter experts from the MOH to create new disease screening and monitoring modules using form-based design interfaces.

Finally, although FMPs conduct screening and monitoring, specialists can view patient dashboards but cannot perform encounters; this can be easily enabled with the DMP’s role-based access control mechanism, pending organizational decisions for national-scale implementation.

The system is operated as a part of national health IT ecosystem funded by the budget of the Turkish MOH. Open-source technologies have been used; hence, additional licensing fee has not incurred. Approximately 80% of the budget is spent for software development, 15% for project management, and 5% for training costs. Initial development phase has lasted 2 years. In the last 2.5 years, the system is under maintenance, and new disease modules have been developed.

**Prospective Benefits and Impact**

The system paves the way forward value-based care, where patient outcomes are monitored, and providers are incentivized for improving health. Currently, the DMP sets individual clinical goals (eg, HbA1c and BMI) based on evidence-based guidelines. It monitors FMP performance in achieving these targets through close screening and monitoring. FMPs are presently incentivized based on screening and monitoring visits, but the system is ready to adopt value-based care by monitoring clinical targets.

DMP implementation opens opportunities to collect real-time research data, measuring the effectiveness of nationwide disease management protocols. Continuously gathering information about patients’ disease status and recording outcomes from screening and monitoring visits, the generated data provide valuable insights into disease management.

**Conclusions**

This paper introduces a nationwide DMP designed for effective chronic disease screening and management, aligning with evidence-based clinical guidelines to enhance health care quality. With its user-friendly interfaces, it guides FMPs through personalized care planning with checklists for medication orders, referrals, lab tests, and risk screening. The system has been operational nationwide since January 2020. We have demonstrated seamless EHR integration, scalability, performance, and effectiveness in early diagnosis and meeting clinical targets. Future work includes a comprehensive study to analyze the direct clinical and cost-saving effects of the DMP on chronic disease management in Turkey.
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Abstract

Background: Telemedicine, a term that encompasses several applications and tasks, generally involves the remote management and treatment of patients by physicians. It is known as transversal telemedicine when practiced among health care professionals (HCPs).

Objective: We describe the experience of implementing our telemedicine Eumeda platform for HCPs over the last 10 years.

Methods: A web-based informatics platform was developed that had continuously updated hypertext created using advanced technology and the following features: security, data insertion, dedicated software for image analysis, and the ability to export data for statistical surveys. Customizable files called “modules” were designed and built for different fields of medicine, mainly in the ophthalmology subspecialty. Each module was used by HCPs with different authorization profiles.

Implementation (Results): Twelve representative modules for different projects are presented in this manuscript. These modules evolved over time, with varying degrees of interconnectivity, including the participation of a number of centers in 19 cities across Italy. The number of HCP operators involved in each single module ranged from 6 to 114 (average 21.8, SD 28.5). Data related to 2574 participants were inserted across all the modules. The average percentage of completed text/image fields in the 12 modules was 65.7%. All modules were evaluated in terms of access, acceptability, and medical efficacy. In their final evaluation, the participants judged the modules to be useful and efficient for clinical use.

Conclusions: Our results demonstrate the usefulness of the telemedicine platform for HCPs in terms of improved knowledge in medicine, patient care, scientific research, teaching, and the choice of therapies. It would be useful to start similar projects across various health care fields, considering that in the near future medicine as we know it will completely change.
Introduction

Context

Medicine has typically involved physicians engaging face to face with patients. However, many teleconsultation projects have now been developed, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic era, which has boosted teleconsultations in all medical specialties [1-4].

Alongside telemedicine between physicians and patients, there is also transversal telemedicine, which is conducted between health care professionals (HCPs). Our experience with this topic started in 1996 and has demonstrated the feasibility of training young ophthalmic vitreoretinal surgeons working in nonoptimal environments (postwar Bosnia), using telemedicine (via a satellite link) in Milan and Sarajevo [5,6]. Input from the above experiences [7,8] constituted the basis for our understanding of the needs of HCPs and the developmental direction of the dedicated telemedicine platform, giving users access, with appropriate personal authorization, from anywhere and at any time.

Problem Statement

The problem to be solved is the difficulty of sharing patients’ clinical data and images among health personnel for efficient evaluation. This process should be multidisciplinary, involving actors such as physicians from different specialties, nurses, technicians, orthoptists, geneticists, residents, and tutors who need access to a common database holding key patient information.

Similar Interventions

Our scientific literature analysis identified a number of publications about implementation projects involving telemedicine platforms. These projects were mainly based on COVID-19 management and aimed to support different systems to provide health care in emergency conditions [9-11]. The purpose of these initiatives is to foster telecare and telemonitoring and to reduce the need for patients to visit hospitals or medical centers [12-17]. Our program is oriented in a different direction: the Eumed web-based medical platform was developed for sharing patients’ medical data among physicians. The platform has expanded its services to many HCPs. This paper describes how database modules for the clinical databank and trials, as well as second opinion services, were created and have now been implemented.

Methods

Aims and Objectives

The aim of this implementation program was to broaden the applications of our telemedicine platform with a transversal approach targeted at health care personnel. This process took place over the last 10 years with the creation of different projects aimed at clinical data collection, teleconsultation, and gathering second opinions. Various modules have been built for the platform (Textbox 1) for use by HCPs at different times. Twelve representative modules for different clinical projects are described in Table 1 [18-23].

We identified outcome measures and evaluated overall parameters for access, acceptability, and medical efficacy of the platform (Textbox 2).

Textbox 1. Building a module in 8 steps. The time required for the final release varies between modules (from 1 to 3 months for more complex ones). The original source code for the modules created belongs to the medical platform.

1. Initial agreement between the entity applying the module (university, company, institution, or representative association) and the manager of the medical platform (MP)
2. Signing of detailed operational form (with project requirements, such as the type of project, number of health care professionals and structures involved, and the importance of images) by the main users of the module and the scientific coordinator (who has knowledge of medicine planning and the potentiality and limits of medical informatics) of the MP
3. “Shoulder-to-shoulder” work by the scientific coordinator of the MP and main team programmer of the MP
4. Development of alpha software (not yet stable and still incomplete) to be shown to the entity that will use the module for changes and additions
5. Development of beta software with almost all functionalities
6. Massive data entry by the MP programmer to find bugs or software incompatibilities
7. Completion of beta software with automatic control functionalities (eg, alert icons to prevent inappropriate data from being entered, numerical limitations, and priorities to be respected in data entry or blocking of inappropriate saving) for users to check and identify any small changes required
8. Release of final version in a meeting with users, with explanatory text embedded in the module
Table 1. The left-hand column lists the 12 representative projects for which many modules have been built for the medical platform. The modules designed have been managed by health care personnel over the last 10 years in different locations in Italy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Module type</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Timeframe of project activity</th>
<th>Holder</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Teleconsultation in retinal diseases [18]</td>
<td>Second opinions&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Feasibility of second opinions among physicians</td>
<td>1 Month (during 2011)</td>
<td>Insubria University, Varese-Como</td>
<td>Comed Research nonprofit association, Milan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Age-related maculopathy [19]</td>
<td>Group&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (10 locations)</td>
<td>Acceleration of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor therapy</td>
<td>19 Months (2011-2012)</td>
<td>T&amp;C Srl, Milan, Italy</td>
<td>Novartis Pharma SpA, Origgio, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Retinal pathology samples and correlated genes [20]</td>
<td>Data&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Collection of data on gene expression and functionality</td>
<td>4 Months (2012-2013)</td>
<td>Insubria University, Varese-Como</td>
<td>Insubria University, Varese-Como</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Epiretinal macular membrane [21]</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Collection of data on disease morphology and functionality</td>
<td>10 Months (2015-2016)</td>
<td>Insubria University, Varese-Como</td>
<td>Insubria University, Varese-Como</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Inherited eye diseases</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Collection of data on genetic eye diseases</td>
<td>2017-present</td>
<td>Ophthalmological Unit II, University of Naples</td>
<td>Ophthalmological Unit II, University of Naples; Rome Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Second opinions among resident physicians</td>
<td>Second opinions</td>
<td>Feasibility of second opinions in didactics</td>
<td>4 Months (during 2019)</td>
<td>Comed Research nonprofit association, Milan</td>
<td>Bayer Italy SpA, Milan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Instrumental data in multiple sclerosis</td>
<td>Group (2 locations)</td>
<td>Collection of multidisciplinary data on disease</td>
<td>2019-present</td>
<td>Neurological Unit, Insubria University Varese-Como</td>
<td>Insubria University, Varese-Como</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SARS-CoV-2 on throat and ocular surfaces [23]</td>
<td>Group (2 locations)</td>
<td>Search for SARS-CoV-2 in throat and tears in COVID-19 patients</td>
<td>1 Month (during 2020)</td>
<td>T&amp;C Srl, Milan, Italy</td>
<td>Insubria University, Varese-Como</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Potential malignant oral lesions</td>
<td>Group (2 locations)</td>
<td>Collection of data on disease</td>
<td>2021-present</td>
<td>Orthodontics Unit, Insubria University, Varese-Como</td>
<td>Insubria University, Varese-Como</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Maculopathies and anti-aging medicine</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Collection of data on diseases and follow-up</td>
<td>2022-present</td>
<td>Claude Boscher, MD</td>
<td>Claude Boscher, MD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Second opinions: second opinions from health care professionals at the same or a different institution.

<sup>b</sup>Group: shared database used by health care professionals at more than one institution.

<sup>c</sup>Data: shared database used by health care professionals at a single institution.
Textbox 2. Result options for the questionnaire for each health care professional, with relative scores. The final score is given by the sum of the partial scores (maximum 9, minimum 3). Scores equal to or higher than 6 are considered to indicate approval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access to the network by computer or mobile devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Poor: score of 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Good: score of 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Very good: score of 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acceptability of the procedures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Poor: score of 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Good: score of 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Very good: score of 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical efficacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Poor: score of 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Good: score of 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Very good: score of 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blueprint Summary

**Design of Key Features and Roadmap**

The design of the implementation program was oriented to develop three types of operational modules, integrated with one another where necessary: (1) a databank of diseases for clinical or scientific studies, (2) a database for groups of HCPs in different locations, giving them access to shared data from trial studies, and (3) a functionality enabling physicians to seek second opinions. The key points of the implemented modules were easy accessibility, complete acceptability for HCPs, data reliability, and overall medical efficacy considering all health specialties. The roadmap followed these principles and several new projects involving HCPs produced specific modules, which were created for the platform and take advantage of its benefits as a whole.

**Technological Design and Infrastructure**

Since 2010, the Eumeda platform has used continuously updated versions of PHP, an HTML-embedded web scripting language built to a high standard using advanced technology [24], which has the advantage of speed, flexibility, low use of resources, and compatibility with all web servers. PHP does not require a high level of machine resources to run and is therefore very fast and lends itself to applications with external integration.

**Main Features of the Platform**

Information technology services can be accessed via monitors or mobile devices and include current advanced technologies, such as the following: 24-7, 365-day-a-year access, easy data image insertion in electronic medical records, image comparison and overlapping, and SMS and email notification, when necessary, for fast interactivity.

**Customizable Modules**

The platform includes customizable files called “modules” that are designed and built for each project according to its needs in collaboration with professionals from different knowledge areas. Each module functions to support the features and advantages of the entire platform. No data are sent directly to or from HCPs’ hardware. HCPs are able to see data in the central database, accessing this information remotely. All HCPs have a personal access code depending on their authorization level, enabling them to view, insert, or modify data in specific fields, close the electronic medical record (EMR) data temporarily or permanently, and export data for statistical surveys. The platform allows for individual and group interaction among HCPs at different sites. A remote “prompt assistance” service is provided for each module when necessary.

**Module Functionality**

Several functions can be activated, with open pop-ups showing the rationale of each study, its population, the provenance of resources, and the operating HCPs with various authorization profiles. The data entry procedure is quick, intuitive (Figure 1), and guided by many system alerts in the case of errors. When necessary, warning notifications are sent to users via SMS or email. Special software can be created, if requested, to support HCPs’ data evaluation and clinical decisions [25-27] (Figure 2). Data extraction for statistical surveys is immediate (Figure 1). At the end of each study period, the HCPs evaluated the project using a 3-point scoring system (Textbox 2).
Figure 1. Example of the main tasks and procedures for a module (module 6 in Table 1) on the medical platform: (1) entry to the system by the health care professional with their personal access key, after which they select the modules that they are qualified and authorized to use; (2) access to a list of operative centers with their own lists of patients and respective electronic medical records relating to the first and follow-up visits; (3) individual patient electronic medical record folder, which allows for the easy and quick insertion of data and multiple images at any time, as well as access to successive masks (a repository of images is available that allows image overlapping and comparison; Figure 3); (4) quick data extraction for statistical purposes.
Figure 2. Examples of 2 special software programs designed to support health care professional activity. (1) For medical care decisions, each diagnostic variable of a disease is given a numeric value, and the software automatically provides a total score (shown by the arrow). If the value exceeds a defined score, the software advises general physicians to send the patient to an appropriate center at the next available appointment (module 2 in Table 1). (2) For tracking patients’ clinical course, visual acuity data (or any other numerical data) are inserted into a patient’s electronic medical record and the graph is updated in real time. The health care professional can see at a glance the functional course of the disease. RE: right eye; LE: left eye.

Images

Dedicated software allows the uploading of even high-resolution images and videos in a few seconds. A shared whiteboard for all images is available for each module. Image magnification and comparison software enables morphological changes to be observed over time in detail (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Example of image comparison: (1) selection of 2 images from a patient’s electronic medical record (in this case, the patient had degenerative retinal maculopathy) uploaded at the 6-month follow-up (shown by the arrows); (2) creation of an overlap image that can be adjusted by clicking and moving the white cross; a special transparency application allows the images to be accurately superimposed on each other (shown by the white rings); (3) evaluation of morphological changes in the disease over time (within the white rings) by moving the overlap line back and forth (shown by the white line) using the red button.

Type of Technology
The Eumeda software platform is closed-source and owned by a private company that grants access through contracts. The platform was developed with the Wappler (Wappler.io) integrated development environment.

Targets
The target user base includes physicians of different specialties, nurses, technicians, orthoptists, geneticists, residents, and tutors, all of whom rely on access to a common database holding key patient information.

The target sites are hospitals, private offices, and medical hub centers working with spoke-peripheral centers. We involved medical structures equipped with technology and staff prepared to use hardware and software (Figure 4).
Data

Data Location
All data were uploaded and stored in a data warehouse in Milan, Italy (Datasys Srl from 2001 to 2012; then Aruba Business Srl, provided by IRQ10 Srl, from 2013 until the present), to ensure data security and uninterrupted availability. Automated daily backups are a security measure guarding against the loss of data.

Data Entry Policy
HCPs must agree to the liability agreement, ownership agreement, and a code of conduct before using the platform. In all modules, data entry is performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and its subsequent revisions [28]. Informed consent forms are collected by the health facilities. In cases where data analysis included a therapeutic choice, approval from the relevant ethics committee or a qualified local committee was obtained, as in modules 6 and 11 in Table 1.

Data Security and Privacy
Data security and privacy are guaranteed by the latest generation of servers with secure backups. Data are protected on several levels: (1) individual HCPs receive access keys generated by the system; (2) subjects’ personal data are encrypted and stored in a separate table in the cloud; (3) the system binds clinical data to personal data only when accessing hardware with a special algorithm; and (4) if necessary, a ready-to-use informed consent form can be downloaded for signature.

Responsibility for and Ownership of Data
According to European Union (EU) and Italian rules, liability for entered medical data, including cloud storage, lies with the HCP entering such data (acting as the “controller,” as clearly defined in EU Regulation 679/16) and the manager of the medical platform and server farm (acting as “processors,” as clearly defined in EU Regulation 679/16). Ownership of the data, including the purpose and methods for processing the data, belongs to the entity applying the module, who acts as the “controller.”

Interoperability
The Eumed software platform is not accessible from specific application programming interface clients by users, so it does not use data standards such as Health Level Seven. However, it implements the International Classification of Diseases, 10th...
revision, system internally to classify pathologies. Clinical imaging is managed with current standard protocols.

**Participating Entities**

A nonprofit organization (Comed Research) initially implemented (from 2001) the projects. Subsequently, a joint venture between 2 for-profit companies (T&C Srl and TM95 Srl) managed the platform. These partners supply hardware, create software, or participate as web designers, hosting companies, or law firms. The funders of the implementation projects are public universities, hospitals and foundations, nonprofit medical associations, private companies, and physicians working in private offices (Table 1).

The society that created the main platform is the owner of all the implementations. The entities that applied the modules hold the ownership and the intellectual property.

**Budget Planning**

The total budget covered different phases according to implementation progression and project type for a period of 1 to 3 years. The costs included preliminary planning and the final draft (up to 30%), programming for final front view on the computer screen (30%), and user training (10%), as well as the pilot phase (5%), initial service (10%), and ongoing reports (5%). Selected projects could be conducted for free based on their importance or visibility for the platform.

**Sustainability**

The projects were initially funded (from 2001) by a nonprofit organization (Comed Research), which relies on donations from companies or nonprofit medical associations. Since January 1, 2017, the platform has been managed by a joint venture between 2 for-profit companies. The business model is based on the type and duration of the projects developed during the implementation phase, financed by different entities. The end of the project foresees the dissemination of the results with potential permanent effects.

**Implementation (Results)**

**Coverage**

The projects developed during the implementation phase have national coverage, encompassing a large number of Italian regions and their referent hospitals. The developed modules evolved over time, with varying degrees of interconnectivity, in different centers in 19 cities across Italy (Figure 4). In 2 modules (modules 1 and 2 in Table 1), HCPs from the referring regional areas were closely involved. The number of HCPs (at different levels) using individual modules ranged from 6 to 114 (average 21.8, SD 28.5).

**Outcomes**

Implementing the telemedicine platform allowed us to build several modules that could be used by HCPs at different times. The characteristics of 12 representative modules used over the last 10 years for different clinical projects are shown in Table 1.

Over time, our experience has led us to concentrate on three types of operational modules, integrated with one another if necessary: (1) a databank of diseases for clinical or scientific studies (eg, module 4; Table 1), (2) a database for groups of HCPs in different locations, giving them access to shared data (eg, module 6; Table 1), and (3) a functionality enabling physicians to seek second opinions (eg, module 7; Table 1).

The overall outcomes are reported in Table 2. Up to now, more than 250 HCPs have used the platform for several effective and operational projects. The total number of participants inserted in the modules is 2574. The percentage of data entered in the text or image fields for each module ranged from 20% to 95% (with an average of 65.7%). The evaluation score for each module was calculated as the sum of 3 partial scores (Textbox 2): out of all the modules, the first (module 1, the first to be created) was the one with the lowest evaluation score (Table 2). The average number of requests for technological support varied from 5 per month (in the case of simpler modules) to 9 (for more complex ones).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Centers involved, n</th>
<th>HCPs involved, n</th>
<th>Participants whose data were inserted, n</th>
<th>Text/image fields for each EMR, n (fields that were filled in, %)</th>
<th>Beneficial effects</th>
<th>Evaluation score (minimum positive score)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Teleconsultation in retinal diseases [18]</td>
<td>1 Retina center, 17 territorial offices</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>30 (60)</td>
<td>Useful teleconsultation among doctors</td>
<td>109 (108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Age-related maculopathy [19]</td>
<td>11 Retina centers</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>65 (85)</td>
<td>Improvements in patients’ functional final outcomes</td>
<td>803 (684)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Retinal pathology samples and correlated genes [20]</td>
<td>1 Ophthalmological center, 1 genetic center</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>65 (80)</td>
<td>Better understanding of molecular mechanisms</td>
<td>Not acquired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Epiretinal macular membrane [21]</td>
<td>2 Ophthalmological centers, 1 human anatomy center</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25 (65)</td>
<td>Identification of ultramicroscopic features of membranes</td>
<td>80 (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Inherited eye diseases d</td>
<td>1 Ophthalmological center, 1 genetic center</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1145e</td>
<td>480e (20)</td>
<td>Increased knowledge of genetic eye diseases</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Retinal dystrophy due to c RPE65 gene mutation [22]</td>
<td>9 Retinal-genetic centers</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>260 (65)</td>
<td>Identification of suitable patients for therapy</td>
<td>200 (168)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Second opinions among resident physicians d</td>
<td>4 University ophthalmological departments</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>12 (85)</td>
<td>Resident physicians’ learning accelerated</td>
<td>140 (114)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Instrumental data in multiple sclerosis d</td>
<td>2 Neurological centers, 2 ophthalmological centers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>58e</td>
<td>450e (18)</td>
<td>Recognition of the disease in the subclinical stage</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Epidemiological data on COVID-19 in workers d</td>
<td>2 Care offices at 2 airports</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>30 (90)</td>
<td>Collection of useful diagnostic data on COVID-19 and how the disease is transmitted</td>
<td>75 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SARS-CoV-2 on throat and ocular surfaces [23]</td>
<td>14 Medical units</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>34 (95)</td>
<td>Increased knowledge of COVID-19</td>
<td>165 (120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Potential malignant oral lesions</td>
<td>4 Medical units</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15e</td>
<td>50e (68)</td>
<td>Better prevention and therapy</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Maculopathies and anti-aging medicine</td>
<td>1 Retina center</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10e</td>
<td>110e (58)</td>
<td>Significantly better care</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aHCP: health care professional (physicians from different specialties, nurses, technicians, orthoptists, geneticists, residents, tutors [employees were excluded]).

bEMR: electronic medical record (for each patient, considering first visit and all follow-ups).

cSum of 3 partial scores for access, acceptability, and medical efficacy at end of the active working period (described in Textbox 2).

dUnpublished data.

eAt the time of writing this paper.
Clinical fallout can be identified more easily with the use of this telemedicine platform because of the visibility of a database shared by HCPs (modules 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9; Table 2). Furthermore, data on rare diseases (collected from a large number of centers) can be used to identify patients who would benefit from expensive new therapies (module 6; Table 2). By sharing medical data, physicians and residents can learn better and faster (modules 1 and 7; Table 2), and the possibility of having a databank helps them to discover potential, as yet unknown disease complications (module 10; Table 2). Patient follow-up with dedicated software helps HCPs to locate better treatment options, identify preventive interventions (modules 2, 11 and 12; Table 2) and track patients and their outcomes in real time.

**Lessons Learned**

Our program has multiple success factors that may be considered in future implementations or in the creation of similar telemedicine platforms and modules. First, the technological infrastructure of the platform is modern, highly versatile, and continuously updated by technical staff. The use of the latest generation of servers with secure, daily backups guarantees that no data loss occurs, while data security and privacy are protected on several levels, as specified in the Methods section. Second, data entry and retrieval in each module are immediate. Each module has different blocks of information that are well separated, including an explanation of the rationale of the study and practical guidance on how to insert data, as well as different HCP access profiles, patient IDs, EMRs, images, and statistical surveys. Third, no images are transmitted among HCPs. All images are stored on the main server and are viewed remotely without any deterioration. A dedicated procedure even allows the insertion of high-resolution images (through common connection links) immediately or very quickly. Rapid viewing is greatly appreciated by users, in addition to the possibility of enlarging, comparing, and superimposing, as well as being able to see in detail the morphological changes, even minimal ones, of a pathology over time (Figure 3). Lastly, different authorization profiles are given to HCPs, which enables them to access modules on the central server once they have agreed to abide by the terms of the liability and ownership agreements and the code of conduct, using personal passwords to view, change, or modify data and images. Module coordinators usually have total control of their respective modules and can compile statistical surveys using all the data, while other HCPs may only be able to enter data and images in accordance with their remit and authorized access level. A great amount of work has been undertaken to ensure that the user-friendly platform is up and running. A remote service is available by mail or telephone. All modules are visible both from monitors and mobile devices. In particular, the second opinion module may be suitable for use with mobile health (mHealth).

We consider the following points more as challenges than limits to implementation. The construction phase of each module is of critical importance, and a single medical interlocutor must be the voice of all HCPs (Textbox 1). The main mandatory factors involved in building a module include a scientific coordinator as the central figure and the participation of someone with both medical and IT skills. Finally, older HCPs tended to struggle with working on the platform, while the younger operators adapted quickly, were not disconcerted by the technology, and showed interest and satisfaction with the projects they carried out [29-34].

The presumed budgets of each project, divided into direct (eg, coordinators, IT programmers, law firms) and indirect (eg, travel, equipment, insurance) costs have been considered in the final balance.

The following recommendations may assist in overcoming many barriers to telemedicine practice among HCPs. First, the amount of preparatory work needed (Textbox 1) tends to be underestimated. Second, it is difficult to create systems for sharing text and images with appropriate levels of usability. Third, bureaucracy is often an obstacle, and self-regulation codes in telemedicine need official authorization. Fourth, a suitable “network culture” is still lacking in medicine, due to multiple technical and human factors. The success of telemedicine among HCPs requires participation, responsibility, and a desire for effective collaboration to develop knowledge for the benefit of professionals and patients.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

The technological infrastructure of telemedicine intended strictly for HCPs is specific to this field, is not easy to implement, and must be customized for each individual project. Key persons such as scientific coordinators (with specific knowledge of medicine and IT) and program managers must be well chosen for projects to succeed. The results of our projects have shown a range of benefits, including increased medical efficacy and clinical knowledge, improved patient care, enhanced teaching and integration among hospitals, and a more effective choice of therapies. It is necessary for work to be carried out on organizational, bureaucratic, and network culture issues where these are not yet fully accepted and on sustainable business plans.

We identified some difficulties and limitations in our implementation project that may also be considered useful for future or similar telemedicine projects. Building a module in the absence of straightforward ideas forced us to make major changes during construction, meaning that the preliminary work completed had to be discarded and redone. All the software involved in the platform modules must be customized according to the needs of the HCPs, which requires time and hard work. Too many text or image fields to fill out and include in EMRs make the system difficult to use and produce a very large final database that is not fully used (as happened with module 5).

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, our experience was that both physicians and patients were always satisfied to be part of this “community of health” supported by groups of HCPs working for their benefit and making them feel cared for. The detailed description of our implementation program may be useful to shorten the learning curve for others seeking to implement similar projects in many fields of medicine, which must be able to adapt to the continuously changing nature of medicine now and in the future.
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Abstract

Background: Recent years have witnessed an increase in the use of technology-enabled interventions for delivering mental health care in different settings. Technological solutions have been advocated to increase access to care, especially in primary health care settings in low- and middle-income countries, to facilitate task-sharing given the lack of trained mental health professionals.

Objective: This report describes the experiences and challenges faced during the development and implementation of technology-enabled interventions for mental health among adults and adolescents in rural and urban settings of India.

Methods: A detailed overview of the technological frameworks used in various studies, including the Systematic Medical Appraisal and Referral Treatment (SMART) Mental Health pilot study, SMART Mental Health cluster randomized controlled trial, and Adolescents’ Resilience and Treatment Needs for Mental Health in Indian Slums (ARTEMIS) study, is provided. This includes the mobile apps that were used to collect data and the use of the database to store the data that were collected. Based on the experiences faced, the technological enhancements and adaptations made at the mobile app and database levels are described in detail.

Implementation (Results): Development of descriptive analytics at the database level; enabling offline and online data storage modalities; customizing the Open Medical Record System platform to suit the study requirements; modifying the encryption settings, thereby making the system more secure; and merging different apps for simultaneous data collection were some of the enhancements made across different projects.

Conclusions: Technology-enabled interventions prove to be a useful solution to cater to large populations in low-resource settings. The development of mobile apps is subject to the context and the area where they would be implemented. This paper outlines the need for careful testing using an iterative process that may support future research using similar technology.

Trial Registration: SMART Mental Health trial: Clinical Trial Registry India CTRI/2018/08/015355; https://ctri.nic.in/Clinicaltrials/pmaindet2.php?EncHid=MjMyNTQ=&Enc=&userName=CTRI/2018/08/015355. ARTEMIS trial: Clinical Trial Registry India CTRI/2022/02/040307; https://ctri.nic.in/Clinicaltrials/pmaindet2.php?EncHid=NDc3MTE=&Enc=&userName=CTRI/2022/02/040307

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e47504) doi:10.2196/47504
mental health; technological interventions; digital health; community intervention; implementation; eHealth; India; Asia; development; health technology

Introduction

The burden of mental disorders [1] and the treatment gap due to untreated mental disorders in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) such as India is estimated to range between 75% and 85% [2], with 1 in every 27 individuals being treated for depression [3]. Technological solutions have been advocated to increase access to care, especially in primary health care settings in LMICs, to facilitate task-sharing, given the lack of trained mental health professionals. Research has indicated the effectiveness of employing technologies for addressing complex health concerns among people with mental illnesses. However, the cost-effectiveness of technology-enabled interventions compared to in-person interventions has not yet been established [4].

Technology-enabled service delivery models have increased access to care and facilitated service monitoring, with mobile health (mHealth) being one such strategy. The World Health Organization (WHO) defines mHealth as “a medical and public health practice that is supported by mobile devices, such as mobile phones, patient monitoring devices, and other wireless devices” [5]. mHealth in the form of electronic decision support systems (EDSSs) has been widely adopted by service users and providers for monitoring health status and for diagnosing and managing a range of health conditions, including mental disorders and substance use [6]. mHealth use has increased with increasing penetration of mobile network connectivity [7].

This paper highlights the processes involved in the development and implementation of technology-enabled interventions employed in three projects across rural and urban settings among adults and adolescents in India.

Blueprint Summary

The overall technological framework of the SMH pilot study has two main components: a mobile app and a database. Different mobile apps were developed to collect data at divergent phases of the study (Figure 1). All apps were installed on 7-inch Android tablets for use by ASHAs/community women volunteers (CWVs), or primary health center (PHC) doctors. ASHAs are local women trained from the community with 8th-10th–grade education levels to support the implementation of health programs. While ASHAs work contractually, they are incentivized for their involvement in other projects. CWVs are women who reside in the same community where the study is being done. These CWVs were chosen from the slums and would have similar education level as ASHAs. They were trained on basic knowledge about mental health, along with the stigma and care of individuals with stress, depression, and increased suicide risk.

The three studies underwent a formative phase, testing study tools and mobile apps while gauging user acceptance [12,13]. Iterations were made based on user feedback before the intervention phase. The technical team assessed the app and released a test version for research team testing. Once confirmed, a definitive version was used for data collection.

In the preintervention phase, geographical mapping and demarcation of the village boundaries were performed, followed by house listing to obtain accurate census data. Custom apps were developed for each step, including population screening for identifying individuals at risk of CMDs, which involved data collectors and ASHAs using specific screening tools. After screening, baseline data on various variables were collected before the intervention was implemented (Figure 1).
Technical Framework Design

The key components of the EDSS included the ASHA app, doctors app, and priority listing app (Table 1). Each ASHA had a finite set of individuals who lived in the geographical location covered by her. The tablets had encrypted, password-protected individual logins unique for every ASHA. Individuals screening positive were referred to primary care doctors for clinical diagnosis and treatment based on predetermined cut-off scores. The doctors used the WHO mhGAP-IG tool (version 1.0) [14] for diagnosing and treating people with CMDs, offering algorithm-based diagnoses and evidence-based treatment recommendations, including comorbidities. Doctors followed these recommendations, entering the type of care provided (pharmacological, psychological, referral, or combinations thereof) into their app. Doctors input the data to generate a traffic light–coded priorities list for ASHAs, indicating the status of screen-positive individuals in their area. Using color coding due to the low education levels of ASHAs, the list included pertinent questions on treatment adherence, social support, and stressors for each color category. The list was dynamic, changing based on doctors’ updates during patient follow-up visits.

Table 1. Details of the apps used for the three studies and the target of the intervention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Phase of the study</th>
<th>Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMART MH(^a) (Pilot) and SMART MH trial focused on rural adults</td>
<td>Listing (household census data collection)</td>
<td>Data collectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listing app</td>
<td>Household screening for common mental disorders</td>
<td>ASHAs(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening app</td>
<td>Baseline: collected data on different variables and</td>
<td>Data collectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline data collection app</td>
<td>stressors triggering anxiety/depression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention (ASHA app)</td>
<td>Intervention: for regular follow up of adults at high risk of CMDs(^c) who sought care from the doctor or have yet to seek care</td>
<td>ASHAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention (doctor app)</td>
<td>Intervention: diagnosis and treatment for CMDs among adults</td>
<td>Primary care doctors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M, 6M, and 12M app</td>
<td>Assessments at 3, 6, and 12 months of the intervention</td>
<td>Data collectors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARTEMIS\(^d\) trial focused on adolescents

| Listing app                | Household screening for common mental disorders        | Data collectors             |
| Screening app              | Baseline: collected data on different variables and    | Data collectors             |
| Baseline data collection app| stressors triggering anxiety/depression                |                              |
| Intervention (ASHA app)    | Intervention: for regular follow up of adolescents who are at high risk of CMDs who sought care from the doctor or have yet to seek care | ASHAs                        |
| Intervention (doctor app)  | Intervention: diagnosis and treatment for CMDs         | Primary care doctors        |
| 3M, 6M, and 12 M app       | Assessments at 3, 6, and 12 months of the intervention | Data collectors             |

\(^a\)SMART MH: Systematic Medical Appraisal and Referral Treatment (SMART) Mental Health.  
\(^b\)ASHA: Accredited Social Health Activist.  
\(^c\)CMD: common mental disorder.  
\(^d\)ARTEMIS: Adolescents’ Resilience and Treatment Needs for Mental Health in Indian Slums.

Identifying an Electronic Medical Record System

All three projects utilized apps based on the Open Medical Record System (OpenMRS) [15], a community-driven open-source software for medical record storage and processing. OpenMRS is robust, scalable for large interventions, and customizable to study workflows and data collection needs. OpenMRS was chosen for these projects as it is freely available. Based on our earlier experience, the functionalities were suitable for our mental health projects [16]. Data collected on tablets underwent authentication and were transferred to the application programming interface (API) server, which were then sent to the application server housing the central OpenMRS database (Figure 2).
Phases of App Development

The apps went through different phases of development, enhancement, and adaptations across the three projects to suit the specific requirements of each project (Figure 3).

The next step involved the design of the mobile app user interface (UI)/user experience (UX) prototype, which was an interactive mock-up of the mobile app. The prototype contained key UIs, screens, and simulated functions without any working code or final design elements. This provided a better understanding of the real-time UI and UX before production.

Subsequently, the EDSSs were designed according to standard existing diagnosis and management guidelines, which were programmed to develop the most appropriate apps. To identify encounter data fields, individual interactions by ASHAs/doctors were recorded as separate encounters in OpenMRS. Different study phases had distinct data points, necessitating a logical flow of questions. Specific roles were assigned, tailoring the data collection tools to individual responsibilities. For instance, the follow-ups for ASHAs used priority-listing questions, whereas the doctors app incorporated mhGAP tool queries. This ensured targeted and relevant data capture for each study participant.

The next step involved configuring project-specific technical details such as concepts, encounter types, visit frequencies, user roles, and API settings within OpenMRS. Additionally, custom tables were created to facilitate real-time reporting and analytics, ensuring efficient data management and analysis for the project.

The final step was the development of the mobile app and APIs, which was carried out as a multistage process. The set up followed the sequence of development, test stage, and production environments. The final prototype for the mobile app involved integrating the EDSS into the app. The SMH apps supported online/offline features. Standard security integrations were enabled while developing the mobile app in the local database in the three different environments. In the test environment, the integrated feature was assessed with test data to evaluate the impact of the load of data and the performance of the app. In the stage environment, this phase included an exact replica of a production environment for testing. In the production environment, the software or products were made live for use. Once the development of the app was complete and certified by the quality assurance team, it was deployed for the production environment. Screenshots of the app are provided in Figures 4-6.

Continuous modifications and maintenance of the app were applied across the projects’ lifetimes.
Figure 4. App screenshot 1.
Figure 5. App screenshot 2.
Target

The SMH Pilot was implemented in 42 villages across rural and tribal areas of Andhra Pradesh [8,17] with the goal of understanding the feasibility and acceptability of using mobile technology and task-sharing approaches to address CMDs. This project covered approximately 50,000 adults and informed the subsequent SMH Trial, which took place in villages across Haryana and Andhra Pradesh, screening 165,000 adults in 133 villages and 44 PHCs. Currently, ARTEMIS is being implemented among 70,000 adolescents (10-19 years old) in 60 urban slum clusters in Vijayawada (Andhra Pradesh) and New Delhi.

Ethical Considerations

All collected data are securely stored on central servers in Hyderabad, with restricted access limited to the project team. Participants provided written consent and received detailed information about data collection at various time points. The SMART Mental Health pilot study was approved by the Independent Ethics Review Committee of the Centre for Chronic Disease Control (IRB00006330) for studies CCDC_IEC_03_2014 and CCDC_IEC_02_2014 on October 1, 2014; the SMART Mental Health cluster randomized controlled trial was approved by the George Institute Ethics Committee (009/2018) on April 27, 2018; and the ARTEMIS trial was approved by the George Institute Ethics Committee (17/2020) on September 4, 2020. The study tools were approved by The George Institute Ethics Committee, and each participant was assigned a unique identification number at the study’s outset. Data were consistently deidentified before any sharing, and only research staff and the study’s implementation and statistical teams had access to the data, ensuring that confidentiality and ethical standards were maintained throughout the research process.
Participating Entities
The studies have received funding from various international organizations such as Wellcome Trust/Department of Biotechnology (India Alliance), National Health and Medical Research Council Australia, and the UK Medical Research Council. Importantly, these funders are not involved in data collection or analysis and do not have access to the data. Government agencies, although collaborators, also do not manage or analyze the data. The SMH app is under intellectual property rights of the developer, The George Institute India. Local government consultation occurred for support, but they have no role in data governance.

Budget Planning
A predefined budget was allocated to the development and implementation of the technological interventions. The main costs incurred included the cost of the server (INR 500,000=US $6862) and the time cost of an Android developer and a technical lead (INR 200,000=US $2868/month for the initial 6 months for development and then a 25% time cost for maintenance). The other costs included the procurement of tablets for data collection.

Interoperability
The apps used in the three studies followed the Health Level 7 (HL7)/Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) standards for exchanging patient information between a server and mobile app in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. HL7 has also developed other standards, including the HL7 Clinical Document Architecture. We used FHIR in our apps as it was designed to facilitate interoperability of health care systems, allowing different health care apps and devices to easily exchange and share data. As the FHIR standard is based on modern web technologies such as Representational State Transfer principles, JSON, and Extensible Markup Language, it provides a flexible and scalable approach to health care data exchange, making it easier for developers to build interoperable apps.

Sustainability
The study was developed and implemented in collaboration with the Andhra Pradesh and Haryana governments. The tool has been previously utilized in two studies with adults while undergoing several phases of enhancements and is currently being used in the ARTEMIS study with adolescents. Poststudy, the tool will be shared with government and other nongovernmental organizations interested in using it.

Implementation (Results)
Coverage
The overall coverage of the number of study participants, ASHAs/CWVs, and doctors reached in the three studies is detailed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Study participants reached, n</th>
<th>ASHAs/CWVs included, n</th>
<th>Doctors included, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMART MH® Pilot (2014 to 2019)</td>
<td>50,000 adults</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART MH Trial (2018 to 2022)</td>
<td>165,000 adults</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTEMISd (2020-2024)</td>
<td>69,600 adolescents (10-19 years old)</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aASHA: Accredited Social Health Activist.
bCWV: community woman volunteer.
cSMART MH: Systematic Medical Appraisal and Referral Treatment Mental Health.
dARTEMIS: Adolescents’ Resilience and Treatment Needs for Mental Health in Indian Slums.

Outcomes and Technical Amendments Made to the Data Repository
OpenMRS indicated the overall number of instances that data were collected for each individual participant at different time points in the study. As OpenMRS has a report generation model, it was difficult to compare different data points for the same person or between participants across the same time point. Hence, an intermediary database was developed in house to facilitate the process of running customized reports, which enabled comparison of data at different time points. This process evolved following considerable testing at the backend to obtain the desired output in terms of data visualization. Some customizations were made to OpenMRS to suit study requirements (Table 3).
### Table 3. Steps of configurations made to the Open Medical Record System (OpenMRS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration of OpenMRS modules</th>
<th>Features for the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a concept dictionary</td>
<td>Every data point to be used for the study was created as a concept and given a short name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role management</td>
<td>The roles of each user were fixed and were restricted based on the type of activity they were expected to do; for example, the project manager was only given access to user data management and downloading reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User management</td>
<td>As per our project flow, the different users were allocated to each role, such as ASHAs(^a), doctors, field staff/data collector, project manager, and administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encounter management</td>
<td>Each entry into the tab for a specific user (ie, ASHA, doctor, data collector) was recorded as an encounter with a unique encounter ID, which helped to differentiate the number of encounters that had taken place for each study participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing encounter types</td>
<td>Based on the different phases of the study, each phase was also considered as a separate encounter, such as the screening, rescreening, ASHA follow-up, and doctor follow-up phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage observations</td>
<td>Each data point was considered as a separate observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing persons</td>
<td>Demographic data for every app user (ASHA, doctor) or participant were stored as person details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing patients</td>
<td>In this feature, any additional personal identifiers/demographic details identified could be modified/configured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohort management</td>
<td>Specific cohorts were created for every phase of the project, matched to the user. This enabled the users to access data of people who were in their own cohort. This helped them to identify and follow up the individuals easily. This was done both for ASHAs and doctors, with each doctor in a particular PHC(^b) having a defined set of ASHAs, who in turn had a defined set of high-risk individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilocation data management</td>
<td>This was a custom development made to the system to ensure the data of one location (state) were not merged with data from another location. This was relevant to the SMH(^c) and ARTEMIS(^d) trials, which involved two different geographical locations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)ASHA: Accredited Social Health Activist.  
\(^b\)PHC: primary health center.  
\(^c\)SMH: Systematic Medical Appraisal and Referral Treatment Mental Health.  
\(^d\)ARTEMIS: Adolescents’ Resilience and Treatment Needs for Mental Health in Indian Slums.

In India, internet connectivity varies, particularly in rural regions. To address this, the quality of connectivity was assessed in each study area and hotspots were identified. Offline and online data storage methods were implemented, allowing local storage on tablets in areas with poor connectivity. Data could later be uploaded to the central server once connectivity was restored. Additionally, networks at certain PHCs were improved, increasing the bandwidth to enable ASHAs and doctors to upload data when in proximity to these PHCs.

### Lessons Learned

There were several lessons learned while designing and implementing these interventions, which resulted in several enhancements to the systems for improving UX and achieve the study outcomes. Following the SMH Pilot, issues were identified in the EDSS that needed to be corrected for the SMH and ARTEMIS trials (Table 4). During the project, unforeseen challenges arose due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Face-to-face training for health workers was impossible, leading to the preparation of training materials delivered with the assistance of field staff. Additionally, some tablets used by health workers broke down, necessitating replacements and revealing bugs in the app. The SMH cRCT project faced difficulties because of COVID-19, and different mitigation strategies were adopted to ensure implementation of the different stages of the project. However, due to the rapidly changing situation, those also had to be modified quickly. Considering all the issues encountered earlier, we tried to mitigate all these challenges encountered during the SMH pilot study and cRCT, leading to enhancement of the apps developed for the ARTEMIS project. To have a smooth transition from the test environment to the live environment, the technical team performed additional checks by testing the apps by the field staff and creating data that were uploaded to the server to confirm whether all the fields are being populated correctly. This helped in reducing the errors while data were being captured in live scenarios.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues that needed amendments</th>
<th>Solutions for the problems/issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daily monitoring of data at the field level and comparison of</td>
<td>Development of descriptive analytics at the database level while implementing the SMH trial was done to ease monitoring of data. There were many enhancements made at that level, in terms of representing real-time data from different aspects of the study. This included identification of mental health service use, the burden of different mental health conditions, and comparison of different conditions, among other factors. These analytics could be viewed by comparisons made across regions, gender, and age groups. These were represented through pictorial modes such as graphs and pie charts (see Figure 7 for examples)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data across sites, localities, and users was very difficult.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring of clinical data of patients was also difficult</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring an individual’s mental health status over time was</td>
<td>Analytics were developed to track the PHQ9 and GAD7 scores of an individual in the different phases of the study. Data captured periodically during monitoring could be viewed as graphs and charts based on the longitudinal data at the backend using analytics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not possible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The performance of ASHAs could not be tracked well</td>
<td>There were enhancements made to the ASHA app, which tracked the performance of each ASHA and provided data about the numbers of screenings and follow-ups performed, including the time taken for each. Random audio recordings of their interactions were also captured to ensure quality checks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As the database is encrypted and stored in a password-protected,</td>
<td>The app is protected with multifactor authentication using a password and lock pin as an enhancement to the existing setup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secure location, it is hard to gain access to data by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reverse engineering or decoding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User interface and functioning of the app were not clear</td>
<td>Several changes were made to the user interface, including a change of font size, color, and creating different section headers using attractive symbols/pictures, for better user experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling online training during COVID-19</td>
<td>Some of the training materials were embedded in the mobile apps to enable easier access for trainees using virtual modes during COVID-19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time monitoring of the activities of field staff was</td>
<td>Random audio recording of interaction of field staff with study participants or high-risk individuals was enabled. The time taken for each screening was also made available at the database level for these audio recordings. This helped the implementation team to monitor data collection and quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>required to ensure increased data quality</td>
<td>This merger made it possible for simultaneous data collection for both listing and screening, which saved time for both the participant and field staff and reduced multiple visits to the same household for data collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merging of two apps, namely household listing and participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>screening, into one app</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*aSMH: Systematic Medical Appraisal and Referral Treatment Mental Health.*  
*bPHQ: Patient Health Questionnaire.*  
*cGAD: Generalized Anxiety Disorder.*  
*dASHA: Accredited Social Health Activist.*
Discussion

Principal Findings

This paper outlines the experience of employing technology in mental health service delivery across rural and urban India in three projects. We have highlighted the implementation challenges and app adaptations based on user feedback, offering insights valuable for technology-based mental health projects in resource-limited settings. Technology-enabled interventions have shown effectiveness in diagnosing, treating, and following up on various health conditions [18,19]. Most mHealth interventions used in India have been disease-specific and do not involve a health systems approach. One example of a more health system–focused app is the Government to Government web-based monitoring information system that has been set up by the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India, to monitor the National Health Mission and other health programs. To increase effectiveness, these innovations should focus on creating new avenues to integrate tools that have encouraging and sustainable outcomes related to access, equity, quality, and responsiveness. The SMH app can be integrated with government systems after specific modifications. The use of electronic medical record systems and telemedicine are examples of some of the interventions implemented and found to be beneficial for health care delivery for large populations, especially in LMICs [16,19,20]. However, there is a need to understand the local context and setting while developing or enhancing any existing app, as some of the original features may not be relevant to the local context, making further adaptations critical.

One way to enhance the functional capabilities of apps such as SMH is to link the app with telemedicine facilities that amplify the ability to connect to remotely located consumers with specialists located in larger cities [13]. For example, machine learning has been applied for suicide prediction, matching patients to appropriate treatment, improving the efficacy of mental health care by clinicians, and monitoring patients for treatment adherence with the help of smartphones and sensors [21].

Another way to leverage technology in mental health is by using artificial intelligence. A recent systematic review recommended the use of artificial intelligence technologies as accurate and effective strategies in the diagnosis and treatment of mental health conditions [22]. Virtual reality technology has proven to be a useful and powerful tool in addiction research [23]. The user interacts with the virtual reality environment, offering an environment close to real life that is dynamic in nature and requires active participation. These environments can be used to develop psychotherapeutic interventions by adding a personal
touch, having predictable conditions with additional features such as embodiment, eye tracking, and other biological factors [24].

There is still substantial work to be done in terms of scaling up these interventions and understanding their feasibility and acceptability across different settings and populations. Use of novel strategies such as videogaming can be explored to implement mental health interventions that can be customized to specific populations [25]. Such techniques should be considered in future iterations of the technology platform [26,27].

Limitations

There were a few limitations in our apps. First, the mobile apps developed were limited to stress, depression, anxiety, and increased suicide risk; however, the principles of including other mental health conditions would be quite similar. Second, although the projects had a system of referring participants requiring specialist care to mental health professionals, it was beyond the scope of the projects to track the care provided by the mental health professionals through our app. This was because our app was developed through primary health system-focused application for use in low-resource settings and was not linked to any central electronic health record system as is possible in more developed health systems with more robust data capture and record-sharing capabilities, such as the National Health Service in the United Kingdom or health systems in Australia. Third, the current apps are compatible on Android platforms and could not be expanded to other operating systems. Finally, the apps developed were specifically created following consultations with local stakeholders; hence, their generalizability across other settings will need to be assessed after adaptation is complete.

Future Recommendations

Given our experiences, we have compiled a set of suggested recommendations for technology-based interventions in similar settings, which are presented in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Recommendations for technology-based interventions.

- Inclusion of the technical team from the outset when study protocols are being developed.
- All study-related tools and database designing should be finalized in consultation with relevant experts.
- A protocol that details the process of server support in terms of setup/maintenance needs should be developed and followed.
- The server needs to factor in the size of the data set and latest versions of operating systems in reducing any issues faced.
- App user interface/user experience should be designed and assessed for acceptability by targeted populations. The use of reports or data analytics for the study must be discussed and finalized as per study needs.
- Develop systems that can be used across any kind of device, are compatible for software or version upgrades, and are web-based and easily programmable.
- A technical guide with frequently asked questions outlining the various aspects of technology, such as navigation, problem-solving, and reporting of issues, should be developed to facilitate staff training.
- The infrastructure and the architecture of the app should be flexible for making modifications or scaling up the app. The scalability is measured by the number of requests an app can manage and support the app effectively. A decision needs to be taken in terms of adding resources to the computing system for scaling either horizontally (adding more machines to the existing pool) or vertically (adding more power to the existing machines). Both types of scaling are similar as they add computing resources to the infrastructure; however, there are distinct differences between the two in terms of implementation and performance.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the development of any health-related app is subject to the context and the area where it would be implemented. There is a need for careful testing using iterative processes, allocate human and budgetary resources that are adequate, and integrate apps with larger electronic health record systems that inform health systems.
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Abstract

Background: Patient empowerment can be associated with better health outcomes, especially in the management of chronic diseases. Digital health has the potential to promote patient empowerment.

Objective: Concerto is a mobile app designed to promote patient empowerment in an in-patient setting. This implementation report focuses on the lessons learned during its implementation.

Methods: The app was conceptualized and prototyped during a hackathon. Concerto uses hospital information system (HIS) data to offer the following key functionalities: a care schedule, targeted medical information, practical information, information about the on-duty care team, and a medical round preparation module. Funding was obtained following a feasibility study, and the app was developed and implemented in four pilot divisions of a Swiss University Hospital using institution-owned tablets.

Implementation (Results): The project lasted for 2 years with effective implementation in the four pilot divisions and was maintained within budget. The induced workload on caregivers impaired project sustainability and warranted a change in our implementation strategy. The presence of a killer function would have facilitated the deployment. Furthermore, our experience is in line with the well-accepted need for both high-quality user training and a suitable selection of superusers. Finally, by presenting HIS data directly to the patient, Concerto highlighted the data that are not fit for purpose and triggered data curation and standardization initiatives.

Conclusions: This implementation report presents a real-world example of designing, developing, and implementing a patient-empowering mobile app in a university hospital in-patient setting with a particular focus on the lessons learned. One limitation of the study is the lack of definition of a “key success” indicator.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e47914) doi:10.2196/47914
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**Introduction**

**Context**

During recent decades, medicine has been moving from a focus on paternalistic approaches toward a paradigm of patient-centeredness, highlighting patient partnership and participation. Patient empowerment refers to a metaconcept with no unique definition [1]. However, it is commonly accepted that empowered patients possess key capacities and resources to be able to (1) participate in shared decision-making, (2) manage their own health, and (3) self-empower themselves [1].

**Patient Empowerment and Clinical Outcomes**

Some studies have demonstrated a positive association between patient empowerment and improved clinical outcomes or their proxy. This is best documented in the context of chronic diseases, especially diabetes. Wong et al [2] compared serum glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) levels in a group following implementation of a patient empowerment program (PEP) or the standard of care, resulting in decreased LDL-C levels in the PEP group. Similarly, Lian et al [3] found a lower incidence of all-cause mortality, cardiovascular events, and diabetes mellitus complications following participation in a PEP. In a review of randomized controlled trials, a decrease in HbA1c and blood pressure levels was associated with empowerment interventions for patients with diabetes in sub-Saharan Africa [4]. In a meta-analysis, Baldoni et al [5] reported an improvement in HbA1c levels following collective empowerment strategies. In a systematic review, Snaigat et al [6] identified patient activation, a concept related to empowerment, as a valid strategy to improve outcomes of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

However, it is important to highlight that several studies also reported no beneficial effects of empowerment programs. A 2017 meta-analysis found no statistically significant positive effect of empowerment on HbA1c levels, despite five included studies reporting positive results [7]. Santosso et al [8] reported a lack of evidence to demonstrate a positive association between women’s empowerment and outcomes of child nutrition.

The lack of clear definitions and measures for empowerment may explain these controversial findings. Differences in program design could also contribute to this variability; therefore, further research identifying determinants for a successful intervention is needed. Indeed, the authors of the cited studies often reported the poor availability of high-quality research.

**Digital Health and Patient Empowerment**

With the variety of solutions that could be envisioned, digital health is seen as a promising tool to promote patient empowerment and, indirectly, outcomes. However, mixed results are seen in the related literature.

In a systematic review, Johansson et al [9] showed that online communities support patient empowerment. Sosa et al [10] reported that a text messaging–based empowering intervention following head and neck surgery was both highly appreciated by patients and feasible. Conversely, Ammenwerth et al [11] reported no clinically relevant effect of patient portals on patient empowerment or health-related outcomes in a systematic review. Víttor et al [12] failed to demonstrate a positive effect of digital interventions to support shared decision-making, which was likely due to the small number of high-quality studies available. Verweel et al [13] found limited evidence demonstrating a positive effect of a digital intervention for health literacy. Finally, Thomas et al [14] reported that the quality and adequacy of the content of patient-empowering mobile apps varied greatly, urging for a more rigorous design and further testing before implementation. To our knowledge, no study has directly shown a link between mobile health app–induced empowerment and direct health outcomes.

Overall, few high-quality studies assessing the effect of digital health interventions on patient empowerment are available. Research is needed to confirm or deny the high perceived potential of digital tools.

**Concerto: A Mobile App Designed to Promote Patient Empowerment**

Concerto is a mobile app designed to promote the empowerment of hospitalized patients. The app was initially designed during a hackathon in 2015 by a multidisciplinary team including health care and IT professionals as well as one patient. Building on the hackathon prototype and after a feasibility study, the Geneva University Hospitals (HUG) launched a project aiming at developing and implementing a fully functional mobile app delivered on institution-owned tablets in four pilot divisions (oncology, neurorehabilitation, orthopedics, and pediatrics) and assessing its effectiveness. Following this pilot study, the mobile app was further refined and deployed institution-wide based on a bring-your-own-device (BYOD) approach. This implementation report focuses on the pilot study only, with the objective to highlight the lessons learned. The report is structured following the iCHECK-DH (Guidelines and Checklist for the Reporting on Digital Health Implementations) guidelines [15].

**Methods**

**Design and Agile Development**

Building on the prototype developed during the hackathon, the foreseen functionalities of Concerto were first compared with patients’ expectations using focus groups and a semiquantitative questionnaire. A feasibility study was then performed to assess the availability and quality of the necessary data in the hospital health information system (HIS), which has been developed mainly in-house during the last 30 years.

Based on the patients’ insights, further described in Dietrich et al [16], version 1.0 of Concerto was specified and developed using an agile methodology with frequent user testing among hospitalized patients. The main functionalities of this version of Concerto included:

1. An up-to-date calendar on which patients can visualize their care schedule and better understand their daily planning with the aim to reduce the impact of these events and be better prepared for them.
2. A care team module on which the patient can obtain information about their on-duty care team, including names and photographs, to better know the professionals they will meet during their stay and facilitate communication.

3. A “questions” module on which patients can prepare their questions for healthcare professionals during the medical round and thus elevate the level of communication.

4. An “information” module on which patients have access to targeted medical information. Expected benefits of this module were to achieve better situation awareness, better treatment adherence, and early detection of complications.

5. A “practical information” module on which patients can find useful information about their stay at the hospital to improve their overall experience.

6. A social network module on which patients can interact with HUG accounts.

In subsequent versions, a new module was added, allowing the patient to choose their meal directly on the app rather than via a form completed by the nurse. This module was designed to simultaneously improve the patient experience while decreasing the nurse workload.

The app was developed in web languages (an Angular project), encapsulated as an iOS app (with Apache Cordova), and deployed on institution-owned tablets using a mobile device management solution. The key arguments for internal development over acquisition of a commercial solution were that (1) a significant part of the development work was about interfacing with the HIS, and (2) to our knowledge, no adequate and mature commercial solution was available at the time, although such solutions have emerged since then.

The initial version of the app connected directly to the custom-made HUG HIS using its proprietary interfaces for the sake of development simplicity and to alleviate time constraints. Further versions of the app have used industry standards such as Health Level 7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources, with the vision to enable Concerto to connect more easily to other HISs in the future. This update has required new developments on the HIS side and was not achievable during the pilot phase described in this report. Figure 1 presents the simplified architecture of Concerto.

**Figure 1.** Technical overview of Concerto. Through the hospital's private Wi-Fi, the patient's tablet connects to the Concerto server, which contains some patient-generated data and the business logic to provide the app data. The server connects to different modules of the hospital information system (HIS) to retrieve other data using diverse application programming interfaces (APIs).

**Implementation**

The definition of the logistics necessary to deliver Concerto on institution-managed tablets was an important part of the project. The following process was repeated for each patient: (1) setting up the tablet, including defining a personal passcode; (2) two-factor authentication in the Concerto app using the patient ID, scanned from the identification bracelet, and an SMS text messaging challenge; (3) on-demand charging; (4) disinfecting the tablet after the patient’s discharge; and (5) reinitializing and erasing the tablet. Tablets were charged and stored under key-secured storage in the nurse office. Each tablet was protected using individual cases. Hygiene procedures were validated by the Infection Prevention and Control Division of the HUG.

Once version 1.0 became available, caregivers of the different divisions were trained for 30 minutes during hands-on sessions.
in which (1) the project and app were presented; (2) the logistics of the tablets were explained; and (3) most importantly, they had the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the tool. At least one caregiver was defined as a “superuser” on a voluntary basis and was implicated from the beginning of the project. The specific responsibilities of superusers included (1) acquiring deep knowledge of the app, (2) being the focal point for exchange with the project team, and (3) acting as the referent for day-to-day questions of caregivers. A typical division included 20 beds and comprised a pool of over 50 caregivers that were trained during different sessions. Importantly, as in many hospital projects, caregivers did not have dedicated time for the project. Therefore, they had to manage making themselves available during a normal day of work.

One unit was scheduled for launch every 2 weeks, with constant presence of one member of the Concerto team during the first few days. Only patients able to interact with a mobile app, as assessed by their caregivers, were offered to use the app. To this end, caregivers used a communication flyer describing the functionalities of the app, the modalities of its use, as well as data and privacy considerations.

Bugs, feedback, and general satisfaction were systematically consigned to fuel the improvement-and-ﬁx backlog.

Data Considerations

At the stage presented during preparation of this report, Concerto worked mainly in “read-only” mode for personal health data available in the HIS and for insensitive, impersonal information. The information patients accessed from the HIS was part of their medical records. According to Swiss law, every patient owns the data contained in their medical record, except for personal notes of health care professionals, which were out of the scope of Concerto. Accordingly, Concerto facilitated access to data already owned by the patients.

The access to this sensitive personal information required a secure log-in based on the patient’s ID number and a second-factor authentication with an SMS text challenge. The use of institution-owned devices allowed Concerto to access data in the hospital’s local network, preventing unwanted access from the rest of the world.

The only personal information entered in Concerto included any questions patients may have had before interacting with their caregivers. This information was stored in the HIS and deleted after the hospital stay. Tablets were erased and reinitialized between patients, ensuring that no information leakage was possible between patients using the same tablet.

To summarize, Concerto facilitated the access to personal health information owned by the patient without the possibility to modify information from the app, and further allowed the patient to enter personal health information stored in the HIS that is inaccessible to others with all information systematically erased after the patient’s hospital stay.

Overall, the project was compliant with the Swiss Law for Data Protection [17].

Funding and Budget Planning

The feasibility study and initial concept were self-funded by the eHealth and Telemedicine Division of the HUG, with the budget including salaries for a junior developer and a senior project manager.

The pilot project was then funded by private foundations based in Geneva, which included the salaries as well as necessary materials (tablets, covers, and software licenses).

Overall, the order of magnitude of the project costs ranged between US $150,000 and US $200,000, from which 25% was used for materials.

Ethical Considerations

This study is based on an internal project of a Swiss University Hospital, aiming for quality improvement. As such, no patient or participant was included specifically for this study. Moreover, no patient data of any kind were collected. Accordingly, this study does not qualify for a review by the Geneva Canton Ethics Board (Commission Cantonale d’Éthique de la Recherche sur l’Être Humain [18]). As there were no participants involved in the research, no consent, compensation scheme, or privacy and confidentiality considerations applies.

Implementation (Results)

Project Summary

Concerto was implemented in four pilot divisions; a typical division includes 20 beds and comprises a pool of over 50 caregivers.

The timeline of the various stages of the project is provided in Figure 2. From the initial hackathon to acquiring the funding, approximately 1 year was necessary to refine the concept with patients and assess the feasibility of the app. Following funding acquisition, 6 months of development were needed, followed by 6 months of piloting in the four selected hospital divisions. Overall, the project took 2 years.

The budget was respected. However, additional funding would have been welcome to help free the caregivers from their clinical duties to enable better implementation (see below for further discussion of this point).

The development team considered the agile development phase to be efficient and productive.

Critical to the development process, the organization of focus groups and one-on-one interviews with patients were facilitated owing to the clinical background of the project manager. The development team reported that early contacts with the IT division during the feasibility study helped to improve communication and hence efficiency. Finally, dedicated support of the management unlocked political stalling.

During the pilot phase, the app was proposed to all eligible patients (see the Implementation subsection of the Methods). The percentage of eligible patients was unfortunately not systematically monitored but varied according to the profile of hospitalized patients across the different divisions and over
time. An eligibility rate below 50% of all hospitalized patients was common.

The percentage of acceptance was also not systematically collected. However, the project team recalled acceptance to be relatively less variable than the percentage of eligible patients and consistently high (over 80%).

The dropout rate should have also been monitored carefully to identify the reasons for dropping out.

Figure 2. Timeline of the main phases of the project.

Lessons Learned and Determinants of Success and Failure

As often reported in the field, most challenges were encountered during the implementation (pilot) phase.

Our strategy to use institution-owned tablets added an important workload on the care teams because they were in charge of managing the tablet fleets in their divisions. This strategy was based on a rationale for cybersecurity and development; however, we underestimated the additional work it would generate for already overwhelmed caregivers. With such a strategy, it is our experience that protected and dedicated time for training caregivers is mandatory, at least for superusers. It is well recognized that the quality of training represents a key success factor for the implementation of electronic medical records (EMRs) [19]. Our impression is that this also applies to our project. Accordingly, our two first reported determinants of success are (1) having an implementation strategy that minimizes the impact on already overworked health care professionals and (2) including quality training time protected from the daily routine.

Similarly, we noticed that implementation was easier in care units in which the superuser was both convinced of the project’s benefits and was an influential figure among their peers. Accordingly, our third observed determinant of success is that the presence of a “killer function,” which on its own brings tremendous value, would have increased adoption by stakeholders. Even though such a function was not identified during patient focus groups, it was revealed during the implementation as the possibility for the patient to choose and order their own meals. Indeed, this function had the potential to both empower the patient and free up time for the caregivers.

Most importantly, navigating the logistics of the tablet emerged as a particular challenge for caregivers. Despite the support of the project team, this impaired the inclusion of patients and consequently use of the app. More precisely, caregivers reported difficulties in assisting patients with the log-in and reinitialization procedures, and all logistics steps were reported as being too time-consuming. Based on this finding, it was decided to stop the pilot phase and transition to a BYOD approach.

We consider that having such a functionality will be particularly relevant before the full-scale implementation.

The communication with the project’s stakeholders was considered to be a key factor to maintain motivation and trust in the project. In particular, reactivity in fixing identified bugs or transparency about delays was appreciated.

Finally, we realized that the quality of the HIS medical information fueling Concerto was not always appropriate for display in a patient mobile app. This was either because the information was not timely or was incorrect in some cases, but most importantly because its label was too technical. This issue was associated with disadvantages such as a lack of confidence in the project as well as advantages such as a welcome transparency about HIS data, triggering continuous improvements. For example, specific agenda labels designed for patients were created in the HIS owing to the implementation of Concerto.

Discussion

This implementation report presents a real-world example of designing, developing, and implementing a patient-empowering mobile app in an in-patient setting of a Swiss public university hospital. The lessons learned, as presented in the Implementation (Results) section, are summarized in Table 1.

As described in the Introduction section, patient empowerment is a metaconcept. Hence, it is difficult to monitor with a single indicator. For this reason, a key success indicator was not defined at the beginning of this project, which has complicated its evaluation. This represents a limitation of this report, as an objective metric would have been important for complete evaluation. Simple monitoring metrics (eg, eligibility, number of users, and dropout and acceptance ratios) should have also
been collected and are planned for the next app version. A randomized controlled trial assessing the effectiveness of the Concerto mobile app on a patient situation awareness score has been designed and should be conducted in the near future. This trial will allow for better evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of such a project. Overall, data on the effectiveness of eHealth projects are often lacking, and the creation of a dedicated “Implementation Report” article type in *JMIR Medical Informatics* is helping to fill this gap.

The generalizability of our study is another limitation. Indeed, the innovation ecosystem and the EMR landscape at the HUG are very specific and different constraints may be experienced in other settings. However, we believe the reported lessons learned remain relevant in various environments.

In response to one of the main lessons learned with the pilot implementation of Concerto, a BYOD version of the app was developed. With this version, every patient was able to use the app on their personal devices, including computers, tablets, or smartphones. This decision was made to limit the workload on caregivers and improve the adoption rate. New functionalities such as the possibility for patients to choose their meal were also developed to answer unmet needs for both end users and stakeholders impacted by implementation of the app (ie, caregivers). Important challenges in terms of cybersecurity, interoperability, and compatibility had to be met with development of the BYOD version. These will be further described in a forthcoming implementation report focusing on this project phase.

**Table 1.** Main lessons learned and associated perceived relevance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lessons learned</th>
<th>Perceived relevancea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimize the workload of caregivers or, if possible, decrease it</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan protected time for training end users</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select a convinced and influential superuser</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait for a killer function before implementing the app</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain trust through reactivity and transparent communication</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aBased on perceived experience, lessons learned were identified by the authors and their relevance was assessed by consensus using a score ranging from 1 (minimally important) to 5 (maximally important).*
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Abstract

Background: The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act of 2009 was legislated to reduce health care costs, improve quality, and increase patient safety. Providers and organizations were incentivized to exhibit meaningful use of certified electronic health record (EHR) systems in order to achieve this objective. EHR adoption is an expensive investment, given the resources and capital that are invested. Due to the cost of the investment, a return on the EHR adoption investment is expected.

Objective: This study performed a value analysis of EHRs. The objective of this study was to investigate the relationship between EHR adoption levels and financial and clinical outcomes by combining both financial and clinical outcomes into one conceptual model.

Methods: We examined the multivariate relationships between different levels of EHR adoption and financial and clinical outcomes, along with the time variant control variables, using moderation analysis with a longitudinal fixed effects model. Since it is unknown as to when hospitals begin experiencing improvements in financial outcomes, additional analysis was conducted using a 1- or 2-year lag for profit margin ratios.

Results: A total of 5768 hospital-year observations were analyzed over the course of 4 years. According to the results of the moderation analysis, as the readmission rate increases by 1 unit, the effect of a 1-unit increase in EHR adoption level on the operating margin decreases by 5.38%. Hospitals with higher readmission payment adjustment factors have lower penalties.

Conclusions: This study fills the gap in the literature by evaluating individual relationships between EHR adoption levels and financial and clinical outcomes, in addition to evaluating the relationship between EHR adoption level and operating margins when this relationship is moderated by readmission rates, meaning hospitals that have adopted EHRs could see a reduction in their readmission rates and an increase in operating margins. This finding could further be supported by evaluating more recent data to analyze whether hospitals increasing their level of EHR adoption would decrease readmission rates, resulting in an increase in operating margins. Hospitals would incur lower penalties as a result of improved readmission rates, which would contribute toward improved operating margins.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e52524) doi:10.2196/52524
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**Introduction**

**Overview**

The Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of 2009 was legislated to reduce health care costs, improve quality, and increase patient safety [1]. Providers and organizations were incentivized to exhibit meaningful use of certified electronic health record (EHR) systems in order to achieve this objective [1]. The HITECH Act was based on the “triple aim” of health care, which consisted of reducing costs, improving the experience of care, and improving population health, and the HITECH Act contributed to the importance of EHRs [2]. Physicians and hospitals that adopted and used certified EHRs as described in federally defined “meaningful use” criteria were awarded approximately US $27 billion in incentives [3] for eligible providers.

EHR adoption is an expensive investment, given the resources and capital that are invested [4,5]. Due to the cost of the investment, a return on the EHR adoption investment is expected. Usually, a return on adoption is measured by calculating net profit and dividing the net profit by net investment [6]. Calculating a return on investment for EHR adoption requires considering the size of the organization, the extent of the EHR adoption, and profit or improvement in terms of both the financial and clinical outcomes perspectives. Given the complex process of calculating return on investment for EHR adoption, this study evaluates return on investment in terms of how it yields value to the adopting entity. Value from the health care perspective has been described in terms of dollars (financial), productivity (clinical), effectiveness (clinical) [7], cost savings (financial) [8], improvement in clinical decisions (clinical; Rudin et al [9]), supporting triage decisions (clinical; Rudin et al [9]), supporting collaborations among the providers (clinical; Rudin et al [9]), increased productivity (financial and clinical) [9], etc. However, a gap exists in that the return on investment is not analyzed in terms of financial and clinical outcomes combined. Additionally, current literature does not review EHR adoption in terms of level of EHR adoption but rather as a binary variable of “adopted” or “not adopted.” This study addresses these gaps by including a combination of both financial and clinical outcomes in a conceptual model and reviewing EHR adoption in terms of levels of EHR adoption.

The value of health IT, of which EHRs are a subset, can depend on the stakeholder and context [10-12]. Looking at value from the stakeholder perspective, for the hospital, EHR value may be reviewed in terms of improved revenue and reduced cost (outcomes); for patients, value may be to improve health and prevent illness (outcomes); for providers, value may be to reduce errors and provide efficient care (process and outcomes); and for government, it may be to improve population health through timely public health reporting and population well-being (process and outcomes) [7]. Hence, given the frequent use of different outcome categories in the literature used to measure value, this study focuses on outcomes as the main value construct and investigates value in terms of different tangible outcomes, such as financial and clinical outcomes. This study examined how EHR adoption levels are associated with value in terms of financial and clinical outcomes combined in 1 model. To address this question, this study investigated the relationship between EHR adoption levels and financial and clinical outcomes by combining both financial and clinical outcomes into 1 conceptual model.

**Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses**

This study used the corporate financial theory of the firm [13] to guide the evaluation of the relationship between EHR adoption and financial and clinical outcomes. The corporate financial theory of the firm (Figure 1) indicates that the value of the firm, or in this case, the health care entity, is expected to be in alignment with the discounted cash flows from the investments, such as EHRs [13]. This theory indicates that a capital investment, such as EHR adoption, increases the value of the firm as it contributes toward an increase in the net present value of cash flows [13]. Multiple studies have supported the notion that EHR investments improve the value of a hospital through improved financial outcomes by way of a reduction in cost or improved revenues [4,14,15].

A study conducted by Collum et al [4] used this theory to determine an association between EHR adoption and financial outcomes (measured as profit margins and return on assets). The findings from this study indicated that financial returns depend on how long it takes for a hospital’s EHR system to achieve full functionality [4], meaning it is important to consider the time variable when reviewing the outcomes of EHR adoption.

Additionally, there have been several studies that have analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption and financial outcomes without using the corporate financial theory of the firm as their guiding framework. Some of the studies from the current literature exhibited a trend that EHR adoption and financial outcomes have a nonlinear relationship [16,17], and some of the studies indicated that EHR adoption resulted in improved financial outcomes for health care organizations that adopted it over time [14,18].
The literature suggests that improvement in costs and revenues is the result of improved clinical outcomes such as reduction of redundant tests [19], reduction of medication and hospital bed-related costs [20], improved ability to capture charges [15], and improved decision support systems [21]. Since this study focuses on combining both financial and clinical outcomes into 1 conceptual model, for the purpose of this study, the capital project investment (EHR adoption in this case) and improvement in financial returns (financial outcomes), tenets of the corporate financial theory of the firm, with an addition of the clinical outcomes, are integrated into a conceptual framework.

The purpose of this conceptual framework (Figure 2 [4,22-27]) is to determine if the previously stated overarching research question of “How is electronic health record adoption associated with value in terms of financial and clinical outcomes?” is supported by the following hypothesis: “The relationship between levels of EHR adoption and financial outcomes (both operating margin and total margin) is moderated by clinical outcomes (readmission rate and length of stay [LOS]) that are also affected by levels of EHR adoption (Figure 2).”

**Methods**

Data for this study were retrieved from multiple sources, including the Health Care Provider Cost Reporting Information System, the American Hospital Association (AHA) Annual Survey, the AHA IT Supplement Survey, and Health Care Analytics from Leavitt Partners. The study used a longitudinal design from 2014 to 2017 with 5897 hospital-year observations. Measures were divided into 2 groups: financial and clinical. Financial outcome variables were measured or operationalized using 2 variables (operating margin and total margin) that have been used in the health care literature to measure the profitability of hospitals after EHR adoption. The variables describing clinical outcomes are LOS and readmission rates, as these variables have an impact on the financial performance of the hospital [28,29]. The variables describing the financial outcomes are operating margin and total margin, as these measures include both costs and revenues described in the corporate financial theory of the firm [4,13]. The dependent variables used in this study (operating margins, total margins, LOS, and readmission rates) are not comprehensive in terms of measuring financial
and clinical outcomes for a hospital; however, for the purpose of this study, these variables are considered sufficient, given their potential association with one another.

**Dependent Variables**

**Financial Outcome Variables**

In order to gain an understanding of the financial performance of acute care hospitals, profitability ratios are the most frequently used measures [30]; hence, this study included operating margin and total margin as variables representing financial outcomes. Operating margin captures the expenses and revenues related to hospital operations. Total margin measures or captures operating and nonoperating expenses and revenues. The operating margin was calculated by dividing net patient revenues less total operating expenses by net patient revenues and multiplying the ratio by 100. The total margin variable is calculated by dividing net income by total patient revenue. The financial outcome variables are retrieved from the AHA Annual Survey (2014-2017).

**Clinical Outcome Variables**

Clinical outcomes were measured using LOS and readmission rates. Daniel et al [22] and Schreiber and Shaha [31] reported an intersection of financial and clinical outcomes as a result of EHR adoption and focused on LOS. These studies reported an improvement in LOS due to EHR adoption, resulting in lower plan premiums for patients [22] and costs [31]. Readmission rates are a part of the value-based purchasing program, and depending on the readmission rate, hospitals are penalized on a yearly basis, hence impacting hospital costs [28]. The readmission rates were measured for 6 conditions or procedures, as patients with these conditions are more likely to be readmitted to the hospital. These conditions are: acute myocardial infarction, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, heart failure, pneumonia, coronary artery bypass graft surgery, and elective primary total hip arthroplasty and total knee arthroplasty [32]. LOS captures the number of days a patient spent in the hospital. Readmission rates indicate whether patients are readmitted to the hospital within 30 days of being discharged. The average LOS and readmission rates can be considered to be indicators of clinical quality outcomes by way of clinical quality measures [28]. Ben-Assuli et al [33] and Lee et al [34] have indicated improvements in average LOS and readmission rates as results of EHR adoption. To confirm these findings for the most recent data, this study analyzes how EHR adoption influences both average (LOS) and readmission rates for the selected sample.

The LOS variable is measured as the average number of days a patient stays in one hospital. The readmission rate variable is measured as the readmission rate payment adjustment factor. The full-year payment adjustment factor is based on data from the fiscal year Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program performance period (ie, July 1, 2014, to June 30, 2017). The minimum payment adjustment factor is 0.97 (ie, 3% maximum penalty). The maximum payment adjustment factor is 1 (ie, no penalty). Hospitals with higher payment adjustment factors have lower penalties [32].

**Independent Variables**

The level of EHR adoption is considered the major explanatory variable in this study. Hospitals are required to report the extent of adoption of each of the 28 EHR functions to the AHA IT Supplement Survey. The 28 EHR functions can be characterized into 5 different categories: clinical documentation, results viewing, computerized order entry, decision support, and bar coding. Hospitals indicate if each function is implemented in all units, 1 unit, or is in some stage of planning. A study conducted by Everson et al [23] emphasizes the reliability and validity of measuring hospital adoption of EHR with these 28 items.

In order to look at the extent of EHR adoption, Adler-Milstein et al [24] created a continuous EHR adoption measure for each hospital in each year in which they responded to the AHA IT Supplement Survey. The continuous measure was constructed as follows: for each function that was implemented in all units, a hospital received 2 points, and for each function that was implemented in at least 1 unit, a hospital received 1 point. According to the calculations, the total possible EHR adoption score ranged from 0 to 56. In order to improve interpretability, the measure was scaled by dividing each hospital’s total score by 56, which yielded an EHR score ranging from 0 to 1. This strategy will be replicated in this study and applied to the EHR adoption level [24].

**Control Variables**

Control variables for this study include time-variant variables such as competition and payer mix. Control variables are identified based on elements that may influence the level of EHR adoption or hospital financial and clinical outcomes [4]. Since this study uses panel data, which accounts for changes in financial outcomes within hospitals due to changes in levels of EHR adoption, it is not essential to control for time-invariant hospital characteristics such as size of the hospital, ownership, system affiliation, and teaching status. For the purpose of this study, time-variant components that may change over the years, such as competition and payer mix, are considered control variables [4].

The competition construct was operationalized using the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), which measures the concentration of an industry in a designated market. HHI was measured in terms of discharges for the health service area. Payer mix was measured using the proportion of inpatient days that were related to Medicare and Medicaid patients (Medicare percentage = total facility Medicare days/total inpatient days, and Medicaid percentage = total facility Medicaid days/total inpatient days). The AHA Annual Survey was used to collect the HHI and payer mix data.

**Analysis**

The unit of analysis for this study is at the hospital level. To demonstrate the appropriateness of the variables, univariate statistics and bivariate analyses were conducted. Bivariate statistics were generated for both independent and dependent variables of interest. Pairwise correlation analysis was conducted at the significance level of $P < .05$ in order to examine pairwise correlation coefficients between the continuous variables.
Multivariate relationships between different levels of EHR adoption and financial and clinical outcomes, along with the time-variant control variables, were examined using moderation analysis with a longitudinal fixed effects model [35]. Since it is unknown as to when hospitals begin experiencing improvements in financial outcomes, additional analysis was conducted using a 1- or 2-year lag for profit margin ratios [4]. Statistical significance was noted at the significance levels of \( P<.10, P<.05, \) and \( P<.01, \) and all statistical analyses were conducted in Stata (version 16; StataCorp).

**Longitudinal Fixed Effects Moderation Analysis Model**

A longitudinal fixed effects model with moderation analysis was used to analyze the multivariate relationships between different levels of EHR adoption and financial and clinical outcomes, along with the time variant control variables.

\[
y_{it} = \beta_1 X_{it1} + \beta_2 X_{it2} + \beta_3 X_{it1} X_{it2} + Z_{it} \lambda + \alpha_i + \mu_{it}
\]

In this equation, \( y_{it} \) is the dependent variable (financial or clinical outcomes), \( i = \) hospital, and \( t = \) time. \( \beta_1 \) is the coefficient for the main independent variable (levels of EHR adoption), \( X_{it1}. \) \( \beta_2 \) is the coefficient for the moderator variable (clinical outcomes), \( X_{it2}. \) \( \beta_3 \) is the coefficient for the interaction of the independent variable (levels of EHR adoption) and moderator variable (clinical outcomes), \( X_{it1} X_{it2}. \) \( Z_{it} \lambda \) represents all control variables (competition, payer mix, and years of observation). \( \alpha_i \) is the unknown intercept for a vector of hospitals. And \( \mu_{it} \) is the error term.

The hypothesis, that the relationship between EHR adoption and financial outcomes is moderated by clinical outcomes, was tested using multiple models. The models and their use are outlined in **Textbox 1**.

**Textbox 1. Analytic models and their use.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of electronic health record (EHR) adoption and operating margin moderated by length of stay (LOS) with the operating margins from the same year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and operating margin moderated by readmission rates with the operating margins from the same year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and total margin moderated by LOS with the total margins from the same year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and total margin moderated by readmission rates with the total margins from the same year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 5</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and operating margin moderated by LOS with a 1-year lag in the operating margins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 6</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and operating margin moderated by LOS with a 2-year lag in the operating margins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 7</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and operating margin moderated by LOS with a 1-year lag in the operating margins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 8</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and operating margin moderated by LOS with a 2-year lag in the operating margins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 9</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and total margin moderated by LOS with a 1-year lag in the total margins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 10</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and total margin moderated by LOS with a 2-year lag in the total margins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 11</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and total margin moderated by readmission rates with a 1-year lag in the total margins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 12</td>
<td>Determine the association between levels of EHR adoption and total margin moderated by readmission rates with a 2-year lag in the total margins.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Ethical Considerations**

This study was approved by the University of Alabama at Birmingham institutional review board (300003241).

**Results**

**Overview**

Descriptive statistics of acute care hospitals for the years 2014-2017 are displayed in Table 1. For acute care hospitals, average EHR adoption levels showed little variability across each observed year (approximately 0.89 for each observed year). Hospitals observed a steady decrease in average operating margin from 2014 (0.07%) to 2017 (0.057%). The average total margin across hospitals showed a decrease for 2015 (0.005%) compared with 2014 (1.014%), followed by a steady increase across years 2016 (1.136%) and 2017 (0.951%). An increase in LOS was observed for the years 2016 and 2017 (approximately 7.9 days for the year 2017 vs 3.9 days for the year 2014). Average readmission rates remained somewhat steady across all 4 observation years (approximately 0.99 for each observed year).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>2014 (n=1420)</th>
<th>2015 (n=1453)</th>
<th>2016 (n=1393)</th>
<th>2017 (n=1412)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levels of EHR&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; adoption, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.871 (0.127)</td>
<td>0.890 (0.121)</td>
<td>0.899 (0.127)</td>
<td>0.917 (0.102)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating margin, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.070 (0.122)</td>
<td>0.065 (0.132)</td>
<td>0.066 (0.140)</td>
<td>0.057 (0.136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total margin, mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.014 (2.847)</td>
<td>0.005 (26.4)</td>
<td>1.136 (7.217)</td>
<td>0.951 (1.129)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of stay (days), mean (SD)</td>
<td>3.911 (1.134)</td>
<td>3.881 (0.954)</td>
<td>7.87 (153.3)</td>
<td>7.945 (160.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readmission rate, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.998 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.995 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.995 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.994 (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market competition (HHI&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;) in terms of discharges, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.101 (0.199)</td>
<td>0.086 (0.157)</td>
<td>0.088 (0.172)</td>
<td>0.098 (0.193)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare percentage, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.512 (0.140)</td>
<td>0.518 (0.128)</td>
<td>0.518 (0.130)</td>
<td>0.521 (0.124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid percentage, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.197 (0.120)</td>
<td>0.202 (0.115)</td>
<td>0.203 (0.114)</td>
<td>0.204 (0.112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beds (n), mean (SD)</td>
<td>257 (231)</td>
<td>256 (229)</td>
<td>254 (232)</td>
<td>255 (236)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ownership, n (%)**

- Nongovernment not-for-profit
  - 2014: 1105 (77.76)
  - 2015: 1145 (78.8)
  - 2016: 1177 (78.31)
  - 2017: 1198 (78.82)
- Investor-owned for-profit
  - 2014: 294 (20.69)
  - 2015: 295 (20.30)
  - 2016: 311 (20.69)
  - 2017: 305 (20.07)
- Government nonfederal
  - 2014: 22 (1.55)
  - 2015: 13 (0.89)
  - 2016: 15 (1)
  - 2017: 17 (1.12)

**Affiliation, n (%)**

- Yes
  - 2014: 584 (47.29)
  - 2015: 660 (51.36)
  - 2016: 687 (51.58)
  - 2017: 731 (56.67)
- No
  - 2014: 651 (52.71)
  - 2015: 625 (48.64)
  - 2016: 645 (48.42)
  - 2017: 559 (43.33)

**Teaching status, n (%)**

- Yes
  - 2014: 560 (39.41)
  - 2015: 569 (39.16)
  - 2016: 595 (39.59)
  - 2017: 599 (39.41)
- No
  - 2014: 861 (60.59)
  - 2015: 884 (60.84)
  - 2016: 908 (60.41)
  - 2017: 921 (60.59)

<sup>a</sup>EHR: electronic health record.

<sup>b</sup>HHI: Herfindahl-Hirschman Index.

For time-variant control variables, the average HHI in terms of discharges across all 4 years was approximately 0.093. HHI values range from 0 to 1, where an HHI value closer to 1 means monopolistic markets, or more market share, and an HHI value closer to 0 means highly competitive markets, or less market share. For the sample used in this study, the markets appear to be highly competitive. In terms of payer mix, the Medicare percentage was similar across all 4 years (average of 0.52). Similarly, the Medicaid percentage was also similar across all 4 years (average of 0.20).

For organizational characteristics, bed size was somewhat similar across all hospitals for all observed years (approximately 255 beds per hospital). In terms of ownership status of the sample hospitals, a majority of the hospitals were nongovernment, not-for-profit hospitals (1105/1421, 78%), followed by investor-owned for-profit hospitals (294/1421, 20%) and government nonfederal hospitals (22/1421, 1.5%). In terms of system affiliation, approximately half the hospitals were affiliated with a system, and the other half were not. For teaching status, a majority of the hospitals did not hold a teaching status (861/1421, 61%).

According to the bivariate statistical analysis (Table 2), at the significance level of $P<.05$, levels of EHR adoption exhibit a positive correlation with operating margin at a magnitude of 0.0978. At the significance level of $P<.05$, readmission rate and levels of EHR adoption are negatively correlated at the magnitude of 0.0321. Even though the magnitudes are close to
0, these relationships are statistically significant at the significance level of \( P < .05 \).

### Table 2. Bivariate analysis of variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>Independent variables: levels of EHR(^a) adoption (correlation coefficients)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating margin</td>
<td>0.0978(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total margin</td>
<td>-0.0142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of stay</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readmission rate</td>
<td>-0.0321(^b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)EHR: electronic health record.  
\(^b\)\( P < .05 \).

This study tested the following hypothesis that was derived from the EHR value analysis conceptual framework (Figure 2): “The relationship between EHR adoption and financial outcomes is moderated by clinical outcomes.” Tables 3 and 4 provide details relative to the hypothesis.

### Table 3. Fixed effects with regression analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levels of EHR adoption</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
<td>5.335(^f)</td>
<td>-4.961</td>
<td>415.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average LOS</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>431.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levels of EHR adoption and average LOS</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levels of EHR adoption and RR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-5.384(^f)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-422.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market competition (HHI(^i))</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>3.148</td>
<td>2.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare percentage</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid percentage</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>1.211</td>
<td>1.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>-0.007(^f)</td>
<td>-1.001</td>
<td>-0.848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>-0.009(^f)</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>0.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>-0.011(^j)</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)OM: operating margin.  
\(^b\)LOS: length of stay.  
\(^c\)EHR: electronic health record.  
\(^d\)RR: readmission rate.  
\(^e\)TM: total margin.  
\(^f\)\( P < .05 \).  
\(^g\)N/A: not applicable.  
\(^h\)\( P < .10 \).  
\(^i\)HHI: Herfindahl-Hirschman Index.  
\(^j\)\( P < .001 \).
### Table 4. Regression analysis with fixed effects for lagged variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
<th>Model 6</th>
<th>Model 7</th>
<th>Model 8</th>
<th>Model 9</th>
<th>Model 10</th>
<th>Model 11</th>
<th>Model 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levels of EHR adoption</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.681</td>
<td>2.229</td>
<td>1.564</td>
<td>-1.547</td>
<td>-164.0</td>
<td>268.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average LOS</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-9.46e-06</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>2.192</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-186.4</td>
<td>169.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levels of EHR adoption and average LOS</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-4.26e-06</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levels of EHR adoption and RR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-1.663</td>
<td>-2.232</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>166.2</td>
<td>-271.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market competition (HHI&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>0.219&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>0.223&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>3.610</td>
<td>-3.275</td>
<td>3.749</td>
<td>-3.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare percentage</td>
<td>0.063&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.068&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>-2.419</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>-2.416</td>
<td>0.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid percentage</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.891&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.092&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.742</td>
<td>-2.822</td>
<td>1.741</td>
<td>-2.838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.014&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.014&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-1.057</td>
<td>-0.714</td>
<td>-1.178</td>
<td>-0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.011&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.008&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-0.008&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.010&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.018&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.009&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.018&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>-0.126</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>OM: operating margin.  
<sup>b</sup>LOS: length of stay.  
<sup>c</sup>EHR: electronic health record.  
<sup>d</sup>RR: readmission rate.  
<sup>e</sup>TM: total margin.  
<sup>f</sup>N/A: not applicable.  
<sup>g</sup>HHI: Herfindahl-Hirschman Index.  
<sup>h</sup>P < .05.  
<sup>i</sup>P < .10.  
<sup>j</sup>P < .001.

### EHR: Length of Stay (Operating Margin and Total Margin)

Model 1 analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption levels and operating margins without any lags in operating margins, with LOS as a moderating variable for acute care hospitals. For Model 1, the prob>F was greater than 0.05, meaning this model did not provide a statistical explanation for the proposed relationship between EHR adoption levels and operating margins with LOS as a moderating variable.

Model 5 analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption levels and operating margins with a 1-year lag in operating margins, with LOS as the moderating variable for acute care hospitals. The prob>F was less than .05 for this model; however, the analysis did not provide statistically significant evidence to support the relationship between EHR adoption levels and operating margins with a 1-year lag in operating margins, with LOS as a moderating variable. The nonsignificant results indicated a direct positive association between EHR adoption levels and operating margins and LOS; however, when LOS acts as a moderating variable, the indirect relationship between EHR adoption levels and operating margins was negative.

Model 6 analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption levels and operating margins with a 2-year lag in operating margins, with LOS as a moderating variable for acute care hospitals. Even though the prob>F was less than .05 for this model, the analysis did not provide statistically significant evidence to support the relationship between EHR adoption levels and
operating margins with a 1-year lag in operating margins, with LOS as a moderating variable. The nonsignificant results indicated a direct positive association between EHR adoption levels and operating margins with a 2-year lag, which was expected. Additionally, the nonsignificant results indicated a direct negative association between EHR adoption levels and LOS, which is consistent with the findings from the literature. However, when LOS is introduced as a moderating variable, the nonsignificant results indicate a negative indirect relationship between EHR adoption levels and operating margins with a 2-year lag.

Model 3 analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins without any lags in total margins, with LOS as a moderating variable for acute care hospitals. The prob>F was greater than 0.05, meaning the models did not provide a statistically significant explanation for the proposed relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins without any lags in total margins, with LOS as a moderating variable.

Model 9 analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins with a 1-year lag in total margins, with LOS as a moderating variable for acute care hospitals. For Model 9, the prob>F was greater than 0.05, meaning this model could not accurately predict the relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins with a 1-year lag in total margins, with LOS as a moderating variable.

Model 10 analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins with a 2-year lag in total margins, with LOS as a moderating variable for acute care hospitals. For Model 10, the prob>F was greater than 0.05, which indicates that this model could not accurately predict the relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins with a 2-year lag in total margins, with LOS as a moderating variable.

Model 11 analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins with a 1-year lag in total margins, with LOS as a moderating variable for acute care hospitals. The prob>F was greater than 0.05, meaning this model could not accurately predict the relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins with a 1-year lag in total margins, with readmission rates as a moderating variable.

Model 8 analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption levels and operating margins with a 2-year lag in operating margins, with readmission rates as a moderating variable for acute care hospitals. The prob>F was less than .05 for this model; however, the analysis did not provide statistically significant evidence to support the relationship between EHR adoption levels and operating margins with a 2-year lag in operating margins, with readmission rates as a moderating variable. Similar to Model 7, the nonsignificant results indicated a direct positive association between EHR adoption levels and operating margins with a 2-year lag and readmission rates, which was consistent with the findings from Model 2. However, when readmission rates act as a moderating variable, the nonsignificant results indicated a positive relationship between levels of EHR adoption and operating margins with a 2-year lag, which was the opposite of the results from Model 2.

Model 4 analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins without any lags in total margins, with readmission rates as a moderating variable for acute care hospitals. The prob>F was greater than 0.05, meaning this model could not provide a statistically significant explanation for the proposed relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins without any lags in total margins, with readmission rates as a moderating variable.

Model 12 analyzed the relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins with a 2-year lag in total margins, with readmission rates as a moderating variable for acute care hospitals. The prob>F was greater than 0.05, meaning this model could not provide a statistically significant explanation for the proposed relationship between EHR adoption levels and total margins with a 2-year lag in total margins, with readmission rates as a moderating variable.

Results from the regression analysis with fixed effects are displayed in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 includes results from the regression analysis with financial and clinical outcomes from the same year. Hospitals receive their reimbursement and penalties associated with readmission rates and LOS approximately 1 to 2 years after the actual outcomes occur. In order to accommodate this situation, operating margin and total margin ratios were calculated with a 1- and 2-year lag. Table 4...
presents results with lags in profit margins for acute care hospitals.

The results from Table 3 for model 2 suggest that, at the significance level of $P<.05$, a 1-unit increase in EHR adoption was associated with an increase of approximately 5.34% in the operating margin.

Table 4 displays results from the analyses with the added lag effect in operating and total margins. According to the results displayed in Table 4, it can be inferred that at the significance levels of $P<.05$, $P<.10$, or $P<.001$, there is not enough evidence to support models 5-8 from this study. For models 9-12, the models did not provide a statistical explanation for the proposed relationships. In other words, the models discussed above could not accurately predict the proposed relationships.

Discussion

Overview

The objective of this study was to determine how EHR adoption level contributes to financial and clinical outcomes for acute care hospitals.

To understand the relationship between EHR adoption level and financial outcomes, moderated by clinical outcomes, this study used a fixed effects moderation analysis model. We hypothesized that there would be a positive association between EHR adoption level and operating and total margins, with LOS and readmission rates as moderating variables.

According to the results displayed in Table 3, for models 1, 3, and 4, the prob>F was greater than .05, meaning the models did not provide a statistical explanation for the proposed relationships in these models. In other words, the models discussed above could not accurately predict the proposed relationships, and there is no evidence that EHR adoption levels have a linear relationship with or explain variance in the operating margins, total margins, and LOS.

Even though the results are inverse of what was predicted in the hypothesis, these findings indicated that the relationship between EHR adoption levels and operating margins was statistically significant when it was moderated by the readmission rates variable at the significance level of $P<.05$. According to the results of the moderation analysis, as the readmission rate increases by 1 unit, the effect of a 1-unit increase in EHR adoption level on the operating margin decreases by 5.38%. In other words, when the hospital incurred lower penalties for readmissions, the operating margins increased. The minimum payment adjustment factor is 0.97 (ie, 3% maximum penalty). The maximum payment adjustment factor is 1 (ie, no penalty), and hospitals with higher payment adjustment factors have lower penalties and, in turn, larger operating margins [32].

In order to confirm any lagged effect (the timeline of hospitals receiving penalties or incentives for EHR adoption being not clear), this study included additional models that accounted for 1- and 2-year lag in the profit margin ratios (models 5-12). The results, however, did not provide any statistically significant evidence supporting a positive relationship between EHR adoption level and profit margin ratios when the lag effect was included in the model.

Findings from current literature indicate an improvement in LOS as a result of EHR adoption (not necessarily adoption level) yielding increased compensation for the loss of patient days from Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services [25]; however, for this study, none of the tested models provided a statistical explanation for the proposed relationships between EHR adoption and profit margins with LOS as moderating variables.

Even though this finding is opposite of what was proposed in the hypothesis, this finding provides statistically significant evidence that levels of EHR adoption change operating margins when readmission rates are taken into account (Figure 3). Analyzing more recent data could indicate a decrease in readmission rates as a result of increased levels of EHR adoption, yielding an increase in operating margins. The relationship between EHR adoption level and operating margins has not been previously evaluated using readmission rates as moderating variables. Hence, this finding from this study is a unique contribution to the current literature.

Figure 3. Electronic health record (EHR) value analysis framework with results. **$P<.05$. 
Limitations of This Study

Regardless of the valuable contribution of the buildout of the conceptual model and the results from the analysis, this study has limitations. First, there is always a risk when using secondary data to conduct research that was not the intent when the data were collected, as this could result in inconsistency in the data collection methods due to the possibility of human error [36].

Second, this study used data from the Medicare Cost Reports to operationalize the readmission rate variable. This particular measure is reported on a 3-year rolling basis, meaning the data analyzed included a rolling average of 3 years of readmission rate data for each hospital [32]. This study operationalized the readmission rate data for specific years in order to evaluate their relationship with levels of EHR adoption and financial outcomes, which can be considered a limitation.

Conclusion

The HITECH Act has played an important role in EHRs becoming an integral part of the modern health system over the last 10 years. The goal of enacting the HITECH Act of 2009 was to reduce health care costs, improve the quality of the care provided, and increase patient safety for providers and organizations that exhibited meaningful use of certified EHR systems [1,37]. Given the cost and complexity of EHR adoption, analyzing its value from various and seemingly atypical perspectives is essential.

The current literature does a good job of providing perspectives on EHR value relative to individual financial and clinical outcomes, but it falls short in providing a collective value analysis. This study fills the gap in the literature by evaluating individual relationships between EHR adoption levels and financial and clinical outcomes, in addition to evaluating the relationship between EHR adoption level and financial outcomes, with clinical outcomes as moderators.

This study provided statistically significant evidence, indicating that there is a relationship between EHR adoption level and operating margins when this relationship is moderated by readmission rates. This finding could further be supported by evaluating more recent data to analyze whether hospitals increasing their level of EHR adoption would decrease readmission rates, resulting in an increase in operating margins. Hospitals would incur lower penalties as a result of improved readmission rates, which would contribute toward improved operating margins.
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Abstract

Background: Generative artificial intelligence tools and applications (GenAI) are being increasingly used in health care. Physicians, specialists, and other providers have started primarily using GenAI as an aid or tool to gather knowledge, provide information, train, or generate suggestive dialogue between physicians and patients or between physicians and patients’ families or friends. However, unless the use of GenAI is oriented to be helpful in clinical service encounters that can improve the accuracy of diagnosis, treatment, and patient outcomes, the expected potential will not be achieved. As adoption continues, it is essential to validate the effectiveness of the infusion of GenAI as an intelligent technology in service encounters to understand the gap in actual clinical service use of GenAI.

Objective: This study synthesizes preliminary evidence on how GenAI assists, guides, and automates clinical service rendering and encounters in health care. The review scope was limited to articles published in peer-reviewed medical journals.

Methods: We screened and selected 0.38% (161/42,459) of articles published between January 1, 2020, and May 31, 2023, identified from PubMed. We followed the protocols outlined in the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines to select highly relevant studies with at least 1 element on clinical use, evaluation, and validation to provide evidence of GenAI use in clinical services. The articles were classified based on their relevance to clinical service functions or activities using the descriptive and analytical information presented in the articles.

Results: Of 161 articles, 141 (87.6%) reported using GenAI to assist services through knowledge access, collation, and filtering. GenAI was used for disease detection (19/161, 11.8%), diagnosis (14/161, 8.7%), and screening processes (12/161, 7.5%) in the areas of radiology (17/161, 10.6%), cardiology (12/161, 7.5%), gastrointestinal medicine (4/161, 2.5%), and diabetes (6/161, 3.7%). The literature synthesis in this study suggests that GenAI is mainly used for diagnostic processes, improvement of diagnosis accuracy, and screening and diagnostic purposes using knowledge access. Although this solves the problem of knowledge access and may improve diagnostic accuracy, it is oriented toward higher value creation in health care.

Conclusions: GenAI informs rather than assisting or automating clinical service functions in health care. There is potential in clinical service, but it has yet to be actualized for GenAI. More clinical service-level evidence that GenAI is used to streamline some functions or provides more automated help than only information retrieval is needed. To transform health care as purported, more studies related to GenAI applications must automate and guide human-performed services and keep up with the optimism that forward-thinking health care organizations will take advantage of GenAI.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e52073) doi:10.2196/52073
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**Introduction**

**Background**

Generative artificial intelligence tools and applications (GenAI) systems automatically learn patterns and structures from text, images, sounds, animation, models, or other media inputs to generate new data with similar characteristics [1]. GenAI is used to search, write, and create models, computer codes, and art forms without human assistance. GenAI has emerged significantly in the current decade to help every industry through different products such as ChatGPT, Bing Chat, Bard, LLaMA, Stable Diffusion, Midjourney, and DALL-E [2-5]. Almost all industries share an optimistic vision, with significant investment in using GenAI to transform aspects of value chains [6-10]. However, similar to many other technology hype, whether this optimism will translate to value outcomes or be a “fad or fashion” remains to be tested over time.

The adoption of GenAI in health care is emerging. Studies point to the use of GenAI in service interactions involving breast cancer diagnoses [11], bariatric surgery [12], cardiopulmonary resuscitation [13], and breast cancer radiologic decision-making [14]. GenAI has the potential to transform by performing tasks at higher quality than humans, which may reduce errors associated with humans in expert domains such as cancer detection [15] and neurological clinical decisions [16]. The rise of GenAI is also referred to as the “second machine age” [17], whereby “instead of machines performing mechanical work they are taking on cognitive work exclusively in the human domain” [17]. Although these instances are encouraging, how exactly GenAI helps in health care processes needs to be articulated and evaluated to provide an understanding of use and value linkages [18,19]. Thus, we asked the following research questions (RQs) in this study: (1) How is GenAI used across different aspects of health care services? (RQ 1) and (2) What is the preliminary evidence of GenAI use across health care services? (RQ 2).

It is essential to explore these 2 RQs for several reasons. Exploring GenAI’s use in health care services is essential for realizing its potential benefits, addressing ethical concerns, and continually improving its applications to enhance patient care and the health care ecosystem. This impact spans different areas. For instance, GenAI can help analyze data to provide personalized treatment and tailor interventions. It has shown promise in improving diagnostic accuracy, with higher levels of accuracy in the interpretation of images and scans. AI applications can enhance patient engagement by providing personalized health recommendations, reminders for medications, and real-time monitoring of vital signs. On the provider side, GenAI can save costs by streamlining administrative tasks and improving efficiency, early disease detection, and preventive care. Similarly, knowing the preliminary evidence of GenAI use across health care services is crucial for making informed decisions, ensuring regulatory compliance, building trust, guiding research initiatives, and addressing ethical considerations. This sets the stage for the responsible and effective integration of GenAI into the health care landscape.

The impact of GenAI in health care depends on various factors, including the specific application, quality of data used for training, ethical considerations, and regulatory framework in place. Continuous monitoring, evaluation, and responsible deployment are essential to maximize the positive impact and mitigate potential negative consequences. For instance, artificial intelligence (AI) assists pathologists in diagnosing diseases from pathology slides, leading to faster and more accurate diagnoses and improving patient outcomes [20]. Analysis of oncology literature, clinical trial data, and patient records can help oncologists identify personalized, evidence-based treatment options for patients with cancer, potentially improving treatment decisions [21]. AI has been applied to analyze medical images for conditions such as diabetic retinopathy, aiding in early detection and intervention [22]. AI analyzes clinical and molecular data to help physicians make more informed decisions about cancer treatment and steer them toward personalized and effective therapies [23].

Concerns about using GenAI remain because of algorithmic bias in predictive models that causes discrimination, unequal distribution of health care resources, and exacerbated health disparities [24]. Data privacy and the need for clear guidelines on AI in health care remain a gap, with reported misuse [25]. Misinterpretations or errors in algorithms can lead to incorrect diagnoses, specifically for image readings, which underscores the importance of human oversight in critical health care decisions [26]. Furthermore, implementing and maintaining AI systems can be costly, and overreliance on technology without sufficient human oversight may result in overlooking critical clinical nuances and potentially compromising patient care [27]. Therefore, it is essential to note that the impact of AI on health care is a dynamic and evolving field. Regular updates and scrutiny of the latest research and applications are necessary to understand the positive and negative aspects of GenAI in health care.

Using a literature scoping, review, and synthesis approach in this study, we evaluated the proportionate evidence of using GenAI to assist, guide, and automate clinical service functions. Technologies in general help standardize [28], provide flexibility [29], increase experience and satisfaction through relational benefits [30], induce higher switching costs [31], and enhance the overall quality [32] and value [33] of services. However, high technology may reduce personal touch, trust, and loyalty in service settings [34-38]. Complex technologies may introduce anxiety, confusion, and isolation [39] or disconnection, disruption, and passivity stressors [13] that can erode satisfaction, loyalty, and retention in service settings [28,40-42]. Given the mixed evidence in previous research on the role of technology in services [28,43,44], it is timely to assess to what extent GenAI may even have a role in shaping or disrupting health care services. Overall, the ground realities of the potential for emerging GenAI to benefit health care services rather than just being another knowledge and collation tool need to be assessed and reported to influence further research and practice activities.
Objectives
This study took a deep dive to review and synthesize preliminary evidence on how GenAI is used to assist, guide, and automate activities or functions during clinical service encounters in health care, with plausible indications for differential use. More evidence on the actual use is needed to assert that GenAI plays a considerable role in the digital transformation of health care. Therefore, this study aims to identify how GenAI is used in clinical settings by systematically reviewing preliminary evidence on its applications to assist, guide, and automate clinical activities or functions.

Methods

Article Search and Selection Strategy
This study aims to identify how physicians use GenAI in clinical settings, as evidenced in published studies. The design of this study adheres to the protocols outlined in the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement [45,46]. Figure 1 provides a flowchart of this study’s article search and inclusion process.

We focused our search exclusively on PubMed to ensure the credibility of this study’s medical or clinical service settings. PubMed is part of the National Library of Medicine and a trusted national source of peer-reviewed publications on medical devices, software applications, and techniques used in the clinical setting. We performed keyword searches to retrieve relevant GenAI publications in PubMed that used “artificial intelligence” anywhere in the text of the article written in English. The sampling period of the publications was from January 1, 2020, to May 31, 2023. The search yielded 42,459 results in the first round of identification of articles for evaluation.

Within PubMed’s classification system for articles, we used the “article type” that described the material presented in the article (e.g., review, clinical trial, retracted publication, or letter). We
used this article type feature in the PubMed classification system to identify peer-reviewed articles and other relevant types of publications that are pertinent to our study. A total of 52.02% (22,086/42,459) of the returned articles did not have an article type assigned from the 75 article types in PubMed’s classification system and were excluded from the study sample. We included clinical, multicenter, case report, news, evaluation, and validation studies. We excluded article types that were out of scope, such as uncategorized articles, government-funded studies, reviews, editorials, errata, opinion articles, nonscientific articles, retracted publications, and supplementary files. We also excluded preprint article types that were unlikely to have attracted attention. Errata or retracted publications (404/42,459, 0.95%), supplementary files (117/42,459, 0.28%), and 50 article types that had too few search returns (243/42,459, 0.57%) were also excluded.

The screening stage excluded review articles (6732/42,459, 15.86%) with an objective that was neither aligned with nor redundant to this study’s goal. Opinion articles such as editorials, letters, and commentaries were excluded (2455/42,459, 5.78%). Articles whose funding came from the government or a government agency were not considered because of a conflict of interest for the researchers of the evaluated study (8936/42,459, 21.05%), and preprint articles (77/42,459, 0.2%) were excluded because of lack of availability to the public. We also considered the full text availability of the article, and 32.39% (490/1513) of the articles were excluded in the eligibility stage.

The resulting set of records included 1023 publications. To ensure the credibility of the publication source, we used CiteScore (Elsevier) [47] as a citation index to remove publication sources whose influence is limited. Any publication source whose citation index was unavailable or <10 was removed, resulting in 268 records.

In total, 2 raters, 1 author (DY) and 1 graduate assistant (BB), evaluated 161 articles. The 2 raters’ agreement was 91.93%, and the expected agreement was 82.99%. The κ score was 0.5252 (SE 0.0544; Z score=9.66; probability>Z score=0.0000). The author and the graduate student performed manual coding by reading the paper’s title, abstract, and introduction paragraph to gain a preliminary understanding of the study. After reading the abstract and introduction paragraph, each rater classified each article according to the definition of the 3 classes. For articles that were difficult to understand, the rater read the article further to gain a better understanding of the article. We defined clinical service settings to include the life cycle of physician encounters with patients for the diagnosis, prognosis, and management of health conditions. The research and development of drug discovery, for instance, was not considered. This process eliminated 107 records. The final data set of articles considered for this study was 161.

**Ethical Considerations**

The data collected for this study were obtained from publicly available sources. The study did not involve any interaction with users. Therefore, ethics approval was not required for this study.

**Data Extraction and Categorization Process**

We adopted a modified thematic synthesis approach for data analysis that involved coding the text, developing descriptive themes, and generating analytical themes [48]. Initially, each author coded each line of text extracted from the articles, assigning it to different dimensions. This line-by-line coding process facilitated identifying and capturing critical article information and concepts. Next, each author developed descriptive themes by grouping related codes and identifying common patterns or topics emerging from the coded data. These descriptive themes provided a broad overview of the various aspects of AI in the clinical service context. Building on the descriptive themes, each author generated analytical pieces to deepen the understanding and interpretation of the data. The analytical themes involved exploring relationships, connections, and implications within and across the articles, allowing for the extraction of meaningful insights.

Throughout the analysis process, all the authors engaged in extensive discussions to refine and finalize the results of the thematic synthesis. By collectively examining and interpreting the data, the research team ensured the robustness and reliability of the synthesized findings. Similar dimensions were then merged to generate the following 3 meaningful dimensions (assist, guide, and automate) and for relevance to the study objectives, as shown in Textbox 1. The researchers manually coded each article into several groups. They then tried to synthesize them into 1 of the 3 categories of assist, guide, and automate by looking at the title, abstract, and introduction (where applicable).
**Textbox 1. Use of generative artificial intelligence tools and applications in clinical services in the reviewed articles (N=161).**

**Assist**
- Improve diagnostic accuracy or reduce error by accessing knowledge during clinical services (141/161, 87.6%) [49-96]
- Activities:
  - Disease detection (19/161, 11.8%) [58,63,67,69,71,73,77,90,97-107]
  - Diagnosis (14/161, 8.7%) [100,108-120]
  - Screening (12/161, 7.5%) [65,86,87,93,121-128]
- Service areas:
  - Radiology (17/161, 10.6%) [49-63,65,66]
  - Cardiology (12/161, 7.5%) [67-72,74,76-79,129]
  - Gastrointestinal medicine (4/161, 2.5%) [81-84]
  - Diabetes (6/161, 3.7%) [86-91]
- Approaches and methods:
  - Machine learning (9/161, 5.6%) [53,55,83,91,110,146-149]
  - Image analysis (13/161, 8.1%) [68,88,104,110,111,114,116,119,133,135,138,150,151]

**Guide**
- Recommend treatment options, step-by-step instructions, or checklists to improve clinical services (13/161, 8.1%) [64,80,85,96,152-160]
- Personalized treatment plans (1/161, 0.6%) [64]
- Monitoring and managing (1/161, 0.6%) [96]

**Automate**
- Minimize or eliminate human provider involvement in clinical services or follow-ups (7/161, 4.3%) [94,95,161-165]

In addition to manual coding by human researchers, we used ChatGPT (version 3.5; OpenAI) for automatic coding. ChatGPT-3.5 was used for speed and cost. ChatGPT-4 is less accessible to users who do not have the funds to pay for its monthly subscription. ChatGPT-3.5 training used one-shot learning using the standard user interface with the “foundational” mode, and no fine-tuning was performed. Future studies may use focused data sets for fine-tuning to improve classification accuracy. However, our study demonstrates that classification accuracy is high and robust even without fine-tuning. This procedure was implemented to check for any subjective bias and demonstrate AI’s potential use to complement the human coding process. The abstracts and introductions of these 161 articles were fed into ChatGPT using in-context or a few short learning processes that fine-tune a pair of domain-specific inputs and outputs to train, thereby enhancing the relevance and accuracy of ChatGPT’s automated coding output [166,167].

For instance, a sample of input we used in the study was the abstract, which summarizes the article. The output is the categories identified by the experts. ChatGPT learns how to code a set of articles by repeating the pair of inputs and outputs. One-shot learning, which consists of a single pair of inputs and outputs in general, performs as well as >2 samples and zero-shot learning. The benefits of in-context learning (ICL) in ChatGPT include enhanced relevance, where the foundational model becomes better at generating content for domain-specific tasks without additional training of the full model; controlled output such as developing a single word matching the desired coding category or variable; and reduced biases inherent in manual coding. We used the definitions provided in Textbox 1 to train and restrict ChatGPT to choose only 1 of the 3 use-case categories. We further compared ChatGPT’s classification with expert coding and found a high level of agreement between the 2, with a $\kappa$ score of 0.94.

As mentioned previously, the manual coding process involved the raters coding and evaluating each article. After each rater coded the article, the results were compared and discussed to further refine the classification definition and derive consensus on the final assignment of the article classification. This “gold standard” classification was compared with automatic coding performed by ChatGPT (version 3.5). Automatic coding was performed by ChatGPT-3.5. Classification training was performed using one-shot ICL. ChatGPT learns how to classify articles by being fed a pair of articles and classification labels. For example, a user can feed a prompt or use control tokens to indicate an article abstract and the label associated with the article. In our context, 3 articles and labels were fed to the interface. After this initial prompt session of training on 3 classification labels, subsequent interactions of providing only.
the article abstract with a prompt asking for a class label would return ChatGPT’s prompt completion. Alternatively, training could involve >1 example of the article and its label, which would then be called few-shot learning. To summarize, 161 articles were coded by ChatGPT-3.5 based on a single instance of ICL.

Results
Findings From the Synthesis on the Use of GenAI to Assist in Different Aspects of Health Care Services
GenAI can improve clinical services in 3 ways. First, of the 161 articles, 141 (87.6%) reported using GenAI to assist services through knowledge access, collation, and filtering. The assistance of GenAI was used for disease detection (19/161, 11.8%) [58,63,67,69,71,73,77,90,97-107], diagnosis (14/161, 8.7%) [100,108-120], and screening processes (12/161, 7.5%) [65,86,87,93,121-127,168,169] in the areas of radiology (17/161, 10.6%) [49-63,65,66], cardiology (12/161, 7.5%) [67-72,74,76-79,129], gastrointestinal medicine (4/161, 2.5%) [81-84], and diabetes (6/161, 3.7%) [86-91]. Thus, although the use of GenAI has percolated across almost all disease-relevant and main service–relevant areas in health care, it is mainly for assisting through knowledge access, collation, and filtering.

The use of GenAI in disease diagnosis has long-term implications. For instance, identifying “referrable” diabetic retinopathy using routinely collected data would help in population health planning and prevention [86-90]; however, rigorous testing and validation of the applications are critical before clinical implementation [94]. Similarly, using GenAI in remote care helps improve glycemia and weight loss [95], yet challenges related to variable patient uptake and increased clinician participation necessitated by shared decision-making must be considered [96]. In radiology services, prediction models using deep learning and machine learning methods for predictive accuracy and as diagnostic aids have shown potential, and natural language processing has been used to improve readability by generating captions; however, studies report using high-quality images, highlighting the need for a future standardized pipeline for data collection and imaging detection.

In cardiology, AI analysis allows for early detection, population-level screening, and automated evaluation. It expands the reach of electrocardiography to clinical settings in which immediate interrogation of anatomy and cardiac function is needed and to locations with limited resources [67-69,71,73-75,95]. Nevertheless, there is evidence suggesting that integrating AI with patient data, including social determinants of health, enables disease prediction and early disease identification, which could lead to more precise and timely diagnoses, improving patient outcomes.

GenAI aids in diagnostic accuracy, although its focus on higher value creation in health care is limited. The articles in this review reported that they used deep learning (34/161, 21.1%) [49,59,60,62,63,65,68,71,79,89,100,107,108,111,115,123,125,127,130-145], machine learning (9/161, 5.6%) [53,55,83,91,110,146-149], and image analysis approaches of GenAI during the assistance process (13/161, 8.1%). Knowledge access using GenAI has the potential to enable more options and flexibility in serving patients.

Evidence of GenAI Use for Guiding or Automation Services
Only 8.1% (13/161) of the studies provided insights into how GenAI is used to guide some services by seeking recommended treatment options, step-by-step instructions, or checklists to improve clinical services [64,80,85,96,152-160]. Of the 161 studies, 1 (0.6%) study sought personalized treatment plans and discussed monitored and managed service processes using GenAI [96]. Although this use category is nascent, GenAI can help provide speed efficiency and customized solutions in health services as in other contexts [37,127,170].

Finally, only 4.3% (7/161) of the articles indicated the use of GenAI to automate any service functions that could minimize or eliminate human provider involvement. When used appropriately, automation provides a predictable, reliable, and faster experience everywhere, every time for all customers, which will be a standardized way to provide several health care services [94,95,161-165].

The use of GenAI in some instances of service automation and guidance may be in its infancy but is encouraging. Providers are trying to explore unique ways to use AI, which requires a set of steps such as understanding the current workflow and the changes needed or aspirational workflows and aligning or designing GenAI to help in the workflow. This is similar to modifying restaurant food delivery options to suit drive-in rather than sit-in options. The providers need some work to fully automate, streamline, or re-engineer the service functions using GenAI in the future.

Summary of Findings
To summarize our findings, in this study, we conducted a systematic scoping review of the literature on how GenAI is used in clinical settings by synthesizing evidence on its application to assist, guide, and automate clinical activities and functions. Of the 161 articles, 141 (87.6%) reported using GenAI to assist services through knowledge access, collation, and filtering. The assistance of GenAI was used for disease detection (19/161, 11.8%), diagnosis (14/161, 8.7%), and screening processes (12/161, 7.5%) in the areas of radiology (17/161, 10.6%), cardiology (12/161, 7.5%), gastrointestinal medicine (4/161, 2.5%), and diabetes (6/161, 3.7%) [86-91]. Thus, we conclude that GenAI mainly informs rather than assisting and automating service functions. Presumably, the potential in clinical service is there, but it has yet to be actualized for GenAI.

Robustness Check Using Additional Database Search
To ensure the comprehensiveness and robustness of our findings, we expanded the search to Web of Science using similar keywords and strategies (suggested by the review team). We used the same keyword, “artificial intelligence,” in all text fields over the sampling period between January 1, 2020, and November 27, 2023. Our search was restricted to peer-reviewed academic journal articles written in English. We used the Web of Science–provided “Highly Cited Papers” criterion as a
filtering mechanism to follow influential papers. Given the nonclinical context of the journals in the database, we believe that filtering based on the article’s importance is reasonable. Initial search results included 1958 articles from the Web of Science Core Collection. The preliminary analysis of the annual breakdown comprised 414 articles in 2023, a total of 651 articles in 2022, a total of 519 articles in 2021, and a total of 374 articles in 2020. The search results were further reduced by removing PubMed articles for redundancy, resulting in 1221 articles.

Next, Web of Science journals include medical, nonmedical, and other clinical journals. Thus, we used simple keywords for filtering nonmedical and clinical contexts. We used the keywords “medical” and “health” mentioned in the abstract, which led to 133 articles. Finally, we read the abstracts and titles to exclude survey or meta-review and nonclinical studies. This process further narrowed down the selection to 51 relevant articles. Using ChatGPT-3.5 on November 27, 2023, we applied one-shot learning by providing 3 class definitions. We asked ChatGPT-3.5 to classify the article’s abstract, with 63% (32/51) in the assist category, 29% (15/51) in the guide category, and 8% (4/51) in the automated category. Diagnostic assistance articles dominated similar to the results from PubMed. However, the other categories—prescriptive guidance and clinical service recommendations—were slightly higher. This difference is explained by the nonmedical and clinical nature of the journals included in the database. The “applied” nature of the journals is more likely to explore prescriptive guidance and clinical service recommendation use cases.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study asked RQs about how GenAI is used, with evidence, to shape health care services. It showed that 11.8% (19/161) of the studies were on automation and guidance, whereas 87.6% (141/161) reflected the assist role of GenAI. These findings are essential to discuss and distinguish between the optimism and actual use of GenAI in health care.

Study Implications

The aspiration that GenAI has the potential to change health care significantly needs a careful revisit. Health care organizations need to assess the actual ground use for GenAI and prepare for and understand the exciting possibilities with a cautious approach rather than overly high expectations. Concerns related to the cost, privacy, misuse, and regulatory aspects of implementing and using GenAI [24-26] will become more pronounced, particularly when there is a perceived overreliance without clear promising results or actual practical use [26].

The literature synthesis in this study suggests that GenAI is mainly used for screening and diagnostic purposes using knowledge access; diagnostic processes such as predicted disease outcomes, survival, or disease classification; and improvement of the accuracy of diagnosis. This solves the problem of knowledge being available and accessible in time in a well-articulated manner to provide or render the services. This could help health care providers make more accurate and timely diagnoses, leading to earlier treatment and better patient outcomes. Such knowledge distillation helps improve diagnostic accuracy through GenAI, which can provide enough knowledge to physicians during service encounters; however, this is not hugely oriented toward higher value creation in health care.

The research synthesis also suggests that there has been some use of GenAI during different steps and aspects of guiding the service delivery processes. Still, such use could be more encouraging and significant across the board. Plausibly, GenAI can analyze large amounts of disparate data from patients to suggest personalized medicine—which may help in treatment plans for individuals. Service delivery needs some guidance or step-by-step help to be efficient and meet the duration or time requirements to render the clinical service on time, which GenAI may solve. However, we have not yet found strong evidence for such use by any health system.

Currently, the automation of service functions using GenAI has only seen minimal instances and is yet to see widespread implementation. Automation helps offset some manual activities. However, automation may help in service functions’ cost, efficiency, and flexibility while maintaining some standards across similar services.

Similarly, although we did not consider this area in the synthesis as it was out of the scope of services, GenAI can also be used in drug development and clinical trial pathways—a value proposition yet to be seen in practice. However, we do not undermine that many laboratories and pharmaceutical companies have used machine learning and AI tools and techniques in drug development and clinical trials. However, reported commercial GenAI use has not come to the limelight.

Some other plausible uses of GenAI in health care include managing supply chain data, managing medical equipment assets, maintaining gadgets and equipment, and building a robust intelligent information infrastructure to support several other activities. For example, active efforts are being undertaken to incorporate GenAI, especially in administrative use cases such as the In Basket patient messaging applications. However, assessing the clinical accuracy of such tools remains a concern.

In addition, we must incorporate user-centered design and sociotechnical frameworks into designing and building GenAI for health care use cases, for instance, to explore how GenAI can prevent a common pitfall of developing models opportunistically—based on data availability or end-point labels, adopting a user-centered design framework is vital for GenAI tools [171]. Similarly, scientific or research-oriented use of GenAI for knowledge search, articulation, or synthesis is helpful [172]. However, how far that will translate to the transformative clinical health care delivery processes while creating higher-order organizational capabilities to create value remains a concern [173].

Limitations of the Study and Scope for Future Research

Several limitations and constraints affect the interpretation and generalizability of the findings of this study. Some of these limitations indicate the need for future research in relevant areas that we discuss further. First, the study’s findings were...
constrained by the availability of relevant and high-quality publications and the exclusion of preprints and unpublished data to limit the specifically designed scope of the study on using GenAI in health care clinical services, which influences the comprehensiveness and accuracy of the review. There also might be a tendency for studies with positive or significant results to be published, leading to a potential publication bias. In addition, harmful or neutral findings may not be adequately represented in the review, influencing the overall assessment of GenAI's effectiveness in health care. Research should focus on patient-centered outcomes, including patient satisfaction and engagement and the impact of GenAI on the patient-provider relationship. Understanding the patient perspective is crucial for successfully integrating AI technologies into health care.

Second, the field of GenAI in health care is rapidly advancing, and new technologies and applications are continuously emerging. The findings of this study might not capture the most recent developments, and the conclusions of this study may become outdated quickly, specifically when some technologies have the potential to be adopted beyond institutional mechanisms, such as using GenAI mobile apps to scan images for retinopathy. Furthermore, an in-depth analysis of specific GenAI applications may open newer directions, and future research should focus on specific GenAI applications to provide detailed insights into their effectiveness and limitations. This could include applications such as diagnostic tools, treatment planning algorithms, and predictive analytics. Such heterogeneity of GenAI in health care encompasses a wide range of applications, and investigating these could make it challenging to draw overarching conclusions about GenAI’s impact on clinical services.

Third, this review may not comprehensively address ethical considerations and potential biases in the use of GenAI in health care. Ethical issues related to data privacy, algorithmic bias, and the responsible deployment of AI technologies may require more in-depth exploration. Future research should systematically explore the ethical considerations associated with GenAI use in health care. This includes issues related to data privacy, consent, transparency, and the ethical deployment of AI algorithms in clinical settings. Finally, more data, papers, articles, and longitudinal developments on some applications may enrich this study and enhance its current limited generalizability. Longitudinal studies are needed to track the impact of GenAI in health care over an extended period. This will help researchers understand the sustained effects, identify potential challenges that may arise over time, and assess the scalability and adaptability of these technologies.

Future studies could undertake comparative effectiveness research to assess how GenAI compares with traditional approaches in health care. Understanding the relative advantages and disadvantages will contribute to evidence-based decision-making. In addition, it is not clear what and how to measure the GenAI applications’ effectiveness in clinical services, leading to a call for standardized study metrics that can incorporate outcome measures and evaluation frameworks. Future research should investigate how the integration of GenAI into clinical health care services affects the workflow of health care providers. This includes understanding the time savings, challenges, and potential improvements in decision-making processes. By addressing these areas, future research can contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the role, challenges, and potential benefits of GenAI in clinical health care services.

Actionable Policy and Practice Recommendations
The proliferation of technology often outpaces the development of appropriate regulatory and policy frameworks that are necessary for guiding proper dissemination. Our call is that, given that GenAI is emerging, policy agencies and health care organizations play a role in proactively guiding the use of GenAI in health care organizations.

What are some actionable steps for stakeholders, including health care organizations and policy makers, to navigate the integration of GenAI in health care? For health care organizations, the steps may include conducting a technology assessment vis-à-vis goals to achieve outcomes from GenAI. Evaluating the existing infrastructure and technological capabilities within the health care organization to determine readiness for GenAI integration is a first step. This will provide an understanding of the current state of technology and ensure that the necessary upgrades or modifications can be implemented to support GenAI applications, thus garnering the benefits of GenAI.

The second step is to invest in staff training and education through the development of training programs to enhance the skills of health care professionals in understanding and using GenAI technologies. Well-trained staff is essential for the effective and ethical implementation of GenAI, fostering a culture of continuous learning and adaptability. Third, health care organizations need to develop and communicate clear protocols and guidelines for the use of GenAI in different health care services, outlining ethical considerations, data privacy measures, and accountability standards. Transparent protocols help ensure the responsible and standardized use of GenAI, fostering trust among health care professionals and patients.

Fourth, health care organizations need to engage in research on GenAI through collaboration with research institutions and industry partners to participate actively in studies evaluating the effectiveness and impact of GenAI applications in specific health care domains. Involvement in research contributes to the evidence base, informs best practices, and positions the organization as a leader in health care innovation. Finally, as mentioned previously, implementing the gradual integration of GenAI rather than jumping into irrational decisions is a caution. All health systems need to gradually plan and introduce GenAI technologies, starting with pilot programs in specific departments or use cases. Gradual integration allows for careful monitoring of performance, identification of potential challenges, and iterative improvement before broader implementation.

For policy makers, much work must be done at the regulatory framework level to realize GenAI better. Policy makers must establish clear and adaptive regulatory frameworks that address the unique challenges GenAI poses in health care, ensuring patient safety, data privacy, and ethical use. There is a concern...
that bias in GenAI algorithms could lead to discrimination in care delivery across patients, and the role of policy guidelines in this aspect to train and use GenAI appropriately is critical. Policy frameworks must be developed to ensure less risk, safe and ethical use, and responsible effectiveness of GenAI. Policy and industry partnerships among experts to determine relevant frameworks are vital to guide the future of GenAI to help transform health care. Robust regulations will provide a foundation for the responsible and standardized integration of GenAI technologies. An underlying challenge of GenAI is integrating it across different legacy IT systems, which involves developing and adopting interoperability standards to ensure seamless communication and data exchange between different GenAI applications and existing health care systems. Interoperability enhances efficiency, reduces redundancy, and facilitates the integration of diverse GenAI solutions. In this process, creating incentives for responsible innovation for ethical considerations and the continuous improvement of GenAI applications will drive a culture of responsibility and quality improvement, aligning technological advancements with societal needs.

Policy-level efforts also need to be oriented to allocate resources to enhance health care infrastructure, including robust connectivity and data storage capabilities, to support the data-intensive nature of GenAI applications. Adequate infrastructure is crucial for the reliable and secure functioning of GenAI in health care. Many of these enhancements may require collaboration between public health care systems, private organizations, and academia to leverage collective expertise and resources for GenAI research, development, and implementation. Finally, policies that address potential biases in GenAI applications and ensure equitable access to these technologies across diverse populations are necessary to help with proactive measures to prevent the exacerbation of existing health care disparities through the adoption of GenAI.

Conclusions

GenAI is both a tool and a complex technology. Complexity is the basis for GenAI, and thus, the use of GenAI in health care creates a set of unparalleled challenges. GenAI is costly to implement and integrate across all aspects of a health system [174]. In envisioning the future of GenAI in health care, we glimpse a transformative landscape in which technology and compassion converge for the betterment of humanity. As we stand at the intersection of innovation and responsibility, the prospect of GenAI holds immense promise in revolutionizing health care, shaping a future in which personalized, efficient, and equitable clinical services are not just aspirations but tangible realities. Our vision embraces a symbiotic relationship between technology and human touch, recognizing that the power of GenAI lies not only in its computational prowess but also in its potential to amplify the capabilities of health care professionals. Picture a world in which diagnostic accuracy is elevated, treatment plans are truly personalized, and each patient’s journey is marked by precision and empathy.

Crucially, this vision hinges on responsible adoption. We envisage a future in which regulatory frameworks ensure the ethical use of GenAI, safeguard patient privacy, and uphold the principles of equity. It is a future in which interdisciplinary collaboration flourishes, bridging the expertise of health care providers, policy makers, technologists, and ethicists to navigate the complexities of this evolving landscape.

In the future, the impact of AI on human lives will be profound. Patients experience a health care system that not only heals but also understands, a system in which the integration of GenAI contributes to quicker diagnoses, more effective treatments, and improved outcomes. The human experience is at the forefront—GenAI becomes a tool for health care professionals to better connect with patients and spend more time understanding their unique needs, fears, and hopes. As we embark on this journey, it is crucial to remember that the heart of health care lies in the compassion, empathy, and wisdom of its human stewards. GenAI catalyzes empowerment, freeing health care professionals from mundane tasks to engage in meaningful interactions. It fosters a health care culture in which technology serves humanity, and the collective mission is to enhance the quality of care and life.

In embracing this vision, we are not just architects of technological progress but also custodians of a future in which GenAI and human touch coalesce to redefine health care possibilities. Let our strides be guided by a commitment to responsible innovation, a dedication to inclusivity, and an unwavering focus on the well-being of those we serve. The future of GenAI in health care is not just a scientific evolution, but it is a narrative of healing; compassion; and a shared commitment to a healthier, more humane world. However, without enough evidence, we are skeptical about the current euphoria regarding GenAI in health care.

This systematic narrative review of the preliminary evidence of using GenAI in health care clinical services provides valuable insights into the evolving landscape of AI applications in health care. The existing literature synthesis reveals promising advancements and critical considerations for integrating GenAI into clinical settings. The positive evidence underscores the potential of GenAI to revolutionize health care by offering personalized treatment plans, enhancing diagnostic accuracy, and contributing to the development of innovative therapeutic solutions. The applications of GenAI in areas such as pathology assistance, oncology decision support, and medical imaging interpretation showcase its capacity to augment health care professionals’ capabilities and improve patient outcomes.

However, this review also highlights several limitations and challenges that warrant careful consideration. Issues such as the quality of available data, the rapid pace of technological evolution, and the potential for algorithmic bias highlight the complexities associated with adopting GenAI in health care. Ethical concerns, data privacy considerations, and the need for transparent guidelines underscore the importance of a thoughtful and measured approach to integration.

As we navigate the preliminary evidence, it becomes evident that a collaborative effort is required among health care organizations, policy makers, researchers, and technology developers. Establishing clear regulatory frameworks, fostering interdisciplinary collaboration, and prioritizing ethical considerations are crucial steps in ensuring the responsible
deployment of GenAI. Addressing the identified limitations through targeted research initiatives, ongoing evaluation, and continuous improvement will be essential for maximizing the benefits of GenAI while mitigating potential risks.

Moving forward, it is imperative to recognize that integrating GenAI into health care is dynamic and evolving. Future research should focus on refining our understanding of the long-term impact, patient-centered outcomes, and scalability of GenAI applications. By collectively addressing the challenges outlined in this review, stakeholders can contribute to a health care landscape in which GenAI is a powerful ally in delivering personalized, efficient, and equitable clinical services.
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Abstract

Background: Physicians are hesitant to forgo the opportunity of entering unstructured clinical notes for structured data entry in electronic health records. Does free text increase informational value in comparison with structured data?

Objective: This study aims to compare information from unstructured text-based chief complaints harvested and processed by a natural language processing (NLP) algorithm with clinician-entered structured diagnoses in terms of their potential utility for automated improvement of patient workflows.

Methods: Electronic health records of 293,298 patient visits at the emergency department of a Swiss university hospital from January 2014 to October 2021 were analyzed. Using emergency department overcrowding as a case in point, we compared supervised NLP-based keyword dictionaries of symptom clusters from unstructured clinical notes and clinician-entered chief complaints from a structured drop-down menu with the following 2 outcomes: hospitalization and high Emergency Severity Index (ESI) score.

Results: Of 12 symptom clusters, the NLP cluster was substantial in predicting hospitalization in 11 (92%) clusters; 8 (67%) clusters remained significant even after controlling for the cluster of clinician-determined chief complaints in the model. All 12 NLP symptom clusters were significant in predicting a low ESI score, of which 9 (75%) remained significant when controlling for clinician-determined chief complaints. The correlation between NLP clusters and chief complaints was low (r = −0.04 to 0.6), indicating complementarity of information.

Conclusions: The NLP-derived features and clinicians’ knowledge were complementary in explaining patient outcome heterogeneity. They can provide an efficient approach to patient flow management, for example, in an emergency medicine setting. We further demonstrated the feasibility of creating extensive and precise keyword dictionaries with NLP by medical experts without requiring programming knowledge. Using the dictionary, we could classify short and unstructured clinical texts into diagnostic categories defined by the clinician.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e49007) doi:10.2196/49007
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Introduction

Organizational challenges, such as overcrowding in emergency departments (EDs), directly impact patient outcomes. The digitization of health records offers an opportunity to integrate artificial intelligence (AI) into patient management. However, health care workers often prefer to write unstructured text rather than entering structured data [1,2]. This raises the question of how future electronic health records (EHRs) should be designed: what additional value does free text provide?

We propose adding an additional dimension alongside the classic predictive task performed with text—inferring things from text entries. Most studies using text analysis with patient records show promising results in predicting patient outcomes, such as in-hospital mortality, unplanned re-admission after 30 days, and prolonged length of hospital stay [3,4]. The benefits of unstructured text in EHRs for the improvement of prediction models have been demonstrated, as underscored by the extensive review by Seinen et al [5]. Indeed, 20% of the trials that were reported were conducted within a hospital ED environment. However, the analysis of the reported studies focused on demonstrating an improvement in predicting clinical outcomes, such as death or rehospitalization. We extend this approach by using the text not primarily to predict outcomes but to explain the correlation of patient subgroups with clinical outcomes. For instance, we show if certain symptoms documented in the ED triage are associated with a higher probability of an inpatient stay. Our results indicate that the information captured by clinical text-based notes is complementary to traditional structured data and can provide clinicians with valuable information about patients.

Overcrowding in the ED is an important case in point where AI supporting the optimization of patient workflows may substantially improve outcomes. It is a recognized challenge facing many EDs worldwide [6,7], adversely impacting patient outcomes [8]. These negative effects are evident during ED resource overload, such as during the COVID-19 pandemic [9]. More recently, senior public health officials in England have attributed up to 500 excess deaths per week during the recent winter months to delays caused by National Health Service capacity constraints [10,11]. Therefore, electronically enabled targeted patient selection could help speed up triage and reduce ED overcrowding. However, the optimal structure of EHRs remains controversial, particularly because clinicians tend to prefer the flexibility of entering unstructured text to structured data entry [12].

By comparing data extracted from 2 fields—1 derived from a structured drop-down menu indicating leading symptoms for ED admission and the other containing unstructured text—we can demonstrate that free text contains additional information beyond structured data and that these 2 types of data complement each other. With our semisupervised topic allocation method, we demonstrate the ability to capture more comprehensive information about a patient’s symptom cluster compared with relying solely on a manually attributed single chief complaint. Moreover, we present a transparent approach for extracting topics from short clinical texts based on natural language processing (NLP)—supported annotated clinical libraries, which can be fed into predictive models. In addition to being transparent, our method is language independent and easy to implement for clinical researchers (although the dictionaries we constructed are in German, researchers can easily use our method to construct their own topic dictionaries in any language).

Our approach is based on constructing a dictionary with keywords that define a topic. In contrast to dictionary approaches, unsupervised topic models, such as the latent Dirichlet allocation [13], are often used. However, finding topics in short-text samples using these models is challenging [14]. Moreover, unsupervised models might not capture topics that are of interest to the researcher because these models only generate topics based on their statistical difference. For instance, it could be that latent Dirichlet allocation defines topics based on words about the age and gender of the patients because these are the most distinctive features. However, the researcher may be interested in the diagnosis, which is more challenging to classify.

In contrast, supervised machine learning methods require creating a manually classified training data set. The algorithm learns how to classify future data into topics based on the training set. When dealing with a high volume of topics, both human classification and the algorithm’s training run the risk of creating noise. Similarly, regression approaches for supervised classifications are not suitable for many topics. Therefore, we chose a dictionary approach based on keywords. To facilitate the selection of the keywords, we developed a preselection of words based on a measure of their semantic similarity. As our presorting of words uses word embeddings, we consider our approach as a hybrid between dictionary- and machine learning–based approaches [15].

Our approach, combined with clinical notes, allow us to address 2 questions:

- What additional information does the free text provide on the patient being admitted compared with the suspected diagnosis from the drop-down menu?
- Could this additional information be useful for clinical or organizational purposes?

Methods

Data

We used data from the ED’s admission report. Figure 1 provides a contextual representation of this data type in relation to patient flow and other documents associated with patients. In step 1, patients present themselves at the ED and are admitted in the ED triage and other documents associated with patients. In step 1, patients present themselves at the ED and are admitted in the system. A medical professional conducts the triage by quickly assessing the main symptoms and their severity using the Emergency Severity Index (ESI) score, resulting in an admission report. This report is for the internal patient management within the ED and contains basic patient information (age, gender, and so on) along with the chief complaints and symptoms.

After a waiting time (which depends on the triage score), the patient receives primary care from a medical professional, which
is documented in the ED report. The ED report summarizes the patient’s entire stay at the ED and is issued at the end of the patient care from the ED. In the third step, the patient is either discharged into ambulatory care (which does not create any further documents) or is transferred to inpatient care, which results in the classic medical records.

Figure 1. Patient flow in emergency department (ED) and associated reports.

For our analysis, we used the first type of document: the internal ED admission report. Unlike the other types of documents, this report is issued before treatment and provides an opportunity to manage patient flow. Although the ED report from step 2 could also be used for inpatient management, this proves challenging in practice because inpatient care is very heterogeneous and depends on many factors, including different organizational structures in every hospital department. In contrast, the ED admission reports can be used for homogeneous organization within the ED.

Our initial data set contained 293,298 patient visits to the ED of the University Hospital of Zurich, Switzerland, from January 1, 2014, to October 31, 2021 (in German; received in the Excel [Microsoft Corporation] format). For each visit, the data set includes a short text from the triage with the patient’s symptoms, along with our 2 outcomes of interest (triage score “ESI,” which we further explain below, and type of discharge), basic patient characteristics (patient visit pseudo ID, age, gender, admission type [self, ambulance, or police], and admission reason [accident or illness]), ED organizational variables (average number of patients in ED; average patient waiting time; night, late, or early shift; and treating ED team [internal medicine, surgery, neurology, neurosurgery, or psychiatry]), and the visit’s time stamp. The summary statistics of these variables are presented in Table 1.

After excluding cases with no records in the string variable “suspected diagnosis” on admission on which NLP analysis was to be performed, the data set comprised 256,329 (87.4%) of the initial data set of 293,298 patient visits. We only used 2019 to 2021 for comparison as these visits had a recorded chief complaint, reducing the data set to the final sample of 52,222 patient visits. Patients directly admitted to the shock room (ie, ESI score=1) were not considered in our analysis, as no additional triage was performed upon admission. The data structure of our analysis is summarized in Figure 2, and the recorded variables are presented in Textbox 1.

The ESI is an internationally established 5-level triage algorithm widely used in EDs and is based on the acuity as well as the resource intensity of anticipated emergency care, with level 1 denoting acute life-threatening conditions, such as massive trauma warranting immediate, life-saving care, and level 5 denoting non–time-critical conditions of low complexity [13]. Cases triaged as ESI 4 or 5 (approximately 16% of patients) are usually fast-tracked to specialized treatment rooms because the medical resources required to treat these patients are low, and thus, they can be managed in parallel by a dedicated team, which reduces ED congestion. ESI 2 or 3 typically require a more thorough workup. Hence, for the outcome variable “low ESI,” we decided to set the cutoff at ESI<4, that is, patients with “low ESI” had been triaged with a score of 2 or 3. Furthermore, the data set included free-text fields (strings), namely, the suspected diagnosis at admission and the diagnosis at discharge.

In the admission process, the clinician performing triage records the patient’s symptoms in written form in 2 to 3 sentences. The purpose of this free text is to preregister the patient in the ED and enable all team members to become aware of the impending clinical problems. To our knowledge, all the larger EDs in German-speaking countries with full EHR note the reason for admission in the form of a short, unstructured text upon notification of a pending ED admission.

From May 28, 2019, onward, the symptoms were additionally recorded as so-called chief complaints from a drop-down menu (ordinal variable). The difference between the free text and the chief complaint was that the chief complaint was a fixed category selected from a drop-down menu and was primarily intended to serve administrative and statistical purposes, that is, to allow for post hoc analysis of the patient composition of the ED.

During the entire study period, the list of chief complaints (n=99) varied over time or contained doublets, which we grouped into 58 symptom topics. For patient visits with a
selected chief complaint from the drop-down option “Diverse,” it was unclear if a leading symptom had been attributed at triage; hence, we did not include them in the list of chief complaints (referred to as lead symptoms [LS]). Furthermore, we grouped 5 chief complaints with very low occurrences, such as “drowning accident” or “flu vaccine,” into our class “diverse.” However, we did not use this group in further analysis because of the heterogeneity of the symptoms included. The lead symptom topics were then aggregated into 12 clusters by the authors according to clinical judgment. The complete list of LS can be found in Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

A total of 65 variables from 2014 to 2018 and 69 variables from 2019 to 2021 (including the chief complaint) were recorded in the initial data set. A total of 65 variables from 2014 to 2018 were constant throughout 2014 to 2021 and were retained for preprocessing. The final data table used for the analysis contained the variables listed in Table 1, in addition to the patient ID, year and weekday of the consultation derived from the admission time stamp, the treating ED team (internal medicine, surgery, neurology, or psychiatry), as well as the LS clusters from the drop-down menu and the NLP-extracted topic clusters that were obtained from the field “suspected diagnoses,” discussed in detail in Analysis: Topic Allocation section. In addition, the table contained the outcomes “inpatient” and “ESI score<4” as binary variables. Two further outcomes were considered, namely, readmission within 30 days and waiting time>30 minutes, but were discarded owing to doubts regarding the quality and consistency of the entered data. We retained the outcomes “inpatient” and “ESI score<4” owing to their direct association with the immediacy of the outcome in the patient pathway within the ED, ensuring robust data quality.

Table 1. Summary statistics of the patient population (n=52,222)\textsuperscript{a}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y), mean (SD)</td>
<td>46.5 (19.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, n (%)</td>
<td>23,782 (45.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Severity Index score (out of 5), mean (SD)</td>
<td>3.3 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast track, n (%)</td>
<td>8264 (15.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients in the emergency department, mean (SD)</td>
<td>19.8 (8.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early shift, n (%)</td>
<td>21,644 (41.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With emergency medical service, n (%)</td>
<td>9020 (17.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With police, n (%)</td>
<td>188 (0.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accident, n (%)</td>
<td>16,845 (32.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient, n (%)</td>
<td>14,112 (27.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night shift, n (%)</td>
<td>7915 (15.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late shift, n (%)</td>
<td>22,663 (43.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}The total sample contains patient visits for the period from May 28, 2019, to October 31, 2021.
Figure 2. Data structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Visits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>35,356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>36,612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>38,526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>38,296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>39,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>40,227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>34,232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>30,614</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total patient visits: **293,298**

Exlude 36,969 patients with no text entry

Total patient visits: **256,329**

May 28, 2019 to October 31, 2021

Drop-down menu for triage

Total patient visits: **52,222**

Textbox 1. Variables recorded for our analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suspected diagnosis (free text) and Emergency Severity Index score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of discharge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalization, ambulatory treatment, or patient has run away</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient visit pseudo ID, age, gender, admission type (self, ambulance, or police), and admission reason (accident or illness)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average number of patients in emergency department (ED); average patient waiting time; night, late, or early shift; and treating ED team (internal medicine, surgery, neurology, or psychiatry)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time stamp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis: Topic Allocation

We selected the field “suspected diagnosis” to extract the symptoms or complaints that led to ED admission according to the oral report received by the ED physician in charge, as mentioned previously. This field comprises a short-text string entered by the ED physician upon receiving information about the patient’s expected arrival at the ED. This information can be transmitted to the ED physician by a referring physician or ambulance well in advance of a patient’s arrival. The text is entered before the patient triage is performed by the triage ED nurse. As a clinical note, the physician’s text entry is part of the EHR. The information contained in the string “suspected diagnoses” is supposed to be similar to the selected chief complaint from the drop-down menu “lead symptom.” Indeed, the latter variable was added later (in 2019) to facilitate the administrative analysis of causes for ED admission, as an analysis using unstructured text was not possible by the hospital administration. Both fields are supposed to contain the medical reason, or chief complaint, leading to ED admission.

We constructed a measure of the semantic distance of all words in the corpus by training a word embedding. Word embeddings are matrices in which each column represents a word and its relative distance to other words (e.g., the distance between blood and red is smaller than that between blood and green). Hence, it is possible to find the most similar words for a given keyword using the smallest distance measured with the cosine similarity. To train the word embedding, we used word2vec with the entire text corpus and the continuous bag-of-words algorithm from the Python library Gensim [16], with an embedding size of 300 computed with 100 epochs.
To construct our topic dictionaries, we proceeded in 4 steps, as shown in Figure 3. First, we manually defined topics and selected between 2 and 20 initial seed words (henceforth “keywords”) by reading some of the texts and using prior medical knowledge. A smaller number of keywords were used for the design of the topic “infection” (n=1). A larger number of initial keywords were used for the design of the topics “intoxication” (n=40) and “skin” (n=28). In step 2, we then searched for up to 50 of the semantically closest words for each initial list. With the help of the word embedding, it is possible to search for the words that maximize the cosine similarity for the seed keywords. In addition, we only considered keywords that occurred at least 10 times. This list of similar words allowed us to efficiently increase the dictionary for each topic. In step 3, we manually chose words from the preselection of similar words to the seed word, resulting in a separate dictionary per topic (step 4). In some instances, the dictionary used combinations of words. For instance, the topic “chest pain” was allocated to combinations of words such as “pain” or “pressure” with the words “chest” or “thorax.”

This table presents the distribution of the diagnosis topics obtained with the NLP-based text annotation before and after the spherical feature annotation. The total number of cases was 52,222, and 20.38% could not be attributed with a diagnosis topic.

The summary of the increase in tags per topic cluster through the NLP-based expansion of our topics library is presented in Table 2. The first column shows the percentage of the sample tagged with a topic using the original keyword approach. The proportion of clinical topics ranged from 0.72% for COVID-19 to 31.6% for trauma-related visits. It should be noted that patient visits can be allocated with multiple topics. The next column shows the share of visits with the spherically increased dictionary, with the percentage increase in topic shares in the last column. Overall, the spherical dictionary enhancement decreased the number of nontagged visits by nearly 25%, from 27.08% of the sample to 20.24%. For the individual topics, the additional keywords increased their share, ranging from 5.29% for trauma to 286.35% for general administrative visits.

In the second procedure, we automatically increased the number of keywords for each topic dictionary. This process is shown in Figure 4, which can be imagined as constructing a multidimensional sphere using the initial keywords. The additional keywords were then located within that sphere.

The “spherical” dictionary enhancement consists of the following steps:

1. Compute all distances between the keywords and retain the largest distance (ie, the distance between the 2 least similar words). For each keyword, this distance is the radius of a circle in the embedding space (steps 1 and 2).
2. For each of the initial keywords, identify the n-closest words (not in the topic dictionary) using the cosine similarity (step 3).
3. Retain these additional words if their distance to all other initial keywords is smaller than the maximum distance computed in the first step, that is, if the new words are in the intersection of all circles (step 4).

Using the abovementioned approach, we could tag 79.76% (41,653/52,222) of the final sample. The remaining texts could not be tagged because they either belonged to small topics that we did not define or because these texts did not contain words that are present in the dictionary.

Once the dictionaries for each topic are constructed, they can be used for additional patient visits and for similar data sets, which makes the approach easily scalable.

**Figure 3.** Topic dictionaries with semimanual keyword selection. (A) The researcher selects an initial seed word for a topic. (B) Using word embeddings, a list of semantically similar words from the corpus is generated. (C) The researcher manually selects words that are associated with the topic. (D) The topic dictionary is created.
Table 2. Spherical feature annotation and increase in topic share (n=52,222)\textsuperscript{a}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical topic NLP\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>Records tagged initially, n (%)</th>
<th>Records tagged NLP-augmented, n (%)</th>
<th>Increase in tagged patient records, n (%)\textsuperscript{c}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>375 (0.72)</td>
<td>405 (0.78)</td>
<td>30 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General symptom</td>
<td>6401 (12.26)</td>
<td>6867 (13.15)</td>
<td>466 (7.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General administration</td>
<td>315 (0.6)</td>
<td>1217 (2.33)</td>
<td>902 (286.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic clinical</td>
<td>3219 (6.16)</td>
<td>3519 (6.74)</td>
<td>300 (9.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>3421 (6.55)</td>
<td>4159 (7.96)</td>
<td>738 (21.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>4040 (6.55)</td>
<td>4159 (7.96)</td>
<td>738 (21.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>2683 (5.14)</td>
<td>5219 (9.99)</td>
<td>2536 (94.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological</td>
<td>414 (7.93)</td>
<td>4485 (8.59)</td>
<td>345 (8.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye; ear, nose, and throat; and derma</td>
<td>1818 (3.48)</td>
<td>2061 (3.95)</td>
<td>243 (13.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynecology and urology</td>
<td>2712 (5.19)</td>
<td>3004 (5.75)</td>
<td>292 (10.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>16,516 (31.63)</td>
<td>17,389 (33.3)</td>
<td>873 (5.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General psychiatric</td>
<td>1989 (3.81)</td>
<td>2627 (5.03)</td>
<td>638 (32.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No tag</td>
<td>14,141 (27.08)</td>
<td>10,569 (20.24)</td>
<td>–3572 (–25.26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}This table presents the distribution of the diagnosis topics obtained with the NLP-based text annotation before and after the spherical feature annotation.

\textsuperscript{b}NLP: natural language processing.

\textsuperscript{c}Percent of initially recorded tags.
**Figure 4.** Spherical dictionary enhancement. (A) Step A uses the largest distance between 2 words that are already in the topic. The circle around the word (x) shows the region in the embedding space with words closer to (x) than the maximum distance. (B) The same region is circled around the other 2 words (y) and (z). (C) The other words in the embedding space that were initially not included in the topic. (D) The intersection of the 3 circles defines the area in the embedding space where the distance of each word is smaller than the maximum distance.
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**Ethical Considerations**
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**Results**

In the first step, we performed a descriptive analysis of the topics. To this end, we first excluded cases without a manually selected LS for further analysis and obtained a data set with 52,222 entries. Of the 52,222 patient visits included in our final analysis, 5994 (11.48%) had a manually recorded chief complaint that was not otherwise specified (eg, “Diverse”) and could not be classified as a symptom. Of the 52,222 visits, 10,569 (20.24%) were not tagged with an NLP topic.

The distribution of all NLP topics is shown in Table 3. The distribution ranged from 0.05% of patient visits tagged with the NLP topic “dementia” to 9.89% for “wound.” The largest cluster of aggregated NLP symptom-related topics was “trauma,” with 33.1% of visits, and the smallest was “COVID,” with 0.8% of visits. The distribution of chief complaints can be found in Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1. In total, the distribution ranged from 0.01% of patient visits for the recorded chief complaints “melaena,” “hearing problems,” and “contact with chemicals” to 14.6% for “COVID.” The largest cluster of aggregated chief complaints was “trauma” with 23.6% and the smallest was “general organizational” with 1.2% of visits.

For comparability, we grouped all LS and NLP topics into 12 identical symptom clusters, which can be found in Table 4.
Table 3. Clusters for natural language processing–extracted topics (n=52,222)².

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster and subcluster detail</th>
<th>Values, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>401 (0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General symptoms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fever</td>
<td>2440 (4.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>4505 (8.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General weakness</td>
<td>80 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back pain</td>
<td>438 (0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General organizational</td>
<td>1217 (2.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up and prescription</td>
<td>1217 (2.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic</td>
<td>3519 (6.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection not otherwise specified</td>
<td>1239 (2.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepsis</td>
<td>125 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaphylaxia and allergy</td>
<td>261 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>1688 (3.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transplantation</td>
<td>227 (0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycemia</td>
<td>138 (0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>4147 (7.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal bleeding</td>
<td>522 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal pain</td>
<td>1879 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea, vomiting, and nausea</td>
<td>2248 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>4311 (8.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper airway</td>
<td>1592 (3.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower airway</td>
<td>1934 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenza</td>
<td>440 (0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnea</td>
<td>2197 (4.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>5211 (9.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest pain</td>
<td>3569 (6.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palpitations and arrhythmia</td>
<td>518 (0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary embolism</td>
<td>281 (0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep venous thrombosis</td>
<td>528 (1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>394 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological</td>
<td>4466 (8.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>1189 (2.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological</td>
<td>1737 (3.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigilance and disorientation</td>
<td>191 (0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td>24 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syncope</td>
<td>453 (0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertigo and dizziness</td>
<td>934 (1.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convulsion</td>
<td>226 (0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye; ear, nose, and throat; and skin</td>
<td>2061 (3.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epistaxis</td>
<td>58 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye symptoms</td>
<td>703 (1.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing and auricular</td>
<td>18 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster and subcluster detail</td>
<td>Values, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>1311 (2.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urological and gynecological</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urological and kidney</td>
<td>2973 (5.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
<td>34 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>17,302 (33.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wound</td>
<td>5163 (9.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture and luxation</td>
<td>5375 (10.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma and head</td>
<td>2171 (4.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns</td>
<td>141 (0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>729 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma not otherwise specified</td>
<td>9278 (17.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleeding not otherwise specified</td>
<td>986 (1.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision</td>
<td>1250 (2.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>314 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric</td>
<td>2625 (5.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intoxication</td>
<td>1146 (2.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric</td>
<td>851 (1.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>725 (1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsevere</td>
<td>113 (0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>235 (0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic</td>
<td>55 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute</td>
<td>232 (0.44)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table presents the distribution of the diagnosis topics obtained with the natural language processing–based text annotation. In total, 20.38% of cases could not be attributed with a diagnosis topic.
Table 4. Summary statistics feature annotations (n=52,222)\(^a\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>LS(^b), (n)</th>
<th>NLP(^c), (n)</th>
<th>Correlation (r)(^d)</th>
<th>Consistency(^e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>7623</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General symptom</td>
<td>7993</td>
<td>6852</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General administration</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic clinical</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>3519</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>4063</td>
<td>4147</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>4311</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>2245</td>
<td>5211</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological</td>
<td>5123</td>
<td>4466</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye; ear, nose, and throat; and derma</td>
<td>1041</td>
<td>2061</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynecology and urology</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>3004</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>12,337</td>
<td>17,302</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General psychiatric</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>2625</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No tag</td>
<td>5994</td>
<td>10,644</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)This table presents the number of tagged cases for each chief cluster with both the natural language processing–based method and based on the chief complaint tag.

\(^b\)LS: lead symptom.

\(^c\)NLP: natural language processing.

\(^d\)Correlation between LS and NLP.

\(^e\)The number of overlapping LS and NLP tags divided by the total number of LS tags.

In addition to the NLP symptom-related topics, 4 modulating NLP topics, “acute,” “chronic,” “nonsevere,” and “severe,” were recorded, also based on keywords (ie, words in the text indicating severity). The purpose of the modulating topics is to provide more information on severity and control for this dimension in the further analysis.

We found that the correlation between LS clusters and NLP clusters was low (Table 4). Similarly, consistency varies relative to the LS. We also calculated the consistency of the NLP tags relative to the LS groups (the LS groups are the denominator; being more established, we use them as a benchmark). For most clusters, the consistency is approximately 50%, with trauma and psychiatric diagnosis having the highest consistency of 78% and 79%, respectively, and general administration and COVID-19 having the lowest consistency of 4% and 5%, respectively.

Compared with the LS clusters, our NLP topics have the advantage that a patient visit can be tagged to multiple topics. Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the number of NLP topics for each LS cluster. Of the 46,228 patient visits where we could assign a manually recorded chief complaint, 8950 (19.36%) were not tagged with an NLP topic. In contrast, 33.48% (15,477/46,228) of the visits were tagged with at least 2 NLP topics.

We estimated 3 models using logistic regression to show the association of the different symptom groups with the ESI and inpatient indicators:

Model 1: \(Y_i = \alpha + \beta X_i + \gamma Z_i + \epsilon_i (1)\)

Model 2: \(Y_i = \alpha + \beta X_i + \delta W_i + \epsilon_i (2)\)

Model 3: \(Y_i = \alpha + \beta X_i + \gamma Z_i + \delta W_i + \epsilon_i (3)\)

where \(Y_i\) is either the ESI or inpatient indicator variable for patient visit \(i\), \(X_i\) is a vector of demographic and organizational variables for patient visit \(i\) (age; gender; admission type; admission reason; average number of patients in ED; average patient waiting time; night, late, or early shift; and treating ED team), \(Z_i\) is a vector of the NLP-derived symptom clusters, \(W_i\) is a vector of the lead symptom–derived cluster (based on the drop-down menu), and \(\epsilon_i\) is the error term.

Tables 5 and 6 present the results. Column 1 shows the NLP-derived groups, with coefficients ranging between 5% and 13% increased or decreased probability of a high ESI score or 5% to 19% increased or decreased probability for hospitalization. The drop-down–based LS in column 2 has similar but slightly larger coefficients. Column 3 shows both variables, as in model 3, in this specification, the coefficients are mostly complementary, meaning that if a patient shows the same symptom in both the NLP and LS measures, the probabilities can be added. Note that this is not owing to multicollinearity because both coefficients remain significant in most cases.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of cluster&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Model 1&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;, regression coefficient (SE)</th>
<th>Model 2&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;, regression coefficient (SE)</th>
<th>Model 3 including both measures&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;, regression coefficient (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NLP&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; cluster: COVID-19</td>
<td>0.048&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.019)</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>−0.022 (0.022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: COVID-19</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.127&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
<td>0.133&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: general symptoms</td>
<td>0.011&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.005)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.019&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: general symptoms</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.002 (0.007)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: general organizational</td>
<td>−0.004 (0.011)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.006 (0.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: general organizational</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.062&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.016)</td>
<td>−0.052&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: systemic</td>
<td>0.117&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.101&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: systemic</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.118&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.010)</td>
<td>0.104&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: gastrointestinal</td>
<td>0.071&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.006)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.040&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: gastrointestinal</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.083&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.008)</td>
<td>0.059&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: respiratory</td>
<td>0.063&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.017&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: respiratory</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.133&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.014)</td>
<td>0.126&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: cardiovascular</td>
<td>−0.020&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.006)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.009 (0.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: cardiovascular</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.038&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.010)</td>
<td>−0.031&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: neurological</td>
<td>−0.046&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.045&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: neurological</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.058&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
<td>−0.048&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: eye, ENT&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;, or skin</td>
<td>−0.055&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.044&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: eye, ENT, or skin</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.128&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.013)</td>
<td>−0.112&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: urological or gynecological</td>
<td>−0.015&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.008)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.004 (0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: urological or gynecological</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.033&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.012)</td>
<td>−0.036&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: trauma</td>
<td>−0.041&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.005)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.038&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: trauma</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.011 (0.007)</td>
<td>0.020&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: psychiatric</td>
<td>−0.079&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.053&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: psychiatric</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>−0.068&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.013)</td>
<td>−0.039&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>This table presents the results from a linear probability model with inpatients as the dependent variable. All the models include a set of demographic and administrative covariates.

<sup>b</sup>Observation: 52,222; $R^2$=0.259.

<sup>c</sup>Observation: 52,222; $R^2$=0.263.

<sup>d</sup>Observation: 52,222; $R^2$=0.269.

<sup>e</sup>NLP: natural language processing.

<sup>f</sup>P<.05.

<sup>g</sup>N/A: not applicable.

<sup>h</sup>P<.01.

<sup>i</sup>ENT: ear, nose, and throat.
Table 6. Linear probability model on “low Emergency Severity Index (ESI) score”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of cluster</th>
<th>Model 1&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;, regression coefficient (SE)</th>
<th>Model 2&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;, regression coefficient (SE)</th>
<th>Model 3 including both measures&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;, regression coefficient (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NLP&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt; cluster: COVID-19</td>
<td>0.079&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.019)</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.023 (0.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: COVID-19</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.214&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
<td>0.172&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: general symptoms</td>
<td>0.036&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.005)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.023&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: general symptoms</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.142&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
<td>0.127&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: general organizational</td>
<td>-0.050 (0.011)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.044&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: general organizational</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.308&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.016)</td>
<td>0.352&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: systemic</td>
<td>0.076&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.093&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: systemic</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.009 (0.010)</td>
<td>0.009 (0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: gastrointestinal</td>
<td>0.192&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.006)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.088&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: gastrointestinal</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.305&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.008)</td>
<td>0.262&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: respiratory</td>
<td>0.114&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.053&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: respiratory</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.121&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.014)</td>
<td>0.088&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: cardiovascular</td>
<td>0.050&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.006)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.030&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: cardiovascular</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.205&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
<td>0.197&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: neurological</td>
<td>-0.015&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.002 (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: neurological</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.038&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
<td>-0.039&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: eye, ENT&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;, or skin</td>
<td>-0.134&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.061&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: eye, ENT, or skin</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.302&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.013)</td>
<td>-0.279&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: urological or gynecological</td>
<td>0.055&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.008)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.006 (0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: urological or gynecological</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.193&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.012)</td>
<td>0.187&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: trauma</td>
<td>-0.129&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.005)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.098&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: trauma</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.011 (0.007)</td>
<td>0.013&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP cluster: psychiatric</td>
<td>0.063&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.009)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.080&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint cluster: psychiatric</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.086&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.012)</td>
<td>0.051&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; (0.013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>This table presents the results from a linear probability model with the low ESI score indicator as the dependent variable (ESI score of 2 or 3). All models included a set of demographic and administrative covariates.

<sup>b</sup>Observation: 52,222; R<sup>2</sup>=0.409.

<sup>c</sup>Observation: 52,222; R<sup>2</sup>=0.448.

<sup>d</sup>Observation: 52,222; R<sup>2</sup>=0.457.

<sup>e</sup>NLP: natural language processing.

<sup>f</sup>P<.01.

<sup>g</sup>N/A: not applicable.

<sup>h</sup>P<.05.

<sup>i</sup>ENT: ear, nose, and throat.

<sup>j</sup>P<.10.

Of the 12 symptom clusters, 11 (92%) in column 1 had a significant regression coefficient for hospitalization (all but “general organizational”). Eight clusters remained significant even when including the cluster of clinician-determined chief complaints in the model. In the model explaining “inpatient,” in 10 (83%) out of the 12 symptom cluster pairs, the coefficients of the NLP topic clusters showed the same algebraic sign as the chief complaint clusters. In contrast, for 2 symptom cluster pairs, they did not (“general symptoms” and “trauma”). A change in the algebraic sign of either the chief complaint cluster...
or the NLP topics cluster occurred in 4 cluster pairs when both NLP topics and chief complaints were included in the model (“COVID,” “general symptoms,” “general organizational,” and “respiratory”). We obtained similar results when analyzing the low ESI scores. However, a change in the algebraic sign of a coefficient within solely 1 pair of symptom clusters was noted (“trauma”). Interestingly, the clusters “cardiovascular,” “neurological,” and “trauma” were significantly associated with nonhospitalization, of which “neurological” and “trauma” but not “cardiovascular” were also significantly associated with a lower ESI score.

As a robustness check, we used each of the 3 model specifications to predict the ESI indicator and the inpatient indicator. Using the respective sets of variables of each specification, we used a logistic regression with a 2:1 train-test split to predict both outcomes. Table 7 shows the F1-score and area under the curve (AUC) score of these predictions. The results show that the 3 specifications have similar predictive power (an AUC of 0.82-0.84 for “inpatient” and an AUC of 0.90-0.92 for ESI indicator).

The inference and prediction results show that the added value of text in this setting is not by increasing the predictive power of the model, where the outcomes are existing process outcomes (eg, discharge type of severity). Instead, unstructured text allows clinicians to access more granular information to optimize patient flows, which cannot be reflected in the inpatient and ESI indicator outcomes.

In a more granular analysis, we estimated models 1 to 3 with the individual NLP topics and the individual LS groups instead of the clusters previously used. The analysis corroborated our clinical presumptions that, for example, age, admission by an ambulance, and “sepsis” as an NLP topic, as well as “chest pain” for a chief complaint, were associated with low ESI scores (2 or 3) or hospital admission. In contrast, the NLP topic or chief complaint cluster “follow-up” was not. The complete results are provided in Tables S3-S6 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Table 7. Prediction of hospitalization (“Inpatient”) and low Emergency Severity Index (ESI) score of 2 or 3 (“Low ESI score”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable and model</th>
<th>F1-score on ones</th>
<th>AUCa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1: NLPb clusters</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2: LSc clusters</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3: NLP+LS clusters</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low ESI score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1: NLP clusters</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2: LS clusters</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3: NLP+LS clusters</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAUC: area under the curve.
bNLP: natural language processing.
cLS: lead symptom.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Our analysis of patient records showed the additional information extracted from unstructured text and its potential usefulness in the clinical context. We demonstrated that the information extracted from NLP features and the physician’s categorization of chief complaints was complementary. Indeed, the correlation and consistency between the chief complaint and NLP-derived clusters were low (Table 4). This finding indicates that the free text from the NLP clusters provides additional information than that contained in the symptom clusters from the structured chief complaints.

The complementarity of the information is further emphasized by the results summarized in Tables 5 and 6, and most coefficients remained significant when both types of indicators were included in the model, suggesting that different aspects of patient information appear to be encoded by the 2 approaches. These results support our hypothesis that NLP-derived libraries capture greater depth and breadth of information than a single chief complaint and underscore the relevance of including information captured in unstructured text to address patient populations.

Surprisingly, the “cardiovascular” and “trauma” clusters were not significant features for predicting hospitalization, with “trauma” also significant for predicting a higher ESI score. In contrast, the “systemic” cluster, which included sepsis, anaphylaxis, and neoplastic disease, was significant for predicting hospitalization and a lower ESI score, consistent with clinical expectations. Although symptoms suggestive of cardiac dysfunction and trauma may warrant urgent clinical risk assessment, most patients with such complaints would not require hospitalization. Therefore, early allocation of hospital beds for these subgroups is unlikely to reduce overcrowding. Targeting patients with systemic symptoms, in contrast, is likely to do so.

We also proposed a method for analyzing unstructured clinical notes. Our approach has the advantages of speed, simplicity of...
implementation, and transparency. The speed at which supervised libraries can be assembled is a strength of the proposed approach. A limitation of implementing supervised NLP algorithms in routine decision support is that they are often resource intensive [17]. In our application, it took an untrained clinician only a few days to assemble the entire library.

Furthermore, using NLP as a tool traditionally requires expertise and the ability to master NLP applications. In fields that require years to decades of training, such as health care, professionals cannot be routinely trained to excel in programming. Thus, a further major barrier to the successful implementation of NLP applications in health care is often the usability of NLP applications [18]. Moreover, the flexibility of the method allows easy adaptation of the created dictionaries to analyze new data sets.

Trust is one of the key benefits of clinician involvement in developing proprietary AI models. Indeed, lack of trust is a recognized major limitation that hinders the potential benefits of using AI in routine clinical practice for organizations and patients [19,20]. Owing to the supervised approach, annotated library compilation is comprehensive and transparent; hence, it is trustworthy for clinicians. This may also become an important advantage if regulation on the implementation of AI use in health care tightens in the future.

The limitation of this study is that our approach still requires manual coding. However, future developments in AI may facilitate this step even further. In addition, human bias was possible because the library was compiled manually. In general, an AI-based text analysis does not achieve perfect precision. However, we primarily advocate using free-text analysis for organizational, not clinical, decision support. Therefore, this limitation is not clinically relevant. A further limitation may lie in the fact that the low correlation between the NLP and chief complaint clusters could stem from errors originating from the manual grouping or NLP clustering. However, we believe these results are plausible. Indeed, the chief complaints “fever” and “pain” were included in the cluster “general symptoms,” as were the NLP-extracted tags “fever” and “pain.” However, as only 1 chief complaint could be allocated to a patient, during the COVID-19 pandemic, most patients presenting with fever or influenza-like pain would have most likely been categorized as presenting with the chief complaint “COVID.”

Conclusions

Health care workers on the one side and EHR engineers as well as hospital administration on the other side are caught in a long, ongoing conflict over the extent of structuring the data entered into EHR. Health care workers often argue that entering structured data is a cumbersome task and that the information archived can be of little use in daily clinical practice. In contrast, administrators and EHR engineers often advocate that structuring data is the only reliable solution, enabling a meaningful analysis of the data. Technological advances may help resolve this conflict.

We were able to demonstrate the importance of maintaining free text in EHR. Indeed, using the chief complaints attributed by a physician from a drop-down menu and a corresponding free-text field as a case in point, we were able to show that free text contains a wealth of information that is not routinely captured by structured data.

Moreover, we developed an approach that could enable the information captured in free text to be easily extracted and processed by hospital informatics systems and fed into a workflow, possibly improving the efficiency of patient management.

Therefore, future EHRs should include the possibility of entering free text.
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Abstract

Background: Inpatient falls are a substantial concern for health care providers and are associated with negative outcomes for patients. Automated detection of falls using machine learning (ML) algorithms may aid in improving patient safety and reducing the occurrence of falls.

Objective: This study aims to develop and evaluate an ML algorithm for inpatient fall detection using multidisciplinary progress record notes and a pretrained Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers (BERT) language model.

Methods: A cohort of 4323 adult patients admitted to 3 acute care hospitals in Calgary, Alberta, Canada from 2016 to 2021 were randomly sampled. Trained reviewers determined falls from patient charts, which were linked to electronic medical records and administrative data. The BERT-based language model was pretrained on clinical notes, and a fall detection algorithm was developed based on a neural network binary classification architecture.

Results: To address various use scenarios, we developed 3 different Alberta hospital notes-specific BERT models: a high sensitivity model (sensitivity 97.7, IQR 87.7-99.9), a high positive predictive value model (positive predictive value 85.7, IQR 57.2-98.2), and the high $F_1$-score model ($F_1$=64.4). Our proposed method outperformed 3 classical ML algorithms and an International Classification of Diseases code–based algorithm for fall detection, showing its potential for improved performance in diverse clinical settings.

Conclusions: The developed algorithm provides an automated and accurate method for inpatient fall detection using multidisciplinary progress record notes and a pretrained BERT language model. This method could be implemented in clinical practice to improve patient safety and reduce the occurrence of falls in hospitals.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e48995) doi:10.2196/48995
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Introduction

Background

Inpatient falls detrimentally impact patients, leading to extended hospital stays and distress among families and caregivers [1-5]. Studies reflect a varying incidence rate of such falls, with 250,000 annually in England and Wales alone [1], and evidence showing 7.5% of patients experience at least 1 fall during hospitalization [2]. Acute care hospitals also report a range of 1 to 9 falls per 1000 bed days, underscoring the pervasive nature of this problem [4]. Patients who fall may experience injuries that increase the risk of comorbidity or even disability [6,7]. They may also experience psychological effects such as anxiety, depression, or loss of confidence, which can affect their recovery and quality of life [8].

Manual chart review is regarded as one of the most common methods to identify inpatient falls [9]. This process involves the thorough examination of patient medical records to gather relevant information on the details of falls. Existing strategies include the Harvard Medical Practice Study [10] and the Global Trigger Tool [11]. Alternative methodologies, such as Patient Safety Indicators, based on International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes, are used to identify adverse events (AEs), leveraging systematized health care data for detection [12-14]. However, these methodologies, while widely used, present challenges due to the time-consuming nature of ICD coding and manual chart reviews, potentially causing delays in recording and detecting AEs [15,16].

Free text data in electronic medical records (EMRs) offer rich, up-to-date insights into patients’ health status, medications, and various narrative content. Despite its wealth of information, the unstructured nature of this data necessitates chart reviews, a labor-intensive process, to identify inpatient falls [17]. There has been an increasing interest in recent years in applying natural language processing (NLP) techniques to electronic clinical notes to automate disease identification and create clinical support decision systems [18-24].

Previous NLP studies in the detection of patient fall including rule-based algorithms [25,26] and machine learning (ML) methods [27-30] have been explored, but they often struggle with the variety and complexity of clinical language.

The deep learning model Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers (BERT) [31] can effectively address these challenges. It uses transformer architecture to understand text contextually, handling linguistic complexity, abbreviations, and data gaps, thereby augmenting text understanding from EMR [20]. The use of transformer-based methods to understand EMR text data has emerged as a promising new trend in automatic clinical text analysis [32].

Objectives

In this study, we intend to pretrain an existing model, BioClinical BERT [33], with free text data from Alberta hospital EMRs to develop an Alberta hospital notes–specific BERT model (AHN-BERT). The pretrained language model would serve as a feature extraction layer in a neural network to identify inpatient falls. We hypothesize that fine-tuning BERT on local hospital data will enable more accurate fall detection compared with generic models. Additionally, we expect AHN-BERT will outperform conventional rule-based and ML approaches, as well as ICD code methods, in detecting falls from unstructured EMR notes in near real time. By evaluating AHN-BERT against current techniques, we hope to demonstrate the value of transfer learning with BERT for improved efficiency and generalizability in surfacing patient safety events from clinical text. Ultimately, our goal is to advance the detection of inpatient falls, allowing for more detailed and accurate patient safety interventions. An improved fall detection system could potentially enable health care providers to swiftly implement preventive measures, reducing the incidence and severity of falls. Additionally, through the facilitation of access and analysis of fall-related data, our system could become an invaluable resource for researchers investigating fall prevention and associated subjects.

Methods

Overview

In our methodology, we emphasized a detailed and transparent approach, covering all aspects from data collection to model validation. This comprehensive process, reflecting best practices in research reporting [34], ensures clarity and precision in our multivariable prediction model, providing an in-depth understanding of its performance and applicability.

Source of Data

Our study is a retrospective analysis. We used a stratified random sample of adult patients admitted to acute care hospitals in Calgary, Alberta. We linked the extracted EMR data to Sunrise Clinical Manager (SCM) records and ICD-coded discharge abstract database (DAD) using an established mechanism [35]. Both tables are stored and managed by the Oracle database.

The chart reviewer team consists of 6 registered nurses with 1 to 10 years of experience using SCM for clinical care. The nurses followed a training procedure, and 1 trained nurse became the project lead for quality assurance. The training involved learning the condition definitions and practicing reviewing each chart systematically. Reviewers examined the entire record for specified conditions and consulted each other with questions. In the process of training and quality assurance, we tested interrater reliability using Conger, Fleiss, and Light κ methods, with 2 nurses reviewing the same set of 10 charts for consensus on AEs. Where agreement was poor (κ<0.60), retraining occurred until high agreement (κ≥0.80) was achieved [36]. Reviewers then proceeded independently with REDCap tool (Vanderbilt University).

The chart review data served as the reference standard to develop and evaluate our fall detection model. We focused on multidisciplinary progress records (MPRs) for fall detection, as chart review data showed most falls (115/155, 73.7%) were documented in MPRs by nursing staff. We created supervised data sets for the classification task to identify optimal fall detection timing, including 1-day (fall day MPR notes), 2-day (fall day + day after), 3-day (fall day + 2 days after), and full hospitalization MRPs. All supervised data sets were labeled to
indicate whether notes were associated with inpatient falls. For the training of our model, we used both cases (falls) and controls (nonfalls) at a ratio of 1:29. This was done to ensure the model was exposed to a balanced representation of both scenarios. Our test set mirrored the real-world data distribution to enable an accurate evaluation of model performance. In addition, we constructed an unsupervised corpus specifically for language model pretraining. This corpus comprises free-text note data and does not rely on any predetermined labels or annotations.

**Participants**

At the time of the study, a total of 4393 charts were reviewed, among which we identified a total of 155 records as falls and 4238 records as no falls. The study included only the first admission of each patient, even if they had multiple hospitalizations within the study period. We exclusively focused on adults 18 to 100 years of age, thereby excluding minors and centenarians. Furthermore, if a patient had multiple fall incidents, only the most recent record was considered, although no such cases were identified during the study. The temporal framework for the study encompassed a decade, from 2010 to 2020. Exclusion criteria were also clearly defined: patients without unstructured note data or those who could not be linked using our established data linkage mechanism were omitted from the study.

**Missing Data and Data Cleaning**

Our study implemented rigorous data cleaning to ensure data integrity. After conducting a conflict review and excluding records with inconsistencies in fall status documentation (17 records checked for both falls and no falls), failed data linkage (1 record), temporal conflicts between fall and admission dates (5 records), and missing MPR documentations (47 records), the final clean data set totaled 4323 records (142 falls and 4181 no falls).

**Outcome and Variables**

The desired outcome of our proposed framework is to predict whether a patient’s daily progress note contains hints about inpatient falls. The input to our model is each patient’s n-day note. We use a BERT model to represent the textual data in numerical format, also known as contextualized word embeddings.

The input text is represented by 768-dimensional feature vectors, which can be considered as 768 variables. However, due to the distributed representation of neural language models, each variable does not represent a single word. Instead, individual variables preserve contextual information segments for each word, constituting meaningful vector representations of the entire input text.

On a related note, we have also collected and analyzed several demographic and clinical variables for our patient cohort from DAD database. Although not directly used in our predictive modeling, these variables furnish invaluable insights into the characteristics of our study population and contribute to the overall richness of our research data. These include age at the time of admission, sex, the incidence of intensive care unit visits during the hospital stays, the length of the hospital stays, and the hospital’s geographical location. The latter was particularly focused on 3 acute care hospitals based in Calgary, Alberta: hospitals “A,” “B,” and “C.” These variables help us understand the context in which the patient notes were written and may influence the interpretation of the model’s results.

**Sample Size**

We included all patient data that has been reviewed by the reviewer team and filtered out from the inclusion-exclusion criteria.

**Model Development**

To conform to the BERT input length limit, MPR notes exceeding 400 tokens were programmatically split into segments under 400 words, preserving contextual information. All notes underwent preprocessing including removal of extraneous headers, signatures, whitespaces, and escape characters using regular expressions, and duplicate sentences were eliminated. Our model architecture comprises 2 key components, an Alberta hospital note-specific BERT model for contextual feature extraction from clinical text, which we term AHN-BERT, and a feedforward neural network classifier to detect falls from the extracted features (as Figure 1).

AHN-BERT was initialized with weights from BioClinical BERT and further pretrained on our corpus of unsupervised hospital notes to adapt to local clinical terminology and language patterns. To prevent bias from overly lengthy documents, notes were filtered to be between 50 and 5000 tokens prior to pretraining. AHN-BERT was pretrained using a masked language modeling technique on 15% of randomly selected input tokens, enabling learning of contextual representations of clinical text without explicit labels. For feature extraction, AHN-BERT processes up to 3 concatenated note segments under 400 tokens. The resulting “[CLS]” vectors summarizing the semantic content of each segment are aggregated via concatenation to represent the full note’s contextual information [37].

A feedforward neural network is used as the classifier, taking the concatenated features as input. The network comprises fully connected layers to map the features into class probabilities for fall detection. Dropout regularization is implemented in the classifier to prevent overfitting to the training data. Sigmoid activation in the output layer provides posterior probabilities for the binary fall classification task.
Figure 1. Proposed model architecture. AHN-BERT: Alberta hospital notes-specific BERT; BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers; MPR: multidisciplinary progress record.

Model Assessment
First, to determine the optimal timeframe for note selection that best represents inpatient falls, we compared model performance using 1-day, 2-day, 3-day, and complete patient note data sets. Since the exact time lapse between an inpatient fall and corresponding documentation is variable, we evaluated these distinct time intervals in a data-driven approach to identify the optimal period for note selection. We used the same model architecture and pretrained AHN-BERT for all data sets, comparing training and validation loss convergence and evaluation metrics to assess performance.

Second, we tuned the classification probability threshold to balance model sensitivity and precision. The threshold denotes the cutoff for determining class membership based on predicted probabilities. By optimizing the threshold, we controlled the tradeoff between correctly identifying true positives and avoiding false positives. We developed three distinct models by threshold tuning for different purposes: (1) a high-sensitivity model that maximizes sensitivity by optimizing the threshold, (2) a high positive predictive value (PPV) model that maximizes PPV through threshold optimization, and (3) a high $F_1$-score model that balances sensitivity and PPV by optimizing the threshold, serving as a general-purpose model.

Third, we conducted a comparative evaluation between our top-performing neural network model and several other approaches, including 2 alternative BERT-based models, 3 conventional ML models, and an ICD-code–based algorithm. The 2 additional BERT-based models used original pretrained BERT and BioClinical BERT as feature extractors. For the 3 conventional ML models (support vector machine, logistic regression, and decision tree classifiers), we used bag-of-words features and term frequency-inverse document frequency weighting. These models were trained and compared on the 1-day MPRs data set. The ICD-code algorithm was applied to the same patient cohort but relied on administrative diagnosis codes rather than clinical notes. It aimed to demonstrate the efficacy of standard diagnostic codes for identifying falls compared with our neural network model. Falls were identified by the presence of ICD-10 codes W00-W20 when not listed as the primary diagnosis.

Statistical Analysis
The characteristics of the patients included in the study were thoroughly evaluated. These characteristics encompassed age, sex, the incidence of intensive care unit visits, the length of their hospital stay, and their originating hospitals. We summarized categorical variables as frequencies and percentages, while continuous variables were expressed as medians and IQRs. The $\chi^2$ test was used for categorical variables to determine statistical differences, while the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used for continuous variables. A $P$ value threshold of 5% or lower was set to denote statistical significance.

To evaluate our ML model, we calculated several statistical metrics such as sensitivity, specificity, PPV, negative predictive value, accuracy, and $F_1$-score.

Computational Environment
Our study harnessed a high-performance computing environment, primarily driven by an NVIDIA GeForce RTX
3080 GPU with 16GB of memory, vital for pretraining and fine-tuning our language model. The statistical analysis and experiment leveraged Python 3.8, and libraries such as NumPy [38], Scikit-learn [39], Pandas [40], and PyTorch [41] for tasks like data processing and modeling.

Ethics Approval

This study was approved by the Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board at the University of Calgary (REB21-0416). Patient consent was waived as part of the ethics board review process.

Results

Participants

Our final study cohort contains 4323 individuals, with 142 (3.28%) patients identified by chart reviewers as having falls recorded in their medical charts during their hospital stay. The remaining 4181 (96.7%) did not fall. All patients were successfully linked to the SCM and DAD by unique identification number and admission date. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics in general. Multimedia Appendix 1 further stratifies Table 1 into respective hospitals (Multimedia Appendix 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the study cohort.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total (n=4323)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, median (IQRs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male), n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU visit, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of hospital stay (days), median (IQRs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital “A”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital “B”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital “C”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aA term used in the study to refer to patients who fell during their hospital stay and were confirmed to have fallen through medical records or other documentation.

bA term used in the study to refer to patients who did not fall during their hospital stay.

cA measure indicating the statistical significance (P<.05) of the observed difference between groups.

dA measure of statistical dispersion representing the difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles of a data set.

eICU: intensive care unit.

Model and Framework Assessment

First, to determine the optimal timeframe, we compared 1-day, 2-day, 3-day, and complete note data sets using the same model architecture and AHN-BERT pretrained embeddings. We trained each model for 200 epochs, with the primary goal of comparing their overall performance on the test sets. Evaluating performance metrics and training convergence, the 1-day data set was most effective and efficient, achieving 93.0% sensitivity and 83.0% specificity.

Second, we optimized the classification threshold to balance sensitivity and precision. These models maximize sensitivity, PPV, and F1-score respectively. As results are shown in Table 2, our proposed architecture with AHN-BERT achieved overall the highest metrics among the comparison.

Third, the comparative assessment showed our approach outperformed 2 alternative BERT models, 3 classical ML models (support vector machine, logistic regression, and decision tree), and an ICD-code algorithm. The BERT models used original BERT and BioClinical BERT embeddings, while the ML models used bag-of-words and term frequency-inverse document frequency on the 1-day data set. The ICD method relied on administrative codes rather than text. Our neural network model demonstrated superior inpatient fall detection across different methods and data sources.

Our high sensitivity model exhibited 97.7% sensitivity, enabling near-perfect capture of relevant notes, along with 82.3% accuracy, but a low 26.8% F1-score. The high PPV model achieved 97.5% accuracy, 85.7% PPV, and 27.9% sensitivity. The high F1-model balanced 66.7% sensitivity and 60.5% PPV to optimize 64.4% F1-score and 97.7% accuracy. In comparison, the ICD-based model had 27.9% sensitivity, while traditional classifiers achieved 51.2%–76.7% sensitivities and 8.3–15.8 PPVs.

The result of the probability-based threshold adjustment in accordance with PPV, sensitivity, and F1-score is shown in Figure 2. By adjusting the classification threshold, we can control the trade-off between sensitivity and precision (as Figure 3).
Table 2. Performance of proposed deep learning models, classical machine learning methods, and International Classification of Diseases–based algorithms on fall identification with 1-day data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category and model name</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%), (95% CI)</th>
<th>Specificity (%), (95% CI)</th>
<th>PPV(^a) (%), (95% CI)</th>
<th>NPV(^b) (%), (95% CI)</th>
<th>Accuracy (%), (95% CI)</th>
<th>(F_1)-score(^c) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BERT(^d)-based models</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHN-BERT(^e) (high sensitivity)</td>
<td>97.7 (87.7-99.9)</td>
<td>81.8 (79.6-83.9)</td>
<td>15.6 (14.0-17.3)</td>
<td>99.9 (99.3-100.0)</td>
<td>82.3 (80.1-84.4)</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHN-BERT (high PPV)</td>
<td>27.9 (15.3-43.7)</td>
<td>99.8 (99.4-100.0)</td>
<td>85.7 (57.2-98.2)</td>
<td>97.6 (96.6-98.4)</td>
<td>97.5 (96.5-98.2)</td>
<td>42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHN-BERT (high (F_1))</td>
<td>66.7 (49.8-80.9)</td>
<td>99.0 (98.2-99.5)</td>
<td>60.5 (44.4-75.0)</td>
<td>98.7 (97.8-99.2)</td>
<td>97.7 (96.7-98.4)</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT-uncased</td>
<td>79.1 (64.0-90.0)</td>
<td>61.4 (58.6-64.1)</td>
<td>6.6 (5.6-7.7)</td>
<td>98.8 (97.9-99.4)</td>
<td>62.0 (59.3-64.6)</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioClinical BERT</td>
<td>74.4 (58.8-86.5)</td>
<td>69.8 (67.2-72.4)</td>
<td>7.8 (6.5-9.3)</td>
<td>98.8 (97.9-99.3)</td>
<td>70.0 (67.4-72.5)</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classical machine learning classifier</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support vector machine</td>
<td>76.7 (61.4-88.2)</td>
<td>85.0 (82.9-86.9)</td>
<td>14.9 (12.5-17.8)</td>
<td>99.1 (98.4-99.5)</td>
<td>84.7 (82.6-86.6)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regression</td>
<td>74.4 (58.8-86.5)</td>
<td>86.4 (84.3-88.2)</td>
<td>15.8 (13.0-19.0)</td>
<td>99.0 (98.3-99.4)</td>
<td>86.0 (83.9-87.8)</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>51.2 (35.5-66.7)</td>
<td>93.9 (92.4-95.1)</td>
<td>22.2 (14.5-31.7)</td>
<td>98.3 (97.3-98.9)</td>
<td>92.4 (90.9-93.8)</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rule-based classifier</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD 10(^f)</td>
<td>27.9 (15.3-43.7)</td>
<td>92.3 (90.7-93.8)</td>
<td>11.1 (6.9-17.3)</td>
<td>97.4 (96.9-97.8)</td>
<td>90.2 (88.5-91.8)</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)PPV: positive predictive value. The proportion of true positive results among all positive results.
\(^b\)NPV: negative predictive value. The proportion of true negative results among all negative results.
\(^c\)\(F_1\)-score: a measure of a model’s accuracy that considers both sensitivity and PPV.
\(^d\)BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers.
\(^e\)AHN-BERT: Alberta hospital notes-specific BERT.
\(^f\)ICD 10: International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision.

Figure 2. Performance metrics at varying thresholds: PPV, sensitivity, and \(F_1\)-score. PPV: positive predictive value.
Discussion

Principal Results

In our study, we illustrate how a BERT-based model substantially outperforms the ICD-based algorithm in fall detection within the hospital setting. This superiority stems from the model’s ability to process EMR text data in real time, enabling rapid identification of falls. In contrast, ICD codes are assigned retrospectively, leading to delays in fall detection and intervention. Using BERT’s advanced NLP facilitates accurate, efficient, and generalizable analysis of clinical notes for surveillance applications.

Specifically, our proposed AHN-BERT model surpasses generic BERT, conventional ML, and ICD-codes. Fine-tuning BERT on local hospital notes better captures local domain-specific language and context, boosting performance. Additionally, combining high-sensitivity and high-PPV models enables optimized 2-stage fall detection by adjusting decision thresholds to balance false positives and negatives. This provides flexibility for different use cases and challenging tasks.

Furthermore, our study provides valuable insights into the optimal time frame for defining falls empirically. This comparison sheds light on the potential benefits of using a finer-grained time interval, which could improve the generalizability and applicability of the model across different populations and settings. Understanding the optimal period for detecting fall incidents can guide the development and implementation of targeted public health interventions. Health surveillance data can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of these interventions and inform future strategies for fall prevention and management. By determining the most suitable time interval for defining fall incidents, health surveillance systems can better allocate resources to areas with a higher risk of falls. This may result in more efficient and effective public health efforts, improving health outcomes for at-risk populations.

Applications

Our models leverage unstructured EMR data to accurately detect inpatient falls, enabling health care systems to enact tailored prevention measures and reduce fall-associated injuries. The automation of extensive clinical documentation review accelerates health care surveillance and quality improvement processes.

Regarding research applications, our algorithms can extract comprehensive fall data from EMR text to support developing evidence-based interventions.

The proposed framework has broad applicability beyond fall detection for tasks like diagnosis prediction, medication adherence monitoring, and adverse drug event identification. This adaptability improves health care outcomes, patient safety, and quality of care.

Strength and Limitations

In our research, the AHN-BERT model has shown remarkable superiority over traditional ICD-based algorithms in fall detection within hospital environments. This enhanced performance is primarily attributed to the model’s proficiency in processing and understanding the nuances of EMRs text data. Unlike ICD codes, which can sometimes result in undercoding...
or loss of information, the nursing notes processed by our model are more closely aligned with the actual circumstances of inpatient falls. The ability of AHN-BERT to immediately and accurately process this data is a substantial advancement, ensuring that fall detection is not only more precise but also more reflective of the true clinical scenario. Additionally, the combination of high-sensitivity and high-PPV models in our 2-stage fall detection system allows for adjustable decision thresholds, thus balancing false positives and negatives and providing flexibility across different scenarios.

However, the model faces challenges in balancing high sensitivity with a high PPV due to the imbalanced nature of clinical data. The rarity of AEs like falls leads to a higher rate of false positives, as seen in our data set with a significant imbalance ratio. Our test data set, characterized by a significant 29:1 imbalance, aligns more closely with real-world clinical scenarios than balanced data sets used in some prior studies [27], which, while yielding promising results, may not fully represent practical conditions. This intentional choice ensures that our model’s performance is tested under conditions typical of rare events like falls, thereby enhancing its relevance and utility in actual clinical settings.

Second, the effectiveness of our models depends on the quality and comprehensiveness of documentation. If fall events or associated risk factors are not well documented, our model, like any data-driven model, may have difficulty detecting them. This underscores the importance of careful, detailed clinical documentation to enhance the effectiveness of monitoring applications. In addition, our study also assumes a certain level of linguistic and terminological consistency within the EMR data. Variations in documentation styles across different health care providers could potentially impact the model’s performance, suggesting that future models should incorporate strategies, for example, pretraining the ML, to mitigate such discrepancies. Last, the differentiation between a history of falls and inpatient falls presents a challenge, as it could potentially lead to false positive predictions if falls that occurred prior to hospitalization are documented in the notes. Although the BERT model’s contextual understanding can partially alleviate this issue, we acknowledge that more improvements are needed. As part of our future work, we aim to further refine our model to better handle such complexities.

Conclusions

This study developed and evaluated BERT-based NLP models for the automated detection of falls from electronic clinical notes. The developed models provided a more accurate and timely way to detect falls than traditional ML and ICD-codes–based methods. Moreover, we provided a masked language model technique to pretrain a pre-existing BERT model using clinical text data gathered from various health care facilities in Calgary, Alberta, creating a more local institution-specific and effective AHN-BERT model. By using self-supervised language modeling strategies, we can bypass steps that were regarded as vital in standard ML methods, such as the necessity for thorough text preprocessing, complex feature engineering, and a considerable amount of labeled data. In addition, by exploring the optimal period for fall incident detection and selecting 1-day notes for our final architecture, our model contributes to enhanced patient safety and care with less noise.
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Abstract

Background: Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) embedded in electronic medical records (EMRs), also called electronic health records, have the potential to improve the adoption of clinical guidelines. The University of Alberta Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) Group developed a CDSS for patients with IBD who might be experiencing disease flare and deployed it within a clinical information system in 2 continuous time periods.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate the impact of the IBD CDSS on the adherence of health care providers (ie, physicians and nurses) to institutionally agreed clinical management protocols.

Methods: A 2-period interrupted time series (ITS) design, comparing adherence to a clinical flare management protocol during outpatient visits before and after the CDSS implementation, was used. Each interruption was initiated with user training and a memo with instructions for use. A group of 7 physicians, 1 nurse practitioner, and 4 nurses were invited to use the CDSS. In total, 31,726 flare encounters were extracted from the clinical information system database, and 9217 of them were manually screened for inclusion. Each data point in the ITS analysis corresponded to 1 month of individual patient encounters, with a total of 18 months of data (9 before and 9 after interruption) for each period. The study was designed in accordance with the Statement on Reporting of Evaluation Studies in Health Informatics (STARE-HI) guidelines for health informatics evaluations.

Results: Following manual screening, 623 flare encounters were confirmed and designated for ITS analysis. The CDSS was activated in 198 of 623 encounters, most commonly in cases where the primary visit reason was a suspected IBD flare. In Implementation Period 1, before-and-after analysis demonstrates an increase in documentation of clinical scores from 3.5% to 24.1% (P < .001), with a statistically significant level change in ITS analysis (P = .03). In Implementation Period 2, the before-and-after analysis showed further increases in the ordering of acute disease flare lab tests (47.6% to 65.8%; P < .001), including the biomarker fecal calprotectin (27.9% to 37.3%; P = .03) and stool culture testing (54.6% to 66.9%; P = .005); the latter is a test used to distinguish a flare from an infectious disease. There were no significant slope or level changes in ITS analyses in Implementation Period 2. The overall provider adoption rate was moderate at approximately 25%, with greater adoption by nurse providers (used in 30.5% of flare encounters) compared to physicians (used in 6.7% of flare encounters).

Conclusions: This is one of the first studies to investigate the implementation of a CDSS for IBD, designed with a leading EMR software (Epic Systems), providing initial evidence of an improvement over routine care. Several areas for future research were identified, notably the effect of CDSSs on outcomes and how to design a CDSS with greater utility for physicians. CDSSs for IBD should also be evaluated on a larger scale; this can be facilitated by regional and national centralized EMR systems.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e55314) doi:10.2196/55314
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Introduction

Limited or delayed adoption of professional society–developed clinical care guidelines into practice is a common problem in medicine [1,2]. In 2007, researchers estimated that it took 17 years on average for only 14% of published evidence in guidelines to be translated into clinical practice [3,4]. One purported reason is that clinical guidelines by themselves are not actionable, as they largely describe what to do but not how to do it [5,6].

Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) are tools that can be used to support provider decision-making. A CDSS uses clinical, patient, and other health information to supply providers with recommendations to assist in a variety of aspects of care, including diagnosis, treatment, and management [7,8]. Recent systematic reviews suggest that the use of CDSSs in clinical settings can improve practitioner performance in relation to adherence to best practice guidelines [7,9].

There are several demonstrated gaps in the adoption of professional society clinical care guidelines and best practices for inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). These include practices in medication management, preventative care, and bone health [10,11]. The University of Alberta IBD outpatient clinic (Edmonton, Alberta, Canada) has previously developed and implemented several clinical care pathways to consolidate best practices for IBD [10,12]. To further increase adoption, a clinical decision support (CDS) project was undertaken to integrate the pathways into the local electronic medical record (EMR). There are thousands of CDS projects built and deployed within commercial EMRs [13,14], yet there are few published evaluations of EMR-based CDSSs for IBD [15,16]. Consequently, the objective of this pilot study was to evaluate the effectiveness and provider acceptance of an EMR-integrated CDSS in the context of IBD.

Methods

Ethical Considerations

This study received approval from the University of Alberta Health Research Ethics Board (Pro00083538). A waiver of informed consent was also approved as part of our study by the Health Research Ethics Board.

Organizational Setting

The study was conducted in the Comprehensive Academic Outpatient Center at the University of Alberta Hospital, which provides care for patients with IBD in the Greater Edmonton region as well as rural and remote communities across Alberta, Canada. It also serves a small number of patients with IBD from Saskatchewan, Northwest Territories, and British Columbia.

System Details and System in Use

The clinic’s preexisting system was an enterprise EMR based on the 2014 version of Epic EMR (Epic Systems), which was being used for outpatient medical care in Edmonton, Alberta. This system was customized and branded locally as eCLINICIAN. Medication lists, allergies, and health problems are recorded and shared between users as part of clinical documentation, order entry, and planning. The system was implemented for gastroenterology outpatient care in March 2014.

As Epic is a general-purpose EMR, it includes built-in CDS functionality. For example, this includes generic functionality, such as alerting users when duplicate orders exist. More specialty-specific CDS features are often customized at the request and guidance of end users.

Functionality can be administered through a number of tools, including those referred to by Epic as “Flowsheets” (documentation tables), “Best Practice Advisories (BPAs)” (alerts) [17], and “SmartSets” (ie, grouping of orders and clinical content) [18].

These tools, particularly BPAs and SmartSets, are clinical data and test result driven; they can be triggered by unique combinations of provider characteristics, patient demographics, test results, clinical problems, as well as current and requested medications.

System Interruption and Intervention

The system interruption and intervention uses BPA appearing in the clinician’s navigator workflow. The BPA is triggered by the existence of IBD in the patient problem list or visit diagnosis fields. The BPA (Figure 1) prompts the clinician to complete clinical symptom indices—modified Harvey Bradshaw Index (mHBI) [19] for Crohn disease or partial Mayo (pMayo) score [20] for ulcerative colitis—for the encounter. If the score is indicative of a disease flare, the BPA instructs the user to activate a corresponding SmartSet.
Figure 1. Snapshot of the inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) flare clinical decision support system, showing the initial Best Practice Advisory. Best Practice Advisories act as alerts that present targeted patient-specific guidance to users. They can be active (disruptive pop-ups) or passive (navigation workflow) and can link to actions such as placing orders, order sets, initiating a care plan, or sending a message. This alert appeared passively in the providers’ workflow navigation whenever IBD was in the patient problem list.

The SmartSet offers ordering and printing of appropriate lab panels, stool cultures, and other investigations, including imaging, procedures, and medication prescriptions. All recommendations were designed to be consistent with established IBD care guidelines and the flare protocol for the clinic. For example, during a flare encounter, the IBD flare lab panel and fecal calprotectin (FCP) tests are automatically selected for ordering (they can still be deselected by the provider). A snapshot of the SmartSet portion of the CDSS is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Snapshot of the inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) flare clinical decision support system, showing the SmartSet, after activation by Best Practice Advisory. Not all sections of the SmartSet are shown, including sections for medications, imaging investigations, billing, and follow-up appointment booking. ALT: alanine transaminase; AST: aspartate aminotransferase; Cl: chloride; CO2: carbon dioxide; ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate; K: potassium; Na: sodium; NO DIFF: no differential.

Study Design

The study used a pre- and postimplementation interrupted time series (ITS) design, the interruption being the enhanced CDSS used within the EMR. Each data point represented 1 month of clinical encounters. For each intervention period, there was a total of 18 data points, 9 before and 9 after the intervention. Multimedia Appendix 1 presents an elaboration on the rationale for using an ITS design.

Physicians at the participating clinic were not guaranteed to have outpatient clinics on a weekly basis due to their service rotation; therefore, it was decided to aggregate the data points by month instead of by week. This avoided the potential week-to-week variation and ensured an adequate number of individual patient encounters (IBD flares) for each data point. The Quality Criteria for ITS Designs checklist was used in the study design and assessment of appropriateness [21], and the Statement on Reporting of Evaluation Studies in Health Informatics (STARE-HI) guidelines were used for health informatics evaluations [22,23].
Participants

All IBD care providers at the university-based outpatient clinic were included in the study and invited to use the CDSS, including 7 IBD specialist clinicians, 1 IBD nurse practitioner, and 4 IBD specialist nurses. The term “IBD practitioner” will be used to collectively refer to IBD specialists and IBD nurse practitioners.

To be included in the data set, patients had to be under the care of the IBD providers; aged ≥18 years; and diagnosed with either Crohn disease or ulcerative colitis confirmed by imaging, pathology, or endoscopy report. They also had to be experiencing a flare of the disease during the included encounter, as defined by clinical scores (mHBI >5; pMayo >2) or noted symptoms in combination with physician judgment. Only initial encounters in a flare episode spanning multiple encounters were included.

Study Flow

The intervention was implemented and evaluated in 2 continuous periods (Figure 3). First, a pilot version was trialed by IBD nurses (Implementation Period 1), and then, the polished version was implemented across all providers in the division (ie, clinicians, nurse practitioners, and IBD nurses) as Implementation Period 2. The pilot version was trialed beginning in September 2017 and included the following 3 SmartSets available within the BPA, corresponding to different positions along the care path of a patient with flaring IBD: suspected flare, 2 to 4 weeks into the flare, and 16 weeks’ postflare assessments. Feedback was gathered informally from providers (Multimedia Appendix 2) to inform further improvement to the CDSS.
Figure 3. Study design diagram of the 2-period interrupted time series design. First, the clinical decision support system (CDSS) was implemented as a limited pilot with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) nurses (intervention 1), and then, it was fully implemented across all providers (intervention 2). Each data point (abbreviated as D) corresponds to 1 month of clinical encounters by study providers. NP: nurse practitioner.

After collecting feedback from the pilot, further changes were made to the CDSS. Aside from minor modifications to update included lab tests, the most significant change was the consolidation of the 3 separate SmartSets into 1, targeting the “suspected flare,” the first step in the care pathway. The activation of the BPA in the initial CDSS was entirely manual and relied on the provider entering a specific visit diagnosis. However, in the full version, the BPA was set to automatically trigger based on the presence of an IBD diagnosis in the patient’s problem list. This change was expected to improve the adoption and ease of use of the SmartSet for flare encounters.

The full implementation of the CDSS began on October 10, 2018. An instructional memo with paper-based workflow and educational material was sent to each provider (Multimedia Appendix 3). Over the course of 1 month, each participant was given the opportunity to ask questions about using the system and access to use the system in the sandbox environment. A demonstration of the system was also presented at weekly clinical rounds, with an opportunity to ask questions.

Outcome Measures

Process indicators were used to measure the proportion of adherent IBD practitioner flare encounters. These indicators include completion of clinical scores (mHBI or pMayo);
laboratory testing, such as standard lab panel, FCP, stool cultures, and *Clostridium difficile* toxin (only if diarrhea is present); and of vitamin D or calcium in conjunction with corticosteroid prescription, patient information given and documented, and modification of maintenance therapy. A secondary outcome was the adoption or acceptance of the CDSS measured by application rate (ratio of CDSS uses to CDSS available for activation).

**Methods for Data Acquisition and Measurement**

Potential encounters in the pre- and postintervention periods were initially identified by querying the eCLINICIAN EMR database for encounters with the included IBD providers, where patients had documentation of IBD in their problem list or diagnosis field (*International Classification of Diseases* coding). A sampling method was used to exclude encounters with specific reasons for visit deemed unlikely to constitute a flare based on exploratory analysis of the data set. Examples of excluded reasons for the visit included “medication refill,” “medical insurance coverage,” and “review results” (a more detailed description of the sampling method is available in a previous publication [10]). Encounters were then screened manually for inclusion and exclusion eligibility by one of the authors (RTS) and a research assistant.

Data for primary outcome measures were also queried and extracted from the EMR database, in collaboration with the eCLINICIAN reporting team in Alberta Health Services (AHS). The various database codes and IDs as well as the final SQL queries used to extract data are included in the Multimedia Appendix 4.

**Methods for Data Analysis**

Descriptive statistics were calculated to determine patient characteristics, with data presented as counts and proportions for categorical variables, mean (SD) values for normally distributed continuous variables, and median (IQR) values for nonnormally distributed continuous variables. Proportions were compared by using the Pearson $\chi^2$ test [24].

A segmented regression analysis was performed for each primary outcome variable to determine the level and slope in the preintervention period regarding the mean percentage of adherent encounters [25]. Autocorrelation in the residuals was tested using the Durbin-Watson test.

Data analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics (version 23; IBM Corp) and R 3.5.1 (RStudio Inc) [26]. A 95% CI was used in all analyses unless otherwise specified.

**Sample Size Determination**

The sample size was first calculated for pre- and postimplementation cohorts based on logistic regression (Multimedia Appendix 5). With a power of 0.80 and a type I error set to 5%, the sample size required was approximately 634 for small effects and 145 for medium effects [27]. This assumes equal sample sizes (N) in the comparison groups and an initial proportion of adherence to each guideline component of approximately 70%, chosen based on a recent study by Jackson et al [11]. The sample size was calculated using G*Power 3.2.9.2 [28].

There is no standard method for determining power in time series analyses. However, a simulation-based power calculation displayed that with N=16 (8 data points in the preintervention period and 8 data points in the postintervention period), there is a 70% chance to detect an effect size of 0.5 or more, and over 90% chance to detect an effect size of 1 or more, at an alpha level of .05 [29]. It is also generally recommended in the literature to have over 100 observations per data point [25,30].

**Results**

**Initial Data Set and Preprocessing**

Figure 4 shows the study’s flow diagram. The complete, extracted data set includes 31,726 encounters from January 1, 2017, to June 30, 2019. When considering only clinic visits (7655), orders (16,485), and telephone (5220) encounter types, the data set totals 29,360 (92.5%) encounters. There was an average of 998 encounters per month, with a minimum of 735 (December 2018) and a maximum of 1202 (May 2017) encounters. There is an overlap between both implementation periods (Figure 3), and thereby, a number of flare encounters appear in both analyses.
Demographics of CDSS-Enabled Encounters
From September 2017 to June 2019, the CDSS was activated a total of 214 times across 214 encounters with 207 patients. Of these, 16 encounters were excluded from analysis due to, upon review, not being used appropriately for a flare or suspected flare encounter with a patient with IBD. This left 198 encounters, which are detailed in Table 1. More detailed demographics of providers using the system are included in Multimedia Appendix 6.
Table. Demographics of users and encounters invoking the inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) flare clinical decision support system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic variables</th>
<th>Study population (n=198)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider type, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBD nurse</td>
<td>172 (86.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBD practitioner</td>
<td>26 (13.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>113 (57.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>85 (42.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), median (IQR)</td>
<td>37.5 (29-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current IBD therapy, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>37 (18.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-aminosalicylic acid only</td>
<td>53 (26.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunomodulator</td>
<td>18 (9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biologic monotherapy</td>
<td>59 (29.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biologic combination therapy</td>
<td>31 (15.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Encounter characteristics**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Encounter type, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>139 (70.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orders only</td>
<td>32 (16.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic visit</td>
<td>27 (13.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First encounter diagnosis, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>172 (86.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crohn disease</td>
<td>11 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulcerative colitis</td>
<td>10 (5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloody diarrhea</td>
<td>2 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBD</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal bloating</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankylosing spondylitis</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visit reason, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspected IBD flare</td>
<td>113 (57.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBD</td>
<td>39 (19.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease flare-up</td>
<td>15 (7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>9 (4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral</td>
<td>9 (4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>7 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>3 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication change</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication problem</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Study Findings and Outcome Data

Exploratory Analysis of Adherence to Clinical Protocols

Symptom Documentation

Of 192 patients with clinical scores (mHBI or pMayo) that were applicable (excluding those without pouch or short bowel or those newly diagnosed), 133 (69.3%) had a clinical score completed and documented in their chart at the index dispensation. Of all 198 encounters, 196 (99.0%) had symptoms (ie, pain, number and characteristics of stool, and the presence of blood) documented in the chart by the provider.

Laboratory Investigations

Full flare lab panels, including complete blood count, ferritin, electrolytes, creatinine, albumin, alkaline phosphatase, alanine transaminase, aspartate transaminase, and C-reactive protein (CRP), were ordered for 109/198 (55.1%) patients exactly at the encounter. Including orders up to 1 month prior, full panels were ordered for 183/198 (92.4%) patients. However, 113/198 (57.1%) had at least a partial lab panel, including complete blood count and CRP, ordered at the encounter, and 193/198 (97.5%) had partial lab panels, including complete blood count and CRP ordered up to 1 month prior to the encounter.

FCP was ordered at the encounter for 147/198 (74.2%) patients and within 1 month of the encounter for a further 36/198 (18.2%). This leaves only 15 (7.6%) who had no evaluation of FCP at all. Furthermore, testing for *Clostridium difficile* infection was done in 164/198 (82.8%) patients and for stool cultures in 160/198 (80.8) patients. In 138 patients with liquid stool or diarrhea mentioned in the progress note, 127 (92%) had *Clostridium difficile* testing ordered and 123 (89.1%) had stool cultures ordered.

 Provision of Steroid-Sparing Therapy and Osteoprotective Therapy

In this data set, only 12 (6.1%) patients were prescribed steroids at their encounter. Of these, 6 (50%) had maintenance IBD therapy adjusted or added. In contrast, 37 (20%) of the 185 patients who were not prescribed steroids had maintenance therapy adjusted ($P=.02$ for $\chi^2$).

Vitamin D or calcium supplementation was recommended for 8/12 (67%) patients prescribed steroids and 8/10 (80%) when excluding patients with vitamin D or calcium supplementation already documented in their medication list.

Implementation Period 1: Pilot CDSS Version With IBD Nurses

Implementation Period 1 included data from January 2017 to June 2018 (18 months), where September 2017 and beyond were labelled as the active intervention months (postintervention). Of the total 623 confirmed flare encounters, 502 occurred during Implementation Period 1 (Figure 3). Table 2 compares outcome measures before and after the intervention using chi-square tests. Notably, there was a substantial increase in the proportion of flare encounters with completed clinical scores from 3.5% (8/228) to 24.1% (66/274) post intervention. There was also an increase in the proportion of flare encounters with FCP ordered, from 16.7% (38/228) to 27% (74/274).

Table 2. Before-and-after analysis of process measures from Implementation Period 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Preintervention (n=228), n (%)</th>
<th>Postintervention (n=274), n (%)</th>
<th>$P$ value$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDSS$^b$ activated</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>66 (24.1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical score completed</td>
<td>8 (3.5)</td>
<td>66 (24.1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flare labs ordered</td>
<td>124 (54.4)</td>
<td>132 (48.2)</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-reactive protein ordered</td>
<td>156 (68.4)</td>
<td>178 (65.0)</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fecal calprotectin ordered</td>
<td>38 (16.7)</td>
<td>74 (27.0)</td>
<td>.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stool cultures ordered</td>
<td>128 (56.1)</td>
<td>162 (59.1)</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Clostridium difficile</em> test ordered</td>
<td>128 (56.1)</td>
<td>172 (62.8)</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^aP$ value of the Pearson chi-square test comparing proportions.

$^b$CDSS: clinical decision support system.

ITS analysis was done for outcomes that were significant in the before-and-after analyses (Figure 5). For clinical score completion rates, there was no slope change (estimated $\beta$ $-1.22$, 95% CI $-4.44$ to $2.01$; $P=.43$), but there was a level increase (estimated $\beta$ 19.0, 95% CI 2.39-35.60; $P=.03$). For calprotectin testing, there was no slope change (estimated $\beta$ $-2.45$, 95% CI $-6.21$ to $1.32$; $P=.19$) or level change (estimated $\beta$ 14.77, 95% CI $-4.63$ to $34.17$; $P=.13$).
Implementation Period 2: Full CDSS Implementation With All Providers

Implementation Period 2 included data from January 2018 to June 2019 (18 months), where October 2018 and beyond were postintervention months. Of the total 623 confirmed flare encounters, 492 occurred during Implementation Period 2 (Figure 3). Table 3 compares outcome measures before and after the intervention using chi-square tests. There were increases in the proportion of flare encounters with completed flare labs (109/229, 47.6% to 173/263, 65.8%), CRP ordered (147/229, 64.2% to 207/263, 78.7%), calprotectin ordered (64/229, 27.9% to 98/263, 37.3%), and stool cultures ordered (125/229, 54.6% to 176/263, 66.9%).
The ITS analysis for significant outcomes is shown in Figure 6, and accompanying $\beta$ values for slope change and level change with 95% CIs are shown in Table 4. For Period 2, there were no slope or level increases that reached significance at $P=.05$, although CRP testing and stool culture testing would be significant for a level increase at $P=.10$.

Table. Before-and-after analysis of process measures from Implementation Period 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Preintervention (n=229), n (%)</th>
<th>Postintervention (n=263), n (%)</th>
<th>$P$ value$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application of SmartSets</td>
<td>52 (22.7)</td>
<td>72 (27.4)</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical score completed</td>
<td>58 (25.3)</td>
<td>75 (28.5)</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flare labs ordered</td>
<td>109 (47.6)</td>
<td>173 (65.8)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-reactive protein ordered</td>
<td>147 (64.2)</td>
<td>207 (78.7)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fecal calprotectin ordered</td>
<td>64 (27.9)</td>
<td>98 (37.3)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stool cultures ordered</td>
<td>125 (54.6)</td>
<td>176 (66.9)</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clostridium testing ordered</td>
<td>136 (59.4)</td>
<td>177 (67.3)</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$P value of the Pearson chi-square test comparing proportions.
Figure 6. Segmented regression for Implementation Period 2 of the inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) flare clinical decision support system on rates of (A) clinical score completion, (B) flare lab testing, (C) C-reactive protein testing, (D) calprotectin testing, (E) stool culture testing, and (F) *Clostridium difficile* testing.
Table. Parameters for segmented logistic regression analysis of the inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) clinical decision support system (CDSS) in Implementation Period 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application rate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preintervention slope (secular trend, per month)</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>-3.757 to 4.059</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in slope (gradual effect, per month)</td>
<td>2.019</td>
<td>-3.508 to 7.546</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in intercept (immediate effect)</td>
<td>-5.048</td>
<td>-33.86 to 23.76</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical scores completed and documented</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preintervention slope (secular trend, per month)</td>
<td>1.648</td>
<td>-1.596 to 4.893</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in slope (gradual effect, per month)</td>
<td>-2.463</td>
<td>-7.051 to 2.125</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in intercept (immediate effect)</td>
<td>-0.992</td>
<td>-24.91 to 22.92</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IBD flare lab tests ordered</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preintervention slope (secular trend, per month)</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-2.693 to 2.662</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in slope (gradual effect, per month)</td>
<td>1.929</td>
<td>-1.858 to 5.715</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in intercept (immediate effect)</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>-7.137 to 32.34</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C-reactive protein ordered</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preintervention slope (secular trend, per month)</td>
<td>-0.742</td>
<td>-3.121 to 1.637</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in slope (gradual effect, per month)</td>
<td>1.253</td>
<td>-2.111 to 4.618</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in intercept (immediate effect)</td>
<td>14.89</td>
<td>-2.645 to 32.43</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fecal calprotectin ordered</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preintervention slope (secular trend, per month)</td>
<td>1.298</td>
<td>-2.209 to 4.806</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in slope (gradual effect, per month)</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>-4.778 to 5.143</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in intercept (immediate effect)</td>
<td>-1.034</td>
<td>-26.89 to 24.82</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stool cultures ordered</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preintervention slope (secular trend, per month)</td>
<td>-1.060</td>
<td>-3.650 to 1.529</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in slope (gradual effect, per month)</td>
<td>1.714</td>
<td>-1.948 to 5.376</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in intercept (immediate effect)</td>
<td>15.37</td>
<td>-3.715 to 34.46</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clostridium difficile ordered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preintervention slope (secular trend, per month)</td>
<td>-0.228</td>
<td>-2.613 to 2.158</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in slope (gradual effect, per month)</td>
<td>1.825</td>
<td>-1.549 to 5.198</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in intercept (immediate effect)</td>
<td>3.258</td>
<td>-14.33 to 20.84</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Answering the Study Question

In this study, we evaluated the effectiveness of a CDSS that aimed to standardize protocols for patients with IBD experiencing an acute disease flare. An increase in several practices was demonstrated following the CDSS implementation, including increased FCP use. Completion of clinical scores also increased during Implementation Period 1 (before-and-after analysis and ITS analysis) and remained increased throughout Implementation Period 2.

We did not reach significance in slope changes or level changes in any ITS analysis in Period 2. This could be due to the sample size, which may also account for the large variance seen in some data points. There were, however, some encouraging upward trends in flare lab testing, particularly CRP ($P<.10$ in the ITS analysis) and stool cultures.

In characterizing the adoption of this CDSS by the application rate, an interesting finding was that the CDSS was used more by IBD nurses compared to nurse practitioners. This could represent the nurses’ increased experience with the CDSS from the pilot phase and our CDSS focus on decisions related to patients experiencing a disease flare. In the University of Alberta clinic, patients are instructed to call the IBD nurse flare line if they experience changes in symptoms, and so nurses are often the first point of contact in the flare clinical pathway. This is supported by our data showing flare encounters are primarily telephone encounters. Other research has shown that flares are unlikely to coincide with scheduled clinic appointments, which aligns with the current uptake in remote monitoring and rapid access clinics [31-33].

Our observed CDSS use by specialized IBD nurses is in contrast to several other studies that have demonstrated that nurses are less likely to use CDSSs when making decisions about care they are experienced and confident in delivering, especially in the case of telephone triage decisions [34-36]. Our results could be a product of the integration of the nurses’ feedback after the pilot phase, a strategy that may have increased the utility of the CDSS for nurses. This highlights recommendations from other research that emphasize the importance of engaging all stakeholders but especially end users in the CDSS design [37,38].

Limitations of the Study

There are several limitations to this research. Although the ITS design allows for better characterization of temporal changes compared to before-and-after analyses, it is still possible that other changes, such as clinic structure and release or dissemination of guidelines, could have led to the changes observed. However, apart from the intervention activation and the released memo and instructions for use that were disseminated, to our knowledge, there were no other educational campaigns, institutional changes, or major publications promoting the specific care guidelines investigated by the study. There were subtle changes in staff, for example, the joining of a new IBD physician and the leaving of another. However, there were no changes in IBD nurse staff, who were the primary users of the CDSS.

In contrast to the advantage of our 2-phased design regarding the opportunity for feedback from nurses, the design may have hindered our ability to demonstrate change. As we used the same group of IBD nurses in the pilot (Phase 1) and implementation (Phase 2) periods, our baseline use prior to the beginning of Phase 2 had already started. This may have accelerated the observed uptake speed of the CDSS by practitioners and could have also led to an underestimation of the changes before and after Implementation Phase 2.

Sample size is another limitation. In an ITS analysis, it is recommended to have a minimum of 16 data points and 100 observations per data point [25,29,30]. Although we met the data point requirement, the number of flares per month was consistently under 50. Future studies should aim to include more data points, which may require multisite participation. Unfortunately, at the time of this study, the EMR software was only deployed at a single site.

We only captured data from orders that were tied to the encounter. If a decision was made to not order labs for any reason (eg, they were recently completed), they would not be captured by our extraction. As a consequence, estimates of protocol adherence could be deflated.

Finally, it is important to note that for process measures that depend on manual data entry, such as clinical score completion, this research method can only determine whether a process was documented as completed but not necessarily whether it was actually completed. This may have resulted in underestimates of protocol adherence.

Future Directions

The currently available CDSS in this study was limited in its ability to support complex multiprovider pathways and tie together multiple visits along a pathway. More advanced CDSS workflows should be investigated in future versions of the CDSS software and evaluated for effectiveness.

Triggering logic for CDSSs should also be precisely targeted. For example, a CDSS should determine whether a patient has had a test done within a certain time span, and if not, prompt the user to order it. The reverse should also be possible; if a test has been recently ordered (eg, Clostridium difficile, which can only be tested once every 2 weeks), the CDSS could automatically deselect or prompt the user to remove this order to save downstream resources. This was not possible with the resources available in our CDSS environment.

In extracting data for analysis, a significant challenge was identifying flare encounters based on EMR data. The problem stems from a lack of discrete data identifying patients with active diseases (clinical scores were not regularly documented as discrete data). Future research should seek to develop a case definition for disease flare through administrative provincial data sets. This could include quantitative metrics, such as CRP and FCP, that predict the likelihood of flare, but it could also include the integration of a case-finding algorithm that uses natural language processing to parse clinical notes. This strategy
has been explored in several other diseases and has been shown
to significantly improve case detection [39]. Some work has
been done in IBD to identify phenotypic information from clinic
notes using natural language processing [40].

The methodology used in this research should be expanded to
investigate the effects of improved versions of CDSS for IBD
on other community clinics and nonacademic practices
throughout Alberta. Cluster-randomized designs or
stepped-wedge designs could be explored since multiple clinics
could be available for randomization.

This study did not investigate the impact on patient outcomes,
which would require a longer follow-up period (ideally 2 or
more years). Nonetheless, long-term patient outcomes for the
CDSS are of great importance [9] and should be explored in
the future.

Conclusions
Through our study, we designed and implemented, in 2 phases,
a CDSS for IBD disease flare embedded in existing EMR
software and evaluated the impact of the CDSS on provider
adoption of clinical guidelines and local best practices. We have
shown moderate adoption and acceptance of this system by
providers, particularly by IBD nurses, as measured by the system
application rate. Findings from the first phase support the
hypothesis that the CDSS improved the use of FCP and the
documentation of clinical scores. Findings from the second
phase support further improvement in ordering flare lab panels,
CRP, and stool cultures, as shown in before-and-after analysis
and multivariate analysis. In addition, potential improvements
in workflow integration were identified through qualitative
questionnaires and feedback forms; areas for future research
have also been established.
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Abstract

Background: Timely and comprehensive collection of a patient’s medication history in the emergency department (ED) is crucial for optimizing health care delivery. The implementation of a medication history sharing program, titled “Patient’s In-home Medications at a Glance,” in a tertiary teaching hospital aimed to efficiently collect and display nationwide medication histories for patients’ initial hospital visits.

Objective: As an evaluation was necessary to provide a balanced picture of the program, we aimed to evaluate both care process outcomes and humanistic outcomes encompassing end-user experience of physicians and pharmacists.

Methods: We conducted a cohort study and a cross-sectional study to evaluate both outcomes. To evaluate the care process, we measured the time from the first ED assessment to urgent percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) initiation from electronic health records. To assess end-user experience, we developed a 22-item questionnaire using a 5-point Likert scale, including 5 domains: information quality, system quality, service quality, user satisfaction, and intention to reuse. This questionnaire was validated and distributed to physicians and pharmacists. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyze the PCI initiation time, and structural equation modeling was used to assess factors affecting end-user experience.

Results: The time from the first ED assessment to urgent PCI initiation at the ED was significantly decreased using the patient medication history program (mean rank 42.14 min vs 28.72 min; Mann-Whitney U=346; P=0.03). A total of 112 physicians and pharmacists participated in the survey. Among the 5 domains, “intention to reuse” received the highest score (mean 4.77, SD 0.37), followed by “user satisfaction” (mean 4.56, SD 0.49), while “service quality” received the lowest score (mean 3.87, SD 0.79). “User satisfaction” was significantly associated with “information quality” and “intention to reuse.”

Conclusions: Timely and complete retrieval using a medication history-sharing program led to an improved care process by expediting critical decision-making in the ED, thereby contributing to value-based health care delivery in a real-world setting. The experiences of end users, including physicians and pharmacists, indicated satisfaction with the program regarding information quality and their intention to reuse.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e53079) doi:10.2196/53079
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Introduction

Health information systems (HISs) play a vital role in the delivery of health care services, as they provide access to the patient’s medical records, help track treatment progress, and support health care providers in making care decisions [1-3]. Although the development of HISs has revolutionized the provision of patient care and handling of patients’ health information, in the transitional period toward the era of the fourth industrial revolution, studies that evaluate humanistic outcomes as well as clinical or economic outcomes caused by
HISs are needed [4]. As leaders in health care settings have made various investments, such as time, money, and manpower, in managing HISs [5], the multifaceted evaluation of whether end users can use the HIS skillfully and achieve satisfaction in functionality and usability would be increasingly important in the future [4,6].

Health care organizations can ensure effective HIS use and improve the quality of patient care by conducting evaluations of HISs. These evaluations could allow health care organizations to proactively address issues related to system performance, integration, and data accuracy. However, evaluating the diversity and complexity of HISs in real-world clinical settings is a significant challenge [5,7]. Hospitals use different HISs depending on their work process, and the program related to direct patient care, including documentation and retrieval of medical records, or clinical decision support systems varies [8-10]. In addition, health care environments are constantly evolving with the emergence of innovative technologies [11]. Newly developed information systems or programs tend to be integrated into homegrown HISs after establishing a fully electronic medical record system. Thus, although HIS evaluations reporting economic, clinical, and humanistic outcomes could provide a balanced picture of the comprehensive impact of the health care interventions implemented, comprehensive evaluations of HISs are rarely conducted [12].

Acquisition of patients’ complete medication use history could greatly enhance medication management and support physicians in making informed decisions. Accurate and efficient compilation of information can be more important when time-sensitive clinical decisions and subsequent interventions are made [13], especially in the emergency department (ED). However, previous studies have demonstrated that accurate and timely collection of patients’ medication histories is challenging especially in the ED for various reasons, including patients with altered mental status due to confusion or intoxication, patients taking multiple outpatient prescriptions, and first-time patients to the hospital [14-16]. Since the treatment plan would change depending on the medication history, the prompt and complete evaluation of the medication history is vital. The process of collecting medication history was also described as a labor-intensive process, often requiring manual retrieval of information from outside the hospital [17,18]. Thus, a medication history sharing program called “Patient’s In-home Medications at a Glance” was developed and successfully launched within a homegrown HIS known as BESTCare in Seoul National University Bundang Hospital (SNUBH) on January 11, 2021. The program enabled health professionals to access the patients’ nationwide medication history swiftly and accurately from the Healthcare Insurance Review and Assessment Service database in South Korea with added features about the patient instructions and the identification guide for each medication. The rate of identification of patients’ medication history within 24 hours was significantly improved at the ED after the implementation of the program [19]. However, comprehensive evaluations of querying patient medication history were necessary to provide a balanced picture of the medication history program, as an HIS intervention could have had an impact not only on the care process but also on humanistic outcomes, such as end-user experience about its functionality and usability, which may evolve over time.

Therefore, this study aimed to evaluate the impact of an HIS intervention on health care delivery, namely medication history retrieval, using the “Patient’s In-home Medications at a Glance” program. Specifically, we evaluated the care process outcome, that is, the time from the first ED assessment to urgent percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) initiation, and the humanistic outcome, that is, the end-user experience among physicians and pharmacists.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

We conducted a cohort study and a cross-sectional study to evaluate both outcomes. We evaluated the impact of medication history retrieval using the “Patient’s In-home Medications at a Glance” program on two aspects: (1) the care process outcome and (2) the end-user experience among physicians and pharmacists. Figure 1 shows the ED process and medication history check to describe the 2 outcomes of this study.
Figure 1. Emergency department (ED) process and medication history check depicting two outcomes: (1) time from the first ED assessment to urgent percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) initiation as the care process outcome and (2) the end-user experience among physicians and pharmacists using the program as a humanistic outcome. Delayed medication history checks could increase the time of PCI initiation at the ED, especially in urgent clinical situations. The “Patient’s In-home Medications at a Glance” program linking to the nationwide personal medication records provides more rapid and complete collections of medication history compared to manual retrievals that often require interviews with patients or caregivers at the ED (icons are made by Freepik).

First, we analyzed the care process to determine whether physicians’ use of the program could expedite the time from the first ED assessment to urgent PCI initiation. Second, to assess end-user experience, we developed a questionnaire consisting of 22 survey items that were validated. We then conducted a website-based survey among physicians and pharmacists who served as end users of the program.

Care Process Outcome

Data Collection

For the care process, patients who were admitted to the ED for the first time from January 1, 2021, to December 31, 2022, were included to estimate the impact of the program on the collection of patients’ drug therapy. The outcome was defined as the time of initiating urgent PCI after the first assessment by ED physicians from January 1, 2021, to December 31, 2022. Urgent PCI was defined as PCI performed within an hour of admission.
to the ED. As the identification of the patient’s medication use history was required to further improve the care plan, the time from the first ED assessment to urgent PCI initiation was analyzed.

**Data Analysis**

To analyze the impact of the program on the care process, data were extracted from the SNUBH electronic database. We performed a Mann-Whitney U test to evaluate the difference in the time from the first ED assessment to urgent PCI initiation between patients who were queried about their medication use history by physicians via the program and those who were not.

All analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics (version 22.0; IBM Corp) and R (version 4.0.2; R Foundation for Statistical Computing).

**Survey and Assessing Factors Affecting End-User Experience on the Program**

**Survey Development With a Conceptual Framework**

To assess end-user experience and whether end users are satisfied with HIS and their intention to reuse it, we adopted the updated DeLone and McLean Model of Information Systems Success (DMISM) [20] for survey development. The updated DMISM provides a conceptual framework to suggest the factors necessary for the provision of use and benefits from the HIS. Based on the updated DMISM, we proposed that the quality of the information system consists of 3 quality domains: information quality, system quality, and service quality. These domains are necessary for user satisfaction and are instrumental in driving users’ intentions to reuse the system. In this study, we narrowed the scope to physicians and pharmacists who were already using the program. Therefore, we adjusted the factor of “intention to use” and “use” in the updated DMISM to “intention to reuse.” Due to the nature of the HIS, “intention to reuse” of the program by end users is considered the ultimate and crucial goal. By setting it as the final outcome variable, “intention to reuse” is influenced by preceding user satisfaction. Therefore, we established the research model with the relationship that “user satisfaction” affects “intention to reuse.” These domains were used to develop the survey (Figure 2).
We collected 32 survey questionnaires that assessed each quality domain regarding previous studies [3,21-24]. Through face validation with 6 pharmacists, a physician, and a medical informatics professor every 2 weeks for 3 months, the survey questionnaires were classified according to each domain. The questionnaires were eliminated or revised to reflect the contextual significance of the program. The draft survey finally consisted of 22 questionnaires, and a pilot study was conducted with 10 pharmacists and 2 physicians at SNUBH.

The survey was conducted from December 15, 2022, to December 28, 2022, at SNUBH. We used a web-based survey to collect data on the end-user experience efficiently and rapidly. The survey link was distributed to all physicians and pharmacists at the hospital via email. Survey completion was expected to take approximately 5 minutes. The items in the survey were rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1=not at all; 5=very much). Only those who provided consent after receiving an explanation of the background and purpose of the survey were included.

**Data Analysis**

An exploratory factor analysis of the results was then performed to determine how the items were classified into components. We used the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure to assess sampling adequacy and obtained a specific value of 0.858, surpassing the recommended threshold of 0.5. The suitability of the data for factor analysis was further confirmed through the Bartlett test...
of sphericity, yielding a statistically significant result ($\chi^2_{105}=723.6; P<.001$). The analysis of communality, indicating the explanatory power between measurement variables and extracted factors, was performed. Considering the general criterion that variables with communality below 0.4 are deemed low and should be excluded from factor analysis, 8 questions were excluded. Consequently, 14 questionnaires were retained (Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Subsequently, we conducted a reliability analysis of the survey items and calculated Cronbach $\alpha$. We analyzed the convergent and discriminant validity of the constructs. We used SPSS to conduct statistical analyses, including factor and reliability analyses. Finally, structural equation modeling (SEM) was used to evaluate the structural correlations among the domains using the AMOS 25 software (version 25.0; IBM Corp). SEM was chosen to provide a comprehensive understanding of the relationships among survey variables and to help validate the theoretical models with a visual representation.

**Ethical Considerations**

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of SNUBH (B-2203-746-001; April 21, 2022), and the requirement of obtaining written consent was waived, as this study did not contain sensitive personally identifiable information.

**Results**

**Care Process Outcome**

Of the 162 patients who were admitted to the ED and visited the hospital for the first time over a 2-year period, 77 who underwent urgent PCIs within an hour from the first ED assessment to urgent PCI initiation were included. Patients who were regularly visiting hospitals with chronic diseases were excluded. Table 1 describes the demographic characteristics of patients, including gender, age, department, tests, and diagnosis, between the patient group (n=59), for which the doctor did not use the program, and the patient group (n=18), whose medications were accessed through the program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>No (without the program; n=59)</th>
<th>Yes (with the program; n=18)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male), n (%)</td>
<td>50 (84.7)</td>
<td>11 (61.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>64.3 (12.1)</td>
<td>68.9 (12.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department at discharge, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiology</td>
<td>54 (91.5)</td>
<td>16 (88.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>5 (8.5)</td>
<td>2 (11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had CT$^b$ scan, n (%)</td>
<td>12 (20.3)</td>
<td>3 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST elevation myocardial infarction</td>
<td>53 (89.8)</td>
<td>16 (88.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>10 (16.9)</td>
<td>4 (22.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Patients receiving percutaneous coronary intervention within an hour at an emergency department from January 12, 2021, to December 31, 2022.  
$^b$CT: computed tomography.

Changes in time from the first ED assessment to urgent PCI initiation significantly decreased in patients who used the program (n=18; mean rank 28.72 min) versus patients who did not use the program (n=59; mean rank 42.14 min; Mann-Whitney $U=346; P=.03$).

**Survey and Assessing Factors Affecting End-User Experience on the Program**

**Survey Participants’ Characteristics**

During the 2-week survey period, we received survey responses from 112 participants in the hospital. Among them, we removed the responses of 10 participants who never used the “Patient’s In-home Medication at a Glance” based on their answers to the first question. In addition, the responses of 5 participants who gave the same rating to the negative and positive questions were removed, as they were considered either not meaningful or not sincere to the survey, leaving 97 responses for analysis. Table 2 presents the characteristics. Participants included 62 (63.9%) physicians and 35 (36.1%) pharmacists, and the mean use count during the week was approximately 10.8 (SD 13.9).
Table 1. Participants’ characteristics (N=97).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Values, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician (n=62, 63.9%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>35 (56.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident</td>
<td>27 (43.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Department</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal medicine</td>
<td>50 (80.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>12 (19.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workplace</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulatory clinic</td>
<td>24 (38.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General ward</td>
<td>21 (33.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency room</td>
<td>11 (17.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive care unit</td>
<td>6 (9.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacist</td>
<td>35 (36.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EHR a experience (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20 (20.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22 (22.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20 (20.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>30 (30.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>32 (33.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>65 (67.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤30</td>
<td>14 (14.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-40</td>
<td>58 (59.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>20 (20.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>5 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weekly frequency of using the program</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>10.7 (13.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>6 (4-10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aEHR: electronic health record.

**Evaluation of the Survey Results**

Of the 22 survey questions, the updated DMISM comprised 14 questions in 5 domains. After performing exploratory factor analysis, we calculated the mean score of each domain and Cronbach α to confirm the consistency of the items. This reliability analysis revealed that Cronbach α for all variables exceeded 0.80 (information quality: 0.808; system quality: 0.834; and service quality: 0.800), except for user satisfaction (Cronbach α=0.788) and intention to use (Cronbach α=0.795).

On a 5-point scale, the mean scores values for the information, system, and service quality of the program were 4.11 (SD 0.76), 4.24 (SD 0.75), and 3.87 (SD 0.79), respectively. User satisfaction (4.56, SD 0.49) and intention to reuse (4.77, SD 0.37) were measured. Among the 5 domains of the survey questionnaire, intention to reuse obtained the highest score. The estimates and weights of all 5 domains were analyzed, and no issues were observed in the convergent validity of the constructs (Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1). In addition, the subsequent analysis revealed the absence of discriminant validity (Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1).
The SEM images are shown in Figure 3. The model fit indices were calculated as follows: $\chi^2_{70}=103.413 \ (P<.001)$; goodness-of-fit index=0.868 (recommended: 0-1.0); root mean square residual=0.039 (recommended: 0-0.05); and root mean square error of approximation=0.071 (recommended: 0.05-0.08).

The comparative fit index and the Tucker-Lewis index for the model exceeded 0.9. The normed fit index and adjusted goodness-of-fit index values were lower than the recommended values of 0.859 and 0.802, respectively. Thus, this model was confirmed to be appropriate for assessing the factors affecting the “intention to reuse” program as an end-user experience.

The associations between the latent variables were positive, supporting our hypotheses. Among the 3 quality domains, “information quality” had a significantly positive influence on “user satisfaction.” Consequently, the influence of “information quality” in “user satisfaction” and the influence of “user satisfaction” in “intent to reuse” were significantly associated.
Discussion

Principal Results
This study aimed to evaluate the impact of medication history retrieval using the “Patient’s In-home Medications at a Glance” program in homegrown HISs during the 2-year maintenance phase after program implementation. The significance of our findings was twofold. First, we conducted a comprehensive evaluation of the impact of the nationwide medication history-sharing program, consisting of care process outcomes and end-user experiences as humanistic outcomes. We elaborately planned both the care process and humanistic outcomes of 2-year use, which allowed the program to stabilize, after its implementation in the HIS [23]. The care process, focusing on the time required for urgent PCI initiation, was improved in the patient group, whose physicians used the program and experienced expedited urgent PCI initiation. Thus, the use of the program could help identify whether patients are taking an antplatelet or anticoagulant agent when they are unconscious or are unable to identify their medications. Regarding humanistic outcomes, the survey showed high scores overall, especially for “user satisfaction” and “intention to reuse.” The increasing trend in the use of the “Patient’s In-home Medications at a Glance” program by physicians and pharmacists indicates the successful integration of the newly developed program into the HIS, as evidenced by a positive end-user experience.

Second, we assessed factors affecting end-user experience using SEM; “information quality” significantly influenced “user satisfaction,” and “user satisfaction,” in turn, positively enhanced “intention to reuse.” Since the survey was developed with the updated DMISM, which is a conceptual framework to suggest factors necessary for the “intention to reuse” the program, we could examine whether and how the 3 quality domains, including information, system, and service, affect “user satisfaction” and how “user satisfaction” affects “intention to reuse.” These findings highlight the potential of the HIS in supporting clinical decision-making and contributing to value-based health care through the provision of a comprehensive medication use history.

Implications
Value-based health care is an approach to health care delivery in which providers are paid based on the patient’s health outcomes [25], while reducing costs [26]. The benefits of a value-based health care system include reduced treatment costs, increased care efficiency, and reduced risks [27]. Measuring a patient’s clinical outcomes is a major aim of value-based health care. In our study, we measured both care process outcomes and end-user experiences, which help present humanistic outcomes. Hence, a comprehensive evaluation was conducted by selecting both outcomes to determine the impact of the interventions using the HIS. Health service providers should provide patient-centered team care, share patients’ medical information, and measure the care process using the HIS. The physicians were able to collect the patients’ complete medication use histories in a friendly manner, even if the patients were unable to identify the exact medications they were taking. As access to a complete medication use history could help physicians make clinical decisions and collaborate care within the hospital [28], the HIS could help improve the patient’s outcomes. Thus, HISs can play a vital role in value-based health care by delivering comprehensive and up-to-date information, including medication use history, laboratory results, and other medical records.

In terms of the association between the survey domains, the updated DMISM was applied to identify the quality factors that contribute to “user satisfaction,” which affects end users’ “intention to reuse.” According to Alzahrani et al [29], 3 quality domains are significantly related to “user satisfaction” and “intention to reuse” and consequently affect actual usage. By conducting an SEM analysis of the survey results, our model revealed a significant effect of “information quality” on “user satisfaction,” as well as “user satisfaction” on “intention to reuse.” These results indicate that providing complete, accurate, and regent information is important for “user satisfaction,” ultimately driving the “intention to reuse.” A previous study stated that studies assessing the acceptance of HISs have been conducted from the physicians’ perspective, not the clinical pharmacists’ [30]. Since the program has been used by physicians and pharmacists, we could assess the factors affecting end-user experience in both professional groups. If the quality of information in an HIS is not guaranteed, health care professionals will not use specific programs in the HIS.

Limitations
This study had some limitations. First, we developed and implemented the “Patient’s In-home Medications at a Glance” program in a single hospital. Thus, outcomes, such as care processes or factors affecting end-user experience, cannot be generalized to other hospitals in South Korea. However, as the Healthcare Insurance Review and Assessment Service has established guidelines for program development, further studies that use similar HISs could be conducted in other hospitals. Second, the pretest and posttest studies had the inherent limitations of nonrandomized, uncontrolled study designs. Although we showed the impact of the program on the time to PCI as the care process, we could not capture the long-term effects on clinical outcomes, such as survival rates or extended hospital stays. Nevertheless, our findings regarding the care process, specifically the reduction in time from the first ED assessment to urgent PCI initiation, could be meaningful not only in expediting clinical decisions but also in the evaluation of HISs in a real-world health care setting. Third, a notable limitation of our study is the imbalanced distribution of participants between the patient groups with or without the program (18 vs 59 participants) and the small number of patients in the group using the program. This uneven and small sample size raises concerns about the statistical robustness of our findings. Future research endeavors should prioritize achieving a more equitable number and distribution of patients to enhance the reliability and generalizability of our conclusions. Although our study offers valuable insights, the limitation of uneven and small sample sizes underscores the importance of cautious interpretation and highlights a potential area for improvement in subsequent research. Fourth, in the results of the SEM analysis, “information quality” was a standalone significant
factor among 3 quality domains influencing “user satisfaction.” It is possible that the developed survey item may not adequately address the measurement of the quality domain. Lastly, our focus in this study was on system acceptability rather than the direct improvement in the health of the patients. We plan to focus more on the clinical outcome of the program, which includes not only medication information but also ensuring comprehensive disease management. This approach should be followed up for future measurements in subsequent studies.

Conclusions

Our findings highlight the impact of the rapid and complete medication history retrieval using the “Patient’s In-home Medications at a Glance” program on the care process and end-user experience. A significantly positive effect was found on the care process by expediting urgent PCI initiation time at the ED, thereby contributing to value-based healthcare delivery in a real-world setting. Moreover, the HIS intervention provided high-quality information to physicians and pharmacists, resulting in high satisfaction. Long-term assessments can provide valuable insights into the sustained impact of the program, further optimizing patient outcomes.
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Abstract

Background: Although evidence-based medicine proposes personalized care that considers the best evidence, it still fails to address personal treatment in many real clinical scenarios where the complexity of the situation makes none of the available evidence applicable. “Medicine-based evidence” (MBE), in which big data and machine learning techniques are embraced to derive treatment responses from appropriately matched patients in real-world clinical practice, was proposed. However, many challenges remain in translating this conceptual framework into practice.

Objective: This study aimed to technically translate the MBE conceptual framework into practice and evaluate its performance in providing general decision support services for outcomes after congenital heart disease (CHD) surgery.

Methods: Data from 4774 CHD surgeries were collected. A total of 66 indicators and all diagnoses were extracted from each echocardiographic report using natural language processing technology. Combined with some basic clinical and surgical information, the distances between each patient were measured by a series of calculation formulas. Inspired by structure-mapping theory, the fusion of distances between different dimensions can be modulated by clinical experts. In addition to supporting direct analogical reasoning, a machine learning model can be constructed based on similar patients to provide personalized prediction. A user-operable patient similarity network (PSN) of CHD called CHDmap was proposed and developed to provide general decision support services based on the MBE approach.

Results: Using 256 CHD cases, CHDmap was evaluated on 2 different types of postoperative prognostic prediction tasks: a binary classification task to predict postoperative complications and a multiple classification task to predict mechanical ventilation duration. A simple poll of the k-most similar patients provided by the PSN can achieve better prediction results than the average performance of 3 clinicians. Constructing logistic regression models for prediction using similar patients obtained from the PSN can further improve the performance of the 2 tasks (best area under the receiver operating characteristic curve=0.810 and 0.926, respectively). With the support of CHDmap, clinicians substantially improved their predictive capabilities.

Conclusions: Without individual optimization, CHDmap demonstrates competitive performance compared to clinical experts. In addition, CHDmap has the advantage of enabling clinicians to use their superior cognitive abilities in conjunction with it to make decisions that are sometimes even superior to those made using artificial intelligence models. The MBE approach can be embraced in clinical practice, and its full potential can be realized.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e49138) doi:10.2196/49138
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Introduction

Congenital heart disease (CHD) is the most common type of birth defect, with birth prevalence reported to be 1% of live births worldwide [1]. Despite remarkable success in the surgical and medical management that has increased the survival of children with CHD [2], the quality of treatment and prognosis after congenital heart surgery remains unsatisfactory and varies across centers [3,4]. The reason for this is that the complexity of the disease, clinical heterogeneity within lesions, and small number of patients with specific forms of CHD severely degrade the precision and value of estimates of average treatment effects provided by randomized controlled trials on the average patient. Some visionary researchers have proposed a new paradigm called “medicine-based evidence” (MBE), in which big data and machine learning techniques are embraced to interrogate treatment responses among appropriately matched patients in real-world clinical practice [5,6].

Postoperative complications in congenital heart surgery have been inconsistently reported but have important contributions to mortality, hospital stay, cost, and quality of life [7-9]. Heart centers with the best outcomes might not report fewer complications but rather have systems in place to recognize and correct complications before deleterious outcomes ensue [8]. The early detection of deterioration after congenital heart surgery enables prompt initiation of therapy, which may result in reduced impairment and earlier rehabilitation. Several risk scoring systems, such as the Risk Adjustment for Congenital Heart Surgery 1 (RACHS-1) method, Aristotle score, and Society of Thoracic Surgeons–European Association for Cardiothoracic Surgery (STS-EACTS) score, have been developed and used to adjust the risk of in-hospital morbidity and mortality [10-13]. However, most of these consensus-based risk models only focus on the procedures themselves and ignore the differences between centers and patients. Specific patient characteristics, such as lower weight [14] and longer cardiopulmonary bypass time [15], especially the quantitative echocardiographic indicators used by clinicians to understand CHD conditions, were not incorporated into these models nor can they be adjusted for. Based on the increasing number of CHD databases being built, some machine learning–based predictive models have recently been used to identify independent risk factors and predict complications after congenital heart surgery [16-18]. These predictive models achieved outstanding performance compared to traditional risk scores, but these models are usually only capable of performing a single task. In addition, such models often contain hundreds of features, so for clinicians, understanding how to interpret the prediction from a complicated machine learning model is still a challenge [19]. Based on our previous studies [16-18], as the model becomes more complex and more variables are included, the results are better, but it is more difficult to understand and accept clinically. Although some explainable artificial intelligence (AI) techniques continue to evolve [20,21], machine learning prediction models are still a black box for clinicians. Due to the lack of understanding and manipulation of the model, clinicians often lack confidence in the predicted outcomes, which severely hampers the entry of these machine learning models into routine care.

Patient similarity networks (PSNs) are an emerging paradigm for precision medicine, in which patients are clustered or classified based on their similarities in various features [22,23]. PSNs address many challenges in data analytics and is naturally interpretable. In a PSN, each node is an individual patient, and the distance (or edge) between 2 nodes corresponds to pairwise patient similarity for given features. PSNs naturally handle heterogeneous data, as any data type can be converted into a similarity network by defining similarity measures [24,25]. A PSN generated based on a large cohort of patients will show several subgroups of patients who are tightly connected. If a new patient is located on the PSN, neighbors that have similar features with known risk or prognosis will inform clinicians of the potential risk and prognosis of the patient. This mimics the clinical reasoning of many experienced clinical experts, who often relate a patient to similar patients they have seen. Moreover, representing patients by similarity is conceptually intuitive and explainable because it can convert the data into network views, where the decision boundary can be visually evident [26]. PSNs can also provide a feasible engineering solution for the MBE framework, which, based on a library of “approximate matches” consisting of a group of patients who share the greatest similarity with the index case, can be examined to estimate the effects of various treatments within the context of the individual patient’s specific characteristics [6].

PSNs have been reported in many studies. Although early PSN studies have focused on using omics data in precision medicine [27-29], with the development of electronic health record (EHR) systems, abundant, complex, high-dimensional, and heterogeneous data are being captured during daily care, and some EHR-based patient similarity frameworks have been proposed for diagnosis [30], subgroup patients [31,32], outcome prediction [33], drug recommendation [34,35], and disease screening [36]. However, studies of PSNs that predict the outcome after CHD surgery have not been reported. A perspective article proposed an MBE conceptual framework for CHD [6], in which similarity analysis is used to generate a library of “approximate matches.” However, they did not provide any technical solution for this framework. The challenge in applying PSNs in a real clinical setting is, first of all, to assess the distance between patients with complex conditions such as CHD in a computable way. However, mimicking clinical analogy reasoning is not a simple math formula based on various patients’ attributes. The structure-mapping theory in cognitive science argues that advanced cognitive functions are involved in the analysis of relationship similarity above attribute similarity [37]. Analogy inference requires advanced cognitive activity, which current AI technology lacks but clinical experts are good at. However, all established models ignore this important feature of patient similarity analysis, in that it should not only measure patients’ distance but also put clinicians back behind the wheel to generate MBE for clinical decision-making. In this study, we aimed to develop and evaluate a clinician-operable PSN of CHD to try to mitigate the above problems.
**Methods**

**Study Design and Population**

As shown in Figure 1, using data available at different stages, 4 PSNs were generated and named as screening map, echo map, patient map, and surgery map. These data were obtained from the ultrasound reporting system and EHR system of the Children’s Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine, Hangzhou, China.

**Figure 1.** CHDmap contains 4 patient similarity networks generated from 4 different clinical phases, with different data obtained at each phase. CHD: congenital heart disease; ICU: intensive care unit; LOS: length of stay.

A schematic of the data processing and workflow for the construction of the PSN is shown in Figure 2 and described below.
Ethical Considerations
This retrospective study was performed according to relevant guidelines and approved by the institutional review board of the Children’s Hospital of Zhejiang University School of Medicine with a waiver of informed consent (2018_IRB_078). All cases included in this study were anonymized. Intensive care unit (ICU) clinicians who participated in the trial received cash compensation (RMB ¥100 [US $14.06] per day), which complied with local regulatory requirements for scientific labor.

Data Collection and Preprocessing
In addition to preoperative echocardiography reports that described the CHD conditions, the following patient and surgical characteristics were also collected: age, sex, height, weight, preoperative oxygen saturation of the right-upper limb, surgery time, cardiopulmonary bypass time, aortic cross-clamping time, mechanical ventilation time, duration of postoperative hospital stay, duration of ICU stay, and postoperative complications (the detailed definitions of postoperative complications are shown in Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1 [38-40]).

The most challenging part of patient similarity analysis was defining all the semantic concepts in the domain. An ontology of CHD was developed based on reviewing a large number of clinical guidelines for CHD to cover 436 CHD conditions and 87 related echocardiographic indicators. The OWL format ontology file is available on the CHDmap website [41].
ontology was used to normalize all concepts and measure semantic similarity among them. It was also used to identify quantitative indicators from the unstructured text of echocardiography reports. In addition to recording some routine cardiac structure indicators, the echocardiography report also provided quantitative indicators regarding various malformations, such as the size of various defects, shunt flow velocity, and pressure difference at the defect, depending on the specific CHD structural malformation. Natural language processing (NLP) technology [38] was used to extract 66 commonly used quantitative indicators. A range of processing and computational methods were used to assess similarity between patients (details information are shown in the supplemental methods and Tables S2 Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The various automatically extracted measurement values were subject to quality control, and any abnormal data (outside the reasonable range of the corresponding values) were modified or removed after manual verification. The diagnosis in the report was also extracted and mapped to the normalized terms defined in the CHD ontology.

Measuring Patient Similarity

In this study, the similarity of patients with CHD was measured using 4 groups of features: the quantitative echocardiographic indicators, the specific CHD diagnosis, preoperative clinical features, and surgical features. Different distance measurement methods were adopted for different groups of features, as described in the supplemental methods in Multimedia Appendix 1. We provided 3 types of methods to handle the echocardiographic indicators: the origin value, the z score, and the indicator combination ratio. The similarity between 2 diagnoses was calculated using the depth of the corresponding nodes in the CHD ontology, which organizes hundreds of CHD diagnoses in a hierarchical structure. Two approaches were used to measure the distance between diagnosis lists: one treats all diagnoses equally, referred to in the result section as “ungrade,” whereas the other distinguishes between basic and other diagnoses, referred to as “grade.” Finally, the patient distance was measured as the weighted sum of the 4 distances as shown in equation (1), and the final distances were also normalized to [0,1].

\[
\text{(1)}
\]

The weights in equation (1) and the different methods used to measure distance can also be modified by users depending on their experience in different tasks to fully exploit the advanced cognitive ability of clinical professionals. The distance matrix among historical patients can be calculated based on the aforementioned methods. We used t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding [42] to convert the distance matrix into 2D points, which can be visualized as a map. The user-operable CHDmap was developed based on ECharts [43] using React (Meta) and Node.js (OpenJS Foundation). The patient similarity analysis engine, which measures the distances between a new patient and patients in CHDmap, was developed using Python (Python Software Foundation).

CHDmap

A user-operable CHD PSN called CHDmap was developed and published on the web [44]. The introduction video of this tool is also available in Multimedia Appendix 2. Based on the different available data for each clinical phase, as shown in Figure 1, CHDmap provides 4 different PSNs: the screening map, echo map, patient map, and surgery map. The workspace of CHDmap comprises 3 major modules: (1) map view, (2) cockpit view, and (3) outcome view (as shown in Figure 3).
The map view presents the PSN as a zoomable electronic map, in which each node represents a patient and the distance between nodes shows their similarity. The map can be enhanced by using different colors to show the diagnostic labels as well as relevant prognostic indicators (e.g., length of stay and complications). Different methods to handle the echocardiographic indicators, such as normal, z score, or combination ratio value, can be selected on the web. The similar patient group is also highlighted on the map view during similarity analysis.

The cockpit view provides a navigation function that helps clinicians locate cases based on specified query conditions, such as age, gender, and CHD subtypes. In practice, clinicians were allowed to create a new case, in which an NLP-based information extraction tool will assist users in filling in most of the echocardiographic indicators based on Chinese echocardiography reports. The top $k$ value, or threshold of patient similarity, is used to customize the similar group. For advanced users, a customized map can be generated by adjusting the weights for the patient similarity measurement defined in the Methods section.

The outcome view provides an overview of outcomes, including the length of hospital stay, mechanical ventilation time, length of ICU stay, complications, and hospital survival of the selected similar patient group. Multiple charts are used to show the difference between the selected patient group and others. The Mann-Whitney $U$ test and the $\chi^2$ test are used to determine the
significance of differences between groups. When there are significant differences between the selected patient group and other patients, the color of the check box at the top of the outcome view will turn red; otherwise, it will stay gray. Checking the box will show detailed charts and tables of the outcome. This real-time feedback will help clinicians adjust the parameters in the cockpit view based on the requirements of the scenario for clinical decision-making. Based on a selected group of similar patients, CHDmap provides machine learning models to personalize the prediction of relevant outcome metrics for the current patient. Therefore, for each case, different parameters can be applied and compared to ultimately assess the credibility of the relevant decision support information.

**Evaluation Method**

The closer 2 patients are located on the CHDmap, the more similar their conditions and postoperative outcomes are considered to be. When a new patient is admitted to the hospital, historical patients can be divided into similar and nonsimilar groups based on some criteria. There are 2 criteria to define patient similarity groups: one is to use the most similar k patients, also known as k-nearest neighbor (KNN), to form a patient similarity group, and the other is to define a threshold above which patients form a similarity group. The statistical characteristics or regression value of postoperative outcomes in the similarity group are used to predict the outcomes of the current patient.

In this paper, we evaluated the performance of the surgery map of CHDmap on 2 tasks: predicting postoperative complications as a binary classification task, in which more than 50% of patients in the similarity group with complications were assigned "True" for the target patient, and predicting mechanical ventilation duration as a multiple-label classification task (I: 0-12 h, II: 12-24 h, III: 24-48 h, and IV: >48 h), in which the category with the highest proportion in the similarity group was assigned to the target patient.

As the optimum k of KNN to form a similarity group for a specific case is always different, the unified population-level optimized k on the training data set was used to evaluate CHDmap on the test data set without individual customization. Different data preprocessing methods (original, z score, and combination ratio) and whether to distinguish primary diagnoses (grade and ungrade) were tested and compared.

Making decisions may not be straightforward if the outcome of a similar patient group is extremely heterogeneous, whereby a machine learning model based on a similar patient population can provide a more personalized prediction of the relevant prognostic indicators. Although there are numerous machine learning models to choose from, the focus of this study was to demonstrate the advantages of basing the model on similar patient populations, so we chose to use the most conventional and easily understood logistic regression (LR) model. Clinical users obtained a population of similar patients after various parameter adjustments and threshold settings on CHDmap, and the data from this population were used to train an LR model (KNN+LR), which can be accomplished on the web in real time because this population of similar patients is usually not very large. To demonstrate the effect of similar patient populations, we trained another LR model (k-Random+LR) based on randomly collected cases of the same size in parallel in the evaluation. We evaluated such approaches and compared the LR models based on k similar patients and k random patients.

The accuracy, recall, $F_1$-score, and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), which are defined below, were adopted to evaluate the performance of the classification. Accuracy is defined as the total correctly classified example including true positive (TP) and true negative (TN) divided by the total number of classified examples. Recall quantifies the number of correct positive predictions made out of all positive predictions that could have been made. $F_1$-score is a weighted average of precision and recall. As we know, in precision and recall, there are false positive (FP) and false negative (FN), so $F_1$-score also considers both of them. AUC provides an aggregate measure of the performance across all possible classification thresholds. The higher the accuracy, recall, $F_1$-score, and AUC, the better the model’s performance is at distinguishing between the positive and negative classes.

$$\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}$$

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$$

$$F_1 = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}$$

$$AUC = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}$$

The performance was evaluated on an independent test set, which included 256 patients with CHD. These test cases were also available on CHDmap when users created a new case. Three clinicians working in the cardiac ICU with extensive experience were also asked to make relevant judgments for these test cases based on their clinical experience. After half a year following the initial trial, we conducted an experiment where the 3 clinicians were asked to make further predictions based on the output of CHDmap, and this prediction was compared with the previous results based on clinical experience alone to validate the benefits of CHDmap in supporting clinical decision-making.

**Results**

**Population Characteristics**

A total of 4774 patients who underwent congenital heart surgery between June 2016 and June 2021 at the Children’s Hospital of Zhejiang University School of Medicine were used to generate the CHD PSN. The performance of the PSN in predicting complications and mechanical ventilation duration was evaluated on an independent test data set, which included 256 pediatric patients who underwent congenital heart surgery between July 2021 and November 2021 at the Children’s Hospital of Zhejiang University School of Medicine. The characteristics of patients used to generate the PSN and for evaluation are described in Table 1. Since the test data and the
data used by the PSN were generated and collected in different time periods, as shown in Table 1, they are somewhat statistically different. The test data were older; therefore, the patients were significantly larger in terms of height and weight ($P<.001$), and there were also relatively large differences in the distribution of outcomes, lower complication rates, and shorter duration of mechanical ventilation. It should be noted that the diagnostic label is not the complete diagnostic information; we just use a few of the most common CHD subtypes to facilitate statistics and visualization, and this cohort contains a complete range of epidemiological characteristics as well as a variety of complex CHD subtypes such as transposition of the great arteries, tetralogy of Fallot, etc, which may appear in various diagnostic labels that they are combined with. When the case has 2 common CHD subtypes, such as ventricular septal defect and patent ductus arteriosus, only the more common subtype, ventricular septal defect, is labeled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Patients of CHDmap (n=4774)</th>
<th>Patients of the test data set (n=256)</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male), n (%)</td>
<td>2336 (48.9)</td>
<td>111 (43.4)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (mo), median (IQR)</td>
<td>12.0 (4.0-32.0)</td>
<td>22.1 (7.8-50.9)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm), median (IQR)</td>
<td>75.0 (63.0-94.0)</td>
<td>85.5 (67.0-106.3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg), median (IQR)</td>
<td>9.2 (6.0-13.4)</td>
<td>10.8 (6.8-16.5)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative oxygen saturation (%), median (IQR)</td>
<td>98.0 (97.0-99.0)</td>
<td>98.0 (97.0-99.0)</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery time (min), median (IQR)</td>
<td>119.0 (96.0-147.0)</td>
<td>120.0 (100.0-147.0)</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiopulmonary bypass time (min), median (IQR)</td>
<td>60.0 (48.0-82.0)</td>
<td>61.5 (49.3-80.0)</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aortic cross-clamping time (min), median (IQR)</td>
<td>40.0 (28.0-54.0)</td>
<td>38.5 (27.0-52.0)</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of hospital stay (d), median (IQR)</td>
<td>9.0 (7.0-13.0)</td>
<td>7.0 (6.0-11.0)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of ICU stay (d), median (IQR)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.0-4.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.0-4.0)</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic label, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASD and VSD</td>
<td>1659 (34.8)</td>
<td>78 (30.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSD</td>
<td>1522 (31.9)</td>
<td>94 (36.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>1228 (25.7)</td>
<td>65 (25.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFO</td>
<td>134 (2.8)</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>123 (2.6)</td>
<td>9 (3.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>108 (2.3)</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical ventilation time (%), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I (&lt;12 h)</td>
<td>3009 (63.0)</td>
<td>180 (70.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II (12-24 h)</td>
<td>918 (19.2)</td>
<td>54 (21.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III (24-48 h)</td>
<td>433 (9.1)</td>
<td>7 (2.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV (≥48 h)</td>
<td>414 (8.7)</td>
<td>15 (5.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complication, n (%)</td>
<td>1229 (25.7)</td>
<td>48 (18.8)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Characteristics of patients with CHD used to generate CHDmap and in the test data set.

CHD: congenital heart disease.
ICU: intensive care unit.
ASD: atrial septal defect.
VSD: ventricular septal defect.
PFO: patent foramen ovale.
PDA: patent ductus arteriosus.

Performance of CHDmap

Three methods for preprocessing the echocardiographic indicators (origin, z score, combination) and 2 distinguishing primary diagnoses (grade and ungrade) were used to compare their effect on CHDmap performance. The performance of the CHDmap and 3 clinicians is shown in Table 2 and Figure 4.
Table. Evaluation results in the 2 tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Prediction of postoperative complications</th>
<th>Prediction of mechanical ventilation duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KNN</strong>&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin+un-grade</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>0.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin+grade</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z score+un-grade</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z score+grade</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination+un-grade</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination+grade</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KNN+LR</strong>&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin+un-grade</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin+grade</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z score+un-grade</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z score+grade</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination+un-grade</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination+grade</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>k-Random+LR</strong>&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinician average</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1+CHDmap</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2+CHDmap</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.5625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3+CHDmap</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinician+CHDmap average</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
<sup>b</sup>KNN: k-nearest neighbor.
<sup>c</sup>LR: logistic regression.
<sup>d</sup>In each column, the maximum value is italicized.
<sup>e</sup>The performance of the 3 clinicians are labeled as C1, C2, and C3.
<sup>f</sup>N/A: not applicable.
In the postoperative complication prediction task, the $F_1$-score of methods using KNN exceeded the average of the 3 clinicians, although 1 clinician achieved the best accuracy when dropping a high recall value. In all 6 KNN methods, introducing the indicator combination ratio and distinguishing the primary diagnosis in the similarity measurement can truly improve the overall performance of the $F_1$-score. LR models constructed using the KNN-obtained patient groups were able to generally achieve better predictions compared to simple voting of similar patients and the LR model based on $k$ random patients.

Interestingly, both the model with the best $F_1$-score performance and the model with the best AUC used the original values. This may be because original values are more reflective of individualized patient differences in a similar patient population. The main improvement of CHDmap on this task is reflected in the general improvement in recall values, with the best recall method being 0.250 higher than the clinician average.

In another multiclassification task that predicts mechanical ventilation duration, the differences among these different KNN methods in overall performance were not consistent.
KNN+LR approaches also achieved better composite performance ($F_1$-score and AUC), although 1 of the human experts got the best recall value.

From the test result, clinicians do not have the same performance for such predictive judgments. Some raise the standard and thus miss some events; on the other hand, some lower the judgment threshold, and thus the accuracy of the judgment decreases. At the same time, the performance of clinical experts on different tasks is inconsistent. A simple poll of the k-most similar patients provided by the CHDMap can achieve better results than the clinician average. When 3 clinicians were allowed to use the results of CHDMap (KNN+LR) as a reference to give predictions again, all 3 clinicians achieved a substantial improvement in their prediction ability. The averages of accuracy, recall, and $F_1$-score in the first task improved by 0.026, 0.017, and 0.061, respectively. The averages of accuracy, recall, and $F_1$-score in the second task improved by 0.119, 0.021, and 0.028, respectively. One of the enhanced clinicians also surpassed the KNN+LR CHDmap.

It is important to note that the evaluation is performed with population-optimized parameters, whereas in practice, clinicians can adjust the relevant parameters such as $k$ or similarity threshold for each case in a personalized manner, which theoretically leads to better results. The use of the obtained similar patient population to construct modern deep learning models for prediction can further improve the performance of each prediction task. Especially important is that the experience and cognitive ability of the clinical expert combined with CHDmap can further enhance the accuracy of the prediction.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

Medicine remains both an art and a science, which are congruent to the extent that the individual patient resembles the average subject in randomized controlled trials. Although the evidence-based medicine approach proposes personalized care, it still fails to address the physician’s most important question—“How to treat the unique patient in front of me?”—in many real clinical scenarios where the complexity of the situation makes none of the available evidence applicable [45].

The proposal of MBE represents a fundamental change in clinical decision-making [5,6]. Although how to construct an MBE clinical decision support tool still faces many challenges, the CHDmap seems to be a very promising first step in realizing what has been coined MBE.

AI is poised to reshape health care. Many AI applications, especially modern deep learning models, have been developed in recent years to improve clinical prediction abilities. In addition to supervised and unsupervised machine learning, PSNs, another form of data-driven AI, have shown many unique properties in the clinical field, especially in complex clinical settings such as surgery for CHD. Moreover, their potential to construct a “library of clinical experience” will gradually be recognized, discovered, and used in the context of the continuous accumulation of medical big data.

In many other popular AI paradigms, such as supervised or unsupervised machine learning, models are usually trained toward a specific task, and thus, the models are only capable of performing that single task. This, coupled with the black-box nature of many machine learning models, especially deep learning models, makes it difficult to widely apply these techniques in practice. In contrast, patient similarity analysis exhibits many natural advantages. First, PSNs usually do not serve a single task; all characteristics exhibited by the patient similarity group, such as disease risk, various prognostic outcomes, and cost of care, can be used as MBE for decision support. Second, instead of a model that simply gives black-box predictions, CHDmap allows users to see how the patient similarity group is segmented and bounded across the patient population and then adjust the size of the patient similarity group or set custom quantitative thresholds based on their knowledge and experience. On CHDmap, the results after parameter adjustments during user manipulation are reflected in the visualized map in real time, and the statistical characteristics of multiple predictors that distinguish the current patient’s similar group from other patients are also highlighted by the color of the title of the outcome view. The process of continuously adjusting and optimizing parameters through visualized feedback combines the computational advantages of computers and the advanced cognitive abilities of the human brain and truly puts the clinician, who is responsible for the decision, in control of the decision-making.

Third, many machine learning models tend to require that the test and training data have consistent statistical distribution characteristics, but as shown in this evaluation, similarity analyses are still very compatible with test data with different characteristics. Finally, this PSN framework does not exclude any type of machine learning models, and all models constructed based on similar patient populations are expected to be more adaptable to individualized decision-making needs than models trained on heterogeneous populations.

Because the goal of patient similarity analysis is to be able to mimic clinical analogy reasoning, the major challenge is constructing computational patient similarity measurements that are consistent with sophisticated clinical reasoning. This is especially true when faced with complex scenarios containing a large number of dynamic features with different dimensions. Some deep learning models have been introduced to address this challenge [46-49], but they do not exhibit the interpretability and tractability of PSNs. Another way to address this challenge is to open up the computational process to clinicians, allowing them to determine and adjust the weights of different dimensions and thresholds for the similarity group themselves, thus better simulating their clinical reasoning process, as shown in Figure 5. We believe that clinical users will be able to learn how to better optimize these parameters as they continue to gain experience and understanding of this “large history data set” in the process of using CHDmap. Using a data-driven approach on how to customize the parameters of PSNs to be able to self-optimize and adapt to different tasks is also a good research direction for the future. In this study, CHDmap serves as a personalized decision aid for clinicians, using the computer’s power in data storage and processing while giving clinicians more control over the decision-making process. We believe
CHDmap can perform better with the full involvement of clinicians.

**Figure 5.** Collaborative decision-making based on the congenital heart disease patient similarity network (PSN). The right half shows the storage and computational capacity of the PSN for a large number of cases; the left half shows the role of the clinical user who, by receiving a variety of feedback and his or her own experience, can autonomously adjust the parameters of the similarity group and reconstruct the similarity network so that the strengths of both can be used to make collaborative decisions. ASD: atrial septal defect; PDA: patent ductus arteriosus; PFO: patent foramen ovale; VSD: ventricular septal defect.

CHDmap can be used in several scenarios: for the intensivists in cardiac ICUs, CHDmap can be used to predict postoperative complications after cardiac surgery, as evaluated in this paper; for surgeons, CHDmap can also be used to assess the prognosis of surgical procedures; and for departmental managers, CHDmap can be used to assess the lengths of stay and costs. By far, CHDmap is still in the early stages of a research project. Transforming this tool into routine care is dependent on the availability of funding and the willingness of users to change their existing working patterns. The publication of this paper will also facilitate the advancement of our subsequent translational work.

It is important to note that associations between treatments and outcomes obtained by observation in similar patient populations may not be causal. The real causal effects often rely on a matching process to control for the bias introduced by the treatment itself in the selection of patients [50]. An initial demo feature is available on CHDmap to estimate treatment outcome.
effects based on matched patient groups. CHDmap can match 1 or \( k \) patients for each patient receiving the treatment using a PSN and then allow for a more visual and unbiased assessment of treatment outcomes by showing the difference in prognosis between these 2 groups of patients. It is important to note that this causal assessment assumes that there are no other factors outside the variables covered by the patient’s similarity analysis that may influence treatment choice or prognosis. Thus, the reliability of this real world–generated evidence usually relies on clinical experts to judge it as well. In future versions, we hope to incorporate more modern frameworks for causal inference (such as DoWhy [51]) to automatically quantitatively assess causal effects as well as their reliability.

There are several limitations to this study. First, limited clinical features were used to measure the similarity of patients with CHD. In addition to the information presented by the echocardiography, there is a wealth of other clinical information that can be used to assess the patient’s status. Second, the use of NLP to automatically extract measurement information can also be subject to errors or mismatches, and although manual quality control is carried out, it is still not possible to ensure that all of the measurements are 100% accurate. Third, just as clinicians gain clinical experience by continuously treating different patients, PSNs need to expand their ability to dynamically accumulate cases. A PSN with a web-based automatic update mechanism will be the next key research step.

Fourth, data from only a single center were used to evaluate this tool, and the introduction of data from multiple centers during PSN construction may pose unknown risks that require attention in future studies. Finally, different clinicians may have different decision-making philosophies, and different weights can be assigned to different indicators for different tasks. CHDmap offers only a limited number of customizations that may be difficult to adapt to all scenarios. A way to attribute weights to each of the indicators and dimensions by AI for specific tasks may potentially improve the performance of CHDmap in the future.

Conclusions

A clinician-operable PSN for CHD was proposed and developed to help clinicians make decisions based on thousands of previous surgery cases. Without individual optimization, CHDmap can obtain competitive performance compared to clinical experts. Statistical analysis of data based on patient similarity groups is intuitive and clear to clinicians, whereas the operable, visual user interface puts clinicians in real control of decision-making. Clinicians supported by CHDmap can make better decisions than both pure experience-based decisions and AI model output results. Such a PSN-based framework can become a routine method of CHD case management and use. The MBE can be embraced in clinical practice, and its full potential can be realized.
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Abstract

Background: The early prediction of antibiotic resistance in patients with a urinary tract infection (UTI) is important to guide appropriate antibiotic therapy selection.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to predict antibiotic resistance in patients with a UTI. Additionally, we aimed to interpret the machine learning models we developed.

Methods: The electronic medical records of patients who were admitted to Yongin Severance Hospital, South Korea were used. A total of 71 features extracted from patients’ admission, diagnosis, prescription, and microbiology records were used for classification. UTI pathogens were classified as either sensitive or resistant to cephalosporin, piperacillin-tazobactam (TZP), carbapenem, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole (TMP-SMX), and fluoroquinolone. To analyze how each variable contributed to the machine learning model’s predictions of antibiotic resistance, we used the Shapley Additive Explanations method. Finally, a prototype machine learning–based clinical decision support system was proposed to provide clinicians the resistance probabilities for each antibiotic.

Results: The data set included 3535, 737, 708, 1582, and 1365 samples for cephalosporin, TZP, carbapenem, TMP-SMX, and fluoroquinolone, respectively. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve values of the random forest models were 0.777 (95% CI 0.775-0.779), 0.864 (95% CI 0.862-0.867), 0.877 (95% CI 0.874-0.880), 0.881 (95% CI 0.879-0.882), and 0.884 (95% CI 0.884-0.885) in the training set and 0.638 (95% CI 0.635-0.642), 0.630 (95% CI 0.626-0.634), 0.665 (95% CI 0.659-0.671), 0.670 (95% CI 0.666-0.673), and 0.721 (95% CI 0.718-0.724) in the test set for predicting resistance to cephalosporin, TZP, carbapenem, TMP-SMX, and fluoroquinolone, respectively. The number of previous visits, first culture after admission, chronic lower respiratory diseases, administration of drugs before infection, and exposure time to these drugs were found to be important variables for predicting antibiotic resistance.

Conclusions: The study results demonstrated the potential of machine learning to predict antibiotic resistance in patients with a UTI. Machine learning can assist clinicians in making decisions regarding the selection of appropriate antibiotic therapy in patients with a UTI.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e51326) doi:10.2196/51326
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Introduction

Urinary tract infection (UTI) refers to an infection that occurs in any part of the urinary system, including the kidneys, ureters, urinary bladder, urethra, and other auxiliary structures [1,2]. Globally, UTIs are the most prevalent type of infectious disease, with around 150-250 million cases occurring each year [3]. Considerable morbidity and mortality result from these infections [4]. Typically, the most effective treatment for UTIs is the administration of antibiotics [3]. However, inappropriate use of antibiotics can permanently affect the normal microbiota of the urinary tract system and lead to antibiotic resistance [5].

The antibiotic susceptibility test is commonly used to identify antibiotic resistance, but it takes 24-48 hours to obtain test results [6,7]. However, in the clinical workflow, clinicians need to identify antibiotic resistance quickly to provide effective treatment for patients with UTIs. For this reason, early prediction of antibiotic resistance in patients with UTIs is important to guide the selection of appropriate antibiotic therapy. Machine learning can be used to develop prediction models and clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) to identify antibiotic resistance and support the selection of appropriate antibiotic therapy for patients with a UTI.

Several efforts have been made to predict antibiotic resistance in patients with UTIs using data from patients’ electronic medical records (EMRs), including demographics, prescriptions, comorbidities, procedures, and laboratory tests. These investigations have yielded promising results. Some of these studies were limited to specific patient groups, including patients with uncomplicated UTIs [8] and patients treated in the emergency department [9]. In other studies, researchers worked with heterogeneous data that were not limited to a specific patient group [10-12]. However, prior studies that analyzed heterogeneous data did not address the interpretation of machine learning models. The black-box nature of machine learning is a limiting factor not only in its use for antibiotic resistance prediction but also in its wider clinical use [13,14]. Thus, interpreting the results obtained by the machine learning model is crucial in increasing users’ trust in the machine learning model [15,16]. Furthermore, these studies did not address the development of the CDSS with the prediction models they built.

In this study, we aimed to predict antibiotic resistance in patients with a UTI. Heterogeneous data that were not limited to a specific patient group were used. UTI pathogens were classified as either sensitive or resistant to 5 commonly used antibiotics in UTI treatment: cephalosporin, piperacillin-tazobactam (TZP), carbapenem, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole (TMP-SMX), and fluoroquinolone. In addition, our objective was to understand and explain the inner workings of the machine learning models we developed. Eventually, a prototype CDSS was developed to provide clinicians the resistance probabilities for each antibiotic.

Methods

Ethical Considerations

Ethics approval for the study was obtained from the institutional review board of Yonsei University Severance Hospital on June 6, 2022 (approval 9-2023-0095). The informed consent was not required due to the retrospective nature of the study.

Data Set Description and Study Design

In this study, we used the EMRs of patients who were admitted to Yongin Severance Hospital, South Korea, between October 2012 and October 2022. To build the prediction models, admission, diagnosis, prescription, and microbiology records were extracted. The summary of the research process is presented in Figure 1.
Data Preprocessing

The microbiology table contained 143,114 urine cultures collected from 6011 patients during 7719 admissions. Since positive samples typically indicate the presence of bacteriuria, and urine culture samples were typically collected from patients with UTI symptoms, we considered these to be indicative of a UTI [10]. The resistance profiles were evaluated based on the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute guidelines, where intermediate-level resistance was considered sensitive. To assess the resistance of UTI pathogens to antibiotic classes, antibiotics were grouped as cephalosporin, TZP, carbapenem, TMP-SMX, and fluoroquinolone. The antibiotics included in each antibiotic class are presented in Multimedia Appendix 1. The patients' demographic information was extracted from the admission
table, their comorbidities were extracted from the diagnosis table, and their drug use information was extracted from the prescription table. For all input variables, the time of the first culture test was considered as the end point, and only data collected before the first culture test were used. After preprocessing and variable extraction from the raw data, the tables were combined using the admission number as the primary key. Missing data were excluded from the study. Patients aged 19 years and older and 100 years and younger at admission were included in the study, and numerical variables were standardized. A total of 71 features were used to classify UTI pathogens as either sensitive or resistant to each antibiotic. The predictors for the prediction models were selected by considering related works and using clinical judgment. Additionally, the threshold values for binarization were selected according to the literature [17] and the expert assessment of a specialist in infectious diseases. Detailed information about the predictors can be found in Multimedia Appendix 2.

**Machine Learning Model Development**

We used a repeated train test split approach for modeling. The data sets were split into training and test sets using an 80:20 ratio, and the training sets were used for the development of the machine learning models. When splitting the data into training and test sets, data points from the same patient and admission were exclusively included in either the training or test data set to prevent potential data leakage and ensure the models were evaluated on previously unseen data. At each iteration, we created different training and test data sets by changing the random seed. Decision tree, k-nearest neighbor, logistic regression, Extreme Gradient Boosting, and random forest were used for modeling. The hyperparameters of the machine learning models were optimized by using the random search hyperparameter optimization method with 10-fold cross-validation on the training data set. We stored the performance of the prediction models at each iteration, and the mean of performance metrics was calculated. The procedure of splitting the data, optimizing hyperparameters, modeling, and evaluation was iteratively repeated 1000 times to classify UTI pathogens as either sensitive or resistant to cephalosporin, TZP, carbapenem, TMP-SMX, and fluoroquinolone. The machine learning models were built using Python (version 3.10.4; Python Software Foundation).

**Machine Learning Model Interpretation**

To analyze the contribution of the variables to the machine learning models in predicting antibiotic resistance, we used the Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) method. The SHAP values of the random forest models that showed superior performance compared to other machine learning methods were evaluated. The random forest model with the highest AUROC across all iterations for each antibiotic was used for SHAP analysis. Python (version 3.10.4; Python Software Foundation) was used for SHAP analysis.

**CDSS Development**

To develop the CDSS prototype, the random forest model with the highest AUROC on the test set across all iterations for each antibiotic was used. The CDSS prototype was developed using the tkinter package in Python (version 3.10.4; Python Software Foundation).

**Evaluation**

The performance of the machine learning model for predicting antibiotic resistance was evaluated on the training and test sets using the AUROC with 95% CIs, precision-recall area under the curve (PRAUC), accuracy, and $F_1$-score performance metrics. Herein, the AUROC value was considered the main evaluation metric. The definitions of the performance metrics we used are provided below.

- **AUROC**: The AUROC is a widely used metric that represents a classifier’s ability to discriminate between positive instances and negative instances [18].
- **PRAUC**: PRAUC refers to the area under the precision-recall curve that plots precision as a function of recall for all the possible decision thresholds [19].
- **Accuracy**: Accuracy is the ratio of correctly classified samples to all samples.
- **$F_1$-score**: $F_1$-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall metrics.

Python (version 3.10.4; Python Software Foundation) was used to evaluate the prediction models.

**Results**

**Data Set Characteristics**

The general characteristics of the data set used in this study are presented in Table 1. The data set included 3535, 737, 708, 1582, and 1365 samples for cephalosporin, TZP, carbapenem, TMP-SMX, and fluoroquinolone. The machine learning models were built using Python (version 3.10.4; Python Software Foundation).

*Escherichia coli* was the most frequently isolated bacterial specimen across all antibiotics.
Table 1. General characteristics of the data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cephalosporin</th>
<th>TZP&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>TMP-SMX&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Fluoroquinolone</th>
<th>Carbapenem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samples, n</td>
<td>3535</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>1582</td>
<td>1365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissions, n</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients, n</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance, n (%)</td>
<td>1492 (42.2)</td>
<td>169 (22.9)</td>
<td>281 (39.7)</td>
<td>1014 (64.1)</td>
<td>142 (10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>71.5 (14.4)</td>
<td>71.4 (14.4)</td>
<td>71.4 (14.4)</td>
<td>71.9 (14.4)</td>
<td>71.7 (14.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, n (%)</td>
<td>2597 (73.5)</td>
<td>523 (71)</td>
<td>507 (71.6)</td>
<td>1013 (64)</td>
<td>994 (72.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most common bacteria</td>
<td>1650 (46.7)</td>
<td>312 (42.3)</td>
<td>331 (46.7)</td>
<td>349 (22)</td>
<td>624 (45.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Escherichia coli), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-most common</td>
<td>556 (15.7)</td>
<td>109 (14.8)</td>
<td>111 (15.7)</td>
<td>305 (19.3)</td>
<td>220 (16.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bacteria (Klebsiella</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pneumoniae), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third-most common</td>
<td>168 (4.7)</td>
<td>69 (9.4)</td>
<td>21 (3)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>180 (11.4)&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>83 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bacteria (Pseudomonas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aeruginosa), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>TZP: piperacillin-tazobactam.  
<sup>b</sup>TMP-SMX: trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole.  
<sup>c</sup>The isolated bacterial specimen is Enterococcus faecium.  
<sup>d</sup>The isolated bacterial specimen is Citrobacter freundii.  
<sup>e</sup>The isolated bacterial specimen is Enterococcus faecalis.

Model Performance

The performance analysis of the random forest models is presented in Table 2. The AUROC values were 0.777 (95% CI 0.775-0.779), 0.864 (95% CI 0.862-0.867), 0.877 (95% CI 0.874-0.880), 0.881 (95% CI 0.879-0.882), and 0.884 (95% CI 0.884-0.885) in the training set and 0.638 (95% CI 0.635-0.642), 0.670 (95% CI 0.666-0.673), and 0.721 (95% CI 0.718-0.724) in the test set for predicting resistance to cephalosporin, TZP, carbapenem, TMP-SMX, and fluoroquinolone, respectively. The performance analysis of the other machine learning models is presented in Multimedia Appendices 3-6.

Table 2. Classification performances of the random forest models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Training set</th>
<th>Test set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUROC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (95% CI)</td>
<td>PRAUC&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cephalosporin</td>
<td>0.777 (0.775-0.779)</td>
<td>0.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZP&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.864 (0.862-0.867)</td>
<td>0.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbapenem</td>
<td>0.877 (0.874-0.880)</td>
<td>0.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMP-SMX&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.881 (0.879-0.882)</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoroquinolone</td>
<td>0.884 (0.884-0.885)</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.  
<sup>b</sup>PRAUC: precision-recall area under the curve.  
<sup>c</sup>TZP: piperacillin-tazobactam.  
<sup>d</sup>TMP-SMX: trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole.

Important Features

The SHAP values of the 15 most important features in the random forest models are presented in Figure 2. The SHAP feature importance bar plot (Figure 3A) and SHAP summary plot (Figure 3B) of the fluoroquinolone resistance prediction model are presented in Figure 3. The SHAP feature importance plot and SHAP summary plot of the other antibiotic prediction models are presented in Multimedia Appendices 7-10.
Clinical Decision Support System

The user interface of the CDSS is shown in Figure 4. The CDSS prototype obtains data from the user and produces antibiotic resistance probabilities for each antibiotic.

We presented the CDSS prototype on a scenario. In this case, a female aged 55 years was admitted to the hospital’s outpatient department. The patient previously visited the hospital 3 times and was readmitted to the hospital within 30 days of her last 3-day stay. The duration between the patient’s admission to the hospital and the first culture was 1 day. The patient was previously diagnosed with diabetes and chronic lower respiratory disease. Additionally, the patient had a history of cefazolin use in the last 30 days and resistance in urine culture.

The system output for the given scenario is shown in Figure 5. The system produced resistance probabilities for each antibiotic. For the given scenario, the system produced a 71% probability of fluoroquinolone resistance, a 41% probability of cephalosporin resistance, a 39% probability of TMP-SMX resistance, a 19% probability of TZP resistance, and a 13% probability of carbapenem resistance.
Figure 4. The user interface of the clinical decision support system.

Figure 5. The screenshot of system output for the given data.
Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, our main objective was to predict cephalosporin, TZP, carbapenem, TMP-SMX, and fluoroquinolone resistance in patients with UTI and develop a CDSS with the machine learning models we built. Moreover, we identified the most important features for predicting antibiotic resistance in patients with UTI using SHAP analysis.

Our prediction models achieved AUROCs of 0.777 (95% CI 0.775-0.779), 0.864 (95% CI 0.862-0.867), 0.877 (95% CI 0.874-0.880), 0.881 (95% CI 0.879-0.882), and 0.884 (95% CI 0.884-0.885) in the training set and 0.638 (95% CI 0.635-0.642), 0.630 (95% CI 0.626-0.634), 0.665 (95% CI 0.659-0.671), 0.670 (95% CI 0.666-0.673), and 0.721 (95% CI 0.718-0.724) in the test set for predicting resistance to cephalosporin, TZP, carbapenem, TMP-SMX, and fluoroquinolone, respectively. The fluoroquinolone resistance prediction model showed superior performance, as confirmed by its high AUROC values in both the training and test sets. On the other hand, the cephalosporin resistance prediction model showed poor performance, as confirmed by the low AUROC values in both training and test sets.

According to SHAP analysis, the contribution of the variables varied for each antibiotic; however, we found that the number of previous visits, first culture after admission, chronic lower respiratory diseases, administration of drugs before infection, and exposure time to these drugs were important predictors across all antibiotics. Factors such as the first culture after admission, exposure time, and the number of previous visits were found to affect resistance, which can be explained by the impact of health care–associated infections. Chronic lower respiratory and kidney diseases are also likely to be associated with frequent visits to health care facilities, although it is difficult to confirm the actual number of visits. However, this suggests that the characteristics of health care–seeking behavior in patients with specific underlying diseases may influence resistance [20]. Interestingly, the use of cefazolin had a negative impact on the development of resistance for all antibiotics. This is because cefazolin is one of the narrow-spectrum antibiotics used in less severe patients. Further research is needed to examine these results.

Comparison to Prior Work

Past efforts to predict antibiotic resistance in patients with UTIs have had promising results, with the lowest AUROC being 0.58 for predicting TMP-SMX resistance [12] and the highest AUROC being 0.83 for predicting ciprofloxacin resistance [9]. In comparison, our prediction models demonstrated comparable performance to these prior works. Some previous studies on predicting antibiotic resistance in patients with UTIs were limited to specific patient groups, including patients with uncomplicated UTIs [8] and patients treated in the emergency department [9]. We analyzed heterogeneous data that were not limited to a specific patient group or bacteria. This approach provides a more comprehensive insight into the prediction of antibiotic resistance in patients with UTIs. Similarly, Lewin-Epstein et al [21] analyzed heterogeneous data and were able to achieve AUROC values ranging from 0.73 to 0.79 for the prediction of ceftazidime, gentamicin, imipenem, ofloxacin, and TMP-SMX resistance. Their data contained multiple culture tests, which provided a more comprehensive approach to predicting antibiotic resistance. Although urine cultures can be used to infer colonized resistance in patients, further research is needed to extend culture results beyond urine.

Limitations

While this study provides insights into predicting antibiotic resistance in patients with UTIs, it has some limitations. First, this study is the lack of multidrug resistance classification. The data set we used in this study did not contain a sufficient amount of multidrug resistance outcomes to build a classification model for the prediction of multidrug resistance. Furthermore, our prediction models were developed using prescription records within the hospital setting. However, patients may have used antibiotics outside of the hospital setting during visits to other hospitals. The lack of information about past drug use could have negatively impacted the performance of our prediction models. To overcome this limitation, we intend to conduct further studies using data from the National Health Insurance Service of South Korea, which contain all past drug use information of the patients. Thus, we will have a more comprehensive data set. By using this approach, we may be able to develop more accurate machine learning models to predict antibiotic resistance and improve our ability to guide appropriate antibiotic therapy selection. Additionally, further development is required to address the limitations of prototype CDSS, including the integration of real-time patient data and validation in larger patient cohorts. Moreover, the prototype CDSS only gives the resistance risk probability to the user. However, a more comprehensive system that can provide decision support on the selection of appropriate therapy, dosage, and duration of treatment can be developed in further studies. Such a system has the potential to reduce the duration of treatment, number of antibiotics used, cost, mortality, and morbidity [22,23].

Conclusions

In conclusion, our study results demonstrated that prediction models to predict antibiotic resistance in patients with UTIs can be constructed using routinely collected EMR data alone, without requiring additional laboratory tests or specialized tests. Machine learning techniques can be used to develop systems that can guide clinicians in selecting appropriate antibiotic therapy. This has the potential to prevent the risk of inappropriate antibiotic administration, thereby reducing patients’ risk of developing antibiotic resistance.
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Abstract

Background: Predicting the bed occupancy rate (BOR) is essential for efficient hospital resource management, long-term budget planning, and patient care planning. Although macro-level BOR prediction for the entire hospital is crucial, predicting occupancy at a detailed level, such as specific wards and rooms, is more practical and useful for hospital scheduling.

Objective: The aim of this study was to develop a web-based support tool that allows hospital administrators to grasp the BOR for each ward and room according to different time periods.

Methods: We trained time-series models based on long short-term memory (LSTM) using individual bed data aggregated hourly each day to predict the BOR for each ward and room in the hospital. Ward training involved 2 models with 7- and 30-day time windows, and room training involved models with 3- and 7-day time windows for shorter-term planning. To further improve prediction performance, we added 2 models trained by concatenating dynamic data with static data representing room-specific details.

Results: We confirmed the results of a total of 12 models using bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) and LSTM, and the model based on Bi-LSTM showed better performance. The ward-level prediction model had a mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.067, mean square error (MSE) of 0.009, root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.094, and $R^2$ score of 0.544. Among the room-level prediction models, the model that combined static data exhibited superior performance, with a MAE of 0.129, MSE of 0.050, RMSE of 0.227, and $R^2$ score of 0.600. Model results can be displayed on an electronic dashboard for easy access via the web.

Conclusions: We have proposed predictive BOR models for individual wards and rooms that demonstrate high performance. The results can be visualized through a web-based dashboard, aiding hospital administrators in bed operation planning. This contributes to resource optimization and the reduction of hospital resource use.
Introduction

Background

The global health care market continues to grow, but the burden of health care costs on governments and individuals is reaching its limits. Consequently, there is increasing interest in the efficient use of limited resources in health care systems, and hospitals must develop approaches to maximize medical effectiveness within budgetary constraints [1,2]. One approach to this is optimizing the use of medical resources. Medical resources can be broadly categorized into 3 categories: human resources, physical capital, and consumables. The appropriate and optimized use of these resources is critical for improving health care quality and providing care to a larger number of patients [3,4].

Among the 3 medical resources, hospital beds are considered one of the physical capitals provided by hospitals to patients. These beds are allocated for various purposes, such as rest, hospitalization, postsurgical recovery, etc. They constitute one of the factors that can directly influence the patient’s internal satisfaction within the hospital. However, owing to limited space, hospitals often have a restricted number of beds. Moreover, the number and functionality of beds are often fixed owing to budgetary or environmental constraints, making it difficult to make changes. Nonetheless, if hospital administrators can evaluate bed occupancy rates (BORs) according to different time periods, they can predict the need for health care professionals and resources. Based on the information, hospitals can plan resources efficiently, reduce operational costs, and achieve economic objectives [5]. In addition, excessive BORs can exert a negative effect on the health of staff members and increase the possibility of exposure to infection risks. Hence, emphasizing only maintaining a high BOR may not necessarily lead to favorable outcomes for the hospital [6,7]. Considering these reasons, BOR prediction plays a vital role in hospitals and is recognized as a broadly understood necessity for resource optimization in the competitive medical field.

In the medical field, optimizing resources is crucial in the face of limited bed capacity and intense competition. Therefore, bed planning is a vital consideration aimed at minimizing hospital costs [8]. To achieve this, hospitals need to plan staffing and vacations weeks or months in advance [9]. The use of machine learning (ML) technology for BOR prediction is necessary to address fluctuations in patient numbers due to seasonal variations or infectious diseases, ensuring continuous hospital operations. In the Netherlands, hospitals have already implemented ML-based BOR prediction [10], and Johns Hopkins Hospital uses various metrics to effectively manage bed capacity for optimization. Predicting BORs based on quantitative data contributes to validating the clinical quality and cost-effectiveness of treatments. This, in turn, enhances overall accountability throughout the wards and contributes to improving hospital efficiency [11].

Prior Work

Hospital BOR prediction has been investigated using various approaches recently. From studies predicting bed demand using mathematical statistics or regression equation models based on given data [12-15], the focus has shifted toward modeling approaches using time-series analysis. This approach observes recorded data over time to predict future values. A previous study has taken an innovative approach using time-series analysis alongside the commonly used regression analysis for bed demand prediction, and the study demonstrated that using time-series prediction for bed occupancy yielded higher performance results than using a simple trend fitting approach [16]. Another study used the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model for univariate data and a time-series model for multivariate data to predict BORs [17].

With the advancement of deep learning (DL) models that possess strong long-term memory capabilities, such as recurrent neural network (RNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM), there has been an increase in studies applying these models to time-series data for prediction purposes. For instance, in the study by Kutafina et al [9], hospital BORs were predicted based on dates and public holiday data from government agencies and schools, without involving the personal information of patients. The study used a nonlinear autoregressive exogenous model to predict a short-term period of 60 days, with an aim to contribute to the planning of hospital staff. The model demonstrated good performance, with an average mean absolute percentage error of 6.24%. In emergency situations, such as the recent global COVID-19 pandemic, the sudden influx of infected patients can disrupt the hospitalization plans for patients with pre-existing conditions [18]. Studies have been conducted using DL architectures to design models for predicting the BOR of patients with COVID-19 on a country-by-country basis. Some studies incorporated additional inputs, such as vaccination rate and median age, to train the models [19]. Studies have also been conducted to focus on the short-term prediction of BORs during the COVID-19 period [20,21]. Prior studies are summarized in Table 1.

Although previous research has contributed to BOR prediction and operational planning at the hospital level, more detailed and systematic predictions are necessary for practical application in real-world operations. To address this issue, studies have developed their own computer simulation hospital systems to not only predict bed occupancy but also execute scheduling for admissions and surgeries to enhance resource utilization [22-24]. Nevertheless, existing studies have the limitation of focusing solely on the overall BOR of the hospital. As an advancement to these studies, we aim to propose a strategy for predicting the BOR at the level of each ward and room using various variables.
in a time-series manner. Interestingly, to our knowledge, this is the first study to apply DL to predict ward- and room-specific occupancy rates using time-series analysis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Prediction target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mackay and Lee [12]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Deidentified data, the date and time of patient admission and discharge between 1998 and 2000</td>
<td>Comparison of 2 compartment models through cross-validation</td>
<td>Entire hospital bed occupancy (annual average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Littig and Isken [13]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Historical and real-time data warehouse and hospital information systems (emergency department, financial, surgical scheduling, and inpatient tracking systems)</td>
<td>Computerized model of MLR(^a) and LR(^b)</td>
<td>Entire hospital short-term occupancy (24 h or 72 h) based on LOS(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumar and Mo [14]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Bed management between June 1, 2006, and June 1, 2007: Information: (1) In each class based on length of stay and admission data; (2) Historical previous year's same week admission data; (3) Relationship between identified variables to aid bed managers</td>
<td>The 3 methods are: (1) Poisson bed occupancy model; (2) Simulation model; and (3) Regression model</td>
<td>The 3 prediction targets are: (1) Estimation of bed occupancy and optimal bed requirements in each class; (2) Bed occupancy levels for every class for the following week; and (3) Weekly average number of occupied beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seematter-Bagnoud et al [15]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Inpatient stay data in 2010 (acute somatic care inpatients and outpatients)</td>
<td>Three models of hypothesis-based statistical forecasting of future trends</td>
<td>The 3 targets are: (1) Number of hospital stays; (2) Hospital inpatient days; and (3) Beds for medical stay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer and Emami [16]</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Inpatient stay data for general surgery in the age group of 15-44 years between 1969 and 1982</td>
<td>The 2 methods are: (1) Forecasting from a structural model and (2) The time-series or Box-Jenkins method</td>
<td>Entire hospital short-term daily bed requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al [17]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Data warehouse between January 2009 and June 2012</td>
<td>The 2 methods are: (1) The ARIMA(^d) model for univariate data and (2) The time-series model for multivariate data</td>
<td>Entire hospital bed occupancy (1 day and 1 week)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kutafina et al [9]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Inpatient stay data between October 14, 2002, and December 31, 2015 (patient identifier, time of admission, discharge, and name of the clinic the patient was admitted to; no personal information on the patients or staff was provided)</td>
<td>NARX(^e) model, a type of RNN(^f)</td>
<td>Entire hospital mid-term bed occupancy (60 days, bed pool in units of 30 beds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouhamed et al [19]</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>COVID-19 hospital occupancy data in 15 countries between December 2021 and early January 2022</td>
<td>The 3 models are: LSTM(^g), GRU(^h), and SRNN(^i). Incorporate vaccination percentage and median age of the population to improve performance</td>
<td>Entire hospital bed occupancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bekker et al [20]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Historical data publicly available until mid-October 2020</td>
<td>The 2 methods are: (1) Using linear programming to predict admissions and (2) Fitting the remaining LOS and using results from the queuing theory to predict occupancy</td>
<td>The 2 targets are: (1) Patient admission and (2) Entire hospital short-term bed occupancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farcomeni et al [21]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Patients admitted to the intensive care unit between January and June 2020</td>
<td>The 2 methods are: (1) Generalized linear mixed regression model and (2) Area-specific nonstationary integer autoregressive methodology</td>
<td>Entire hospital short-term intensive care bed occupancy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)MLR: multinomial logistic regression.
\(^b\)LR: linear regression.
\(^c\)LOS: length of stay.
\(^d\)ARIMA: autoregressive integrated moving average.
\(^e\)NARX: nonlinear autoregressive exogenous.
\(^f\)RNN: recurrent neural network.
\(^g\)LSTM: long short-term memory.
\(^h\)GRU: grid recurrent unit.
\(^i\)SRNN: simple recurrent neural network.
Goal of This Study

The aim of this study was to predict the BORs of hospital wards and rooms using time-series data from individual beds. Although overall bed occupancy prediction is useful for macro-level resource management in hospitals, resource allocation based on the prediction of occupancy rates for each ward and room is required for specific hospital scheduling and practicality. Through this approach, we aim to contribute to the efficient operational cost optimization of the hospital and ensure the availability of resources required for patient care.

We have developed time-series prediction models based on deep neural network (DNN), among which 1 model combines data representing room-specific features (static data) with dynamic data to enhance the prediction performance for room bed occupancy rates (RBORs). Based on bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM), the RBOR prediction model demonstrates a lower mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.049, a mean square error (MSE) of 0.042, a root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.007, and a higher $R^2$ score of 0.291, indicating the highest performance among all RBOR models.

We developed 6 types of BOR prediction models, of which 2 types were used for predicting ward bed occupancy rates (WBORs), and the other 4 types focused on predicting RBORs. These models use LSTM and Bi-LSTM architectures with strong long-term memory capabilities as their basic structure. We created 6 models for each architecture, resulting in a total of 12 models. The WBOR models were used for predicting weekly and monthly occupancy rates, serving long-term hospital administrative planning purposes. Conversely, the RBOR models were designed for immediate and rapid occupancy planning and were trained with 3- and 7-day intervals. Each RBOR model was enhanced by combining static data, which represent room-specific features, to generate more sophisticated prediction models.

Figure 1 shows the potential application of our model as a form of web software in a hospital setting. Through an online dashboard, it can provide timely information regarding bed availability, enabling intelligent management of patient movements related to admission and discharge. It facilitates shared responsibilities within the hospital and simplifies future resource planning [25].

In the Introduction section, we explored the importance of this research and investigated relevant previous studies, providing a general overview of the direction of our research. In the Methods section, we provide descriptions of the data set used and the structure of the DNN algorithm used, and explain the model architecture and performance. In the Results section, we present the performance and outcomes of this study. Finally, in the Discussion section, we discuss the contributions, limitations, and potential avenues for improvement of the research.
Methods

Overview

We intended to predict the BORs of individual hospital wards and rooms based on the information accumulated in individual bed–level data on an hourly basis, aggregated on a daily basis. For this purpose, we developed 12 time-series models. As the base models, we applied LSTM and Bi-LSTM, which are suitable for sequence data. These models address the limitation of long-term memory loss in traditional RNNs and were chosen because of their suitability for training bed data represented as sequence data.

Based on the model architecture, there were 2 WBOR prediction model types, which were trained at 7- and 30-day intervals to predict the occupancy rate for the next day. Moreover, there were 2 RBOR prediction model types, similar to the ward models, which were trained at 3- and 7-day intervals. Furthermore, as another approach, each RBOR prediction model was augmented with static data, and 2 DL algorithms were proposed for the final comparison of their performances in predicting RBORs.
Ethical Considerations
The study was approved by the Asan Medical Center (AMC) Institutional Review Board (IRB 2021-0321) and was conducted in accordance with the 2008 Declaration of Helsinki.

Materials

Study Setting
This was a retrospective single-center cohort study. Data were collected from AMC, with information on the occupancy status of each bed recorded at hourly intervals between May 27, 2020, and November 21, 2022. The data set comprised a total of 54,632,684 records. This study used ethically preapproved data. Deidentified data used in the study were extracted from ABLE, the AMC clinical research data warehouse.

A total of 57 wards, encompassing specialized wards; 1411 rooms, including private and shared rooms; and 4990 beds were included in this study. Wards and rooms with specific characteristics, such as intensive care unit, newborn room, and nuclear medicine treatment room, were excluded from the analysis as their occupancy prediction using simple and general variables did not align with the direction of this study.

Supporting Data
Supporting data for public holidays were added in our data set. We considered that holidays have both a recurring pattern with specific dates each year and a distinctive characteristic of being nonworking days, which could affect occupancy rates. Based on Korean public holidays, which include Chuseok, Hangeul Proclamation Day, Children’s Day, National Liberation Day, Memorial Day, Buddha’s Birthday, Independence Movement Day, and Constitution Day, there were 27 days that corresponded to public holidays during the period covered by the data set. We denoted these dates with a value of “1” if they were public holidays and “0” if they were not, based on the reference date.

Preprocessing and Description of Variables
Among the variables representing individual beds, the reference date, ward and room information, patient occupancy status, bed cleanliness status, and detailed room information were available. Based on the recorded date of bed status, we derived additional variables, such as the reference year, reference month, reference week (week of the year), reference day, and reference day of the week.

Room data were derived from the input information representing the cleanliness status of beds. This variable had 2 possible states, namely, “admittable” and “discharge.” If neither of these states was indicated, it implied that a patient was currently hospitalized in the bed. As the status of hospitalized patients was indicated by missing values, we replaced them with the number “1” to indicate the presence of a patient in the bed and “0” otherwise. The sum of all “1” values represented the current number of hospitalized patients. The count of beds in each room indicated the capacity of each room. The target variable BOR was calculated by dividing the number of patients in the room by the room capacity, resulting in a room-specific patient occupancy rate variable. The ward data were subjected to a similar process as that of the room data, with the difference being that we generated ward-specific variables, such as ward capacity and WBOR, using the same approach. The static room data consisted of 14 variables, including the title of the room and the detailed information specific to each room.

For the variables in the ward and room data, we disregarded the units of the features and converted them into numerical values for easy comparison, after which we performed normalization. Regarding the variables representing detailed room information, we converted them to numerical values where “yes” was represented as “1” and “no” was represented as “0.”

The final set of variables used in this study was categorized into date, ward, room, and detailed room information. Table 2 provides the detailed descriptions of the variables used in our training, including all the administrative data related to beds that are readily available in the hospital.

The explanation of the classification for generating the data sets for training each model is provided in Table 3. The static features of the detailed room information were combined with the room data set, which has sequence characteristics, to generate a separate data set termed Room+Static.
Table 2. Description of variables by category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>3 categories</td>
<td>Reference year for bed status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>12 categories</td>
<td>Reference month for bed status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week</td>
<td>53 categories</td>
<td>Reference week for bed status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>31 categories</td>
<td>Reference day for bed status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekday</td>
<td>7 categories</td>
<td>Reference day of the week for bed status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday</td>
<td>2 categories</td>
<td>Holiday status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ward</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward abbreviation</td>
<td>57 categories</td>
<td>Abbreviations for entire ward names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward capacity</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of available ward beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward bed capacity</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of patients currently admitted to the ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward occupancy rate</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Ward bed capacity divided by ward capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Room</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room abbreviation</td>
<td>1411 categories</td>
<td>Abbreviations for entire room names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room capacity</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of available room beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room bed capacity</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Number of patients currently admitted to the room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room occupancy rate</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Room bed capacity divided by room capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Room static feature</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room code</td>
<td>34 categories</td>
<td>Room grade code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Nuclear medicine room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Sterile room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Isolation room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG© testing</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>EEG testing room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Observation room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Kidney transplant room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Liver transplant room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-ICU©</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Sub-ICU room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Special room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small single</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Small single room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Short-term room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psy-double</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Psychiatry department double room availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psy-open</td>
<td>2 categories (N/Y)</td>
<td>Psychiatry department open room availability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aN: No.
bY: Yes.
cEEG: electroencephalogram.
dICU: intensive care unit.
Attention Mechanism

Attention mechanism [29,30] refers to the process of incorporating the encoder’s outputs into the decoder at each time step of predicting the output sequence. Rather than considering the entire input sequence, it focuses more on the relevant components that are related to the predicted output, allowing the model to focus on important areas. This mechanism helps minimize information loss in data sets with long sequences, enabling better learning and improving the model’s performance. It has been widely used in areas such as text translation and speech recognition. Nevertheless, as it is still based on RNN models, it has the drawbacks of slower speed and not being completely free from information loss issues.

Combining Static and Dynamic Features

Data can exhibit different characteristics even at the same time. For instance, in data collected at 1-hour intervals for each hospital bed, we can distinguish between “dynamic data,” which include features that change over time, such as the bed condition, date, and patient occupancy, and “static data,” which consist of information that remains constant, such as the ward and room number.

DL allows us to use all the available information for prediction. Therefore, for predicting the RBOR, we investigated an approach that combines dynamic and static data using an LSTM-based method [31]. This approach demonstrated better performance than LSTM alone [32]. Our approach involves adding a layer that incorporates static data as an input to the existing room occupancy prediction model.

Model Architecture

Base Model

Our objective was to predict the intermediate-term occupancy rates of wards and rooms within the hospital to contribute to hospital operation planning. Bi-LSTM was chosen as the base model owing to its improved predictive performance compared with the traditional LSTM model. However, to quantitatively compare these models, we conducted a comparison of the results for each model (6 for each, with a total of 12 models).

A typical LSTM model processes data sequentially, considering only the information from the past up to the current time step. However, Bi-LSTM, by simultaneously processing data in both forward and backward directions, has a unique feature that allows it to leverage both current and future information for predictions. This bidirectionality helps the model effectively learn temporal dependencies and intricate patterns. However, despite these advantages, Bi-LSTM comes with the trade-off of doubling the number of model parameters, resulting in increased computational costs for training and prediction. While a more complex model can better adapt to the training data, there is an increased risk of overfitting, especially with small samples.
data sets. Nevertheless, the reason for choosing Bi-LSTM for tasks like predicting BORs in hospitals, involving time-series data, lies in its ability to harness the power of bidirectional information. Bi-LSTM processes input data from both past and future directions simultaneously, enabling it to effectively incorporate future information into current predictions. This proves beneficial for handling complex patterns in long time-series data [28].

Moreover, we have enhanced the performance of our models by adding an attention layer to Bi-LSTM. The attention layer assigns higher weights to features that exert a significant impact on the prediction, allowing the model to focus on relevant information and gather necessary input features. This helps improve the accuracy of the prediction. Furthermore, the attention layer reduces the amount of information processed, resulting in improved computational efficiency. Ultimately, this contributes toward enhancing the overall performance of the model.

The window length of the input sequence was divided into 3 different intervals, namely, 3, 7, and 30 days. The WBOR model was trained on sequences with a window length of 7 and 30 days, whereas the RBOR model was trained on sequences with a window length of 3 and 7 days. The first layer of our model consisted of Bi-LSTM, which was followed by the leaky rectified linear unit (LeakyReLU) activation function. LeakyReLU is a linear function that has a small gradient for negative input values, similar to ReLU. It helps the model converge faster. After applying this process once again, the AttentionWithContext layer was applied, which focuses on important components of input sequence data and transforms outputs obtained from the previous layer. After applying the activation function again, a dense layer with 1 neuron was added for generating the final output. The sigmoid function was used to limit the output values between 0 and 1. Finally, our model was compiled using the MSE loss function, Adam optimizer, and MAE metric. The parameters for each layer were selected based on accumulated experience through research. Figure 2 visually represents the above-described structure.

Figure 2. Base bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) model architecture. LeakyReLU: leaky rectified linear unit; LSTM: long short-term memory.

Combining Dynamic and Static Data Using the DL Model

The accumulated bed data, which were collected on a time basis, were divided into dynamic and static data of the rooms, which were then inputted separately. To improve the performance of the BOR prediction model, we designed different DL architectures for the characteristics of these 2 types of data.

We first used a base model based on LSTM and Bi-LSTM to learn the time-series data and then focused the model’s attention using the dense layer to process fixed-size inputs. To prevent overfitting, we applied the dropout function to randomly deactivate neurons in 2 dense layers. The hidden states of the 2 networks were combined, and the resulting output was passed to a single layer, combining the time dynamic and static data. Finally, the hidden states of the 2 networks were combined, and the combined result was passed to a single layer to effectively integrate the dynamic and static data. This allowed us to use the information from both the dynamic and static data for BOR prediction. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.
**Hyperparameter Tuning**

One of the fundamental methods to enhance the performance of artificial intelligence (AI) learning models is the use of hyperparameter tuning. Hyperparameters are parameters passed to the model to modify or adjust the learning process. While hyperparameter tuning may rely on the experience of researchers, there are also functionalities that automatically search for hyperparameters, taking into account the diversity of model structures.

Various methods for search optimization have been proposed [33,34], but we implemented our models using the Keras library. By leveraging Keras Tuner, we automatically searched for the optimal combinations of units and learning rates for each model, contributing to the improvement of their performance.

**Time Series Cross-Validation**

Time-series data exhibit temporal dependencies between data points, making it crucial to consider these characteristics when validating a model. Commonly used K-fold cross-validation is effective for evaluating models on general data sets [35], providing effectiveness in preventing overfitting and enhancing generalizability by dividing the data into multiple subsets [36,37]. However, for time-series data, shuffling the data randomly is not appropriate owing to the inherent sequential dependency of the observations.

Time series cross-validation is a method that preserves this temporal dependence while dividing the data [38]. It involves splitting the entire hospital bed data set into 5 periods, conducting training and validation for each period, and repeating this process as the periods shift. This approach is particularly effective when observations in the dynamic data set, such as hospital bed data recorded at 1-hour intervals, play a crucial role in predicting future values based on past observations.

Shuffling data randomly using K-fold may disrupt the temporal continuity, leading to inadequate reflection of past and future observations. Therefore, time series cross-validation sequentially partitions the data, ensuring the temporal flow is maintained, and proves to be more effective in evaluating the model’s performance. This method enables the model to make more accurate predictions of future occupancy based on past trends.

**Evaluation**

We selected various metrics to evaluate the performance of time-series data predictions. Among them, MAE represents the absolute difference between the model’s predicted values and the actual BOR. We also considered MSE, which is sensitive to outliers. Moreover, to address the limitations of MSE and provide a penalty for large errors, we opted for RMSE. We also used the $R^2$ score to measure the correlation between the predicted and actual values.

MAE is a commonly used metric to evaluate the performance of time-series prediction models. MAE is intuitive and easy to calculate, making it widely used in practice. Because MAE uses absolute values, it is less sensitive to outliers in the occupancy rate values for specific dates. MAE is calculated using the following formula:

$$\text{MAE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum |y_i - \hat{y}_i|$$

MSE is a metric that evaluates the magnitude of errors by squaring the differences between the predicted and actual values and then taking the average. It is calculated using the following formula:

$$\text{MSE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2$$

RMSE is used to address the limitations of MSE where the error scales as a square, providing a more intuitive understanding of the error magnitude between the predicted and actual values. It penalizes large errors, making it less sensitive to outliers. RMSE is calculated using the following formula:

$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2}$$
The $R^2$ score is used to measure the explanatory potential of the prediction model, and it is calculated using the following formula:

Here, SSR represents the sum of squared differences between the predicted and actual values, and SST represents the sum of squared differences between the actual values and the mean value of actual values. Figure 4 shows the prediction method and overall flow in this study.

**Figure 4.** Overall flow in this study. Bi-LSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory; LSTM: long short-term memory; MAE: mean absolute error; MSE: mean square error; RMSE: root mean square error.

---

**Results**

We used 2 DL models, LSTM and Bi-LSTM, and compared the performance of 12 different prediction models. These models have been denoted as ward 7 days (W7D), ward 30 days (W30D), room 3 days (R3D), room 7 days (R7D), room static 3 days (RS3D), and room static 7 days (RS7D). Using Keras Tuner, we adjusted the hyperparameters of the models and subsequently validated the models through a 5-fold time series cross-validation.

The prediction performances of the models for WBOR and RBOR were compared, which showed that they were more accurate at predicting WBOR, with MAE values of 0.06 to 0.07. The W7D model based on Bi-LSTM, which used 7 days of ward data to predict the next day’s ward occupancy, had a MAE value of 0.067, MSE value of 0.009, and RMSE value of 0.094, showing high accuracy. The $R^2$ score was also 0.544, which was approximately 0.240 higher than that of the W30D model (0.304), indicating that the variables in that model explained occupancy reasonably well.

We next compared the performances of the 8 models for RBOR prediction, and among them, the RS7D model based on Bi-LSTM, which was trained on a 7-day time step by integrating static and dynamic data, showed the best performance. It achieved a MAE value of 0.129, MSE value of 0.050, RMSE value of 0.227, and $R^2$ score of 0.260. In particular, the $R^2$ score outperformed that of the R3D model by 0.014. These data are summarized in Table 4. Regarding the WBOR prediction model, the model with a shorter training unit, W7D, demonstrated better performance. However, regarding the RBOR prediction model, the model with a longer training unit of 7 days, which incorporated detailed room-specific information, exhibited slightly higher performance than the model with a shorter...
training unit of 3 days. The model with the added room-specific information still demonstrated superior performance overall.

We visualized the predicted and actual occupancy for Bi-LSTM models and investigated the occupancy trends since July 2022 on our test data set. First, we selected a specific ward in W7D to demonstrate the change in the WBOR over 2 months. The right panel of Figure 5 shows the WBOR change over 5 months from July 2022 in W30D. The blue line represents the actual occupancy value, and the red line represents the predicted occupancy value by the model. This provides an at-a-glance view of the overall predicted occupancy level for each month and allows hospital staff to observe trends to obtain a rough understanding of the WBOR.

Figure 6 shows graphs of occupancy rate values for a randomized specific room, displaying the predicted and actual values for the 4 RBOR prediction models, with 2 graphs for each model. The left graph shows the occupancy rate change over 5 months from July to November 2022, and the right graph shows the occupancy rate for the months of July and August, providing a detailed view of the RBOR. By examining the trends of the predicted and actual values for the 4 models in this period for a specific room, we can observe that the models maintain a similar trend to the actual occupancy rate.
Table 4. Performances of the occupancy prediction models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model and fold</th>
<th>MAE&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>MSE&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>RMSE&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>R² score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSTM&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Bi-LSTM&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>LSTM&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Bi-LSTM&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W30D&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7D&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7D&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3D&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS7D&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS3D&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model and fold</td>
<td>MAE&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; LSTM</td>
<td>MAE&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; Bi-LSTM</td>
<td>MSE&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; LSTM</td>
<td>MSE&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; Bi-LSTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>MAE: mean absolute error.
<sup>b</sup>MSE: mean square error.
<sup>c</sup>RMSE: root mean square error.
<sup>d</sup>LSTM: long short-term memory.
<sup>e</sup>Bi-LSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory.

Figure 5. Examples of the predicted and actual bed occupancy rates for the 2-month period from July to August 2022 for ward 7 days and the 5-month period from July to November 2022 for ward 30 days.
**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

The entire data set of this study consisted of administrative data collected at AMC at an hourly interval for each ward from May 27, 2020, to November 21, 2022. To improve the hospital’s challenges, we developed a model to predict the occupancy rate of wards and rooms. Our aim was to contribute toward administrative and financial planning for bed management within the hospital.

During the specified period, we compared the results of using DL models to predict the overall BOR for each ward and individual rooms. In the case of WBOR prediction, the MAE of the 7-day window model based on Bi-LSTM was approximately 0.067, demonstrating a remarkably close prediction to the occupancy compared with that of the 30-day
window model based on LSTM, with a difference of approximately 0.035. Furthermore, the MSE and RMSE were 0.009 and 0.094, respectively, indicating high accuracy in the predictions. Moreover, the ${R}^2$ score of 0.544 indicated that the model had better explanatory potential than the average. For the individual RBOR prediction, among the 8 models, the RS7D model based on Bi-LSTM performed the best, exhibiting a MAE of approximately 0.129, which was remarkably lower than that of the other models. Moreover, the MSE and RMSE were significantly lower than those of the RBOR models, with differences of 0.042 and 0.07, respectively. The ${R}^2$ score of 0.260 indicated that it had higher explanatory potential than the RS3D models based on LSTM, with the value being higher by 0.291.

Finally, we visualized the predicted and actual values on a graph for a specific period and observed that each model captured the trend of the actual BOR quite well. Although the models were less accurate in predicting low occupancy periods, they followed the general trend closely. Overall, these findings demonstrate that our DL models effectively predicted BORs for both wards and individual rooms, with certain models demonstrating superior performance in different scenarios.

**Strengths and Limitations**

Although the models in this study demonstrated good performance in following the trends of BORs and achieved good results, there were several limitations in this research. First, there were limitations in the data. Although we used administrative data and detailed room information available from the hospital to enable the models to capture occupancy trends, the relationship between the variables and the model’s explanatory potential showed room for improvement, as indicated by the ${R}^2$ score. To achieve higher prediction accuracy, it would be beneficial to incorporate diverse data sources and real-time updated information.

Second, there was variability in external factors. Hospital BORs are heavily influenced by external environmental factors. Sudden events, such as environmental factors and outbreaks of infectious diseases like COVID-19, can render accurate prediction of bed occupancy challenging [18,32]. Furthermore, seasonal effects and accidents can increase the number of patients. Sufficient collection of long-term data on these external factors would be necessary, but such uncertainties can reduce the accuracy of predictions.

Despite these limitations, our study demonstrated a significant level of adherence to trends in the prediction of individual ward and room occupancy. More detailed variables and a longer period of data accumulation would be required to predict the specific number of beds.

**Conclusion**

We presented models that can predict the occupancy rates of wards and individual hospital rooms using artificial neural networks based on time-series data. The predicted results of these models demonstrated a high level of accuracy in capturing the future trends of the BOR. In particular, we presented 8 RBOR models with structure and window changes to compare their performance and found that the RS7D model showed the best performance. Our results can be implemented as a web application on hospital online dashboards, as depicted in Figure 1 [25]. In fact, Johns Hopkins University has been applying these methods in their command center to monitor hospital capacity and achieve effectiveness in patient management planning [39].

Furthermore, predicting BORs supports patient admission and discharge planning, helping to alleviate overcrowding in emergency departments and reduce patient waiting times. Staff members can effectively schedule patient admission and discharge, and minimize waiting times by understanding the BOR, providing urgent treatment to emergency patients. Moreover, providing appropriate information to patients waiting in the emergency department can increase patient satisfaction and facilitate efficient transition to hospital admission [40,41]. By applying AI models that combine BOR prediction, which contributes toward reducing emergency department waiting times with individual patient admission and discharge prediction, hospitals can achieve resource optimization and cost savings, resulting in improved patient satisfaction.
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Abstract

Background: Electronic medical records (EMR) are considered a key component of the health care system’s digital transformation. The implementation of an EMR promises various improvements, for example, in the availability of information, coordination of care, or patient safety, and is required for big data analytics. To ensure those possibilities, the included documentation must be of high quality. In this matter, the most frequently described dimension of data quality is the completeness of documentation. In this regard, little is known about how and why the completeness of documentation might change after the implementation of an EMR.

Objective: This study aims to compare the completeness of documentation in paper-based medical records and EMRs and to discuss the possible impact of an EMR on the completeness of documentation.

Methods: A retrospective document analysis was conducted, comparing the completeness of paper-based medical records and EMRs. Data were collected before and after the implementation of an EMR on an orthopaedical ward in a German academic teaching hospital. The anonymized records represent all treated patients for a 3-week period each. Unpaired, 2-tailed t tests, chi-square tests, and relative risks were calculated to analyze and compare the mean completeness of the 2 record types in general and of 10 specific items in detail (blood pressure, body temperature, diagnosis, diet, excretions, height, pain, pulse, reanimation status, and weight). For this purpose, each of the 10 items received a dichotomous score of 1 if it was documented on the first day of patient care on the ward; otherwise, it was scored as 0.

Results: The analysis consisted of 180 medical records. The average completeness was 6.25 (SD 2.15) out of 10 in the paper-based medical record, significantly rising to an average of 7.13 (SD 2.01) in the EMR (t₁₇₈=−2.469; P=.01; d=−0.428). When looking at the significant changes of the 10 items in detail, the documentation of diet (P<.001), height (P<.001), and weight (P<.001) was more complete in the EMR, while the documentation of diagnosis (P<.001), excretions (P=.02), and pain (P=.008) was less complete in the EMR. The completeness remained unchanged for the documentation of pulse (P=.28), blood pressure (P=.47), body temperature (P=.497), and reanimation status (P=.73).

Conclusions: Implementing EMRs can influence the completeness of documentation, with a possible change in both increased and decreased completeness. However, the mechanisms that determine those changes are often neglected. There are mechanisms that might facilitate an improved completeness of documentation and could decrease or increase the staff’s burden caused by
documentation tasks. Research is needed to take advantage of these mechanisms and use them for mutual profit in the interests of all stakeholders.

**Trial Registration:**  German Clinical Trials Register DRKS00023343; https://drks.de/search/de/trial/DRKS00023343
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clinical documentation; digital transformation; document analysis; electronic medical record; EMR; Germany; health services research; hospital; implementation

**Introduction**

The digital transformation of the health care system is considered an essential subject to meet current and future societal challenges such as an aging population or rising health care expenditures while at the same time maintaining a high quality of care [1]. An important early step in hospitals’ digitalization and a fundamental requirement for expanding digital maturity is the implementation of an electronic medical record (EMR) [2]. This EMR is considered to be an “electronic record of health care information of an individual that is created, gathered, managed, and consulted by authorized clinicians and staff within 1 health care organization” [3] and replaces the internal clinical documentation on preprinted paper-based charts.

Studies show that the implementation of an EMR can lead to various improvements in the clinical context (eg, in the availability of information [4], coordination of care [5], or patient safety [6]). Moreover, the EMR facilitates the secondary usage of the documented data for research purposes through its digital accessibility [7]. To reach those benefits, it is indispensable that the EMR contain documentation that is of high quality. However, there are varying definitions regarding the quality of documentation. In that matter, the Institute of Medicine defined completeness, legibility, accuracy, and meaning as the main aspects of a medical record’s data quality [8]. For those, the completeness of documentation was shown to be the most common dimension of data quality when empirically analyzing the documentation in EMRs [9], and it was highlighted to be especially important for secondary uses such as big data analyses [10].

Our recent systematic review also stated the completeness of documentation as the state of the art for the comparison of paper-based and EMRs [11]. This comparison is important since the implementation of an EMR and the associated transition from handwritten documentation to digital documentation can heavily affect the documentation subject since the transition offers the possibility to adjust which information has to be documented in which way [12]. For example, digitization enables the adoption of certain functionalities that can alter the completeness of documentation, like automatically transferring information from other digital devices to the EMR [13]. Moreover, when working with the EMR, information can be documented remotely, while the paper-based medical record had to be located and physically accessed first. In this matter, several studies conducted in the inpatient setting showed increased completeness in the EMR compared to the paper-based medical record, for example, for the documentation of signs and symptoms [13,14], weight and height, or malnutrition screening [15]. This suggests that the implementation of an EMR might lead to improvements in the completeness of documentation in general. It is therefore the main purpose of this study to evaluate the change in completeness due to the implementation of an EMR in an inpatient setting. Literature already provides proof of a change of completeness in regard to some specific documented information that is analyzed in this work (eg, the documentation of vital signs) [13,14]. Those empirical results might thus be validated for the presented work’s specific setting and discipline. In addition, some of the information that is analyzed in this work is not described in literature yet (eg, the documentation of pain). It is examined for the first time with regard to changes in completeness after the implementation of an EMR.

The knowledge gained can not only support the implementation of new EMRs but could also help understand and optimize arising changes in documentation when existing EMRs need to be adapted [16,17]. This is an important aspect, as the implementation of new EMRs is described as one of the most important interventions to improve the quality of documentation [18]. In this process, mechanisms affecting the completeness of documentation in medical records are not completely understood [10]. On the other hand, this knowledge is needed to fulfill reported educational needs regarding how to reach the optimum quality of documentation [19]. In this context, this study contributes to a more comprehensive understanding of the impact of an EMR on the quality of documentation.

**Methods**

**Overview**

This study follows the “Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology” (STROBE) statement [20] whenever it is applicable. It offers reporting standards to ensure the reporting of any important information in empirical research studies. A checklist with details, where the STROBE information is mentioned in the manuscript, can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1.

**Ethical Considerations**

The study has been approved by the ethics committee of the Medical Faculty of the University of Cologne, Germany (20-1349). All data was anonymized at all times during the scientific analysis. No compensation was paid.

**Setting and Participants**

The study took place as part of the research project eCoCo, which Beckmann et al [21] described in detail. Within the eCoCo project, the researchers collected various types of data...
observations, surveys, interviews, documents, and administrative data) to investigate a possible change in interprofessional collaboration and clinical workflows following the implementation of an inpatient EMR. This study is part of the related work package on documentation content and quality, which took place in a large academic teaching hospital in Germany. The hospital replaces its internal documentation on preprinted paper-based charts with a commercial EMR system (Meona; Mesalvo Freiburg GmbH). The EMR runs on multiple computers that can be moved flexibly over the ward on trolleys. The study follows a pre-post design, retrospectively analyzing the content of the medical records before and after the implementation of the EMR on the hospitals’ orthopaedical ward. Within the first measuring phase, the paper-based medical records were provided as a digital copy of the paper sheets. Those paper-based records represent all patients who were treated on the ward during the last 3 weeks in November 2020 (t0). After 6 months, employees received training on how to use the EMR before the implementation of the EMR took place in May 2021. The EMRs were again provided as a digital copy within a second measuring phase, representing all patients who were treated on the same ward during the first 3 weeks of August 2022 (t1). This resulted in a gap of 15 months between the first and second measuring phases. The complete data set was available to the research team in November 2022 (Figure 1). The hospital provided anonymized medical records to the research team after the records were archived and cleared of sensitive personal data (eg, the patient’s name or date of birth) in the hospital’s internal processes. Any assignment of the patient data or linking of the records’ contents to any individual patient was therefore impossible for the research team, which is, thus, in compliance with the European Union General Data Protection Regulation. This also implies the absence of sociodemographic information for describing the compared samples. The hospital’s mandatory annual quality report, which is available to the public through a designated database [22], is therefore used to describe the ward’s patient sample and the performed treatments in general. This allows an approximation to a description and comparison of the compared samples in terms of their International Classification of Diseases (ICD)–diagnoses distribution.

Figure 1. Data collection. EMR: electronic medical record.

Study Objective

To answer the question of a possible change in completeness, the records were analyzed by content [23]. The change from paper-based documentation to EMRs always offers the opportunity to fundamentally change the structure of the records. This was shown exemplarily by Montagna et al [12] when the documentation as a continuously written text in the paper-based record was changed to a list of events in the EMR. It is therefore important to ensure the comparability between the 2 record types for the purpose of analyzing a possible change in their completeness. To achieve comparability, the medical records progress note was selected as a specific object of interest for this study’s analyses since it retained the same structure and format in both record types. Part of this progress note is the fever chart (Figures 2 and 3), which includes basic details about vital signs, personal health data, etc [24].
All information that was commonly documented in both of the 2 record types (paper-based and electronic) became part of this work. Weiskopf and Weng [9] described this selection mechanism for assessing data quality based on the parallels between the EMR and the paper-based record. This procedure resulted in a total of 10 key items that were analyzed for completeness in this work: blood pressure, body temperature, diagnosis, diet, excretions, height, pain, pulse, reanimation...
status, and weight. The documentation of this information is equally possible and performed by nurses and physicians. However, there is no information available about who specifically entered the information.

All of those items should be documented immediately when patient care begins on the ward [25]. However, while the documentation of vital signs can take place up to several times a day, the documentation of the patient’s diet usually occurs once a day, and the documentation of the reanimation status (patient’s preference regarding a possible resuscitation) is probably documented only once per hospital stay. Because of these varying documentation practices and to ensure comparability, the analysis focuses on certain documentation in the progress notes that was entered on the first day of patient care on the ward. With regard to the documentation of a diagnosis, it is therefore the diagnosis with which a patient is admitted to the hospital. This diagnosis is mainly responsible for the allocation to specific medical specialties as well as a certain ward and does not necessarily have to match the final diagnosis at the time of discharge, which is important for reimbursement purposes.

Statistical Analysis of Completeness

For every record, each of the 10 items received a dichotomous score of 1 if it was documented on the first day of patient care on the ward; otherwise, it was scored as 0. This resulted in a percentage of completeness for each item per record type. Chi-square tests for independence were used to assess statistically significant differences in the percentage of completeness per item between the 2 record types. Relative risks were calculated for the association between the electronic record type and a possible increase in completeness. To improve the reliability of the associated confidence intervals, they were calculated with 5000 bootstrap replications since the original sample sizes are unbalanced. Moreover, the overall completeness was assessed as sum of the 10 items, resulting in a mean score of completeness per record type ranging from 0 (no item documented) to 10 (all 10 items documented). Those mean scores of completeness per record type were analyzed for equality of variance and statistical difference using unpaired, 2-tailed t tests. Assumptions were checked using several methods (normal distribution: QQ plots and Shapiro-Wilk test; homogeneity of variances: Levene test; and linearity: scatter plot). The level of significance was set to be $P<.05$ for all calculations. The data were stored in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp) and analyzed in December 2022 using SPSS software (version 29; IBM Corp).

**Results**

**Participants**

During the first measuring phase (November 2020), a total of 44 patients (paper-based) were treated on the orthopaedical ward. They were encountering a total of 136 treated patients (electronic) during the second measuring phase (August 2022). This resulted in a total of 180 medical records that became part of this analysis. Due to the data protection regulation and the accompanied anonymization of the records data, there is no information regarding the demographics of the specific study population. Therefore, the ward’s ICD-diagnosis distribution is given as an approximation of a sample description. In 2020, the 3 most frequently coded diagnoses for the orthopaedical ward were complications of internal orthopedic prosthetic devices, implants and grafts (ICD-T84), dorsalgia (ICD-M54), and fracture of shoulder and upper arm (ICD-S42). This report is not yet published for 2022, but the top 3 treated diagnoses in 2019 or 2021 were similar to those in 2020 (Table 1). It can therefore be expected that the treated diagnoses will be similar in 2022, too. Another supporting fact is that the most frequently performed procedure (surgical access to the lumbar spine, the sacrum, or the coccyx [coded as OPS-5-032 in the German adaptation of the International Classification of Procedures in Medicine which is part of the coding system for hospitals reimbursement]) was the same in all 3 years (2019-2021).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICD Code</th>
<th>Values, n/N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dorsalgia (ICD-M54)</td>
<td>213/3147 (6.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other spondylopathies (ICD-M48)</td>
<td>133/3147 (4.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture of forearm (ICD-S52)</td>
<td>131/3147 (4.16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2020

| Complications of internal orthopedic prosthetic devices, implants and grafts (ICD-T84) | 166/2912 (5.7) |
| Dorsalgia (ICD-M54)                                                             | 148/2912 (5.08) |
| Fracture of shoulder and upper arm (ICD-S42)                                     | 121/2912 (4.16) |

2021

| Complications of internal orthopedic prosthetic devices, implants and grafts (ICD-T84) | 164/3091 (5.3) |
| Dorsalgia (ICD-M54)                                                             | 163/3091 (5.27) |
| Fracture of forearm (ICD-S52)                                                    | 159/3091 (5.14) |

aICD: International Classification of Diseases.  
bFrequency of coded diagnosis.  
cTotal inpatient cases.

**Change of Completeness**

The mean number of documented items was 6.25 (SD 2.15) out of 10 in paper-based medical records and 7.13 (SD 2.01) out of 10 in EMRs. The Levene test confirmed the homogeneity of variances. The Shapiro-Wilk test did not confirm normal distributions, but the QQ plots show an approximation to a normal distribution and a comparable degree of normality (Multimedia Appendix 2). The unpaired t test confirmed the EMRs were statistically significantly more complete than the paper-based medical records under equal variances in the 2 record types (t178 = –2.469; P = .01; d = –0.428). When looking at the 10 items separately, data from chi-square tests showed that the documentation of diet increased from being present in 30% (13/44) of the paper-based medical record to 75% (102/136; P < .001) in the EMR, height from 27% (12/44) to 85.3% (116/136; P < .001), and weight from 27% (12/44) to 86% (117/136; P < .001). At the same time, documentation of diagnosis decreased from being present in 100% (44/44) of the paper-based medical records to 49% (66/136; P < .001) in the EMR, excretions from 86% (38/44) to 68% (92/136; P = .02), and pain from 95% (42/44) to 78% (106/136; P = .008). The documentation of vital signs such as blood pressure (P = .47), body temperature (P = .497), and pulse (P = .28) remained unchanged on a high level of completeness, while the documentation of reanimation status (P = .73) remained unchanged on a low level of completeness (Table 2).

**Table 2. Change of completeness.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Type of record</th>
<th>Chi-square (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>RR² (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paper (n=44), n (%)</td>
<td>Electronic (n=136), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure</td>
<td>37 (84)</td>
<td>120 (88.2)</td>
<td>0.5 (1)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body temperature</td>
<td>36 (81.8)</td>
<td>117 (86)</td>
<td>0.5 (1)</td>
<td>.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>44 (100)</td>
<td>66 (48.5)</td>
<td>37.1 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet</td>
<td>13 (29.6)</td>
<td>102 (75)</td>
<td>29.8 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excretions</td>
<td>38 (86.4)</td>
<td>92 (67.7)</td>
<td>5.8 (1)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>12 (27.3)</td>
<td>116 (85.3)</td>
<td>54.5 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>42 (95.4)</td>
<td>106 (77.9)</td>
<td>7.0 (1)</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse</td>
<td>36 (81.8)</td>
<td>120 (88.2)</td>
<td>1.2 (1)</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reanimation status</td>
<td>5 (11.4)</td>
<td>13 (9.6)</td>
<td>0.1 (1)</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>12 (27.3)</td>
<td>117 (86)</td>
<td>56.5 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aRR: relative risk.
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Discussion

Principal Findings and Comparison to Previous Work

The main findings of this study confirm an improved completeness of the analyzed information in the EMR on average. This provides further evidence for the suggestion that the general completeness of documentation can improve after the implementation of an EMR. The findings align with the results of similar studies, showing improvements in other data quality dimensions like the accuracy [26] or legibility [27] of documentation. However, when looking at the completeness of the analyzed 10 items in detail, the improvements can only be seen in 3 out of 10 items (diet, height, and weight), while 3 different items exhibited a deterioration in completeness (diagnosis, excretions, and pain). This links to the results of Coffey et al [28], who found 5 of their 11 analyzed items to be more complete while also proving 1 of their elements to be less complete. The reason for the variation in the change in completeness may lie in the mechanism of how information reaches the record. In the paper-based medical records, all information was documented by hand by the various professional groups. EMRs, on the other hand, offer technical features, for example, automatically obtaining information from other digital sources, like patients’ health insurance data [29]. This was manifested as a possible mechanism by Jang et al [30], who showed improved completeness in the EMR for the automatically filled information but not for the manually documented ones.

The analysis shows that roughly every second EMR was missing the documentation of a diagnosis. This is a remarkable change, as it was present in every paper-based record (44/44, 100% vs 66/136, 48.5%). In the first place, it must be clarified that the diagnosis is determined by a physician who enters it into an independently run hospital information system (HIS). This documented diagnosis can also be a preliminary diagnosis, which is used for distribution to the clinical disciplines and is present for every admitted patient. The HIS was already in operation when medical staff was still using the paper-based preprints for documentation purposes. After the EMR’s implementation, the HIS was still in operation along with the EMR. That being said, it is undisputed that during the paper-based period as well as the electronic period, a diagnosis was indeed present for the patients. In the paper-based period, the diagnosis was transferred manually from the HIS into the paper-based preprints, when a record for a recently admitted patient was prepared by a nurse. Since the HIS and the EMR are produced by different software developers, the diagnosis cannot be transferred automatically from the HIS into the EMR. Due to this noninteroperability of the 2 independent digital systems, the manual transfer is still necessary in the electronic period. With the drop of completeness in mind, this double documentation was accepted and carried out in the period of the paper-based record. In the electronic period, the described double documentation has decreased. One possible explanation is that the HIS was not automatically accessible, when an employee had the paper-based record at hand. With the introduction of the EMR, the availability of the EMR became synonymous with the availability of the HIS, since both are accessible from a computer. Therefore, the transfer of the diagnosis from the HIS to the EMR may no longer have been considered necessary. Nevertheless, the reason for this difference remaining unclear illustrates that the sole analyzation of completeness of the documentation alone does not provide sufficient information about the actual quality of the provided treatment. In that matter, it must also be highlighted that the record can contain additional qualitative data entries, like free texts, which might complement the analyzed quantitative information. This underlines that an insufficient quality of documentation does not necessarily allow conclusions to be drawn about the quality of care, and vice versa.

Brown [31] emphasizes this by cautioning people to always consider the circumstances under which people put information into the record before drawing conclusions. This is a major issue because the completeness of documentation might be biased due to aspects that do not directly derive from clinical care. On the one hand, the hospital’s reimbursement for the delivered care depends on what is documented and might cause a possible strengthened thorough filling of certain fields [32]. On the other hand, the burden caused by documentation tasks is critically
heavy. It is responsible for a high prevalence of burnout among physicians and nurses [33]. Therefore, clinically or legally unnecessary documentation might be evaded [34]. However, even though complete documentation might neither necessarily arise from nor be essential for the delivery of excellent clinical care, it is likewise of concern under the aspect of big data analytics. In this regard, it would be desirable for the discussed diagnosis to indeed be present in the EMR, even if it already exists in the HIS. An automatic transfer of this information could help to prevent the burden on staff resulting from manual transmission and ensure a complete data set. This is an important point, as the insights gained from analyzing big data offer numerous opportunities, like data-based personalized care in diagnostics and therapy or the support of scientific activities, both with the chance of saving lives and reducing health care costs at the same time [7,35]. It is therefore indispensable to recognize the possibility of changes in documentation due to the implementation or adaptation of EMRs. Only with this attention will it become possible to optimize the documentation process with a focus on the various benefits for all stakeholders, like patients [6], practitioners [36], organizations [5], and society [7].

Strengths and Limitations
The German health care system, in which the study was conducted, was heavily strained by the high number of COVID-19 cases and the associated use of intensive care units during the study period. Especially the first measuring phase (November 2020) fell into the first pandemic year when many planned procedures were suspended to increase hospital capacities. For the first lockdown period in Germany (March 2020), a decrease in orthopedic surgeries is described by approximately 80% [37]. A lockdown-like situation was again declared during the first measuring phase [38], which probably explains the difference in treated patients over the 2 measuring phases (n_{perc}=44 vs n_{electronic}=136). However, the similarity between the coded ICD diagnoses over different years (Table 1) suggests that the proven changes in completeness of documentation are not due to significant changes in the studied patient sample, but a detailed sample description based on socioeconomical data is missing due to data protection regulations. On the other hand, there is a study assuming a positive influence of the pandemic on the completeness of documentation since an incomplete documentation might have led to repetitive contacts with the patient, which could have been avoided if the documentation would have been complete in the first place [39]. However, this cannot be verified in this paper due to the lack of further measuring phases. Within this given context, the generalizability of the presented results remains limited.

Further, limitations regarding the analyzed data set have to be stated. The chosen unpaired t test is theoretically based on the assumption of normal distributions. This could not be confirmed statistically for the mean completeness scores by the Shapiro-Wilk test. Although t test has been shown to be robust to a missing normal distribution [40] and the QQ plots (Multimedia Appendix 2) indicate an approximation to a normal distribution, the results could still be biased by the broken assumption.

Moreover, the analyzed data set is missing any information on which person was entering the documentation regarding which patient. On the one hand, it might be arguable that the same physicians or nurses were documenting during the first and also the second measuring phases. This circumstance would make the 2 compared measuring phases dependent samples, having an impact on the chosen statistical model. Since the analyzed data set is missing this information, the results might be biased regarding a possible dependent or independent sample. However, the time passed between the 2 measuring phases might have led to a change of the employees since the teaching status of the hospital results in many young physicians or nurses who do not necessarily stay on the same ward for a long time. Moreover, the hospital in which the study was conducted has a rotation system in which clinicians rotate hospital-wide across different wards of the same discipline. Those 2 facts let us assume that the 2 compared samples are indeed independent. However, the lack of information regarding the documenting individual is preventing the use of advanced tests like mixed effect models. These could equally consider the record type on the one hand and the possible documenting individuals on the other hand, potentially advancing the results’ reliability. However, the 15-month interval from the implementation date of the EMR to the second data collection signifies that there is only little risk of any possible changes in documentation due to a bias from the described effects of preimplementational documentation training [41] since the employees indeed underwent software training before they were allowed to use the EMR. Therefore, the shown changes in completeness are, in fact, most likely due to the implementation of the EMR.

Conclusions
The results show that implementing EMRs can influence the completeness of documentation. A demonstrated improved completeness might also facilitate an improvement of the described outcomes that depend on documentation that is of high quality, like the availability [4] and analyzability of information [7,35], the coordination of care [5], or patient safety [6]. However, at the same time, the results show that a deterioration of completeness is also conceivable with the accompanied risks. This highlights the importance of understanding the underlying mechanisms that determine these changes. The knowledge may help stakeholders manage the implementation of new EMRs or the optimization of existing EMRs. Future research should address mechanisms that can improve documentation while simultaneously reducing the burden on practitioners caused by documentation tasks.
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Abstract

Background: The completeness and accuracy of the front pages of electronic medical records (EMRs) are crucial for evaluating hospital performance and for health insurance payments to inpatients. However, the quality of the first page of EMRs in China's medical system is not satisfactory, which can be partly attributed to deficiencies in the EMR system. Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) is a proactive risk management tool that can be used to investigate the potential failure modes in an EMR system and analyze the possible consequences.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to preemptively identify the potential failures of the EMR system in China and their causes and effects in order to prevent such failures from recurring. Further, we aimed to implement corresponding improvements to minimize system failure modes.

Methods: From January 1, 2020, to May 31, 2022, 10 experts, including clinicians, engineers, administrators, and medical record coders, in Zhejiang People’s Hospital conducted FMEA to improve the quality of the front page of the EMR. The completeness and accuracy of the front page and the risk priority numbers were compared before and after the implementation of specific improvement measures.

Results: We identified 2 main processes and 6 subprocesses for improving the EMR system. We found that there were 13 potential failure modes, including data messaging errors, data completion errors, incomplete quality control, and coding errors. A questionnaire survey administered to random physicians and coders showed 7 major causes for these failure modes. Therefore, we established quality control rules for medical records and embedded them in the system. We also integrated the medical insurance system and the front page of the EMR on the same interface and established a set of intelligent front pages in the EMR management system. Further, we revamped the quality management systems such as communicating with physicians regularly and conducting special training seminars. The overall accuracy and integrity rate of the front page (P<.001) of the EMR increased significantly after implementation of the improvement measures, while the risk priority number decreased.

Conclusions: In this study, we were able to identify the potential failure modes in the front page of the EMR system by using the FMEA method and implement corresponding improvement measures in order to minimize recurring errors in the health care services in China.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e53002) doi:10.2196/53002
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Introduction

The electronic medical record (EMR) system is the main carrier of medical information that has details about the whole process of a physician’s treatment for a patient [1]. The information on the front page of the EMR is condensed, which includes a patient’s basic information, disease diagnosis, information on surgical or invasive operations, and medical expenses [2]. Since January 1, 2013, almost all tertiary hospitals in China have submitted the front pages of the EMRs of inpatients to the Hospital Quality Monitoring System led by the Bureau of Medical Administration and Medical Service Supervision and National Health and Family Planning Commission of the People’s Republic of China [3]. The quality and management of the front pages of EMRs are critical for their application in medical services [4], research [2,5], education [6], and hospital management [7]. For example, some indicators for assessing the capacity of hospital medical services, such as the services for surgery and disease diagnosis, often utilize the information through the front page of the EMR for statistical purposes. However, there are many difficulties in the management of the front page of EMR. A survey conducted by the National Medical Record Management Quality Control Center of China [8] showed that more than 230 million front pages of EMRs in 2020 are established in China. Each of them contain over 100 fields. However, there are only 2.5 full-time coders on average in each hospital among 5439 medical institutions, and only 67.9% of them perform special quality control, while 24.2% of them use information technology to control the quality of the front page of the EMR system.

For reforming the medical insurance payment methods in China, the Chinese State Council’s version of health insurance issued a notice in 2019 on the issuance of technical specifications and grouping schemes for the national pilot of diagnosis-related grouping payments for diseases [9]. Therefore, the front page of an EMR needs to be uploaded on the websites of the Health and Wellness Committee and the Health Insurance Authority, which means coders need to edit a front page twice to meet the different needs of both the sectors. The former is for hospital performance evaluation and the latter is for patient health insurance payment. The introduction of this policy in 2019 increased the difficulty of medical record management.

Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) is a proactive risk management tool that originated in the US military in the 1940s. It is widely applicable to human, equipment, and system failure modes, as well as hardware and software programs. FMEA finds out all the potential failure modes in a system and analyzes their possible consequences by mapping the subsystems and each subprocess that makes up the process one by one in the product design stage and process design stage [10]. Thus, the advantage of FMEA is that problems can be identified and improved during the system development phase to avoid possible problems. Moreover, the costs incurred to address software defects and failures at an early stage are lower compared to those incurred to address defects at a later stage. Initially, FMEA was widely used in engineering [11], food safety management [12], financial management [13], and so on. Thereafter, with the rising demands in health care services, FMEA was used for proactive health care risk analysis. Doctors often use the EMR system to record patients’ visits. Any issue in the EMR system can affect the patient’s visit process and visit records. According to a systematic review [14], 158 studies published from 1998 to 2018 and classified under 4 categories, namely, health care process, hospital management, hospital informatization, and medical equipment and production, reported the use of FMEA in health care systems for proactive health care risk evaluation. In FMEA, the risk priority number (RPN) is calculated by giving a numerical value (scoring) for the severity, frequency, and detectability of the risks or failures, which enable risk assessment of the system [10]. An EMR system named Heren (Zhejiang Heren Technology Corporation), which is installed in many hospitals in China, is used by physicians and medical record management coders and quality controllers for filling out the front page. The purpose of this study was to identify the possible failures in the front page data of the EMR and their causes and effects and to propose specific improvement measures to minimize errors. Moreover, we aimed to compare the EMRs before and after introducing the measures to verify the efficacy of the improvement measures. For this, we reviewed previous relevant literature through PubMed, Embase, Web of Science, and Cochrane Library. During this review, we found that although FMEA has been used in some studies for improvement of some facets of EMRs, no study has used FMEA for improving the efficiency the front page of the EMR [15,16]. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study to apply FMEA to identify the potential failures on the front page of the EMR in China and the causes and effects of these failures and to perform a before-and-after comparison of the revised front page of the EMR.

Methods

Study Design

We conducted a cross-sectional study from January 1, 2020, to May 31, 2022, in Zhejiang People’s Hospital, which is one of the largest public hospitals in Zhejiang province with more than 100,000 hospital discharges per year. During the period of our research, the number of hospital discharges reached 250,774, which means the same number of front pages of EMRs needed to be filled and coded.

Steps of FMEA

Assembling a Panel for FMEA

Ten experts, including clinicians, medical record coders, and hospital administrators, were invited to assess the potential risks of the EMR system in China. Since coders and quality controllers were necessary to ensure the accuracy of the front page of the EMR, only those who had been working full-time on this task for more than 5 years and who had achieved a coding accuracy rate of more than 95% and who had checked more than thousands of medical records for quality were included. Before we began our study, the organizer introduced the theme of our study to ensure that every expert knew the process of FMEA and the importance of a front page of an EMR. Then, the time and place for each discussion was planned to ensure that the process ran smoothly.
Mapping the Process and Subprocesses

Each expert mapped the process and subprocess of completing a front page of an EMR alone initially to avoid interference from others. For example, there are 2 data sources for the content on the front page of the EMR: information automatically imported from the hospital information system that is mainly used by physicians and information that is filled in manually by the physician. Thus, different experts could map their own process according to their work experience. Thereafter, all experts were gathered to draw the final process and subprocess to achieve the completeness of the whole system.

Brainstorming to Identify Potential Failure Modes in Each Subprocess and Their Causes and Effects

The implementation process of this step is consistent with the mapping process. At first, each expert could think about every potential failure mode individually. Then, all the experts summarized all the modes and discussed many more potential failure modes by brainstorming once again. In addition, the views on effects and reasons for failure modes were exchanged by experts. Since there were so many issues that could result in potential failure modes, our team summarized the main causes and created a questionnaire for randomly selected physicians and coders to answer.

Calculating the RPN

A scoring criterion was used to evaluate the severity, frequency, and detectability of the failures, and each dimension was divided into 10 points. Then, the RPN was calculated by using the score of the 3 dimensions (RPN = Severity × Frequency × Detectability) to evaluate the final score of each failure mode, which ranges from 0 to 1000. To improve the consistency and accuracy of scoring, the rating weight of each expert was based on their professional title grade, work experience, and familiarity with FMEA. In addition, a risk assessment criterion was established to avoid any dispute about the scores given by the experts.

Proposing Improvement Measures for Each Failure Mode

Since a low RPN could result from severity, frequency, or detectability and a low score for each dimension could be caused by many different reasons, it is necessary to find out the main issues. According to the Pareto principle, 80% of the consequences are due to only 20% of the potential causes [17]. Our team used the Pareto principle to identify the pressing causes that need to be addressed. Then, the experts proposed one or more corresponding improvement measures for each failure mode. Further, the feasibility and effectiveness of improvement measures were also discussed.

Comparing the Quality Before and After the Improvements

The experts evaluated the quality of the front page of the EMR before and after the application of the improvement measures. The RPN score was bound to improve if these improvement measures were effective.

Ethical Considerations

This study did not involve any patient data or ethical data, and the ethics approval committee of Zhejiang Provincial People’s Hospital specified that no ethics approval was required.

Statistical Analysis

We performed statistical analyses using SPSS (version 20.0; IBM Corp). Two-sided t tests were performed to compare the RPNs of the front page of the EMR before and after applying the improvement measures. P values <.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

Assembling a Panel for FMEA

Our expert panel consisted of 10 experts in 5 different fields. There were 4 physicians, 2 coders, 2 hospital administrators, 1 quality control staff, and 1 information engineer who expressed different views and opinions on the front page of the EMR.

Mapping the Process and Subprocesses of the Front Page of EMR

The expert panel identified 2 main process steps and 6 subprocesses after discussion (Figure 1). The 2 main process steps were management of the physician’s system and management of the medical record system. The 6 subprocesses were information import from physicians’ hospital information system, front page filled by physicians, front page quality control by physicians, transmission of information in the EMR system, coders’ proofreading and coding, and front page quality control by EMR management.
Brainstorming to Identify Potential Failure Modes in Each Subprocess and Their Causes and Effects

The front page of the EMR that was evaluated in this study is shown in Figure 2. According to the process map of the front page of the EMR, the expert panel found that there were 13 potential failure modes, which can be mainly divided into 2 categories. One category is the low accuracy in a variety of information, including basic patient information, treatment information, and cost information. The other category is the low detection in a variety of information, including incorrect case header coding, incomplete quality control, and transmission errors. Regarding the causes for the failures, 115 physicians and coders filled out a questionnaire and summarized 15 main causes. The main causes were incompleteness of the front page, error in information, or incorrect diagnosis-related group, which is risky for hospital medical quality management, academic research, and medical insurance payment (Table 1).

Figure 2. Front page of the electronic medical record.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Failure modes</th>
<th>Reasons</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transmission in the hospital information system | • Basic information transmission error  
• Inpatient information transmission error  
• Expenses information transmission error | • Data interface errors | • The original data on the front page are erroneous  
• The DRG is erroneous  
• Affects patients’ medical reimbursement |
| Front page filled by physicians | • Incorrectly filled-in medical information  
• Incorrectly filled in other information | • Do not understand the filling criteria  
• Do not fill in carefully  
• Incomplete quality control reminders | • The original data on the front page are erroneous  
• The DRG is erroneous  
• Affects patients’ medical reimbursement |
| Front page quality control by physicians | • Inadequate quality control  
• Inaccurate quality control | • No emphasis on quality control rules  
• Unfamiliar with quality control rules  
• Complexity of quality control rules  
• Lack of information assistance | • The original data on the front page are erroneous  
• The DRG is wrong  
• Affects patients’ medical reimbursement |
| Transmission in the physicians’ EMR system | • Inconsistency between the received data in the EMR system and original data | • Data interface errors  
• Encoding conversion error | • The original data on the front page are wrong  
• The DRG is wrong |
| Coders’ proofreading and coding | • No data errors were found  
• Wrong code for diagnosis, surgery, or operation  
• Restoration error  
• Diagnostic and surgical operation codes do not meet the requirements of patients’ insurance | • Formal quality control rules are too simple  
• Lack of internal quality control reminders  
• Insufficient professional capacity of coders  
• Few training opportunities for coders  
• Inadequate communication between coders and doctors  
• The criteria are different between the requirements of patients’ insurance and front page | • Erroneous data persist  
• The DRG is wrong |
| Front page quality control by EMR management | • Inadequate quality control  
• Late feedback for the results of quality control | • Using a sampling model to conduct quality control  
• Insufficient professional capacity of quality control staff  
• Complexity of quality control rules  
• Lack of information assistance | • Unable to find all errors on the front page  
• Erroneous data persist  
• The DRG is wrong |

aDRG: diagnosis-related group.  
bEMR: electronic medical record.  

**Calculating the RPN**  
Before calculating the RPN, a risk assessment criterion was established to evaluate the quality of the front page of the EMR (Table 2).
Table 2. Risk assessment criteria for the quality management of the front page of the electronic medical record system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Criteria for risk severity</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Criteria for risk frequency</th>
<th>Detectability</th>
<th>Criteria for risk detectability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Make the score of the front page of the EMR below 20</td>
<td>Extremely high</td>
<td>Every time</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Cannot be detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Make the score of the front page of the EMR between 20 and 30</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Almost every time</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Hard to detect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Make the score of the front page of the EMR between 30 and 40</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>One time every half day</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Seldom detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Make the score of the front page of the EMR between 40 and 50</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>More than one time every day</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Seldom detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Make the score of the front page of the EMR between 50 and 60</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>More than one time every week</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Easy to be detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Make the score of the front page of the EMR between 60 and 70</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>More than one time every month</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Easy to be detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Make the score of the front page of the EMR between 70 and 80</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>More than one time every year</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very easy to be detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Make the score of the front page of the EMR between 80 and 90</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>One time every year</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very easy to be detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Make the score of the front page of the EMR between 90 and 100</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Less than one time every year</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very easy to be detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Does not affect the score of the front page of the EMR</td>
<td>Extremely low</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>No failure modes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EMR: electronic medical record.

Table 3. Details of the expert panel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Rating weight</th>
<th>Working experience (years)</th>
<th>Familiarity with FMEA</th>
<th>Rating weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>9/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>7/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
<td>6/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>5/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coder</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
<td>9/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coder</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
<td>7/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality control staff</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>Not very familiar</td>
<td>7/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrator</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>Not very familiar</td>
<td>8/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrator</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
<td>8/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information engineer</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
<td>5/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FMEA: failure mode and effects analysis.

Proposing Improvement Measures for Each Failure Mode

According to the principle of Pareto, there were 7 causes in our study that contributed to 80% of the consequences (Figure 3), which can be addressed by revamping the information and quality management. For example, we integrated the medical insurance system with the front page of the EMR on the same interface and established a set of intelligent front pages for the EMR management system. In addition, we revamped the management of quality, such as communicating with physicians regularly and conducting special training seminars (Table 4).
Figure 3. The 7 causes that contributed to 80% of the failure modes in the electronic medical record system, according to the principle of Pareto. QC: quality control.

| Table 4. Improvement measures for the causes of potential failure modes. |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Why | What | How and When | Where |
| Revamp the information | The rules for quality control are inadequate | Establish a set of intelligent front pages in the EMR manual management system | EMR center and information center |
| | Low accuracy in manual quality control | | |
| | The criteria are different between the requirements of patients' insurance and front page details | | |
| Revamp quality management | Formal quality control rules are simple | Improve the correctness of the front page by physician | EMR center and clinical departments |
| | Insufficient professional capacity of coders | Improve the professional capacity of coders | |
| | Inadequate communication between coders and physicians | Establish effective communication channels | |
| | Lack of a continuous improvement process | Form a continuous improvement process | |
| | | From January to May 2021 | |
| | Added quality control rules from May to September 2021 | Conducted special training seminars | |
| | Embedded quality control systems into the physician’s system and front page system from July to October 2021 | Prepared a quality and information management manual | |
| | Integrated medical insurance system and the front page of the EMR from July to December 2021 | Implemented professional training regularly | |
| | Conducted special training seminars | Invited experts for guidance | |
| | | Communicated with physicians regularly | |
| | | Provided timely feedback to physicians on quality control results | |

EMR: electronic medical record.
Comparing the Front Page of EMR Before and After Improvement

Before carrying out improvement measures, the highest RPN given by the experts was 296.3 for the failure mode “wrong code for diagnosis, surgery, or operation,” which was due to the quality rules being too simple, while the lowest was 50.6 for “basic information transmission error,” which was caused by wrong data interface or conversion error. On average, the final RPN was 181.2. The highest score for severity was for “wrong code for diagnosis, surgery, or operation” and the lowest was for “expense information transmission error.” The highest score for frequency was for “incorrectly filled-in medical information” and the lowest was for “expense information transmission error.” As for detectability, the highest score was for “wrong diagnosis-related group code of diagnosis, surgery, or operation,” “restoration error,” and “late feedback for quality control results.” The lowest score for detectability was for “basic information transmission error.” Our team calculated the RPN of the revised front page of the EMR after implementing the improvement measures mentioned in Table 5, and the final RPN was 95.0, which was lower than that of the original front page of the EMR (RPN=181.2).

The RPN of every failure mode decreased after implementing the improvements, and the mode for the late feedback for quality control decreased the most remarkably (Table 5). In addition, the accuracy rate of the basic information ($\chi^2=269.6; P<.001$); inpatient information ($\chi^2=175.9; P<.001$); diagnosis, surgery, and operation code ($\chi^2=32.9; P<.001$); and the overall accuracy rate of the front page ($\chi^2=239.3; P<.001$) and the integrity rate of the front page ($\chi^2=110.4; P<.001$) increased significantly (Table 6).
Table 5. Comparison of the risk analysis before and after failure mode and effects analysis model improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process, failure modes</th>
<th>Before FMEA(^a)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>After FMEA</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Detectability</td>
<td>Risk priority number</td>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Detectability</td>
<td>Risk priority number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information import from HIS(^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic information transmission error</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient information transmission error</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses information transmission error</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front page filled by physicians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly filled-in medical information</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>257.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>215.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly filled-in other information</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent between the received data in EMR system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front page quality control by physicians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate quality control</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>266.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>159.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaccurate quality control</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>257.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>115.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information import from the physician’s EMR(^c) system</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coders’ proofreading and coding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No data errors were found</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>206.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>114.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong code for diagnosis, surgery, or operation</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>296.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>103.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restoration error</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>269.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front page quality control by EMR management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate quality control</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>237.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>107.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late feedback of quality control results</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>261.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>105.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>N/A(^d)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>181.2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)FMEA: failure mode and effects analysis.  
\(^b\)HIS: hospital information system.  
\(^c\)EMR: electronic medical record.  
\(^d\)N/A: not applicable.
Table 6. Comparison of the accuracy and integrity of the front page of the electronic medical records before and after failure mode and effects analysis model improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Front pages (n)</th>
<th>Accuracy rate of basic information</th>
<th>Accuracy rate of patient information</th>
<th>Accuracy rate of diagnosis, surgery, and operation code</th>
<th>Overall accuracy rate of front page</th>
<th>Integrity rate of front page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>48,509</td>
<td>94.09</td>
<td>95.28</td>
<td>97.29</td>
<td>93.44</td>
<td>96.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>78,890</td>
<td>96.09</td>
<td>96.74</td>
<td>97.81</td>
<td>95.48</td>
<td>97.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square (df)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>269.6 (1)</td>
<td>175.9 (1)</td>
<td>32.9 (1)</td>
<td>239.3 (1)</td>
<td>110.4 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a/N/A: not applicable.

**Discussion**

The quality of the front page of an EMR is quite important not only for hospital performance management [2] but also for insurance payments to patients [15]. Thus, it is necessary to improve the effectiveness of the front page of the EMR. There are many risk management tools for investigating the potential problems in an EMR system, such as Expert Delphi [18], scenario analysis method [19], and SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis method [20]. The advantage of Expert Delphi is that everyone's opinions are collected and that of scenario analysis is that it identifies risks by designing multiple possible future scenarios. The advantage of SWOT is that it identifies the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and costs of the project, thus qualitatively identifying the project risks from multiple perspectives. FMEA is a risk management tool that has most of the advantages of the above tools. FMEA can not only change the occurrence of risk from postprocessing to preemptive prevention but is also a simple and a practical risk quantification method [10]. In recent years, FMEA has been widely used in various fields, including the medical field. Studies on medical services [21], medicine distribution [22], infection control [23], and medical equipment operation and maintenance [24] have used FMEA to date.

In this study, we found potential failures existing in the EMR system of China and proposed improvement measures to solve the problems by using FMEA. Our results showed that there were 2 main processes and 6 subprocesses in the EMR system that showed 13 potential failure modes. The 2 main process steps were management of the physician's system and management of the medical record system. The 6 subprocesses were information transmission in the hospital information system, front page filled by physicians, front page quality control by physicians, information transmission in the EMR system, coders’ proofreading and coding, and front page quality control by EMR management. This finding is similar to that reported in a study performed in Indonesia [25], wherein potential failure modes included incomplete or missing medical record files, mistakes caused by coders, and excessive code writing or upcoding [25].

According to the principle of Pareto and from questionnaire responses, we found that there were 7 causes in our study that contributed to 80% of the consequences, which can be divided into 2 aspects for the resolution of errors. One aspect was to revamp the information by establishing a set of intelligent front pages in the EMR management system to solve the problems of inadequate information and inaccurate quality control and to implement different codes of management or payment. In this study, we established quality control rules for medical records and embedded them in the system first. Accurate quality control rules are important for maintaining data quality. For example, Carlson et al [26] used quality control rules to identify common logical problems, including incomplete data, invalid values, and inconsistent data, in a clinical data set of an intensive care unit. Hart et al [27] reported >50% decrease in rejected records across patient information, service information, and financial information in 6 months by using quality rules. In addition, we integrated the medical insurance system with the front page of the EMR on the same interface. The other aspect was to revamp the management of quality by conducting multichannel trainings for doctors and coders, creating a quality and information management manual, and communicating with physicians and coders regularly. Previous studies [28-30] have shown a high rate of errors in physician coding for professional services, which can be risky in medical care services. One study [31] showed that clinicians and coders differ in their understanding of disease coding and need to communicate in a timely manner. Some of our measures are also consistent with those previously reported [25] that a hospital needs to update coding training for coders and provide guidance and validation of coding for physicians as well.

After implementing improvement measures, we found that the RPN of every failure mode decreased. The most significant decline in RPN was for the mode on the late feedback for quality control results. Many studies have proved the benefits of artificial intelligence. For example, machine learning could improve the content of medical records by identifying patients' medical information [32] or by predicting the onset of disease [33]. Therefore, we applied artificial intelligence to establish an intelligent front page for the EMR management system and then embedded it in the doctor's medical record writing interface and medical record quality control interface, which made it possible for real-time quality control of the front page. The second indicator of decline was inaccurate quality control of the front page by physicians. The original data on the front page, such as basic patient information, expenses, and surgery, are filled by physicians who decide the quality of the front page mostly [34]. After the amendments, the accuracy and integrity
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of the front page were both improved for those measures, which helped the diagnosis-related group to be more specific and the evaluation of the hospital performance more precise. In addition, the quality of the front page of EMR is quite important for patients. A complete front page of the medical record enables doctors to grasp important information about the patient in a short period, such as family history, allergy history, and important test results and facilitates doctors to quickly and accurately judge the patient's condition and formulate diagnosis and treatment plans, thereby reducing overmedication and even erroneous medical treatment.

Human factors engineering and user-centered designs are indispensable components of mobile health technology design and implementation [35]. Human factors emphasize human needs and capabilities as the core of the design technology system, making people the most important consideration in the design process and aiming to achieve the goal of “making machines fit people.” Regarding EMR system update, physicians, medical record coders, and quality controllers are the target users, and they will resist the technology when they believe it does not meet their expectations and needs [36]. For this reason, this study was conducted through brainstorming and questionnaires to inform the needs of physicians, coders, and others regarding the front page of the EMR system. For example, incorrectly filled-in medical information and quality control proposed by physicians, coders, and other users prompted engineers to establish a set of intelligent front pages in the EMR management system. The usability of the EMR system is evaluated by its effectiveness, efficiency, and suitability for target users. Although we did not use questionnaires to analyze the satisfaction of doctors, coders, and others with the improved EMR system, the results of FMEA showed that RPN was greatly reduced after the system was improved; thus, it can be hypothesized that the user’s satisfaction with the system has been enhanced. Moreover, the overall accuracy rate of the front page ($P<.001$) and the integrity rate of the front page ($P<.001$) were significantly enhanced after implementing the improvement measures, thereby demonstrating the increase in the effectiveness of the system. The number of front pages of EMR increased from 48,509 to 78,890 with the same amount of time and labor, which proves that the efficiency of the system was also improved.

Our study has several strengths. First, medical research FMEA has mostly been performed for health care processes, hospital management, etc. For example, a study performed in Sri Lanka used FMEA to improve medication safety in the dispensing process [22], while another study aimed to increase the efficiency and success rate of patients with acute ischemic stroke [25]. No study has used FMEA for improving the front page of EMR in China before. Therefore, this is the first study performed in China, which can provide the base for future studies. Second, most studies only used FMEA to find potential failure modes and propose improvement measures, but the system was not evaluated after the application of those measures. However, our study used FMEA to compare the RPN of the front page of the EMR before and after applying the improvement measures to verify the efficiency of the system. Our study also has some limitations. The first limitation was that the method we used is not advanced since there are many better methods such as data envelopment analysis [37] and fuzzy RPN method [38]. The second limitation was that the process of scoring the system by the experts was subjective although we had set weights for the experts’ scores. The third limitation was that we did not use additional methods to validate the results, which we aim to improve in the future. Lastly, although the EMR system called Heren has been used in many hospitals, different hospitals may use different types of Heren. Consequently, the generalizability of this study and the findings should be considered cautiously. In conclusion, we improved the front pages of the EMRs in China based on the potential failure modes found by the FMEA method.
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Abstract

Background: The importance of real-world evidence is widely recognized in observational oncology studies. However, the lack of interoperable data quality standards in the fragmented health information technology landscape represents an important challenge. Therefore, adopting validated systematic methods for evaluating data quality is important for oncology outcomes research leveraging real-world data (RWD).

Objective: This study aims to implement real-world time to treatment discontinuation (rwTTD) for a systemic anticancer therapy (SACT) as a new use case for the Use Case Specific Relevance and Quality Assessment, a framework linking data quality and relevance in fit-for-purpose RWD assessment.

Methods: To define the rwTTD use case, we mapped the operational definition of rwTTD to RWD elements commonly available from oncology electronic health record–derived data sets. We identified 20 tasks to check the completeness and plausibility of data elements concerning SACT use, line of therapy (LOT), death date, and length of follow-up. Using descriptive statistics, we illustrated how to implement the Use Case Specific Relevance and Quality Assessment on 2 oncology databases (Data sets A and B) to estimate the rwTTD of an SACT drug (target SACT) for patients with advanced head and neck cancer diagnosed on or after January 1, 2015.

Results: A total of 1200 (24.96%) of 4808 patients in Data set A and 237 (5.92%) of 4003 patients in Data set B received the target SACT, suggesting better relevance of the former in estimating the rwTTD of the target SACT. The 2 data sets differed with regard to the terminology used for SACT drugs, LOT format, and target SACT LOT distribution over time. Data set B appeared to have less complete SACT records, longer lags in incorporating the latest data, and incomplete mortality data, suggesting a lack of fitness for estimating rwTTD.

Conclusions: The fit-for-purpose data quality assessment demonstrated substantial variability in the quality of the 2 real-world data sets. The data quality specifications applied for rwTTD estimation can be expanded to support a broad spectrum of oncology use cases.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e47744) doi:10.2196/47744
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Introduction

Background

The importance of real-world evidence drawn from real-world data (RWD) is widely recognized in oncology research [1-5]. Over the past decade, federal legislation and incentives promoting the secondary use of RWD in the United States [6-8], coupled with advances in health information technology, have resulted in an explosion of RWD sources and a complex RWD ecosystem [1]. However, this rich data landscape can also pose challenges in identifying fit-for-purpose RWD to meet biopharma research needs.

Two key obstacles to identifying high-quality data are the fragmentation of RWD sources and the lack of interoperable data quality standards. These obstacles are particularly pertinent in the United States, where progress is slow in reaching full interoperability of data sourced from thousands of providers who customized their electronic health record (EHR) systems from solutions provided by >40 different EHR software vendors [9]. Therefore, adopting validated systematic methods for evaluating data quality is important for research leveraging RWD [10-12].

In 2016, an expert panel proposed the concepts of conformance, completeness, and plausibility as 3 categories (with subcategories) to describe the intrinsic data quality of EHR databases and to serve as a framework for assessing data quality that could then be verified (with organizational data) or validated using an accepted gold standard [13]. Several working groups and authors have applied these terms or proposed others for defining research data quality [14-16], and multiple initiatives in the United States, both public and private, have developed frameworks and tools to evaluate and improve the quality of EHR data sets [17-21] and to implement model-driven, quantitative approaches to address RWD completeness and plausibility issues [22-25]. However, there is no single RWD source that can fit the needs of all studies, and the selection of RWD to support an individual use case must also consider data relevance and measurement thresholds in addition to data quality.

Objective

In a previous study, we introduced the Use Case Specific Relevance and Quality Assessment (UReQA) framework, an RWD quality framework that combines both the data quality and the relevance aspects of assessing RWD, with the goal of developing data quality assessment specifications tailored to use cases [3]. In this study, we aimed to implement this framework in the use case for estimating real-world time to treatment discontinuation (rwTTD) in oncology. Our work had two main components: (1) to design comprehensive data quality assessment checks for estimating rwTTD for a systemic anticancer therapy (SACT) and (2) to illustrate how these quality checks can be used to evaluate EHR-derived RWD products.

We selected rwTTD as the first use case to implement the UReQA framework because of its high utility as a pragmatic real-world effectiveness end point for continuously administered SACTs (such as immunotherapies) and its known correlation with overall survival [26-28]. Moreover, the estimation of rwTTD requires information on medication use patterns, mortality, and follow-up. These data elements are foundational to outcomes research. Therefore, implementation of the rwTTD use case can be expanded to other use cases in or beyond oncology, as well as different data sources, such as claims databases.

Methods

Ethical Considerations

This study used 2 commercially licensed deidentified structured secondary data sources accessible to the study team. It was exempted from institutional review board review because of the following: (1) each data source contains a significant level of protection against the release of personal information to outside entities and (2) the use of such databases presents the lowest risk to potential subjects because the analysis involves only anonymous data; hence, conducting the study will not place the subjects at risk.

Study Overview

This study comprised four main steps: (1) conceptual definition of the rwTTD use case; (2) mapping of the rwTTD use case definition to RWD elements (operational definition); (3) identifying data quality checks for the required data elements to determine rwTTD for an SACT, designated the “target SACT”; and (4) implementing the UReQA framework [3] in assessing the RWD fitness for estimating rwTTD. The data quality assessment was undertaken on 2 US EHR-based oncology databases for estimating rwTTD for a target SACT, an immunotherapy drug that is administered intravenously in advanced-stage head and neck cancer (HNC). The targeted SACT received approval in 2016 for the treatment of previously treated advanced HNC and in 2019 for its use as a first-line therapy in advanced HNC. The focus of this study is on designing data quality assessment methods that are tailored for specific use cases, rather than calculating rwTTD for a particular medication. Therefore, we mask the name of the actual drug product.

Step 1: Conceptual Definition of the rwTTD Use Case

The end point, rwTTD, is defined as the length of time from initiation to discontinuation of a medication ([date of last recorded dose – date of first recorded dose] + 1 d), with discontinuation defined as the date of the last dose if a patient died during therapy or initiated a new treatment or if there is a gap of ≥120 days between the last recorded dose and last recorded activity in a data set. Patients who do not meet the discontinuation criteria are censored at the last medication use [26-28].

Step 2: Mapping of the rwTTD Use Case Definition to RWD Elements

Owing to the variations in data element definition and data structures between real-world EHR databases, we need to operationalize the concept of rwTTD by deconstructing its definition and mapping it to four sets of required data elements that are commonly available from oncology EHR-derived data
sets: (1) SACT, (2) line of therapy (LOT) specifying the regimen names and sequence of current treatment in the treatment plan [29,30], (3) mortality status, and (4) follow-up time, as summarized in Table 1. Although SACT, mortality status, and follow-up time are often recorded directly as procedure, prescription, and administrative events in raw EHR databases, the LOT was often derived from raw EHR by the algorithm.

Table 1. Required data elements for determining real-world time to treatment discontinuation (rwTTD) for a systemic anticancer therapy (SACT) drug in a specific line of therapy (LOT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational steps to ascertain rwTTD and type of data category</th>
<th>Commonly used data elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identify records of the drug of interest</strong></td>
<td>Drug_name, NDC(^a), HCPCS(^b) code, RxNorm code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACT drug</td>
<td>Drug administration date(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACT administration</td>
<td>Drug order date(^d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACT order</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identify discontinuation date from subsequent LOT start date</strong></td>
<td>LOT name(^e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOT</td>
<td>LOT number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOT</td>
<td>LOT start date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOT</td>
<td>LOT end date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>If no subsequent LOT, identify discontinuation date from patient death record during treatment</strong></td>
<td>Vital status or date of death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality status</td>
<td>Date of last follow-up(^f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>If no date of death, identify discontinuation date by last follow-up date subheading</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last follow-up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)NDC: National Drug Code.  
\(^b\)HCPCS: Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System.  
\(^c\)The drug administration date is defined as the date of receiving medication at a health care facility as a medical service, often applicable to an intravenous drug.  
\(^d\)The drug order date is defined as the order date for drugs used at home, often applicable to an oral drug.  
\(^e\)The LOT name is determined by the combination of SACT drugs administered or ordered from the LOT start to end dates.  
\(^f\)The date of last follow-up is defined as the last documented clinical activity date in the EHR.

We defined SACT as any systemic anticancer medication received by the patient, documented as given either by a health care provider at the site of care (eg, by infusion), with the date defined as the “administration” date, or as a prescription to take or apply at home, with the date defined as the “drug order” date. The number of refills (or alternative data elements such as days of supply or expected medication end date) was used to determine the last use of oral drugs (Table 1).

LOT was defined as the sequence of the SACT regimens prescribed for an individual patient, as previously described in detail [29,30]. In brief, the first LOT (line 1 [1L]) begins with the first SACT initiated after a study index date (often the advanced or metastatic cancer diagnosis date), and any other drug introduced within the next 28 days is considered part of that LOT [29]. We defined the start of a new LOT when a new SACT not belonging to the prior LOT was introduced or if a new SACT was initiated after a ≥120-day gap in therapy.

Because the target SACT was administered intravenously, we omitted 2 tasks applicable only to oral target SACTs: the check of patient numbers with target drug order date after the index date (Multimedia Appendix 1, task 6 [13]) and the check for distribution of gaps between drug order dates (Multimedia Appendix 1, task 9).

The patient mortality status was determined based on the recorded dates of death. For patients who were still alive at data cutoff, the date of the last follow-up was defined as the last documented clinical activity date in the EHR (Table 1).

**Step 3: Identifying Data Quality Checks for Required Data Elements**

For each of the required data elements, we identified corresponding verification checks to assess data quality at both the variable level and the cohort level. A total of 20 data quality checks (tasks) were identified and categorized into the quality dimensions of conformance, completeness, and plausibility, as per the harmonized data quality assessment terms and framework developed by Kahn et al [13] (Multimedia Appendix 1). Our goal in creating these tasks was to develop a comprehensive toolbox for assessing data quality for the rwTTD use case. However, when adapting them to a specific RWD database and a SACT drug of interest, not every task and check would be necessary. For example, the checks for LOT, mortality, and follow-up are not needed if a data set already provides the reason for discontinuation and censored status for each drug exposure. In addition, tasks 3-5 were applicable to cancer therapies received in hospitals or clinics as intravenous or infusion procedures, whereas tasks 4-9 were dedicated to oral
cancer therapies that were mostly self-administered at home. As tracking the actual time patients took oral therapies was infeasible, researchers examined days supply and refill records to estimate the drug exposure period. Therefore, when investigating the rwTTD of an oral SACT drug, it is necessary to check the completeness of these oral therapy–specific data elements (task 7).

**Step 4: Implementing the rwTTD Use Case for Assessing 2 RWD Sets**

**Data Set Preassessment**
We followed the preassessment step in UReQA [3] to identify 2 anonymized, commercially available US real-world oncology databases, designated as Data set A and Data set B in this report, which included patients with advanced (metastatic or unresectable, recurrent) HNC. Both databases contained data elements sourced from structured and unstructured information captured within health care providers’ EHR systems as part of routine cancer care.

**Cohort Selection and Patient Characteristics**
Data set A was commercialized and included patients with advanced HNC, whereas Data set B included patients with all stages of HNC. To align the 2 patient populations as having advanced HNC, we restricted Data set B to the subset of patients with HNC and a record of the American Joint Committee on Cancer stage IV and International Classification of Diseases (ICD), revision 9 or 10 (ICD-9 or ICD-10) code for metastatic tumor (ICD-9 codes 196.x, 197.x, and 198.x and ICD-10 codes C76.x, C77.x, and C78.x). The distributions of the patient characteristics were then tabulated for the 2 data sets.

**Data Elements Harmonization**
In Data set A, the names of SACT medications were harmonized from clinic formulary information and medical service records to standard generic drug names in a commercial drug database along with drug category information. In Data set B, all medication records in the raw EHR data were harmonized into the RxNorm code [31]; however, drug category information was not available. To harmonize all SACT medication in Data set B, we retrieved the RxNorm codes for generic names of all SACT medications using the RxNav software developed by and available from the US National Library of Medicine [32].

The LOT information was previously derived by both data providers but was presented differently in the 2 data sets. In Data set A, the LOT table provided the LOT number, LOT regimen name, LOT start date, and LOT end date, with a flag indicative of maintenance therapy, as appropriate. Instead, Data set B included only the LOT number and LOT start date. Therefore, to evaluate the LOT information in Data set B, we indirectly deduced the end date of each LOT as the date before the start of the next LOT or as the data cutoff date for the last LOT in the data set. Then, all individual SACT medications administered or ordered between the LOT start and end dates were combined to serve as the LOT regimen name. This approach was a necessary but imperfect solution because the LOT end date and the LOT regimen name should ideally be generated using a more rigorous algorithm [29,30].

The date of death was provided at the month and day levels in Data set A, whereas in Data set B, the death date was aggregated by year. Given the relatively short length of survival of many patients with advanced HNC [33-36], the allocation of death dates by year was not sufficiently granular for accurate rwTTD calculation; better precision (ie, month of death) would be needed for accurate rwTTD calculation. Consequently, quality assessment tasks related to mortality variables were omitted (task 17) for Data set B.

**Reporting the Verification Results**
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the results of implementing rwTTD data quality checks on Data sets A and B. We used frequencies to summarize categorical variables and mean (SD) and median (IQR or range) to summarize continuous variables. The study index date was the date of first advanced HNC diagnosis, and the cutoff date was November 25, 2019.

All analyses were conducted using SAS Studio release 3.8 (Basic Edition; SAS Institute, Inc).

**Results**

**Patient Characteristics**
Data set A included 7366 patients with advanced HNC, and we identified 11,386 patients in Data set B with advanced HNC. The median patient age at the first advanced HNC diagnosis was 65 (IQR 58-72) years in Data set A and 61 (IQR 54-68) years in Data set B, and the percentages of male individuals were 74.16% (5643/7366) and 69.97% (7967/11386), respectively (Table 2), similar to the HNC population data from the United States [33,37].
Table 2. Baseline characteristics of patients with advanced head and neck cancer (HNC) included in 2 data sets under evaluation\(^a\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Data set A (n=7366)</th>
<th>Data set B (n=11,386)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1723 (23.4)</td>
<td>3408 (29.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5643 (76.6)</td>
<td>7967 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing or unknown</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>11 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age at first advanced HNC diagnosis (y), median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>65 (58-72)</td>
<td>61 (54-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-44</td>
<td>187 (2.53)</td>
<td>688 (6.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-64</td>
<td>3402 (46.19)</td>
<td>5955 (52.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-88</td>
<td>3777 (51.28)</td>
<td>4111 (36.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥89</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>6 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing or unknown</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>595 (5.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race or ethnicity, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
<td>N/A(^b)</td>
<td>40 (0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>103 (1.4)</td>
<td>165 (1.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>487 (6.61)</td>
<td>1250 (10.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td>13 (0.18)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>4939 (67.05)</td>
<td>9239 (81.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>650 (8.82)</td>
<td>686 (6.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other race</td>
<td>1174 (15.94)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AJCC(^c) stage at first HNC diagnosis, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (0.03)</td>
<td>28 (0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>419 (5.69)</td>
<td>603 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>505 (6.86)</td>
<td>542 (4.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>929 (12.61)</td>
<td>798 (7.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>4330 (58.78)</td>
<td>4978 (43.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing or unknown</td>
<td>1181 (16.03)</td>
<td>4437 (38.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year of first advanced HNC diagnosis, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before 2006</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1245 (10.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-2009</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1537 (13.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-2012</td>
<td>1068 (14.5)</td>
<td>2721 (23.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2018</td>
<td>5435 (73.8)</td>
<td>5577 (49.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019 or later</td>
<td>863 (11.7)</td>
<td>306 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Percentages may not add up to 100% because of rounding.
\(^b\)N/A: not applicable.
\(^c\)AJCC: American Joint Committee on Cancer.

**SACT Data Checks**

Overall, 75.91% (5592/7366) and 38.74% (4411/11386) of the patients in Data sets A and B, respectively, had a recorded drug administration or drug order for any SACT (Table 3, task 1). A complete start date (y, mo, and d) was recorded for all SACT administrations and orders in both data sets (Table 3, tasks 4 and 8).
Table 3. Data quality assessment of SACT<sup>a</sup> administration and order records after the advanced HNC<sup>b</sup> diagnosis<sup>c</sup>.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SACT data quality checks</th>
<th>Data set A</th>
<th>Data set B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 1: patients with any SACT drug administration or order record after the advanced HNC diagnosis date, n (%)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5592 (75.9)</td>
<td>4411 (38.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task 2: SACT drug records with missing drug identity (name and code) information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value, n (%)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalization of medication name</td>
<td>Normalized generic name</td>
<td>RxNorm ingredient level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 3: patients with target SACT administration date after the advanced HNC diagnosis date, 2015 onward, % (n/N)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>24.96 (1200/4808)</td>
<td>5.92 (237/4003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 4: SACT drug administration records with complete administration date, n (%)</td>
<td>425,505 (100)</td>
<td>37,662 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 5: gap (in d) between the target SACT drug administration dates, median (IQR; range)</td>
<td>21 (21-21; 1-113)</td>
<td>21 (11-21; 1-824)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 6: patients with target SACT order date after the advanced HNC diagnosis date</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 7 SACT drug order records with complete days supply and refill information, n (%)</td>
<td>1732 (53.4)</td>
<td>8380 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 8: SACT drug order records with complete order date, n (%)</td>
<td>3241 (100)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 9: distribution of gaps (in d) between target SACT drug order dates, normalized by days supply, refill, and cancelation record</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>SACT: systemic anticancer therapy.  
<sup>b</sup>HNC: head and neck cancer.  
<sup>c</sup>Drug administration refers to drugs administered by health care providers at the site of care, whereas drug order refers to prescriptions for drugs used at home.  
<sup>d</sup>Task 1 was applied to the full data sets, including 7366 and 11,386 patients in Data sets A and B, respectively.  
<sup>e</sup>Task 3 was applied for patients with the first advanced HNC diagnosis on or after January 1, 2015, including 4808 and 4003 patients in Data sets A and B, respectively.  
<sup>f</sup>N/A: not applicable.  
<sup>g</sup>Tasks 6 and 9 were not conducted because they apply to an oral target SACT.  
<sup>h</sup>Information about the number of refills, days supply, or alternative data elements was not available in Data set B.  
<sup>i</sup>The total number of drug order records in Data set A (3241) and Data set B (8380) was used as the denominator in task 8.

We determined that 4808 (65.27%) of the 7366 patients in Data set A and 4003 (35.16%) of the 11,386 patients in Data set B had a first advanced HNC diagnosis on or after January 1, 2015, the timeline we applied for the study index date as it covered the key diagnostic and therapeutic timeline of the target SACT (first approved in 2016). A total of 1200 (24.96%) of the 4808 patients meeting this timeline in Data set A and 237 (5.92%) of the 4003 patients meeting this timeline in Data set B had a record of receiving the target SACT (Table 3, task 3).

The median length of the gap between target SACT administrations was 21 days in both the data sets, which aligned with the expected dose schedule for the target SACT (Table 3, task 5). However, the range of the gap was considerably shorter in Data set A (1-113 d) than in Data set B (1-824 d), suggesting incomplete target SACT administration records in Data set B.

For the oral SACT records, Data set A included the number of refills and a flag for canceled medication orders, whereas Data set B did not provide refill information (Table 3, task 7). This could impact the accuracy of calculating rwTTD for an orally dispensed SACT because the drug orders for patients remaining on treatment through refills would not be recorded in the database.

**LOT Data Checks**

The 2 data sets differed in terms of the target SACT LOT distribution over time. The cumulative frequency of target SACT initiation, including as monotherapy or combination therapy and in any LOT, tended to be greater in later years in Data set A, peaking in the third quarter (Q3) of 2019, than in Data set B, peaking in the first and second quarters of 2018 (Figure 1, task 10). In Data set A, a greater frequency of target SACT initiation as second-line or later monotherapy was consistent with approval timing in this setting (2016), which preceded the first-line approvals (2019). The later time points for second-line or later monotherapy initiation in Data set B suggest the possibility of longer data lags than for Data set A.
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Figure 1. Task 10: number of patients initiating the target systemic anticancer therapy (SACT) by year and quarter in (A) Data set A and (B) Data set B. Note: Y-axis heights in panels A and B differ but were selected to best depict the patient numbers in Data sets A and B. 1L: first-line therapy; 2L+: second-line or later therapy; combo: target SACT in any combination therapy (approved or not approved); mono: target SACT monotherapy; Q1: first quarter; Q2: second quarter; Q3: third quarter; Q4: fourth quarter.

In both data sets, we observed the inclusion of patients who initiated the target SACT therapy before the applicable first-line or second-line or later US Food and Drug Administration approval dates. We believe that these are true real-world findings, which do not always correspond to recommended or approved indications, rather than data quality issues.

In Data set B, only 40.3% (4589/11386) of patients had SACT LOT records (Table 4, task 11), which coincides with the finding of lower-than-expected SACT drug administration and order rates (Table 3, task 1).
Table 4. LOT\(^a\) rules for SACT\(^b\) and mortality information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Data set A</th>
<th>Data set B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 10: number of patients initiating the target SACT by year and quarter</td>
<td>Figure 1A</td>
<td>Figure 1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 11: completeness of LOT information, n (%)(^c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with complete line number</td>
<td>5594 (75.94)</td>
<td>4589 (40.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with complete line name</td>
<td>5594 (75.94)</td>
<td>N/A(^d,e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with complete line start date</td>
<td>5594 (75.94)</td>
<td>4589 (40.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with complete line end date</td>
<td>5594 (75.94)</td>
<td>N/A(^e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 12: patients for whom the first LOT number after the advanced HNC(^f) diagnosis date was not 1, n (%)(^f)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>434 (3.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 13: distribution of LOT number at target SACT initiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients who received the target SACT, n</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 1, n (%)</td>
<td>481 (40.08)</td>
<td>65 (27.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 2, n (%)</td>
<td>486 (40.5)</td>
<td>92 (38.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 3, n (%)</td>
<td>161 (13.42)</td>
<td>54 (22.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 4, n (%)</td>
<td>46 (3.83)</td>
<td>16 (6.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 5, n (%)</td>
<td>13 (1.83)</td>
<td>10 (4.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines 6-10, n (%)</td>
<td>13 (1.83)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 14: use of target SACT in 1L(^b) before approval date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1L monotherapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients who received target SACT, % (n/N)</td>
<td>78.37 (377/481)</td>
<td>67.69 (44/65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First administration date(^h) in database</td>
<td>July 15, 2015</td>
<td>November 10, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutoff date for the earliest 5% receipt</td>
<td>August 29, 2016</td>
<td>February 4, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutoff date for the earliest 10% receipt</td>
<td>November 3, 2016</td>
<td>September 23, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutoff date for the earliest 25% receipt</td>
<td>June 28, 2017</td>
<td>April 27, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approved 1L combination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients who received the target SACT in approved 1L combination, % (n/N)</td>
<td>7.69 (37/481)</td>
<td>6.15 (4/65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First administration date in database</td>
<td>December 18, 2018</td>
<td>July 1, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutoff date for the earliest 5% receipt</td>
<td>February 18, 2019</td>
<td>N/A(^i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutoff date for the earliest 10% receipt</td>
<td>April 2, 2019</td>
<td>N/A(^i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutoff date for the earliest 25% receipt</td>
<td>July 9, 2019</td>
<td>N/A(^i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 15: patients with death record, n (%)(^f)</td>
<td>4695 (63.74)</td>
<td>3531 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 16: patients with multiple death records on different dates, n (%)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>N/A(^j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 17: patients with clinical records showing health care activity after death date (n=4695), n (%)</td>
<td>1497 (31.88)</td>
<td>N/A(^j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 d after date of death</td>
<td>1436 (30.59)</td>
<td>N/A(^j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥3 d after date of death</td>
<td>1290 (27.48)</td>
<td>N/A(^j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥7 d after date of death</td>
<td>1002 (21.34)</td>
<td>N/A(^j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥30 d after date of death</td>
<td>79 (1.68)</td>
<td>N/A(^j)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) LOT: line of therapy.
\(^b\) SACT: systemic anticancer therapy.
\(^c\) Tasks 11, 12, and 15 were applied to the full data sets, including 7366 and 11,386 patients in Data sets A and B, respectively.
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dN/A: not applicable.
eLine name and line end date were not available in Data set B.
fHNC: head and neck cancer.
g1L: first line of therapy after the advanced HNC diagnosis date.
hDates are written as month/day/year.
iNot calculated as only 4 patients received the target SACT in a 1L combination LOT.
jOnly the year of death was available in Data set B.

The LOT start date in both data sets included year, month, and day, and the minimum LOT number started from 1 (first line) after the earliest advanced HNC diagnosis date for all but 3.81% (434/11386) of the patients in Data set B (Table 4, task 12). A line number other than 1 after the advanced HNC diagnosis date suggests that either a definition different from the commonly used definition [29,30] was used or that there was an earlier advanced HNC diagnosis date that was not documented.

In Data set A, 40.08% (481/1200) of patients received the target SACT in first-line therapy and 59.91% (719/1200) in second-line or later therapy, including 13.42% (161/1200) in third-line therapy (Table 4, task 13). In Data set B, 27.4% (65/237) of patients received the target SACT in first-line therapy, and 72.6% (172/237) received it in the second-line or later therapy, with frequent third-line receipt (54/237, 22.8%). Therefore, LOT rules may have been applied differently in Data set A and Data set B.

Complete information about the start date of first-line target SACT drug administration (as both monotherapy and combination therapy) was available for 377+37=414 (86.1%) of 481 patients in Data set A and 44+4=48 (74%) of 65 patients in Data set B (Table 4, task 14). In Data set A, first-line target SACT monotherapy was initiated for the first time in 2015, and approximately 5% of first-line monotherapy initiation dates fell on or before 2016, when the target SACT was approved for second-line or later therapy. Target SACT in combination therapy was first initiated in late 2018, with approximately 25% of the initiation dates falling before the start of Q3 in 2019, shortly after the approval of first-line combination therapy. In Data set B, first-line target SACT monotherapy initiation was first recorded in the fourth quarter in 2014, earlier than in Data set A, and close to 10% of initiation dates occurred before the end of Q3 in 2016. Instead, the approved target SACT combination therapy was first initiated at the start of Q3 in 2019, in line with the approval date for this indication.

Mortality Data
Among 7366 and 11,386 patients in Data sets A and B, 4695 (63.74%) and 3531 (31%), respectively, had a recorded date of death (Table 4, task 15); and 4427 (60%) and 3093 (27%) patients, respectively, had death records within 3 years after the date of advanced HNC diagnosis. These percentage differences indicate that Data set B may have incomplete mortality records (or a high loss to follow-up).

In Data set A, one-third of patients (1497/4695, 31.88%) with a recorded date of death had clinical records recorded after the death date (Table 4, task 17), with a median of 11 days from the death date to the last activity date. Thus, clinical records could be entered into the health information system after the reported death date, but extreme values (eg, >30 d after the death date) might indicate integrity issues in collecting mortality data. This information was not available for Data set B, in which the dates of death were recorded only by year.

Follow-Up Data
In Data set A, most patients (5840/7366, 79.28% to 7269/7366, 99.86%) had recorded data for diagnosis, drug records, laboratory results, facility visits, and vital sign measurements (Table 5, task 18). Similarly, in the subset of 7754 patients in Data set B whose advanced HNC diagnosis date was on or after January 1, 2011, the earliest date in Data set A, these data categories were also recorded for most patients (6123/7754, 78.97% to 6893/7754, 88.7%). Records of medical procedures not related to drug administration and genomic testing were not available in Data set A, which could result in inaccurate estimates of follow-up times.
Table 5. Unique number of patients and patient-date pairs after the advanced HNC\textsuperscript{a} diagnosis date (task 18): follow-up data for patients with advanced HNC diagnosis on or after January 1, 2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Data set A (n=7366)</th>
<th>Data set B (n=7754)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value, n (%)</td>
<td>Unique patient-date pairs, n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>6567 (89.15)</td>
<td>60,178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug records\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>5840 (79.28)</td>
<td>113,948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory records</td>
<td>6860 (93.13)</td>
<td>179,177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility visit</td>
<td>7269 (98.68)</td>
<td>274,714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital sign measurements</td>
<td>7254 (98.48)</td>
<td>233,623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondrug medical procedure</td>
<td>N/A\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genomic test</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomarker test</td>
<td>440 (5.97)</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOG PS\textsuperscript{d}</td>
<td>5416 (73.53)</td>
<td>100,607</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}HNC: head and neck cancer.
\textsuperscript{b}Any drug, not just systemic anticancer therapies.
\textsuperscript{c}N/A: not applicable.
\textsuperscript{d}ECOG PS: Eastern Cooperative Oncology group performance status.

The median frequency of visits (normalized by length between first and last target SACT administration) for patients who received the target SACT was somewhat less in Data set A, varying from 0.05 to 0.12, depending on treatment line, than in Data set B, in which it varied from 0.14 to 0.18 (Table 6, task 19). This might indicate that more clinical activities were recorded in Data set B during treatment.

Table 6. Follow-up data for patients with advanced HNC\textsuperscript{a} diagnosis on or after January 1, 2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Data set A (n=7366)</th>
<th>Data set B (n=7754)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 19: frequency of visits during target SACT\textsuperscript{b,c}</td>
<td>Value, n</td>
<td>Value, median (IQR; range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1L\textsuperscript{d} combination therapy</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.11 (0.07-0.16; 0.02-0.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1L monotherapy</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>0.05 (0.05-0.08; 0.01-0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2L\textsuperscript{e} monotherapy</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>0.06 (0.05-0.10; 0.01-0.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.12 (0.09-0.17; 0.02-0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 20: for patients still alive, gap (in d) from the last target SACT administration and last visit\textsuperscript{f}</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>28 (6-187; 0-1118)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}HNC: head and neck cancer.
\textsuperscript{b}SACT: systemic anticancer therapy.
\textsuperscript{c}Frequency defined as number of visits between the first and last target SACT administration dates within the same LOT number and name, divided by number of days between the last and first target SACT administration.
\textsuperscript{d}1L: first line of therapy after the advanced HNC diagnosis date.
\textsuperscript{e}2L+: second-line or later therapy.
\textsuperscript{f}Limited to patients who (1) were still alive ≥180 days after last receipt of target SACT and (2) received last dose of target SACT ≥180 days before data cutoff on November 25, 2019 (thus on or before May 29, 2019).
Discussion

Principal Findings

This study identified 20 data quality assessment tasks for the use case of estimating the rwTTD of an SACT. By executing the 18 tasks pertinent to the intravenously administered target SACT, we demonstrated that the UReQA framework for the rwTTD use case can be implemented to generate descriptive summary statistics and charts. These visualizations provide additional insights into the relevance and quality of 2 US EHR-based oncology RWD. The approach is generalizable to implement for other SACT and databases.

Both data sets in the evaluation provided all the required data elements; however, verification checks revealed that Data set B might not be suitable for analyzing rwTTD for the target SACT because (1) the large decrease in patient receiving the target SACT in recent years suggests longer lags in incorporating the most recent data and (2) the completeness and plausibility issues in the SACT, LOT, and mortality data could cause faulty determination of treatment discontinuation date and status of censoring.

The fact that Data set B included a lower percentage of patients receiving the target SACT (237/4003, 5.9% vs 1200/4808, 24.96% in Data set A) limited the utility of the data for determining the rwTTD. This finding highlights the need and importance of conducting a rigorous and use case–specific data quality assessment in the planning stage of RWD studies. In addition, for Data set B, findings of extremely low and high gaps between target SACT administration dates would warrant further investigation of each patient’s trajectory to verify the specific data quality issue before taking proper data quality improvement actions such as removing the patient or the SACT record as outliers.

Limitations

This study has several limitations that require further discussion. First, adequately assessing the reasons for missingness across different RWD sources is challenging. In particular, the data feeds and capture of elements across different data sources are variable. A lack of transparency and consistency means that different RWD sources are often not fully interoperable [38]. In this study, we applied cohort attrition steps to align populations represented in the 2 data sets and imputed the LOT end date and LOT name that were missing in Data set B. However, a major remaining roadblock was the vendor’s privacy-preserving aggregation, which does not allow data sources to be adequately reviewed on more granular level to understand the reason behind missing data, data quality issues, or data discrepancies.

Second, the implementation of data quality checks for new RWD sources, especially for those with data table structures that differ from those of prior data sets, requires customization and reconfiguration that are often time consuming. We are developing a data dashboard tool that can accelerate this process for both raw data and a common data model such as that of the Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics [17,18]. Third, use case–specific data quality assessment checks often provide only a limited view of the comparative validity of the RWD under consideration, particularly when a well-recognized gold standard is absent. The paucity of data often limits an effective comparison with the distribution of key data elements in the general population (external validity). In this study, we set a priori metrics for these checks by using domain knowledge such as HNC prevalence [33] and regulatory approval timelines. It would be interesting for future studies to validate and update these metrics.

Comparison With Prior Work

Prior studies have evaluated rwTTD, also known as the duration of therapy and real-world time on treatment, for immuno-oncology agents used in treating recurrent or metastatic HNC [39], advanced non-small cell lung cancer [28,40-42], and other solid cancers [42]. In contrast to this study, these studies drew on research-ready databases (as would be identified in the preassessment step of UReQA [3]), and the actions taken to ensure RWD fitness and quality were limited to aligning patient eligibility criteria (the cohort definition step of UReQA [3]).

New use cases can be created for other medication-related outcomes or therapeutic areas by following the first 3 steps of implementing the rwTTD use case in this study. In addition, the data quality checks that we identified and created for the rwTTD use case can be used for other types of use cases. For example, checks on medication identification and dates can also be used to evaluate the fitness of RWD sources for studying medication adherence. The checks on mortality and follow-up visits could validate the applicability of an RWD source for survival analyses.

Future Work

We selected 2 US EHR-based oncology databases to implement the UReQA use case of rwTTD. These were the only 2 databases the research team had access to that provided both oncology treatment and LOT information during the time of study execution. Each database may have its own bias in representing the overall advanced HNC population in the United States. Future work could implement (1) evaluation of more US EHR-based oncology databases to bring more impactful findings and (2) investigating the associations between rwTTD calculation and quantitative data quality assessment for various medications of interest and cancer types.

Conclusions

The fit-for-purpose quality assessment demonstrated the high level of variability in quality of the 2 real-world data sets for estimating the rwTTD of an SACT for advanced HNC. This study illustrates the application and value of use case–specific data assessment tasks in identifying high-quality RWD for research studies. The data quality specifications supporting this comprehensive use case can be expanded to other use cases in oncology outcomes research. Incorporating such comprehensive data quality assessment could help the study team select the most suitable database in the planning stage of a real-world evidence study. In addition, understanding data quality concerns particularly relevant to research questions can provide additional insights for properly preparing data in full study execution.
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Abstract

Background: The incidence of breast cancer has remained high and continues to rise since the 21st century. Consequently, there has been a significant increase in research efforts focused on breast cancer prevention and treatment. Despite the extensive body of literature available on this subject, systematic integration is lacking. To address this issue, knowledge graphs have emerged as a valuable tool. By harnessing their powerful knowledge integration capabilities, knowledge graphs offer a comprehensive and structured approach to understanding breast cancer prevention and treatment.

Objective: We aim to integrate literature data on breast cancer treatment and prevention, build a knowledge graph, and provide support for clinical decision-making.

Methods: We used Medical Subject Headings terms to search for clinical trial literature on breast cancer prevention and treatment published on PubMed between 2018 and 2022. We downloaded triplet data from the Semantic MEDLINE Database (SemMedDB) and matched them with the retrieved literature to obtain triplet data for the target articles. We visualized the triplet information using NetworkX for knowledge discovery.

Results: Within the scope of literature research in the past 5 years, malignant neoplasms appeared most frequently (587/1387, 42.3%). Pharmacotherapy (267/1387, 19.3%) was the primary treatment method, with trastuzumab (209/1805, 11.6%) being the most commonly used therapeutic drug. Through the analysis of the knowledge graph, we have discovered a complex network of relationships between treatment methods, therapeutic drugs, and preventive measures for different types of breast cancer.

Conclusions: This study constructed a knowledge graph for breast cancer prevention and treatment, which enabled the integration and knowledge discovery of relevant literature in the past 5 years. Researchers can gain insights into treatment methods, drugs, preventive knowledge regarding adverse reactions to treatment, and the associations between different knowledge domains from the graph.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e52210) doi:10.2196/52210
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most common malignant tumor in women worldwide, with a reported death toll exceeding 600,000 in 2018 alone [1]. Breast cancer has emerged as the most prevalent cancer and a primary cause of mortality among women. The global incidence of new cases of female breast cancer witnessed a sharp increase from 1.05 million in 2000 to 2.09 million in 2018 [2]. In 2020, global cancer burden data revealed that new breast cancer cases reached 2.26 million, constituting 11.7% of all newly diagnosed cancer cases worldwide. The newly reported mortality cases numbered 0.68 million, representing 6.9% of global newly reported deaths [3]. Factors such as old age, young age at menarche, family history of breast cancer, smoking, and drinking alcohol increase the risk of breast cancer [4-6]. On the contrary, regular physical exercise; breastfeeding; regular work and rest; and intake of fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and dietary fiber can appropriately reduce the risk of breast cancer [7]. Various treatment methods are used for patients with breast cancer, including surgery, radiation therapy, endocrine therapy, chemotherapy, and targeted therapy. So far, most countries have primarily focused on population education for breast cancer prevention, including encouraging increased physical activity, controlling BMI, and limiting alcohol intake [8]. Despite the increasing number of research literature, a large amount of literature on breast cancer prevention and treatment has not been systematically integrated. Knowledge graph technology allows for the independent connection and integration of disparate literature, resulting in a more comprehensive and cohesive knowledge framework.

Knowledge Graph is a knowledge repository proposed by Google in 2012 to enhance the functionality of search engines.
It describes concepts and their relationships in the real world using triplets in the form of entity-relation-entity [9]. Knowledge graphs can integrate information from diverse sources and domains, including text, databases, and web pages, and intricately interlink them. These integrations serve to mitigate information silos, fostering the establishment of a more comprehensive knowledge framework. Knowledge graphs have been widely used in various fields, such as medicine, network security, journalism, finance, and education [10]. Knowledge graphs in the biomedical domain have applications in studies related to disease associations [11], genomics [12], drug interactions [13], and support for physicians in formulating individualized treatment regimens [14]. At present, there are well-established knowledge graphs, including DisGeNET [15], which integrate information on the associations between genes and diseases; DrugBank [16], a comprehensive bioinformatics and cheminformatics knowledge base; and ClinVar [17], a compilation of genetic variation information from diverse laboratories worldwide. One study extracted breast cancer–related features from Chinese breast cancer mammography reports and built a knowledge graph for diagnosing breast cancer by combining diagnosis and treatment guidelines and insights from clinical experts [18]. Another study integrated triples from clinical guidelines, medical encyclopedias, and electronic medical records to build a breast cancer knowledge graph [19]. Despite a small number of scholars having constructed knowledge graphs for breast cancer, the varied emphases and diverse data sources employed render their applicability limited. A knowledge graph specifically focused on the prevention and treatment of breast cancer has not been constructed at present. Therefore, this study primarily collects information related to the prevention and treatment of breast cancer to construct a knowledge graph.

In the biomedical field, there are already mature tools (eg, SemRep) for extracting knowledge from medical texts. SemRep is a natural language processing program based on the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), which performs operations such as text tokenization, syntactic analysis, part-of-speech disambiguation, phrase mapping, semantic predicate normalization, and syntactic constraints [20]. It extracts entities and relationships from biomedical texts and outputs triplets stored in the Semantic MEDLINE Database (SemMedDB) [21]. SemMedDB currently encompasses details on approximately 96.3 million predications derived from all PubMed citations (around 29.1 million citations) and serves as the foundation for the Semantic MEDLINE application [22]. We downloaded the entity and relationship data provided by SemMedDB. NetworkX is an open-source library for Python, primarily designed for creating, analyzing, and visualizing complex network structures. NetworkX plays a significant role in knowledge visualization, facilitating users in intuitively presenting and comprehending intricate knowledge graphs or network data.

**Methods**

**Ethics Approval**

This study was approved by the Board of Medical Ethics Committee of Shenzhen Maternal and Child Health Hospital (SFYLS[2022]003).

**Data Source**

We conducted a search on PubMed using Medical Subject Headings terms “breast cancer,” “prevention,” and “treatment,” covering the period from January 1, 2018, to December 31, 2022, and the study type was clinical trials. A total of 3589 articles were retrieved. We obtained the entity and relationship data from SemMedDB.

**Data Processing and Construction of Knowledge Graph**

We matched the PMIDs of the retrieved articles with the database and extracted the corresponding triplet information. We initially obtained 33,060 Subject-Predicate-Object (SPO) triplets of data.

Next, we made improvements according to the SPO cleaning principles proposed by Fiszman et al [9] (ie, relevance, connectivity, novelty, and significance). We combined them with expert manual screening to ensure that the selected SPO triplets have a higher relevance. In the improved process, we did not predefine semantic patterns. Instead, we used a series of cleaning operations to select core SPO triplets and connected SPO triplets, eliminating SPO triplets lacking specific information and those that appeared only once in the frequency. The specific process is as follows:

1. In the same article, there may be repeated occurrences of identical SPO triplets. To maintain equal contribution from each article, we counted the repeated SPO triplets once within the same article.
2. To ensure statistical reliability, we calculated the occurrence frequency of each SPO triplet across different articles. SPO triplets with low occurrence frequencies may lack statistical significance. Therefore, we filtered SPO triplets with frequencies greater than or equal to 2.
3. Based on expert domain knowledge, we manually screened the selected SPO triplets with frequencies greater than or equal to 2 to identify those of research value.

Finally, we obtained 25,449 SPO triplets data. We imported the filtered SPO triplets information into the NetworkX for visual analysis to explore knowledge and information related to breast cancer prevention and treatment.

All analyses were conducted in a Python program (version 3.11.3; Python Software Foundation), primarily using Pandas, Matplotlib, WordCloud, and NetworkX packages [23-26].

**Results**

**Summary of Included Literatures**

A total of 3589 articles were published in 618 different journals. Among them, 191 articles were published in the same journal, while 293 journals had only 1 article published. The journals...
were ranked based on the number of publications, and the top 100 journals accounted for 2631 articles, which is 73.30% of the total.

**Semantic Relationships and Semantic Patterns**

We mainly summarize semantic associations into 3 types: treatment and prevention, influencing or associated factors, and related diseases (Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1). Regarding treatment and prevention, the relationships include TREATS, ADMINISTERED_TO, USES, and PREVENTS, representing treatment drugs, surgeries, and preventive measures for breast cancer. Regarding influencing or associated factors, the relationships include ASSOCIATED_WITH, AFFECTS, and CAUSES, which represent diseases’ impact and etiological factors. Regarding related diseases, the relationship COEXISTS_WITH represents the coexistence between different diseases. In the semantic patterns involving treatment (TREATS), the topp-TREATS-neop and topp-TREATS-podg have appeared over 1000 times.

**Summary of SPO Triples**

In terms of breast tumors, malignant neoplasms had the highest frequency, accounting for 42.3% (587/1387) of the total, followed by triple-negative breast neoplasms (56/1387, 4%) and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)–positive carcinoma of breast (54/1387, 4%; Table 1 and Multimedia Appendix 2).
Table. Summary of breast cancer subtypes and stages, treatment methods, and treatment drugs. The top 30 subtypes, treatment methods, and treatment drugs with higher frequencies in all data are presented for each group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Values, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Breast cancer subtypes and stages (n=1387)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant neoplasm of breast</td>
<td>587 (42.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple-negative breast neoplasms</td>
<td>56 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER2&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;-positive carcinoma of breast</td>
<td>54 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcinoma breast stage IV</td>
<td>48 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer metastatic</td>
<td>47 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early-stage breast carcinoma</td>
<td>42 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant neoplasms</td>
<td>31 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplasm</td>
<td>30 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metastatic triple-negative breast carcinoma</td>
<td>26 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-risk cancer</td>
<td>24 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplasm metastasis</td>
<td>21 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced cancer</td>
<td>19 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced breast carcinoma</td>
<td>19 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER2-negative breast cancer</td>
<td>18 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locally advanced malignant neoplasm</td>
<td>17 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced malignant neoplasm</td>
<td>15 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsmall cell lung carcinoma</td>
<td>15 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noninfiltrating intraductal carcinoma</td>
<td>14 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locally advanced breast cancer</td>
<td>13 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer stage III</td>
<td>11 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment of breast cancer (n=1387)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacotherapy</td>
<td>267 (19.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoadjuvant therapy</td>
<td>88 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormone therapy</td>
<td>68 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy (adjuvant)</td>
<td>54 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic procedure</td>
<td>53 (3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation therapy</td>
<td>48 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment protocols</td>
<td>43 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjuvant therapy</td>
<td>36 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast-conserving surgery</td>
<td>35 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-line treatment</td>
<td>31 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-agent therapy</td>
<td>27 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastectomy</td>
<td>27 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operative surgical procedures</td>
<td>20 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervventional procedure</td>
<td>16 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiotherapy (adjuvant)</td>
<td>14 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excision of axillary lymph nodes group</td>
<td>13 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined modality therapy</td>
<td>12 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excision</td>
<td>11 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted therapy</td>
<td>11 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Values, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebos</td>
<td>10 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Drugs for breast cancer (n=1805)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Values, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trastuzumab</td>
<td>209 (11.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capecitabine</td>
<td>88 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paclitaxel</td>
<td>81 (4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatase inhibitors</td>
<td>64 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunologic adjuvants</td>
<td>62 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letrozole</td>
<td>58 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bevacizumab</td>
<td>48 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamoxifen</td>
<td>40 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemcitabine</td>
<td>36 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pertuzumab</td>
<td>36 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulvestrant</td>
<td>36 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclophosphamide</td>
<td>32 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pembrolizumab</td>
<td>30 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docetaxel</td>
<td>27 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxane</td>
<td>27 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ado-trastuzumab emtansine</td>
<td>22 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130-nm albumin-bound paclitaxel</td>
<td>22 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carboplatin</td>
<td>22 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eribulin</td>
<td>21 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palbociclib</td>
<td>19 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exemestane</td>
<td>19 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everolimus</td>
<td>19 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olaparib</td>
<td>18 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talazoparib</td>
<td>17 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical preparations</td>
<td>16 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-tyrosine kinase inhibitor</td>
<td>15 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin</td>
<td>14 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapatinib</td>
<td>14 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorouracil</td>
<td>13 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservative free ingredient</td>
<td>13 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HER2: human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.

Pharmacotherapy is the most common treatment method, accounting for 19.2% (267/1387) of the overall frequency. Additionally, other high-frequency treatment modalities include neoadjuvant therapy (88/1387, 6%), hormone therapy (68/1387, 5%), adjuvant chemotherapy (54/1387, 4%), and radiation therapy (48/1387, 3%; Table 1 and Multimedia Appendix 3). In breast cancer treatment drugs, trastuzumab (209/1805, 11.6%), capecitabine (88/1805, 5%), paclitaxel (81/1805, 4%), aromatase inhibitors (64/1805, 4%), and immunologic adjuvants (62/1805, 3%) have a relatively high frequency of occurrence (Table 1 and Multimedia Appendix 4).

**Breast Cancer Knowledge Graph**

We visualized the SPO triples and displayed 3 subgroups: breast cancer treatment methods, therapeutic drugs, and relevant preventive measures. Figure 1 shows the relationship between different subtypes and stages of breast cancer and treatment methods. In different subtypes of breast cancer, the highest frequency is observed in malignant neoplasm of the breast, with pharmacotherapy having the highest frequency among various treatment modalities. Different subtypes simultaneously correspond to multiple treatment modalities; likewise, a single treatment modality corresponds to multiple breast cancer subtypes.
**Figure 1.** Relationship between different subtypes and stages of breast cancer and treatment methods. *HER2:* human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.

**Figure 2** shows the relationship between different subtypes and stages of breast cancer and drugs. Among the therapeutic drugs for breast cancer, trastuzumab has the highest frequency and corresponds to the most types of breast cancer. Capecitabine, paclitaxel, aromatase inhibitors, and immunologic adjuvants also have relatively high frequencies. In comparison, immunologic adjuvants have the fewest connections with different types of breast cancer.
Figure 2. Relationship between different subtypes and stages of breast cancer and drugs. HER2: human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between breast cancer treatment and adverse reactions. Pharmacotherapy is associated with neuropathy, onycholysis, heart neutropenia failure, alopecia, febrile neutropenia, anemia, stomatitis, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, premature menopause, and gastrointestinal dysfunction. Additionally, multiple nodes are connected, forming multiple pathways, such as pharmacotherapy-febrile neutropenia-adjuvant chemotherapy and pharmacotherapy-leukopenia-breast cancer therapeutic procedure-osteoporosis.
Figure 3. Relationship between breast cancer treatment and adverse reactions.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between adverse events after breast cancer treatment and preventive measures. Peripheral neuropathy is associated with cryotherapy, low-level laser therapy, compression procedure, acupuncture procedure, pharmacotherapy, and massage. Lymphedema is associated with resistance education, axillary lymph node dissection, physical therapy, excision of axillary lymph nodes group, and drainage of lymphatics. Early radiation dermatitis is associated with topical administration and bleomycin, cisplatin, or methotrexate protocol. In addition, there are some adverse reactions with relatively few treatment measures, such as stomatitis-diet, alopecia-scalp cooling.
Figure 4. Relationship between adverse reactions after breast cancer treatment and preventive measures.

We performed a relationship visualization to gain a better understanding of the association between types of breast cancer, treatments, drugs, and genes. Figure 5 intuitively reflects the high frequency of malignant neoplasm of the breast, pharmacotherapy, and trastuzumab. In addition, breast malignant tumors are associated with multiple genes, such as the phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase catalytic subunit alpha (PIK3CA) gene, platelet-derived growth factor receptor beta (PDGFRB) gene, phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) gene, and erb-B2 receptor tyrosine kinase 2 (ERBB2) gene.
Discussion

Principal Findings

The knowledge graphs constructed in this study help researchers understand the research hot spots in breast cancer over the past 5 years. The complex network involving treatment methods, drugs, adverse reactions, preventive measures, and genes in breast cancer can assist clinicians in making decisions that comprehensively consider multiple aspects, ultimately aiding in decisions that are the most beneficial to patients. Additionally, the knowledge graph allows for personalized considerations based on specific genes for individualized patients.

This study found that from 2018 to 2022, breast malignancies appeared most frequently in the literature and were the primary concern for researchers. Research interest in triple-negative breast neoplasms is higher than in other subtypes. This phenomenon may be due to the higher risk of recurrence and poor prognosis in patients with early-stage triple-negative breast neoplasms [10], making it a subject of greater concern to clinicians and researchers. Among treatment modalities, pharmacotherapy receives the highest attention. Pharmacotherapy for breast cancer primarily involves chemotherapy, endocrine therapy, and targeted therapy [27]. Compared to traditional surgery and radiotherapy, pharmacotherapy can more precisely intervene in the growth and division of cancer cells by targeting specific molecules or...
cellular structures, which reduces damage to normal cells and allows for the formulation of personalized treatment plans based on the patient’s genotype and molecular characteristics [28]. Medications circulating through the bloodstream can also act on cancer cells throughout the body, preventing cancer cell metastasis. These advantages of pharmacotherapy may be related to the heightened emphasis on pharmacotherapy over the past 5 years. Trastuzumab receives the highest attention in breast cancer pharmacotherapy; it is a specific cancer-targeting medication used in the treatment of cancers characterized by elevated levels of HER2 protein [29].

Pharmacotherapy is associated with various adverse reactions, including neutropenia, neuropathy, onycholysis, heart failure, alopecia, and febrile neutropenia. Among these adverse reactions, peripheral neuropathy and lymphedema have the most corresponding preventive and treatment measures, with lymphedema being a common complication after surgery [30]. However, there is limited research on how to prevent and treat the potential adverse reactions of pharmacotherapy, and further studies are needed. Various adverse effects of breast cancer treatment may reduce patients’ adherence to treatment. Therefore, when clinicians choose different treatments and drugs, they should pay close attention to their potential adverse reactions and how to prevent or mitigate them.

In existing knowledge graphs related to breast cancer, one study from China constructed a knowledge graph using electronic medical records, clinical guidelines, and expert opinions, primarily focusing on breast cancer diagnosis [18]. Another study by Chinese scholars also used data from various sources, including clinical guidelines, medical encyclopedias, and electronic medical records, to construct a knowledge graph primarily applied to medical knowledge question-answering and medical record retrieval [19]. These studies used data from multiple sources, including structured, unstructured, and semistructured data. Data extraction and accuracy face challenges. Therefore, they used neural network models for training and calculated a series of metrics to ensure data accuracy. For instance, they utilized BERT + Bi-LSTM+ CRF for textual data to achieve named entity recognition. In this study, SemMedDB was used as the data source, and the database was constructed by extracting semantic information from PubMed using SemRep, which demonstrated good performance in a biomedical text [21].

In summary, the knowledge graph constructed in this study for breast cancer treatment and prevention encompasses information on different stages, subtypes of breast cancer, treatment modalities, medications, adverse reactions, and preventive measures. This knowledge forms a complex network, providing clinical practitioners with a comprehensive and referenced knowledge base. We recommend that clinical practitioners apply our research findings in several aspects. First, clinicians can gain insights into the current state of breast cancer treatment and prevention research through our study. Additionally, there is a relative lack of preventive measures and strategies for mitigating postoperative and postmedication adverse reactions compared to breast cancer treatment, and more efforts are needed in these areas. Furthermore, our research can assist clinicians in making comprehensive decisions. For instance, when selecting a treatment approach for patients, the knowledge graph facilitates linking to available medications, associated adverse reactions, and measures to mitigate or prevent adverse effects.

Our research still has several limitations. First, SemRep, as a natural language processing program based on the UMLS, still exhibits shortcomings. Despite the extensive coverage and scale of the UMLS Metathesaurus, it has a relatively limited ability to recognize entities. There are still areas for improvement in processing natural language texts [20]. Second, clinical researchers often prefer causal relationships rather than pure correlations; however, our study can only reveal the connections between pieces of information and cannot determine the magnitude and direction of their effects. Third, with the release of new literature, the knowledge graph also needs to be updated promptly, increasing the burden on researchers. Future improvements should focus on automating the mining of literature data to ensure timely updates to the knowledge graph for breast cancer prevention and treatment, thereby alleviating the burden on researchers.

Conclusions
This study successfully constructed a knowledge graph for breast cancer prevention and treatment by integrating relevant literature from the past 5 years and conducting knowledge discovery. Through this knowledge graph, researchers can learn about breast cancer treatment methods, medications, and adverse reactions to preventive treatments and gain insights into the relationships between different pieces of knowledge.
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Abstract

Background: The phenomenon of patients missing booked appointments without canceling them—known as Did Not Show (DNS), Did Not Attend (DNA), or Failed To Attend (FTA)—has a detrimental effect on patients’ health and results in massive health care resource wastage.

Objective: Our objective was to develop machine learning (ML) models and evaluate their performance in predicting the likelihood of DNS for hospital outpatient appointments at the MidCentral District Health Board (MDHB) in New Zealand.

Methods: We sourced 5 years of MDHB outpatient records (a total of 1,080,566 outpatient visits) to build the ML prediction models. We developed 3 ML models using logistic regression, random forest, and Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost). Subsequently, 10-fold cross-validation and hyperparameter tuning were deployed to minimize model bias and boost the algorithms’ prediction strength. All models were evaluated against accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curve metrics.

Results: Based on 5 years of MDHB data, the best prediction classifier was XGBoost, with an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.92, sensitivity of 0.83, and specificity of 0.85. The patients’ DNS history, age, ethnicity, and appointment lead time significantly contributed to DNS prediction. An ML system trained on a large data set can produce useful levels of DNS prediction.

Conclusions: This research is one of the very first published studies that use ML technologies to assist with DNS management in New Zealand. It is a proof of concept and could be used to benchmark DNS predictions for the MDHB and other district health boards. We encourage conducting additional qualitative research to investigate the root cause of DNS issues and potential solutions. Addressing DNS using better strategies potentially can result in better utilization of health care resources and improve health equity.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e48273) doi:10.2196/48273
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Introduction

Adding to the existing pressures on the health care system [1,2], further substantial disruptions are caused when patients fail to attend their prescheduled appointments [3]. This is defined as Did Not Show (DNS), which is a scheduled but not utilized clinical appointment that patients failed to attend without canceling or rescheduling. This phenomenon is also known as Did Not Attend (DNA) or Failed To Attend (FTA). Causes include the patient forgetting about their appointment, miscommunication [4], logistical difficulties, appointment scheduling conflicts, and family/work commitments [3,5].

DNS can adversely affect patients’ well-being, cause them and the system financial stress, and disturb health care operations and systems. Globally, DNS has an overall rate of 23%, with a wide geographical variation (13.2% in Oceania, 19.3% in...
Patients mostly fail to comply with their clinical appointments when symptoms become less severe or unnoticeable [10,11], which might deteriorate underlying syndromes [12,13]. Patients are more likely to demand immediate medical attention when contracting serious health issues or require acute and emergency care if they miss scheduled health care appointments [12,14-16].

Eliminating DNS is hard to achieve, and its adverse effects necessitate methods and approaches for managing DNS such as sending digital reminders by text, phone, and email [17,18]. These approaches have not been very effective, as they are time-consuming and costly, and the health care system still faces DNS issues. Overbooking [3,19], open access [20], and DNS penalty approaches have also been used to enhance clinical slot utilization but can cause longer waiting times for patients and overtime for clinical staff [21].

Inspired by the success of artificial intelligence (AI) in different sectors, including health care [22,23], we considered the application of AI for DNS management via predicting the probability of DNS appointments [13,19,24,25]. AI and its subset techniques, such as machine learning (ML), are powerful for extracting cognitive insights from massive amounts of data [26,27].

The predicted DNS probabilities proved to be successful in providing the required information for DNS management [25] and supporting health care managers in making informed decisions for prioritizing patients and delivering clinical assistance. This enables health care providers to reschedule and reuse limited clinical resources for urgent cases while also expanding access to health care services for patients from diverse backgrounds, thereby promoting health care equity.

Therefore, clinical capabilities and medical resources can be used more effectively and efficiently, decreasing patients’ wait times, increasing their satisfaction, and enhancing health productivity.

Most studies concerned with predicting DNS have mainly comprised small data sets or specific groups of people to develop models for DNS learning and prediction; however, DNS tends to be varied across populations. For example, longer distances to a medical facility increase DNS [8], but this finding was contradicted in another study [28]. Likewise, patients with chronic illnesses adhere to their scheduled appointments [13], while other studies [29] have shown that patients with more severe diseases have a higher DNS rate. Even within a single medical organization, DNS factors vary across different clinics [14]. These examples highlight the inconsistent nature of DNS predictors, showcasing the complexity of predicting tasks in this domain. Such variations pose challenges in creating a universal formula or model to effectively address DNS prediction issues on a global scale.

Considering the very limited DNS research in New Zealand and the complexity of developing a general DNS predictive model, we concentrated on the DNS issue in the MidCentral District Health Board (MDHB) hospital as a proof of concept. MDHB is located in the center of the North Island, New Zealand, covering a land area of over 8912 km² and with a population of over 191,100 people. In this region, about 18% of people are aged 65 years or older, with over 20% being Māori, and a higher proportion than the national average resides in more deprived areas [30]. These demographic factors could lead to inequity in access to health care services. To support MDHB in addressing health equity and providing additional support for patients, this study aimed to develop ML models and compare their performance in predicting the probabilities of future DNS appointments at MDHB. This study utilized a data set spanning 5 years of collected data.

**Methods**

**Overview**

Our research was organized into the following phases (Figure 1). The initial phase involved data extraction, defining the data set to be used, and outlining the data extraction process. The data preparation phase involved conducting exploratory data analysis (EDA) to profile data and exclude irrelevant observations from the research. Subsequently, the data set was split into 2 parts—70% (454,831 records) for training and 30% (194,927 records) for testing. To avoid data linkage, the training and testing data sets were not mixed during the ML modeling phase. Moreover, the training set underwent a 10-fold cross-validation strategy to prevent bias as much as possible and fully utilize its limited training information. Next, the data preprocessing phase involved cleaning and transforming the cross-validation sets, ensuring that the training set was ready for the data modeling stage. A 10-fold cross-validation resampling strategy was applied to further optimize the utilization of the 70% training data. In the data modeling phase, we used 3 ML algorithms and tuned their hyperparameters to identify the best performance among the algorithms. Finally, in the model evaluation phase, various evaluation metrics were employed to determine the best-performing ML model for DNS prediction.
**Data Access and Extraction**

Our data were sourced from MDHB reporting SQL farm and contained only outpatient visits with no link to other data sets. This significantly mitigated risks related to patient reidentification. Data deidentification and encryption were applied before data access, and New Zealand National Health Index numbers were encrypted to protect patients’ privacy. We acquired 1,080,566 outpatient visit records from 38 clinics between January 1, 2016, and December 31, 2020, satisfying the research requirements with almost 57,000 DNS incidents (5% of the entire data set). The steps of data exclusion are presented in Figure 2. Because not many missing records were identified in the data sets, those with missed values were directly excluded.
Ethical Considerations
This study received ethics approval from the Auckland University of Technology (AUT; 20/303) and MDHB (2020.008.003), following which data access to the MDHB reporting data warehouse was granted.

Data Preparation
Phase Description
In this phase, understanding the data was important to adequately prepare them for the experiments. The data preparation process included data transformation and derivation (Figure 3). Following suggestions from the literature, new research variables were derived and introduced because some valuable DNS predictors were absent in the MDHB data set. For example, no direct information was available on the patients’ DNS history [21,31], appointment lead time [31,32], or latest appointment DNS outcome [13]. The lead time was calculated by comparing the difference in days between the appointment creation date and the visit date. Appointments with longer lead times were expected to have greater DNA probability than those with shorter lead times [29].

Therefore, to better understand patient behavior and DNS patterns, we derived 10 new variables on top of the original variables (Figure 3). These attributes were introduced to support us in understanding when patients were more likely to miss their appointments in general and to identify regular nonadherent patients.

Initially, we extracted a data set with 17 columns and over 1 million records (Multimedia Appendix 1). Informed by the literature review [14,29,31-33], we derived and introduced another 10 variables on top of the original data and increased the data columns to 27. Among all the variables, 16 (59%) were used for ML modeling, and the redundant ones were excluded. The dna_flag attribute was the dependent (target) variable. Figure 3 demonstrates the original variables in addition to 10 newly derived ones.
Cardinality Reduction

We conducted a cardinality reduction analysis to reduce variable categories with low frequency and small samples. The data set mostly included categorical variables, with numeric variables being rare. Each categorical level is called a cardinality, which means how many distinct values are in a column. In our data set, some categorical variables had fewer levels, such as patient gender—M (male), F (female), and U (unknown)—while others had hundreds of variations, such as suburbs or diagnosis codes.

Developing ML models often involves numerous categorical attributes, necessitating examination of the variables’ cardinality, as most ML algorithms are distance-based and require converting categorical variables to numeric values. Categorical variables with high cardinality levels will derive massive new columns and expand the data set. This expansion increases model complexity, elevates computational costs, and decreases model generalization, which makes handling the data set challenging [34]. Therefore, we investigated the cardinality of our research variables and deployed a reduction strategy accordingly.

Cardinality reduction analysis was conducted to reduce the number of categories within variables with low frequency and small sample sizes. Following suggestions from the literature, new research variables were also derived and introduced, including patients’ prior DNS history [14,16,21] and the appointment lead time [14,16,29,32].

Statistical Test

The chi-square test was used for analyzing homogeneity among different groups within variables [35] and for testing the independence between categorical variables [36]. The chi-square statistics ($\chi^2$) and their $P$ values were calculated to investigate whether different levels of a variable contributed differently to DNS events.

The confidence level ($\alpha=.05$) was adopted as the $P$ value threshold in the chi-square test. A $P$ value less than .05 provided enough confidence to reject the null ($H_0$) hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis ($H_A$). The tested categorical variable was associated with DNS events [36]. Hence, we may consider using it for future prediction.

After the data preparation process, 16 variables were selected to predict the target $dna\_flag$. Among them, 12 modeling predictors were nominal variables, including binary variables (Multimedia Appendix 2). We, therefore, conducted the chi-square ($\chi^2$) statistical test to investigate the relationship...
between those predictors and DNS events (Table 1). The chi-square was calculated using the following equation, where O and E are observed and expected values [36,37]:

\[
\chi^2 = \sum \frac{(O - E)^2}{E}
\]

After preparing the data set and before developing the ML models, an EDA was conducted to gain a deeper understanding of the research data landscape. EDA is a fundamental data analysis required before hypothesis and modeling formulation [38]. Its findings can be used to verify misleading models at a later stage [38] and reveal unexpected patterns [39]. The EDA helped uncover patients’ DNS patterns through data aggregation and data visualization analysis. Finally, the EDA findings were validated against the ML model outcomes to verify their accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categorical variables</th>
<th>Chi-square statistic</th>
<th>Chi-square P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dna_history_count</td>
<td>118,461</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_last_appt_dna</td>
<td>77,600</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic_type_desc</td>
<td>35,201</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age_bins</td>
<td>34,810</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primary_ethnicity_ethbroadgroup3</td>
<td>17,098</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leadtime_bins</td>
<td>11,048</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marital_status_group</td>
<td>10,527</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visit_type_group</td>
<td>3525</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visit_time_bin</td>
<td>3447</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pat_current_domicile_deprivation_index</td>
<td>2655</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_multiple_appt_same_day</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op_priority_code_group</td>
<td>1,496</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_working_day_ind</td>
<td>1,244</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data Preprocessing**

Due to the high number of categorical variables in our data set, the one-hot encoding technique was used in the preprocessing phase. Because distance-based algorithms can only deal with numerical values, in the cardinality reduction section, we used the one-hot encoding method to convert our categorical variables to numbers. After the conversion, different variables were introduced to our training data set, also known as indicator variables. For example, the variable gender derived 3 variables, gender_male, gender_female, and gender_unknown. Each of those variables can have a value of either 1 or 0.

As the predictive performance of classifiers is highly impacted by the selection of the hyperparameters [40], we conducted hyperparameter tuning to optimize our algorithms’ learning process. We further optimized this process using the Grid Search method to boost the performance of our chosen models. Table 2 outlines specific details regarding the hyperparameters utilized.
Table 2. Hyperparameter tuning of the data modeling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models and hyperparameters</th>
<th>R package</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regression</td>
<td>R package</td>
<td>1e-10-1</td>
<td>Total amount of regularization used to prevent overfit and underfit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>Ranger</td>
<td>300-1000</td>
<td>Number of trees in the forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>300-1000</td>
<td>Number of trees in the forest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Modeling

Addressing the imbalanced data set posed the main data modeling challenge. The annual DNS rate for MDHB was around 5%, which means 95% of the appointments were attended visits. This imbalance significantly affected the accuracy of our ML model in predicting attended cases. To tackle this issue, various internal and external strategies exist [41,42]. In this study, we employed an external approach that involved utilizing standard algorithms intended for a balanced data set but applying resampling techniques to the trained data set to reduce the negative impact caused by the unequal class. Our focus was on the resampling strategy, known for its effectiveness in handling imbalanced classification issues and its portability [42].

The resampling strategy involved 2 methods: (1) oversampling, where the size of the minority class is increased randomly to approach the majority class in a class-imbalance data set [43,44]; and (2) undersampling, where the size of the majority class decreases randomly to align with the minority class [43,44]. This strategy falls under both the oversampling and undersampling categories. Given the lack of definitive guidance on the effectiveness of these methods [42-44], we adopted both and compared their results.

Since we dealt with a binary classification prediction problem, supervised and classification algorithms were selected. Algorithms with good interpretability were also considered to explain which predictive variables influence DNS prediction more significantly. In a study concerning variable importance, tree-based models, such as random forest (RF) and gradient-boosted decision trees, were shown to inherently possess features that measure variable importance [45].

For the imbalanced data set, we used ensembling methods due to their proven advantages [46,47]. The following algorithms were chosen for developing DNS prediction models: logistic regression (LR), RF, and Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost).

LR was chosen because it is a suitable analysis method across multiple fields for managing binary classification [48]. Our research concerned a supervised classification problem to predict whether a future outpatient appointment will become a DNS visit. With the response variable (dna_flag) offering dichotomous outcomes—either yes (1) or no (0)—LR stood as a fitting choice due to its proficiency in predicting binary outcomes and its established effectiveness in prior studies [7,13,33,49]. Tree-based ensembling algorithms were also chosen for their proven ability to deal with imbalanced data sets and model explainability [46,47]. RF can effectively handle combining random resampling strategies in imbalanced prediction. Tree-ensembling methods have more advanced prediction ability than a single model because they integrate prediction strength from several base learners [50].

Model Implementation and Evaluation

We used 10-fold cross-validation for model selection and bias reduction. The hyperparameters were tuned to boost each classifier’s performance. We followed suggestions from the literature suggestions to use sensitivity, specificity, and the area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curve to quantify the models’ prediction strength for the imbalance problem prediction. During this phase, we used the testing data to validate the best predictive model chosen based on the model evaluation criteria. For this study, data before 2021 were used in the data modeling process. We coordinated with MDHB to access outpatient appointments from 2021 for model validation. Specifically, we used both weekly and monthly data for prediction, comparing these with actual appointment outcomes to validate the model. The benefit of using a new data set for validation was to assess model bias and goodness of fit outside the research environment. Positive performance and high prediction accuracy would
indicate potential real-life implementation of our research model after further investigation.

Results

Our study only included new patients and follow-up appointments. Therefore, we analyzed DNS costs limited to new patient and follow-up outpatient services over the last 5 years. The MDHB provided us with costing information for 34 different departments, and we calculated the DNS cost for each department (Table 3). In 2020, there were 2812 new patient DNS visits and 6240 follow-up DNA visits causing a loss of at least $2.9 million (US $1.8 million) at MDHB. More information regarding this calculation is provided in Multimedia Appendix 3 [51].

Each department was assigned a corresponding outpatient appointment price for a new patient and follow-up outpatient appointment services. We aggregated the total DNS occurrences of new patients and follow-up appointments, multiplying corresponding unit prices to quantify their financial impact. For instance, in 2020, there were 301 new patients and 745 follow-up patients who missed their scheduled bookings, which caused a revenue loss of $300,442 (US $190,000) in the orthopedics department.

Although the initial research expected to address the DNS issue for all outpatient clinics and patients at the MDHB, due to the broad scope of the DNS, we concentrated on clinics with a higher percentage of DNS and narrowed down the research scope to prioritize workloads. To successfully build a model for our focused patient groups, we eliminated as many irrelevant data points as possible. Then, data used for the model training were more fit for purpose for the high-needs population.

The modeling data set was created using 649,758 records and 17 columns (Figures 1 and 3). We developed ML models based on LR, RF, and XGBoost algorithms, with hundreds of hyperparameter combinations in our data modeling. To evaluate the models’ prediction performance, accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, AUROC curves, and cost (computation time) were calculated (Table 4). The aim was to identify the best model and hyperparameters that resulted in optimal sensitivity and AUROC performances. Model prediction accuracy is critical; however, it was not a primary concern in this research as we dealt with an imbalanced data set [52].

Table 4 presents a summary comparison of the models’ performance. As shown in the table, the LR-based model was the fastest and RF the slowest in terms of computation time. LR had the lowest AUROC scores (ie, the low DNS events prediction accuracy), while RF and XGBoost had a similar area under the curve (AUC) performance (around 0.92).

The undersampling strategy significantly improved our models’ sensitivity. Sensitivity was chosen over accuracy because we were dealing with an imbalanced data set [52]. Sensitivity quantified the models’ ability to correctly predict positive (DNS) cases that help detect high-risk DNS patients. RF and XGBoost had a very close sensitivity of 0.82. However, considering the computation cost factor, XGBoost had the lowest modeling time. XGBoost with undersampling was our best ML model for the DNS prediction. Its ROC curve is illustrated in Figure 4.

A further investigation was also performed to identify the top predicting factors for each model (Multimedia Appendix 4). The purpose of calculating variable significance scores was not to plug them into a calculation formula but to showcase which variables were more relatively critical in calculating the risk of DNS. Variable importance is critical to AI model development, as variables do not contribute evenly to the final prediction. Therefore, we focused on the most influential predictors and excluded irrelevant ones by scoring the variables’ prediction contributions [53]. Variable importance is a measurement quantifying the relationship between an independent variable and the dependent [46].

The results shown in Multimedia Appendix 4 matched the chi-square statistical test results (Table 1). The leading factors were determined and selected using the variable (feature) importance. It was evident that the dna_history_count variable was the most influential predictor following is_last_appt_dna, age_when_visit, and lead_time. Additionally, ethnicity played an important role in constructing the XGBoost model for the DNS prediction.

We also aggregated outpatient appointment data and ranked the observed DNS rate of all outpatient clinics (Multimedia Appendix 5). We carried out this analysis to initiate an understanding of how disease type might influence the DNS rate.
Table 3. DNS\textsuperscript{a} costs in 2020 at the MDHB\textsuperscript{b} hospital\textsuperscript{c}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinics</th>
<th>NP\textsuperscript{d} DNS count</th>
<th>NP DNS price</th>
<th>NP DNS cost</th>
<th>FU\textsuperscript{e} DNS count</th>
<th>FU DNS price</th>
<th>FU DNS cost</th>
<th>Total FU cost</th>
<th>Total DNS cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedics</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>$346</td>
<td>$104,143</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>$263</td>
<td>$196,299</td>
<td>$300,442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>$452</td>
<td>$40,658</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>$176,643</td>
<td>$217,302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmology</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>$239</td>
<td>$52,776</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>$174</td>
<td>$152,322</td>
<td>$205,099</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric medicine</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$74,366</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>$395</td>
<td>$129,271</td>
<td>$203,637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear nose throat</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>$358</td>
<td>$90,571</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>$269</td>
<td>$98,744</td>
<td>$189,316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynecology</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>$403</td>
<td>$71,322</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>$280</td>
<td>$108,124</td>
<td>$179,446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematology</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>$632</td>
<td>$47,389</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>$348</td>
<td>$80,834</td>
<td>$128,223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiology</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>$490</td>
<td>$53,397</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>$73,259</td>
<td>$126,656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation oncology</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>$505</td>
<td>$21,194</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>$293</td>
<td>$102,652</td>
<td>$123,846</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General surgery</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>$387</td>
<td>$56,856</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>$309</td>
<td>$64,369</td>
<td>$121,225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiology</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>$214</td>
<td>$57,302</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>$214</td>
<td>$58,157</td>
<td>$115,459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>$617</td>
<td>$94,408</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$15,204</td>
<td>$109,612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastroenterology</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>$506</td>
<td>$34,393</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>$362</td>
<td>$67,401</td>
<td>$101,794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical oncology</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>$11,703</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>$360</td>
<td>$82,327</td>
<td>$94,030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>$244</td>
<td>$33,132</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>$244</td>
<td>$47,019</td>
<td>$80,151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal medicine</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$559</td>
<td>$2,793</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>$344</td>
<td>$62,201</td>
<td>$64,995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory lab</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$479</td>
<td>$18,192</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>$347</td>
<td>$42,021</td>
<td>$60,213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstetrics</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>$227</td>
<td>$22,906</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>$227</td>
<td>$32,431</td>
<td>$55,337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory sleep</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$271</td>
<td>$5412</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>$271</td>
<td>$41,403</td>
<td>$46,815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urology</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>$357</td>
<td>$23,178</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>$274</td>
<td>$23,253</td>
<td>$46,432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietetics</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>$175</td>
<td>$16,302</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>$175</td>
<td>$29,449</td>
<td>$45,751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General medicine</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>$517</td>
<td>$22,747</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>$322</td>
<td>$22,200</td>
<td>$44,948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>$479</td>
<td>$18,671</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>$347</td>
<td>$24,309</td>
<td>$42,980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatology</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>$316</td>
<td>$20,877</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$236</td>
<td>$14,174</td>
<td>$35,051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral and maxillofacial</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$296</td>
<td>$6799</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>$203</td>
<td>$25,185</td>
<td>$31,984</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrinology</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>$525</td>
<td>$13,127</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>$332</td>
<td>$11,284</td>
<td>$24,411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatology</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>$647</td>
<td>$11,643</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>$345</td>
<td>$10,693</td>
<td>$22,336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic surgery (excluding burns)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>$296</td>
<td>$5321</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>$203</td>
<td>$14,014</td>
<td>$19,335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI\textsuperscript{f} endoscopy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$506</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>$362</td>
<td>$18,843</td>
<td>$18,843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community pediatrics</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$11,994</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$395</td>
<td>$3953</td>
<td>$15,948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious diseases</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$738</td>
<td>$5169</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>$534</td>
<td>$10,152</td>
<td>$15,321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurosurgery</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$507</td>
<td>$507</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>$448</td>
<td>$12,990</td>
<td>$13,496</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podiatry</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>$207</td>
<td>$3522</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>$207</td>
<td>$9737</td>
<td>$13,259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged ATR\textsuperscript{g} health</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>$244</td>
<td>$4394</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>$244</td>
<td>$8545</td>
<td>$12,939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 65 ATR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$244</td>
<td>$732</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$244</td>
<td>$1221</td>
<td>$1953</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiothoracic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$573</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$425</td>
<td>$1698</td>
<td>$1698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthetics</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}DNS: Did Not Show.
\textsuperscript{b}MDHB: MidCentral District Health Board.
\textsuperscript{c}A currency exchange rate of NZD $1=US $0.61 is applicable for the listed costs.
Table 4. Comparison of the ML\textsuperscript{a} models’ performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier and resampling strategy</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>AUC\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Modeling cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undersampling (under_ratio=2)</td>
<td>0.5146</td>
<td>0.9227</td>
<td>0.8474</td>
<td>0.8897</td>
<td>Less than 1 hour (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversampling (over_ratio=0.5)</td>
<td>0.5091</td>
<td>0.9247</td>
<td>0.8592</td>
<td>0.8911</td>
<td>Less than 1 hour (14 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undersampling (under_ratio=2)</td>
<td>0.8243</td>
<td>0.8524</td>
<td>0.9236</td>
<td>0.8501</td>
<td>Over 8 hours (8.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversampling (over_ratio=0.5)</td>
<td>0.5940</td>
<td>0.9260</td>
<td>0.9220</td>
<td>0.8990</td>
<td>Over 137 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undersampling (under_ratio=2)</td>
<td>0.8278</td>
<td>0.8490</td>
<td>0.9239</td>
<td>0.9117</td>
<td>Over 4 hours (4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversampling (over_ratio=0.5)</td>
<td>0.8297</td>
<td>0.8549</td>
<td>0.9267</td>
<td>0.8529</td>
<td>Over 51 hours (51.83)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}ML: machine learning.  
\textsuperscript{b}AUC: area under the curve.  
\textsuperscript{c}XGBoost: Extreme Gradient Boosting.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

Our results are comparable to similar previously published analyses [9], although the AUC for XGBoost was slightly higher in our case. This may be due to the data selection and local characteristics. We initially built a generic DNS prediction model for all outpatient clinics at MDHB. However, in light of the literature and DNS complexity, the project scope was narrowed down to clinics with higher DNS rates. As discussed previously in this paper, we excluded irrelevant and missed data, invalid lead time appointments, and clinics with very low DNS rates. This approach improved the ML models’ performance and made sense from an operational perspective. The developed models provided insights useful for understanding the contributing factors for DNS. We found that patient DNS history, appointment characteristics, work commitments, and socioeconomic status substantially contributed to DNS events.

**Patient DNS History**

Understanding patients’ DNS history was crucial for predicting future DNS patterns (Table 5) and developing the ML models. This also aligned with the chi-square test results (Table 1), which ranked the dna\_history\_count and is\_last\_appt\_dna variables as the most important factors. Total DNS counts and the latest appointment’s DNS outcome are pivotal for calculating
the probabilities of future DNS occurrences. These factors are consistent with the findings in the literature [14-16,21,32,54].

Managing DNS involves identifying patients with low adherence to scheduled visits for additional attention. Centralizing and managing DNS history can provide a comprehensive view, preventing data silos or gaps. Centralized monitoring can enhance the visibility of recurring DNS incidents and proactively alert clinicians of potential DNS cases. Our models account for changes in DNS behavior. To reduce the prediction bias, we screen for the most recent appointment DNS outcome (is_last_appt_dna).

Table 5. Top prediction variables in the developed ML\textsuperscript{a} models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm and variable importance ranking</th>
<th>Undersampling model</th>
<th>Oversampling model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dna_history_count</td>
<td>dna_history_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>is_working_day</td>
<td>is_working_day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>is_last_appt_dna</td>
<td>is_multiple_appt_same_day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>is_multiple_appt_same_day</td>
<td>is_last_appt_dna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>lead_time</td>
<td>lead_time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dna_history_count</td>
<td>dna_history_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>is_last_appt_dna</td>
<td>age_when_visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>lead_time</td>
<td>lead_time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>age_bins</td>
<td>is_last_appt_dna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>clinic_type_desc</td>
<td>clinic_type_desc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dna_history_count</td>
<td>dna_history_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>is_last_appt_dna</td>
<td>age_when_visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>age_when_visit</td>
<td>is_last_appt_dna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>lead_time</td>
<td>ethnicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>lead_time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}XGBoost: Extreme Gradient Boosting.

Appointment Characteristics

Certain appointments expected more nonadherence, with distinct predictors related to appointment characteristics such as “working day” and “high lead time.” Longer lead times correlated with increased DNS probability, while appointments on working days were more prone to DNS than nonworking days. These findings align with reports from [33,54,55] and emphasize the significant impact of appointment lead time on DNS prediction, as also indicated in [8,14,16,32,33,54]. This underscores how appointment characteristics directly affect DNS outcomes immediately after scheduling. Therefore, incorporating ML-predicted DNS risk estimations during appointment scheduling could automatically flag higher DNS probability for proactive management.

Furthermore, our analysis of the op_prioritycode variable (Multimedia Appendix 1) indicated that, in general, patients with more serious health conditions were more likely to attend their appointments. This observation is reflected in Multimedia Appendix 5, which compares the DNS rates of different clinics with the overall average DNS rate of 0.053% (depicted red line). For example, patients visiting the audiology clinic had a potential DNS rate of 19.1% compared to a 0.9% DNS rate for the radiation oncology clinic. Our analysis of the op_prioritycode variable was based on categorical data types reflecting appointment urgency and not based on a detailed analysis of each patient’s diagnosis.

Work Commitments

Our findings suggest that patients struggled to adhere to appointments on working days or during working hours. Younger adults, particularly those between 20 and 30 years of age, had higher DNS rates due to work commitments, while older adults aged 65 years and above rarely missed their visits. Furthermore, the XGBoost-based model highlighted that being single was an indicator of DNS visits (Figure 4). This could relate to time constraints among young professionals, a finding consistent with other studies [8,28,33,56]. For this group, a targeted reminder system could be developed to concentrate on appointments with higher DNA probability compared to the
DNS risk threshold. Consequently, the population-based reminding system could help optimize resource allocation, including staff efforts and costs.

**Socioeconomic Status**

We explored the deprivation index and clustered patient populations by using their ethnicity (Multimedia Appendix 6). Our findings indicated a strong association between European and Māori ethnicities and DNS outcomes, ranked among the top 5 predicting factors (Multimedia Appendix 4). Māori and Pacific populations had the highest DNS rates, in line with other research findings [56], while the European ethnicity had the lowest DNS rates. Māori and Pacific populations tended to reside in areas characterized by higher deprivation rates, whereas the percentage of other ethnicities living in higher deprivation regions decreased when the deprivation index increased.

In New Zealand, Māori and Pacific ethnical groups required increased health care attention [57] to ensure equity in the health care system. As indicated in Table 6, a larger proportion of these ethnic groups are situated in suburbs and areas with higher deprivation indexes (such as 8, 9, and 10) [58]. The higher deprivation index was also a strong indicator of socioeconomic deprivation geographically [58]. According to the New Zealand Index of Deprivation, neighborhoods with higher deprivation were more likely to experience adverse living conditions such as damp, cold, and crowded housing.

Moreover, regions with higher deprivation exhibit higher rates of unemployment, increased dependence on benefits, and more single-parent families [58]. Consequently, these living conditions and income disparities made patients living in these regions more susceptible to illness, while also encountering more barriers and obstacles in addressing their medical needs.

At MDHB, dedicated working groups were established to support Māori and Pacific patients in attending their scheduled hospital appointments. Our research reiterates the importance and necessity of those working groups, acknowledging the value of their work. Moreover, our model can support them further by providing tangible DNS probability scores to prioritize patients who require additional attention and support.

### Table 6. Percentage of population residing at each deprivation level [58].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deprivation level</th>
<th>Māori, n (%)</th>
<th>Pacific, n (%)</th>
<th>European, n (%)</th>
<th>Asian, n (%)</th>
<th>Other, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3113 (7)</td>
<td>293 (1)</td>
<td>37,314 (86)</td>
<td>2077 (5)</td>
<td>835 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4951 (9)</td>
<td>429 (1)</td>
<td>46,405 (85)</td>
<td>1470 (3)</td>
<td>1071 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6367 (13)</td>
<td>489 (1)</td>
<td>42,565 (84)</td>
<td>613 (1)</td>
<td>821 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14,736 (14)</td>
<td>1747 (2)</td>
<td>84,728 (79)</td>
<td>4574 (4)</td>
<td>1593 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14,400 (13)</td>
<td>3398 (3)</td>
<td>83,568 (77)</td>
<td>6015 (6)</td>
<td>1590 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14,103 (15)</td>
<td>1759 (2)</td>
<td>74,351 (79)</td>
<td>2974 (3)</td>
<td>1248 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13,442 (17)</td>
<td>3601 (5)</td>
<td>58,187 (75)</td>
<td>1858 (2)</td>
<td>870 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>36,843 (19)</td>
<td>5402 (3)</td>
<td>148,605 (75)</td>
<td>5434 (3)</td>
<td>1988 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>40,642 (24)</td>
<td>7324 (4)</td>
<td>111,319 (67)</td>
<td>5443 (3)</td>
<td>2442 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>31,998 (35)</td>
<td>6283 (7)</td>
<td>52,064 (56)</td>
<td>1610 (2)</td>
<td>521 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Operational and Managerial Implications

The total DNS loss incurred by the MDHB hospital was around $2.9 million (US $1.8 million) in 2020. Notably, we observed that clinics with less life-threatening diseases (diabetes, audiology, and dental) had higher DNS rates. Considering our use of MDHB data, we expect to identify similar patterns in other district health boards for which the same DNS predicting factors can be applied for DNS management.

While the primary objective of our research was to calculate DNS risk for promoting health equity, we believe that leveraging DNS prediction can aid in managing limited health care resources more efficiently. By quantifying the DNS probability for future appointments on a scale from 0.00 to 1, clinicians or hospital operation managers can develop more personalized health care services for their patients. This leads to enhancing equity in accessing health care services for a wider population.

The predictions derived can support MDHB managers in designing, planning, and implementing more informed DNS management strategies. For example, a DNS appointments threshold (eg, 0.7) can be set, and all appointments with predicted odds greater than 0.7 can be selected, releasing 70% of resources and allocating some (or all) to the remaining 30% of patients with a higher DNS risk. Potentially, these released resources can subsidize interventions to support attendance. Without DNS prediction, the hospital cannot decide where to focus on solving the DNS problem and must invest money uniformly for every patient, leading to equality rather than equity in health care service access. Equality is not fit for purpose, especially considering the high attendance rate of 95% over the past 5 years, indicating that most patients attend appointments without additional support. However, for more optimum use of health care resources, other policies and guidance for appointment scheduling should be considered [59].

### Potential Interventions to Reduce DNS

#### DNS Suggests Life Hardships

When patients miss medical appointments, it is a critical indicator suggesting they may be experiencing hardships in their lives [15,54,60]. Considering that a higher DNS rate correlates with a higher deprivation index, we can assume that...
people residing in these areas may face greater transportation limitations. Moreover, people with severe mental health or addiction issues may not be able to independently visit their doctors [15]. These vulnerable groups require additional and ongoing appointment assistance. Unfortunately, they have been historically disadvantaged and marginalized by the current health care system [61].

The DNS prediction model we developed can help health care practitioners identify patients at higher risk of DNS. Targeted DNS improvement solutions can be designed based on predicted DNS probability, patient demography, and clinical history. This type of application can leverage the DNS prediction model to help identify and deliver patient-centric medical services to patients requiring additional help. Some examples are discussed in the subsequent sections.

**Expanding Integrated Health Care Networks**

For patients not facing life-threatening illnesses or requiring long-term health management (such as patients with diabetes), expanding services closer to patients might help meet their needs. MDHB could consider deploying clinicians to outsourced sites to supervise practitioners or attend to patients directly. Moreover, increasing collaborations with primary health care networks, promoting nurse-led services, and contracting private specialists can also be viable options for decreasing DNS rates. Developing a one-stop medical hub with multidisciplinary clinics for patients with lower clinical risk could encourage attendance and reduce DNS visits [19]. This is consistent with the New Zealand Ministry's latest health care system reform strategies, which aim to uplift health care equity [61]. The reform emphasizes the establishment of more locality networks in the community, resonating well with our research findings.

**After-Hour Appointment Slots**

To support young adults who are occupied by daily work, it might be favorable to increase more after-hour service slots in clinics when possible. If more appointment slots can be organized before or after working hours, working professionals may have more chances to adhere to their clinical appointments. Piloting more weekend clinics can also be a choice to meet younger generations’ needs. In consonance with our suggestion, the recent New Zealand health care reform also promoted more affordable after-hours services [61]. Additionally, offering transportation assistance and improved wraparound well-being support for patients with a high-risk score could increase attendance. At-home patient visits could also be offered and delivered to patients facing severe transport limitations.

**Limitations**

Despite the success of our DNS prediction model, we need to acknowledge that it has some limitations. First, our model was trained on 5-year period data from MDHB. The single data source prevented us from exploring other critical dimensions such as household data or beneficiary data. We believe adding those data points would improve the prediction model and discover more patients’ DNS patterns.

Furthermore, we pairwise compared the attribute `dna_flag` with other DNS predictor factors. However, future research should consider investigating and analyzing the association between variables and adding further variables to the conditioning set. This expanded analysis would offer deeper insights into patients’ DNS behaviors.

**Conclusions**

To the best of our knowledge, this study represents one of the first attempts in New Zealand to develop ML prediction models supporting DNS management. We successfully developed and tested ML models to predict probabilities of outpatient appointments’ DNS. Our selected model had an AUROC of 0.92 and a sensitivity performance of 0.82.
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Abstract

Background: Patients with cancer starting systemic treatment programs, such as chemotherapy, often develop depression. A prediction model may assist physicians and health care workers in the early identification of these vulnerable patients.

Objective: This study aimed to develop a prediction model for depression risk within the first month of cancer treatment.

Methods: We included 16,159 patients diagnosed with cancer starting chemo- or radiotherapy treatment between 2008 and 2021. Machine learning models (eg, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator [LASSO] logistic regression) and natural language processing models (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers [BERT]) were used to develop multimodal prediction models using both electronic health record data and unstructured text (patient emails and clinician notes). Model performance was assessed in an independent test set (n=5387, 33%) using area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC), calibration curves, and decision curve analysis to assess initial clinical impact use.

Results: Among 16,159 patients, 437 (2.7%) received a depression diagnosis within the first month of treatment. The LASSO logistic regression models based on the structured data (AUROC 0.74, 95% CI 0.71-0.78) and structured data with email classification scores (AUROC 0.74, 95% CI 0.71-0.78) had the best discriminative performance. The BERT models based on clinician notes and structured data with email classification scores had AUROCs around 0.71. The logistic regression model based on email classification scores alone performed poorly (AUROC 0.54, 95% CI 0.52-0.56), and the model based solely on clinician notes had the worst performance (AUROC 0.50, 95% CI 0.49-0.52). Calibration was good for the logistic regression models, whereas the BERT models produced overly extreme risk estimates even after recalibration. There was a small range of decision thresholds for which the best-performing model showed promising clinical effectiveness use. The risks were underestimated for female and Black patients.

Conclusions: The results demonstrated the potential and limitations of machine learning and multimodal models for predicting depression risk in patients with cancer. Future research is needed to further validate these models, refine the outcome label and predictors related to mental health, and address biases across subgroups.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e51925) doi:10.2196/51925
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natural language processing; machine learning; artificial intelligence; oncology; depression; clinical decision support; decision support; cancer; patients with cancer; chemotherapy; mental health; prediction model; depression risk; cancer treatment; radiotherapy; diagnosis; validation; cancer care; care

Introduction

Background
Depression in patients with cancer occurs frequently around diagnosis and treatment and has been negatively associated with a patient’s prognosis, quality of life, and treatment adherence [1-5]. Despite affecting up to 20% of patients with cancer and far exceeding the prevalence in the general population (8.4% in the United States [6]), depression is underdiagnosed and often untreated [1,3,7-9]. Constrained clinician time and a strong focus on anticancer treatment may contribute to the insufficient identification of patients at risk for depression [10-13]. Early detection of depression in patients with cancer may enable timely mental health support to augment the anticancer treatment.

Clinical decision support tools with artificial intelligence (AI) technologies could synthesize the abundance of data collected during treatment to help clinicians identify which patients may need specific attention and steer additional mental health resources to those at high risk. A recent review [14] of AI models developed for depression risk in primary care [15], elderly care [16,17], and social media posts [18-20] highlights how AI tools have the potential for early identification of mental health issues. However, oncology-specific applications are rare, and those that do exist are developed on selected small samples that may not generalize to clinical care settings [21,22]. This leaves a gap in oncological care for mental health.

Objective
We aimed to develop a prediction model for early identification of patients at risk for depression within the first month of chemo- or radiotherapy treatment. We assessed the relevance of different data modalities for predictive performance in a retrospective cohort study.

Methods
Data Source and Patient Population
This retrospective observational study used data from the integration of 3 health care organizations: an academic medical center (AMC), a primary and specialty care alliance (PSC), and a community medical center (CMC). These organizations offer a wide spectrum of specialized and advanced health care services for complex medical conditions, operating in over 600 clinics. The PSC, established in 2011, comprises more than 70 primary and specialty clinics throughout the California Bay Area. The CMC provides a range of inpatient and outpatient services in the Tri-Valley region of East Bay and was acquired by the AMC in 2015. Following the merger and acquisition, all health care settings adopted the same Epic-based electronic health record (EHR; Epic Systems Corporation) system. Patients for the study were identified from a clinical data warehouse that consolidated patient data from the AMC, PSC, and CMC from 2008 to 2021 [23]. The EHR system was initiated in 2005, and by 2008, the data had reached a state of robustness and high quality. The study concluded in 2021 to ensure that all patients who visited the clinic during the extended period were comprehensively captured.

As an integral component of the EHR system, the MyHealth portal and web interface are seamlessly incorporated into the EHR. This integration includes a patient portal, enabling patients to engage with their health care teams through secure email communication. Patient-generated emails were systematically gathered from the MyHealth patient portal. These email exchanges feature structured subject lines, with patients selecting from a predefined set of categories such as “Non-Urgent Medical Question,” “Prescription Question,” “Visit Follow-Up Question,” “Test Results Question,” “Update My Health Information,” “Scheduling Question,” and “Ordered Test Question.” The email body allows for free-text input but is limited to 1000 characters. Importantly, all incoming emails are meticulously triaged to the appropriate members of the patient’s health care team, including clerical, scheduling, clinical, or other team members, who take the necessary actions or provide responses as needed [24].

Adult patients receiving chemo- or radiotherapy treatment were included in the cohort. Given the data-intensive nature of the techniques used [25], our objective was to encompass all eligible patients throughout the entire available period at the time of our analysis. The start of cancer treatment was defined as the first patient encounter that registered chemotherapy (including targeted and immunotherapy) or radiotherapy (“chemotherapy” and “clinical procedure codes” in Multimedia Appendix 1). We excluded patients who did not receive cancer treatment (eg, patients seen for a second opinion only), were younger than 18 years, and had no clinician notes within the 2 weeks leading up to the treatment (Figure 1). We also excluded patients with a depression diagnosis within the year leading up to treatment as we aimed to focus on individuals who are at risk of developing depression during or after their treatment (Figure 1). It was assumed that these patients were already receiving treatment for their depression or at least had additional support offered to them.
Ethical Considerations

This study was approved by the Stanford institutional review board (#47644). Informed consent was waived for this retrospective study for access to personally identifiable health information as it would not be reasonable, feasible, or practical. The data are housed in the Stanford Nero Computing Platform, which is a highly secure, fully integrated internal research data platform meeting all security standards for high risk and protected health information data. The security is managed and monitored, and the platform is updated and adapted to meet regulatory changes.

Predictive Outcome

Depression was defined in consultation with oncologist coauthors (DWB and MR) as a depression diagnosis via the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-9 and ICD-10 codes obtained from EHR data (“ICD depression codes” in Multimedia Appendix 1). This end point was chosen as it was the most conservative and has been shown to correlate reasonably well with clinical opinion [26]. Depression risk was predicted within 1 month of cancer treatment. This time window was chosen as depression prevalence is highest during diagnosis and the acute phase of cancer treatment [27].

Structured Data Predictors

The following variables were obtained from structured EHR fields: sex (male and female), age, insurance status (private, Medicare, Medicaid, and other or not identified), cancer stage (I, II, III, IV, and missing), hospitalized in the previous month (yes or no), 1 or more emergency department visits in the previous month (yes or no), the Charlson comorbidity score [28], and the number of emails sent in the month prior to treatment (none, 1-3, 4, or more) based on a previous study [24]. Insurance status was recoded into 4 comprehensive categories (private, Medicare, Medicaid, and other or not identified). Cancer stage was also recoded to contain the 4 main stages (I, II, III, IV, and missing). Whether or not patients sent emails at night in the previous month was also included as insomnia and depression are intimately related [29]. Binary variables were added indicating whether a patient had previously received a depression diagnosis; depressant medication; or a referral to a psychiatrist, psychologist, or social worker. Finally, race and ethnicity (Hispanic, non-Hispanic Asian, non-Hispanic Black, and non-Hispanic White) was included in one of the sensitivity analyses (see below). The ethnicities “Latino” and “Hispanic” were merged into 1 category (Hispanic). The categorical predictors were converted into dummy variables.
Descriptive statistics were reported in terms of percentages for categorical variables and the mean and SD for continuous variables. We analyzed the cancer and insurance information that was closest to, but preceding, the patient’s start of treatment. We stratified descriptive statistics according to outcome (depression diagnosis or not) and messaging behavior (active email communicator in the past month or not).

Unstructured Text Predictors

Unstructured text included patient emails with the subject “Non-Urgent Medical Question” sent through a secure patient portal and clinician notes [24].

A Bidirectional Representations from Transformers (BERT) model was trained on a subset of manually labeled emails to classify each email as being “concerning for depression” or not (see the Multimedia Appendix 2 [30-33] for further details on the annotation strategy and model development). Automatically sent emails; copies of previously sent emails; and emails containing questionnaires, appointment requests, and medication refill requests were removed from the set of patient emails. Emails with less than 30 words were removed from the data set. Each email in the final data set was truncated to a maximum token length of 512. This BERT model assigned each patient email a classification score ranging from 0 (not concerning for depression at all) to 1 (most concerning for depression). These email classification scores were summarized at the patient level by calculating the minimum email classification score in the previous month, the maximum score in the previous month, and the mean score in the previous month. These email classification features were then included as structured data in the subsequent model developments.

Clinician notes that were shorter than 100 words or longer than 5000 were removed as these contained erroneous entries or long copies of previous notes, respectively. Notes with mentions of clinical trials, duplicates, and empty notes were also removed. We merged the most recent clinical notes (at most 3) created within the 2 weeks before the start of treatment. The merged notes were decomposed into chunks of at most 25 sequences (to avoid computational issues), each sequence consisting of 256 tokens.

Model Development

For all models, data were randomly split into the same two-thirds for the train set and one-third for the test set. A total of 6 models were trained to assess the value of multimodal data for this use case.

First, a machine learning (ML) model was developed based on the structured EHR data (model 1), email classification scores (model 2), and the combination of the 2 (model 3). The following ML algorithms were compared for these models: least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) logistic regression, a decision tree, random forest, gradient boosting decision trees, k-nearest neighbor, and naive Bayes.

LASSO logistic regression is a regularized regression approach, providing both variable selection and shrinkage of regression coefficients. A decision tree is a nonparametric algorithm consisting of a hierarchical tree structure. A random forest combines the predictions of many independently built decision trees into 1 prediction. Gradient boosting decision trees essentially optimize random forest estimation by gradient boosting. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is also nonparametric and uses proximity to previously seen data points to make predictions. Finally, naive Bayes is a generative algorithm that models the distribution of its predictors to make predictions.

The hyperparameters of these models (see Tables S1-S3 in Multimedia Appendix 2) were optimized using Bayesian optimization and 5×10-fold cross-validation. The final ML models were trained on all training data with optimized hyperparameters. The best-performing ML algorithms were the basis for extension with unstructured data.

We trained BERT models based on the clinician notes (model 4), the structured EHR data in combination with the clinician notes (model 5), and the structured EHR data in combination with the email classification scores and the clinician notes (model 6). BERT models are deep learning language models that learn contextual relations between words in a text. Models 5 and 6 made use of a modality-specific deep learning architecture to combine the different data modalities in the modeling process (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for more details) [34]. We used a pretrained DistilBERT model [32] as it required less computation than BERT or ClinicalBERT models [33]. The hyperparameters were tuned on 80% and validated on 20% of the training data. The model parameters of the best-performing epoch on the validation data were chosen for further analyses. Probability estimates were recalibrated via isotonic regression for all models [35].

Statistical Analysis

Model discrimination was quantified by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC), sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) on the test data. Calibration was assessed through calibration plots, with a calibration intercept and slope as summary performance measures [36]. CIs were obtained via bootstrapping (based on 1000 iterations).

As an initial assessment of clinical usefulness, we performed a decision curve analysis for all 6 models plotting net benefit (NB) across a range of decision probability thresholds [37,38]. NB is defined as the number of true-positive classifications penalized for false-positive classifications [39]. The models have the potential to improve clinical decision-making when they have higher NB than 2 baseline strategies: label all as high risk for developing depression and label none as high risk for developing depression.

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analyses were performed on the best-performing model to evaluate the impact of modeling choices on model outcomes. Additional models considered different prediction windows (45 days, 2 months, 3 months, and 6 months after the start of cancer treatment). Moreover, patients dying within these prediction windows are a potential competing risk for patients at risk for depression. We therefore removed these patients from the train and test data and repeated the analyses. Variants of outcome definitions such as predicting a prescription of
antidepressant medication and a referral to a psychiatrist, psychologist, or social worker within 1 month of cancer treatment ("antidepressant medication" and "mental health referral" in Multimedia Appendix 1) were considered. These definitions were chosen as they might indicate a patient experiencing depression without being officially diagnosed. We also trained a model on the combined outcome of either receiving a depression diagnosis, antidepressant medication prescription, or referral to a psychiatrist, psychologist, or social worker.

**Fairness Analysis and Including Race and Ethnicity**

To identify potential fairness issues for specific demographic groups, AUROC, calibration slope, and intercept were compared across sex and race and ethnicity groups [40]. In addition, race and ethnicity was added as a confounder to assess its effect on subgroup model performance.

**Software, Data, and Reporting**

All analyses were performed in Python 3.9.7 (Python Software Foundation). Code is available in a git repository [41]. We followed the MINIMAR reporting guidelines (see Multimedia Appendix 2) [42].

### Results

**Descriptive Statistics**

A total of 16,159 patients starting cancer treatment between 2008 and 2021 were included in the analyses, of whom 437 (2.7%) received a diagnosis of depression within 1 month of cancer treatment (Table 1 and Figure 1). The 437 patients receiving a depression diagnosis within 1 month of treatment were, on average, younger, more likely to be female, more likely to be non-Hispanic White, and less likely to be non-Hispanic Asian (Table 1). Moreover, patients with a depression diagnosis made more emergency department visits (Table 1). They were also more likely to have received a previous depression diagnosis more than a year before the start of treatment, a prescription for antidepressant medication, and a mental health referral.

Patients who sent emails (4816/16,159, 29.8%) were more likely to be non-Hispanic White or Asian and be privately insured (Table S4 in Multimedia Appendix 2). On average, they were less likely to be hospitalized but made more emergency department visits 1 month prior to treatment and had a higher Charlson comorbidity score; they were also more likely to have previously received a depression diagnosis, antidepressant medication, and a mental health referral.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the cancer cohort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive statistics</th>
<th>All (N=16,159)</th>
<th>No depression diagnosis within 1 month after onset of treatment (n=15,722, 97.3%)</th>
<th>Depression diagnosis within 1 month after onset of treatment (n=437, 2.7%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (female), n (%)</td>
<td>8568 (53)</td>
<td>8296 (52.8)</td>
<td>272 (62.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>62 (15)</td>
<td>62 (15)</td>
<td>60 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1870 (11.6)</td>
<td>1812 (11.5)</td>
<td>58 (13.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic Asian</td>
<td>3582 (22.2)</td>
<td>3525 (22.4)</td>
<td>57 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic Black</td>
<td>422 (2.6)</td>
<td>410 (2.6)</td>
<td>&lt;20 (&lt;5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic White</td>
<td>8864 (54.9)</td>
<td>8583 (54.6)</td>
<td>281 (64.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1421 (8.8)</td>
<td>1392 (8.9)</td>
<td>29 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance characteristics, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>8745 (54.1)</td>
<td>8496 (54)</td>
<td>249 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare</td>
<td>2590 (16)</td>
<td>2514 (16)</td>
<td>76 (17.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid</td>
<td>1917 (11.9)</td>
<td>1860 (11.8)</td>
<td>57 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other or not identified</td>
<td>2907 (18)</td>
<td>2852 (18.1)</td>
<td>55 (12.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment characteristics, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hospitalizations one month prior to treatment</td>
<td>2083 (13)</td>
<td>2016 (13)</td>
<td>67 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of emergency department visits 1 month prior to treatment</td>
<td>945 (6)</td>
<td>895 (6)</td>
<td>50 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlson comorbidity score</td>
<td>6.9 (3.8)</td>
<td>6.9 (3.8)</td>
<td>6.9 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor type, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>1772 (11)</td>
<td>1739 (11.1)</td>
<td>33 (7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>1001 (6.2)</td>
<td>973 (6.2)</td>
<td>28 (6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>777 (4.8)</td>
<td>764 (4.9)</td>
<td>&lt;20 (&lt;5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon and rectum</td>
<td>543 (3.4)</td>
<td>525 (3.3)</td>
<td>&lt;20 (&lt;5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hodgkin lymphoma</td>
<td>535 (3.3)</td>
<td>527 (3.4)</td>
<td>&lt;20 (&lt;5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3459 (21.4)</td>
<td>3364 (21.4)</td>
<td>95 (21.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>8072 (50)</td>
<td>7830 (49.8)</td>
<td>242 (55.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer stage, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage I</td>
<td>1492 (9.2)</td>
<td>1466 (9.3)</td>
<td>26 (5.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage II</td>
<td>1499 (9.3)</td>
<td>1468 (9.3)</td>
<td>31 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage III</td>
<td>1329 (8.2)</td>
<td>1294 (8.2)</td>
<td>35 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage IV</td>
<td>1758 (10.9)</td>
<td>1699 (10.8)</td>
<td>59 (13.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>10081 (62.4)</td>
<td>9795 (62.3)</td>
<td>286 (65.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient email information (1 month prior to treatment)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent 1 or more emails, n (%)</td>
<td>4070 (25.2)</td>
<td>3943 (25.1)</td>
<td>127 (29.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email length in words, mean (SD)</td>
<td>49 (35)</td>
<td>49 (35)</td>
<td>49 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent emails at night, n (%)</td>
<td>308 (1.9)</td>
<td>296 (1.9)</td>
<td>&lt;20 (&lt;5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health history, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of depression diagnosis</td>
<td>400 (2.5)</td>
<td>343 (2.2)</td>
<td>57 (13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Depression diagnosis within 1 month after onset of treatment (n=437, 2.7%)

No depression diagnosis within 1 month after onset of treatment (n=15,722, 97.3%)

Descriptive statistics

| History of antidepressant medication | 2219 (13.7) | 2030 (12.9)^a | 189 (43.2)^a |
| History of mental health referral | 2707 (16.8) | 2563 (16.3)^a | 144 (33)^a |

^aThis was tested at the 5% significance level.

Performance Statistics

The best-performing ML models were based on LASSO logistic regression (Table 2; Tables S1 and S3 in Multimedia Appendix 2). The model based on structured data alone had an AUROC of 0.74 (95% CI 0.71-0.78). The combination of structured data with email classification scores also had an AUROC of 0.74 (95% CI 0.71-0.78), while a model based solely on email classification scores had an AUROC of 0.54 (95% CI 0.52-0.56). At a high level of sensitivity (0.9 at a decision threshold of 1%; Table 3), the PPV of the best-performing model based on structured data was low (0.04; Table 3). At higher decision thresholds (3% and 10%; Table 3), the PPV was increased to 0.07 and 0.17, respectively, but this came at a cost of sensitivity (0.63 and 0.19).

The BERT model based on the clinician notes performed worst and had an AUROC of 0.50 (95% CI 0.49-0.52; Table 2).

Combining structured EHR data with clinician notes did improve AUROC performance (0.71, 95% CI 0.68-0.75; Table 2) and so did adding email classification scores (0.70, 95% CI 0.67-0.73; Table 2).

Calibration was acceptable for all ML models. The BERT-based models tended to produce overly extreme risk estimates even after recalibration.

The decision curve analysis showed a small range of decision thresholds for which the best-performing model (LASSO logistic regression based on structured data) had higher NB than the treat all or treat no one strategies (Figure 2). At a decision threshold of 3%, the model with structured EHR data had a NB of 0.01. This represents a net increase of 1 true positive patient at risk for depression per 100 patients without increasing any false positives (at the start of treatment). At a threshold of 10%, the model had a NB of only 0.002, so 2 net true positives per 1000 patients.

Table 2. Discrimination and calibration for predicting depression risk within 1 month after the onset of treatment (test data).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of data</th>
<th>AUROC^a (95% CI)</th>
<th>Calibration intercept (95% CI)</th>
<th>Calibration slope (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structured EHR^b data</td>
<td>0.74 (0.71 to 0.78)</td>
<td>0.07 (~0.09 to 0.24)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.77 to 1.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient emails</td>
<td>0.54 (0.52 to 0.56)</td>
<td>-0.02 (~0.18 to 0.14)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.52 to 1.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured EHR data and patient emails</td>
<td>0.74 (0.71 to 0.78)</td>
<td>0.07 (~0.09 to 0.24)</td>
<td>0.91 (0.76 to 1.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinician notes</td>
<td>0.5 (0.49 to 0.52)</td>
<td>-0.05 (~0.21 to 0.11)</td>
<td>0.94 (~1.32 to 3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured EHR data and clinician notes</td>
<td>0.71 (0.68 to 0.75)</td>
<td>-0.09 (~0.25 to 0.07)</td>
<td>1.92 (1.57 to 2.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured EHR data, clinician notes, and patient emails</td>
<td>0.7 (0.67 to 0.73)</td>
<td>-0.16 (~0.32 to 0.0)</td>
<td>2.46 (1.98 to 2.93)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristics curve.
^bEHR: electronic health record.
Table 3. Sensitivity, specificity, PPV\(^a\), and NPV\(^b\) at different decision thresholds for predicting depression risk within 1 month after the onset of treatment (test data).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold and analysis</th>
<th>Structured EHR(^c) data</th>
<th>Patient emails</th>
<th>Structured EHR data and patient emails</th>
<th>Clinician notes</th>
<th>Structured EHR data and clinician notes</th>
<th>Structured EHR data, clinician notes, and patient emails</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (n/N)</td>
<td>0.9 (140/156)</td>
<td>1.0 (156/156)</td>
<td>0.87 (136/156)</td>
<td>1.0 (156/156)</td>
<td>1.0 (156/156)</td>
<td>1.0 (156/156)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity (n/N)</td>
<td>0.35 (1847/5231)</td>
<td>0.0 (0/5231)</td>
<td>0.37 (1915/5231)</td>
<td>0.0 (0/5231)</td>
<td>0.0 (0/5231)</td>
<td>0.0 (0/5231)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV (n/N)</td>
<td>0.04 (140/3524)</td>
<td>0.03 (156/5387)</td>
<td>0.04 (136/3452)</td>
<td>0.03 (156/5387)</td>
<td>0.03 (156/5387)</td>
<td>0.03 (156/5387)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV (n/N)</td>
<td>0.99 (1847/1863)</td>
<td>N/A(^d)</td>
<td>0.99 (1915/1935)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (n/N)</td>
<td>0.63 (98/156)</td>
<td>0.13 (20/156)</td>
<td>0.58 (90/156)</td>
<td>1.0 (156/156)</td>
<td>0.55 (86/156)</td>
<td>0.67 (104/156)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity (n/N)</td>
<td>0.75 (3912/5231)</td>
<td>0.95 (4962/5231)</td>
<td>0.77 (4032/5231)</td>
<td>0.0 (0/5231)</td>
<td>0.82 (4293/5231)</td>
<td>0.71 (3735/5231)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV (n/N)</td>
<td>0.07 (98/1417)</td>
<td>0.07 (20/289)</td>
<td>0.07 (90/1289)</td>
<td>0.03 (156/5387)</td>
<td>0.08 (86/1024)</td>
<td>0.06 (104/1600)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV (n/N)</td>
<td>0.99 (3912/3970)</td>
<td>0.97 (4962/5098)</td>
<td>0.98 (4032/4098)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.98 (4293/4363)</td>
<td>0.99 (3735/3787)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (n/N)</td>
<td>0.19 (29/156)</td>
<td>0.0 (0/156)</td>
<td>0.19 (30/156)</td>
<td>0.0 (0/156)</td>
<td>0.0 (0/156)</td>
<td>0.0 (0/156)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity (n/N)</td>
<td>0.97 (5086/5231)</td>
<td>1.0 (5231/5231)</td>
<td>0.97 (5071/5231)</td>
<td>1.0 (5231/5231)</td>
<td>1.0 (5231/5231)</td>
<td>1.0 (5231/5231)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV (n/N)</td>
<td>0.17 (29/174)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.16 (30/190)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV (n/N)</td>
<td>0.98 (5086/5213)</td>
<td>0.97 (5231/5387)</td>
<td>0.98 (5071/5197)</td>
<td>0.97 (5231/5387)</td>
<td>0.97 (5231/5387)</td>
<td>0.97 (5231/5387)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)PPV: positive predictive value.
\(^b\)NPV: negative predictive value.
\(^c\)EHR: electronic health record.
\(^d\)N/A: not available.

Figure 2. This decision curve analysis (DCA) plots net benefit for the baseline treat all and treat none strategies and the best-performing prediction model (LASSO logistic regression on structured data). EHR: electronic health record; LASSO: least absolute shrinkage and selection operator.
Sensitivity Analysis
The models predicting depression risk within 45 days (AUROC 0.73, 95% CI 0.69-0.76), 2 months (AUROC 0.73, 95% CI 0.70-0.76), 3 months (AUROC 0.73, 95% CI 0.71-0.76), and 6 months (AUROC 0.72, 95% CI 0.70-0.74) of cancer treatment obtained similar discrimination and calibration compared to the base model predicting depression risk within 1 month (LASSO logistic regression; Table S5 in Multimedia Appendix 2). In the test data, a total of 24 (0.4%) patients died within 1 month after starting treatment. Omitting patients dying within the time frames of interest (1 month-6 months) had no impact on model performance (Table S6 in Multimedia Appendix 2). The model trained to predict depression medication (LASSO logistic regression) also obtained similar discrimination (0.75, 95% CI 0.73-0.78; Table S7 in Multimedia Appendix 2) and calibration compared to the base model predicting depression risk via depression diagnosis. The model trained to predict a referral to a psychiatrist, psychologist, or social worker obtained a lower AUROC of 0.62 (95% CI 0.60-0.64; Table S7 in Multimedia Appendix 2) and comparable calibration.

Fairness Analysis and Including Race and Ethnicity
The fairness analysis showed that model discrimination was similar for male patients (AUROC 0.73, 95% CI 0.67-0.80; Table S8 in Multimedia Appendix 2) and female patients (AUROC 0.74, 95% CI 0.70-0.78; Table S8 in Multimedia Appendix 2). The calibration plot showed that depression risk was underestimated for female patients and overestimated for male patients (Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 2). Discrimination was best for the non-Hispanic Black patients (AUROC 0.92, 95% CI 0.84-0.99; Table S8 in Multimedia Appendix 2), with respect to the non-Hispanic White patients (AUROC 0.74, 95% CI 0.69-0.78; Table S8 in Multimedia Appendix 2) and the non-Hispanic Asian patients (AUROC 0.75, 95% CI 0.63-0.87; Table S8 in Multimedia Appendix 2), and it was worst for Hispanic patients (AUROC 0.71, 95% CI 0.62-0.80; Table S8 in Multimedia Appendix 2). Predictions were underestimated for the non-Hispanic Black patients and overestimated for the non-Hispanic Asian patients (Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 2). Adding race and ethnicity as a feature to the best-performing model did not improve model discrimination or calibration (AUROC 0.74, 95% CI 0.71-0.78 vs 0.74, 95% CI 0.70-0.77; Table S9 in Multimedia Appendix 2).

Discussion
Principal Findings
This study developed a prediction model to identify patients with cancer at risk for depression within 1 month of chemo- or radiotherapy treatment. We used data from a large comprehensive cancer center with over 16,000 patients. The best-performing models (LASSO logistic regression with structured data with or without patient email classification scores) had reasonable AUROC and calibration. The LASSO logistic regression model with structured data demonstrates a small improvement in NB over the baseline strategy of labeling no one as at risk for depression. Multimodal BERT models (trained on structured data and unstructured text) did not perform better than the best-performing ML model trained solely on structured data.

To date, depression in patients with cancer is underdiagnosed, and studies show that patients with depression are up to 3 times more likely to be noncompliant with medical treatment recommendations [3,43,44]. Treatment adherence is a high priority, given the evidence demonstrating statistically significant associations between treatment nonadherence and patient outcomes, including cancer progression, low-value health care use, and worse survival [45-48]. Therefore, an AI model—which flags patients at risk for depression with minimal clinical input and workflow disruption—is needed at the point of care to prompt clinicians to intervene early and improve patient well-being and anticancer outcomes.

This model may be used in preparation for clinical consultations to more efficiently use the limited time allotted to oncologist-patient interaction to facilitate any needed additional mental health support. By harnessing a combination of structured EHR data and unstructured text data from patient emails and clinician notes, the tool can offer a comprehensive assessment of a patient’s depression risk and help synthesize this information at point of care for the provider. With the ability to establish personalized risk assessments, determine clinical use thresholds, and address potential biases in risk assessment, a clinical decision support tool developed from this work has the potential to significantly enhance the quality of care and mental health outcomes for these vulnerable patients. As the study recognizes the need for ongoing validation, refinement, and bias mitigation, it underscores the dynamic and adaptable nature of this tool in improving cancer care and treatment adherence. This tool can be a valuable addition to the health care system, ultimately improving mental health outcomes and treatment adherence for these vulnerable patients.

The created model has good performance, although our label (receiving a depression diagnosis) depends heavily upon the accurate recognition of depression by the care team. The model’s clinical usefulness depends on the acceptability of the test trade-off. The best-performing model had a high false-positive rate at high levels of sensitivity, and the decision curve analysis showed a test trade-off of 100 assessments for 1 additional true positive patient at a decision threshold of 3%. If these assessments can be done nearly for free (eg, a quick check during a patient visit) and if we already miss all future depressions, then this small improvement may be welcome, although this warrants further validation and testing in the clinical environment. The high false-positive rate and small NB of the best-performing model are likely affected by the moderate discrimination and low event rate [49]. In future developments, the NB may be increased by focusing on improving the labeling of the outcome variable. In addition, richer input data not available to us at the time of analysis could improve model discrimination, like information on lifestyle habits, self-reported mental health assessments, and clinical and pathological factors.

As depression presents differently across sex, race, and ethnicity [50-52], algorithmic fairness forms an important concern when predicting depression risk. We found discrepant model calibration across race, ethnicity, and sex even when controlling
for race, ethnicity, and sex in the model. These results align with previous findings that showed poor calibration for minority groups \[53,54\] and stress the importance of algorithmic fairness assessment in the depression domain. The differences in calibration may be caused by different (recorded) depression rates among groups. This could result in a disproportionate number of missed patients in need of additional mental health resources in specific groups. For example, female and non-Hispanic Black patients might consistently receive a lower predicted risk score than their actual risk. A next step could be to apply bias mitigation techniques for in- or postprocessing during model development, like threshold selection and recalibration within specific groups \[55\]. Moreover, more diverse data may be collected to adequately capture the differences in symptomatology between different groups. For example, we may include appetite disturbances that are reported more by women and comorbid alcohol and substance abuse that are reported more by men \[50\].

We also found discrepant model discrimination across race and ethnicity, with the highest AUROC for the non-Hispanic Black group. These findings diverge from the literature, where the AUROC of the minority groups is usually lower compared to the majority group \[56\]. However, caution is needed when interpreting this finding, due to the very low number of positive cases in this group (less than 20). More data should be collected to better investigate these differences.

The models based solely on text information (patient emails and clinician notes) performed on par with a random coin toss. This implies that the signal-to-noise ratio in this type of data may be too low to be of prognostic value for this specific use case. This might be particularly true for patient emails, where the frequency of the emails varied widely between patients. However, it is important to note that unstructured text, such as patient emails and clinician notes, can potentially provide valuable information that is not captured in structured data. Therefore, multimodal models that incorporate both structured and unstructured data have the potential to improve clinical predictions. Increasing and regularizing the frequency of digital contact between patient and clinician may aid future research on multimodal models in this field, for example, through digital systems for monitoring patient-reported outcomes \[57,58\].

Digital communication with the aid of chat robots such as ChatGPT \[59\] provides further direction to better capture patients’ mental health status. This finding also implies that structured data contains strong predictors for depression risk, for example, a history of depression or mental illness, which is well established in the literature and should be considered for future model developments \[60-62\].

**Limitations**

This study had limitations. First, we used the ICD codes for depression diagnosis as indicators of depression risk. This provided a clear and detectable label for our outcome event in the EHR. However, not all patients experiencing depression will receive a coded depression diagnosis with a related ICD code as underdiagnosis is a common problem \[3,9\]. It is possible that depression may have been diagnosed elsewhere and not recorded in our EHR, that depressive symptoms may have existed and not been recorded or ignored by the oncology-focused clinicians, or that the patient did not express their depressive symptoms to their oncology-focused clinician. In addition, some inconsistencies persisted between the ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes, with the ICD-10 codes including depression associated with bipolar disorder. This may have compromised the accuracy of our predictive models in this exploratory study and should be considered for future research.

Moreover, changing the outcome of interest to either antidepressant medication or a referral to a psychiatrist, psychologist, or social worker did not change the accuracy of the predictive models. An explanation might be that patients with depression are often treated with antidepressants by primary care doctors. For antidepressant medication, it is important to note that there may have been oversampling as this medication is also used to treat more severe and chronic forms of anxiety. This should be considered when interpreting our results and warrants further study.

Second, the modeling approach was focused on a point-of-care solution, meaning we used clinically meaningful end points (eg, 1 month after starting cancer treatment) and used a diverse patient population. Although this provides the potential for broad application across multiple cancer types, the diversity in cancer types and cancer stages might have introduced noise and impacted model performance.

Third, we used cut-off values for clinician notes that were too short or too long to keep the modeling computationally feasible. This may have led to information loss. Future research may investigate ways of retaining this information when preprocessing texts. Finally, we used data from a single integrated health system for model development, albeit comprised of 3 sites (academic hospital, community hospital, and community practice network). As the cultural background of patients and some data are specific to this health system, our results may not generalize to other populations. Further validation on data sets with different demographics and examination of the mechanisms driving potential biases are needed.

**Conclusions**

This study demonstrated the potential and limitations of using structured and unstructured text data for predicting depression risk in patients with cancer using a variety of ML and multimodal models. After further validation and mitigating biases across subgroups, these models have the potential to improve patient outcomes by alerting clinicians of the possible need to escalate support among this vulnerable patient population. Future studies might improve the prediction of depression risk in patients with cancer by refining the outcome label, expanding the predictors related to mental health, and devoting part of the digital patient communication to mental health aspects.
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Abstract

Background: Infants born at extremely preterm gestational ages are typically admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) after initial resuscitation. The subsequent hospital course can be highly variable, and despite counseling aided by available risk calculators, there are significant challenges with shared decision-making regarding life support and transition to end-of-life care. Improving predictive models can help providers and families navigate these unique challenges.

Objective: Machine learning methods have previously demonstrated added predictive value for determining intensive care unit outcomes, and their use allows consideration of a greater number of factors that potentially influence newborn outcomes, such as maternal characteristics. Machine learning–based models were analyzed for their ability to predict the survival of extremely preterm neonates at initial admission.

Methods: Maternal and newborn information was extracted from the health records of infants born between 23 and 29 weeks of gestation in the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III (MIMIC-III) critical care database. Applicable machine learning models predicting survival during the initial NICU admission were developed and compared. The same type of model was also examined using only features that would be available prepartum for the purpose of survival prediction prior to an anticipated preterm birth. Features most correlated with the predicted outcome were determined when possible for each model.

Results: Of included patients, 37 of 459 (8.1%) expired. The resulting random forest model showed higher predictive performance than the frequently used Score for Neonatal Acute Physiology With Perinatal Extension II (SNAPPE-II) NICU model when considering extremely preterm infants of very low birth weight. Several other machine learning models were found to have good performance but did not show a statistically significant difference from previously available models in this study. Feature importance varied by model, and those of greater importance included gestational age; birth weight; initial oxygenation level; elements of the APGAR (appearance, pulse, grimace, activity, and respiration) score; and amount of blood pressure support. Important prepartum features also included maternal age, steroid administration, and the presence of pregnancy complications.

Conclusions: Machine learning methods have the potential to provide robust prediction of survival in the context of extremely preterm births and allow for consideration of additional factors such as maternal clinical and socioeconomic information. Evaluation of larger, more diverse data sets may provide additional clarity on comparative performance.
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Introduction

Preterm birth has long been a leading cause of infant mortality, with the lowest gestational age births associated with the highest rates of mortality [1]. In 2019, 59,506 infants were born at 31 weeks or less in the United States, and the infant mortality rate in this cohort was 18% [2]. When a patient is expected to deliver an extremely preterm infant, counseling on possible outcomes, methods of resuscitation, and anticipated course in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) ideally begins prior to birth. Many providers have used the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) risk calculator to initiate this discussion on the chances of infant mortality and severe morbidity after birth. The calculator is based on a logistic regression model using 5 prepartum factors (gestational age, estimated weight, sex, antenatal steroids, and multiple birth), derived from the preterm birth data of a network of US hospitals. With advances in NICU care and more knowledge about long-term outcomes, the calculator was updated in 2020 and maintains a similar performance (mean 0.744, SD 0.005) [3,4]. After initial resuscitation, several scoring systems are also available to predict mortality after a neonate arrives in the NICU [5-7]. However, they are less predictive with extremely low birth weight infants, as evidenced by the Score for Neonatal Acute Physiology With Perinatal Extension II (SNAPPE-II) survival model having a mean performance of 0.78 (SD 0.01) for infants weighing less than 1500 g at birth versus 0.91 (SD 0.01) overall. On review of several models, Clinical Risk Index for Babies (CRIB) had the highest performance in predicting very low birth weight neonate survival, with a mean of 0.88 (SD 0.02), although the CRIB and SNAPPE models were developed with data from geographically separate populations (Europe vs North America) [8].

Despite counseling supported by available risk calculators, decisions surrounding the continuation of life support and redirection to end-of-life care remain extremely difficult in the context of birth at the periviable preterm gestational ages because the postnatal course can be highly variable [9-11]. In addition, perceptions regarding the clinical situation can differ among providers and family members, and consideration of clinical and social context may be helpful [12,13].

Numerous machine learning models have been tested to improve the prediction of adult intensive care unit outcomes. The Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III (MIMIC-III) database, which contains electronic health record (EHR) information of critical care patients at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center from 2001 to 2012, has often been a source of data used in their development and testing [14-17]. Using the NICU data from MIMIC-III, this study builds and compares different types of machine learning algorithms that predict neonatal mortality and examines the value of incorporating features representing both structured and unstructured clinical elements for extremely preterm infants.

Methods

Ethical Considerations

The institutional review board of the University at Buffalo determined the study (ID STUDY00003721) to be exempt as a secondary analysis of a publicly available data set. A data use agreement was obtained for the MIMIC-III database, which contains deidentified protected health information freely available for secondary analysis. The primary data collection for MIMIC-III was originally approved by the institutional review boards of Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and Massachusetts Institute of Technology with a waiver of individual patient consent, and no compensation was provided at that time.

Data Selection

Records of extremely preterm neonates admitted to the NICU in the MIMIC-III database were extracted using PostgreSQL (The PostgreSQL Global Development Group). A query was performed for admissions with ICD-9 (International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision) codes corresponding to extremely preterm delivery less than 30 weeks as well as very low birth weight. From the resulting records, those of neonates born outside of 23 to 29 weeks were excluded, as well as duplicate records and readmissions. Some records corresponded to nonneonatal admissions, for example, where an infant had a prior history of preterm birth, and they were excluded. When the remaining records were reviewed, it was found that some neonates were transferred outside of the hospital for surgery and had an unknown outcome. These records were also excluded (Figure 1).

From the 459 neonatal admission records that were selected, the patients’ demographics, vital signs, laboratory results, medications, procedures, and clinical text were queried from the database and reviewed. Of the available information, relevant elements were extracted based on factors found to be pertinent in previous scoring systems and expert knowledge. By manually curating the clinical text, including completed admission and discharge notes, we were able to incorporate features found only in unstructured form, including maternal clinical comorbidities and pregnancy complications. For this study, consideration of neonatal assessment and treatment was limited to data found initially at the time of NICU admission. The nonnumerical elements were encoded. Data that varied by clinical severity were encoded in that order, and the remaining categorical data underwent binary encoding. Median imputation was used to complete missing data.

https://medinform.jmir.org/2024/1/e42271
Figure 1. Flowchart of selection criteria. GA: gestational age; MIMIC-III: Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III; NICU: neonatal intensive care unit.

Ultimately, 83 features that could be used in machine learning algorithms were generated, of which approximately half represented maternal clinical and demographic information, with the remaining features representing infant findings at the time of admission (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Model Analysis

Several machine learning classification algorithms were implemented using Python 3.8 scikit-learn 1.2, and the resulting models were tested for their efficacy in predicting mortality. The same algorithms were also examined considering only prepartum features, assuming birth weight would be an estimated weight, to produce models that could be of assistance for clinicians counseling patients prior to an extremely preterm birth.

The performance of each model was endeavored to be optimized. To ensure that feature value range did not drive performance, standard scaling as well as min-max scaling were applied to quantitative features and used for models that were dependent upon distance calculations (eg, logistic regression, neural network, and support vector machine [SVM]). The final reported models used standard scaling due to improved performance over min-max scaling. Scaling was not performed for models invariant to monotonic transformations, such as random forest [18]. For the decision tree–based models, the hyperparameters of number of trees and maximum depth were adjusted. Number of trees began at 50 estimators and was increased by 50 until performance plateaued, which was at 250 trees with a maximum depth of 6 for the random forest method and 350 trees with a maximum depth of 5 for AdaBoost. The k value in the k-nearest neighbor algorithm was adjusted from the default value of 3 up to 20 (approximating the square root of the number of samples), and performance peaked at 4 in the final model. Because of the expected relatively small and imbalanced class sizes (8.1% in the minority class), a held-out test set was not used, and 10-fold stratified cross-validation with an 80:20 training and testing ratio was performed to ensure similar ratios across folds [19]. Mean performance metrics for $F_1$-score, area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC), and average precision are reported, as well as log loss and Brier score, where a smaller value is ideal when considering imbalanced classification.

Features most correlated with the predicted outcome were determined for the higher-performing methods. For the logistic regression model, coefficients most positively and negatively associated with mortality could be determined. For the remaining machine learning models, the most influential features were either directly queried using an available scikit-learn method or through the calculation of feature permutation importance.

Results

Of the included neonatal patients, 37 of 459 (8.1%) expired during the admission period after birth. The average length of stay for infants who survived after initial admission was 62.5 (SD 37.3) days. The average gestational age of the neonates at birth was 27 (SD 1.67) weeks, and 236 (51.4%) were male versus 223 (48.6%) female. Birth weights ranged from 365 to 2165 g, with the average birth weight being 1016 (SD 278) g, and 441 neonates were considered to have a very low birth weight (<1500 g). The average maternal age was 31.4 (SD 6.02) years. In terms of race and ethnicity, the majority of the included infants were in a category considered to be White (n=278, 60.1%), followed by Black (n=69, 15%), unknown (n=42, 9.2%), other (n=25, 5.4%), Hispanic (n=25, 5.4%), Asian (n=16, 3.5%), and Native American (n=4, 0.9%; Table 1).
Table 1. Demographics of patients whose records were included in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total (N=459), n (%)</th>
<th>Survived (n=422, 91.9%), n (%)</th>
<th>Expired (n=37, 8.1%), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gestational age (weeks)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>7 (1.5)</td>
<td>2 (28.6)</td>
<td>5 (71.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>40 (8.7)</td>
<td>28 (70)</td>
<td>12 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>41 (8.9)</td>
<td>36 (87.8)</td>
<td>5 (12.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>52 (11.3)</td>
<td>49 (94.2)</td>
<td>3 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>87 (19)</td>
<td>84 (96.6)</td>
<td>3 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>106 (23.1)</td>
<td>98 (92.5)</td>
<td>8 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>126 (27.5)</td>
<td>125 (99.2)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>236 (51.4)</td>
<td>214 (90.7)</td>
<td>22 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>223 (48.6)</td>
<td>208 (93.3)</td>
<td>15 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>16 (3.5)</td>
<td>15 (93.7)</td>
<td>1 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>69 (15)</td>
<td>62 (89.9)</td>
<td>7 (10.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>25 (5.4)</td>
<td>23 (92)</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>4 (0.9)</td>
<td>3 (75)</td>
<td>1 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>278 (60.1)</td>
<td>255 (91.7)</td>
<td>23 (8.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>25 (5.4)</td>
<td>23 (92)</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>42 (9.2)</td>
<td>41 (97.6)</td>
<td>1 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>343 (74.7)</td>
<td>311 (90.7)</td>
<td>32 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>116 (25.3)</td>
<td>113 (97.4)</td>
<td>3 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninsured</td>
<td>2 (0.4)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family religion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>100 (21.8)</td>
<td>91 (91)</td>
<td>9 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>24 (5.2)</td>
<td>22 (91.7)</td>
<td>2 (8.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td>16 (3.5)</td>
<td>15 (93.7)</td>
<td>1 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>30 (6.5)</td>
<td>25 (83.3)</td>
<td>5 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>289 (63)</td>
<td>269 (93.1)</td>
<td>20 (6.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of delivery</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesarean section</td>
<td>356 (77.6)</td>
<td>331 (93)</td>
<td>25 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaginal delivery</td>
<td>103 (22.4)</td>
<td>91 (88.3)</td>
<td>12 (11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pregnancy type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singleton</td>
<td>247 (53.8)</td>
<td>230 (93.1)</td>
<td>17 (6.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>212 (46.2)</td>
<td>192 (90.6)</td>
<td>20 (9.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antenatal steroids</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received</td>
<td>369 (80.4)</td>
<td>347 (94)</td>
<td>22 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially received</td>
<td>71 (15.5)</td>
<td>65 (91.5)</td>
<td>6 (8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not received</td>
<td>19 (4.1)</td>
<td>14 (73.7)</td>
<td>5 (26.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Logistic regression, Naïve Bayes, k-nearest neighbor, SVM, random forest, AdaBoost, and neural network classifiers were compared for efficacy in predicting mortality (Figure 2 and Table 2). Standard scaling transformation improved performance only for the logistic regression, SVM, and neural network methods. The random forest model had the highest predictive
performance when considering overall AUROC (mean 0.91, SD 0.07), $F_1$-score (0.67), and Brier score (0.06). The AdaBoost model had the next highest AUROC (mean 0.88, SD 0.10); however, the $F_1$-score (0.45) was low due to poor precision. On the other hand, the neural network model yielded the top $F_1$-score (0.67) and Brier score (0.05) despite having a lower AUROC (mean 0.84, SD 0.16). SVM was overall next best performing model (mean 0.86, SD 0.13; $F_1$-score 0.62; Brier score 0.06), followed by logistic regression (mean 0.82, SD 0.16; $F_1$-score 0.61; Brier score 0.08). The Naïve Bayes (mean 0.74, SD 0.22; $F_1$-score 0.40; Brier score 0.25) and k-nearest neighbor (mean 0.64, SD 0.13; $F_1$-score 0.34; Brier score 0.07) methods were the worst performing.

Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic curves for the highest-performing models in Table 2. A: Logistic regression; B: SVM (support vector machine); C: Random forest; D: AdaBoost; E: Neural networks; F: Naïve Bayes; AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic; FP: false positive; TP: true positive.
Table 2. AUROC\textsuperscript{a}, average precision, F1-score, log loss, and Brier scores for 10-fold stratified cross-validation predicting mortality using initial neonatal intensive care unit admission features (lower log loss and Brier scores are ideal when considering imbalanced classification).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AUROC, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Precision, mean (SD)</th>
<th>$F_1$-score</th>
<th>Log loss score</th>
<th>Brier score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regression</td>
<td>0.82 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>0.86 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.24)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>0.91 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.88 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural network</td>
<td>0.84 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.24)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>0.74 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-nearest neighbor</td>
<td>0.64 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.24 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic.
\textsuperscript{b}SVM: support vector machine.

On post hoc chi-square analysis of the categorical variables, the factors that most influenced the outcome were insurance status, initial breathing assessment of the infant, and presence of a serious fetal anomaly (Table 3). When examining Pearson correlation of continuous variables, higher levels of ventilation and blood pressure support as well as higher arterial blood gas base deficit were properties mildly to moderately correlated with mortality. Larger gestational age, birth weight, and initial oxygen level were of higher importance, whereas in the neural network model, initial blood pressure support and activity level were the most influential features.

Evaluation of classifiers using only prepartum features, assuming birth weight as the estimated weight, also yielded the highest performance measures with the random forest method (Table 6). The random forest features that were consistently of highest importance included gestational age, weight, and maternal age (Table 7).

Similar features were most strongly associated with outcome in the machine learning–based models, although they varied in importance (Table 5). For example, in the random forest model, gestational age, birth weight, and initial oxygen level were of higher importance, whereas in the neural network model, initial blood pressure support and activity level were the most influential features.

Table 3. Chi-square: categorical features significantly associated with outcome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Chi-square (df)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>un_ins</td>
<td>Uninsured</td>
<td>22.8 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breathing1</td>
<td>Initial breathing assessment</td>
<td>21.4 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anomaly</td>
<td>Serious fetal anomaly</td>
<td>20.8 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airway1</td>
<td>Initial type of airway or ventilation</td>
<td>17.1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>religion_jehovahs</td>
<td>Religion Jehovah's Witness</td>
<td>11.4 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twintwin</td>
<td>Twin-twin transfusion syndrome</td>
<td>9.4 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>Uncertain pregnancy dating</td>
<td>7.9 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>religion_other</td>
<td>Religion other</td>
<td>4.9 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gov_ins</td>
<td>Medicaid or Medicare insurance</td>
<td>4.7 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscle1</td>
<td>Muscle tone</td>
<td>4.6 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Pearson correlation: correlation of continuous features with mortality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FiO2_1</td>
<td>Initial amount of oxygen ventilation</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD1</td>
<td>Initial arterial blood gas base deficit</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dopa1</td>
<td>Initial IV(^a) dopamine rate</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temp1</td>
<td>Initial temperature</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCO2_1</td>
<td>Initial arterial blood gas pCO(_2)(^b)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Maternal gravidity</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Maternal parity</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRBC1</td>
<td>Initial IV blood transfusion amount</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maternal_age</td>
<td>Maternal age</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gluc1</td>
<td>Initial glucose</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bands1</td>
<td>Initial bands</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>Number of fetuses at delivery</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pO2_1</td>
<td>Initial arterial blood gas pO(_2)(^c)</td>
<td>-0.01(^d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wbc1</td>
<td>Initial white blood cells</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPmean1</td>
<td>Initial mean blood pressure</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monos1</td>
<td>Initial monocytes</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR1</td>
<td>Initial heart rate</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hct1</td>
<td>Initial hematocrit</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neuts1</td>
<td>Initial neutrophil count</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaO2_1</td>
<td>Initial oxygen saturation</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birth_wt</td>
<td>Birth weight</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Gestational age at birth</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apgar1</td>
<td>One-minute APGAR(^e) score</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apgar5</td>
<td>Five-minute APGAR score</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)IV: intravenous.
\(^b\)pCO\(_2\): partial pressure of carbon dioxide
\(^c\)pO\(_2\): partial pressure of oxygen.
\(^d\)Negative correlations with mortality imply a correlation with survival.
\(^e\)APGAR: appearance, pulse, grimace, activity, and respiration.
Table 5. Features of highest importance in various models, listed in order of importance. Positive and negative associations with mortality can be calculated only in logistic regression models. For the tree-based random forest and AdaBoost algorithms, an impurity-based method was used to determine overall feature importance. For the remaining algorithms, importance was found via feature permutation\(^a\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logistic regression: positively associated with mortality</th>
<th>Logistic regression: negatively associated with mortality</th>
<th>Random forest</th>
<th>AdaBoost</th>
<th>SVM(^b)</th>
<th>Neural network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>race_hispanic</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>neuts</td>
<td>activity1</td>
<td>dopa1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>color1</td>
<td>race_unk</td>
<td>birth_wt</td>
<td>hct1</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>activity1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anomaly</td>
<td>apgar1</td>
<td>SaO2_1</td>
<td>SaO2_1</td>
<td>HTN</td>
<td>multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>race_asian</td>
<td>gov_ins</td>
<td>BD1</td>
<td>wbc1</td>
<td>anomaly</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>un_ins</td>
<td>activity1</td>
<td>apgar1</td>
<td>apgar1</td>
<td>breathL1</td>
<td>race_unk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dopa1</td>
<td>monos1</td>
<td>gluc1</td>
<td>monos1</td>
<td>breathR1</td>
<td>twintwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abdomen1</td>
<td>breathL1</td>
<td>dopa1</td>
<td>temp1</td>
<td>twintwin</td>
<td>anomaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pvt_ins</td>
<td>PRBC1</td>
<td>apgar5</td>
<td>HR1</td>
<td>birth_wt</td>
<td>muscle1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>infert</td>
<td>FiO2_1</td>
<td>FiO2_1</td>
<td>antfont1</td>
<td>wbc1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FiO2_1</td>
<td>dm</td>
<td>neuts</td>
<td>bands1</td>
<td>caprefill1</td>
<td>abdomen1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)The descriptions of variable names are present in Multimedia Appendix 1.
\(^b\)SVM: support vector machine.

Table 6. AUROC\(^a\), average precision, F1-score, log loss, and Brier scores for 10-fold stratified cross-validation predicting mortality when only prepartum features are available (lower log loss and Brier scores are ideal when considering imbalanced classification).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AUROC, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Precision, mean (SD)</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
<th>Log loss score</th>
<th>Brier score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regression</td>
<td>0.77 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM(^b)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>0.80 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.27)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.75 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.29)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural network</td>
<td>0.76 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>0.68 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-nearest neighbor</td>
<td>0.62 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic.
\(^b\)SVM: support vector machine.

Table 7. Prepartum features of highest importance in various models, listed in order of importance\(^a\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logistic regression: positively associated with mortality</th>
<th>Logistic regression: negatively associated with mortality</th>
<th>Random forest</th>
<th>AdaBoost</th>
<th>SVM(^b)</th>
<th>Neural network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maternal_age</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>birth_wt</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>un_ins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anomaly</td>
<td>race_unk</td>
<td>birth_wt</td>
<td>maternal_age</td>
<td>steroids</td>
<td>steroids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>un_ins</td>
<td>dm</td>
<td>maternal_age</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>HTN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asthma</td>
<td>depression</td>
<td>anomaly</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>infert</td>
<td>GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>religion_jehovahs</td>
<td>PTL</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>anomaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pvt_ins</td>
<td>steroids</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>religion_unk</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>twintwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>race_hispanic</td>
<td>gov_ins</td>
<td>un_ins</td>
<td>steroids</td>
<td>birth_wt</td>
<td>race_unk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twintwin</td>
<td>HTN</td>
<td>steroids</td>
<td>sex</td>
<td>sex</td>
<td>sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>infert</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>anomaly</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>twintwin</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>anomaly</td>
<td>SVD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)The descriptions of variable names are present in Multimedia Appendix 1.
\(^b\)SVM: support vector machine.
Several of the important features found in the top-performing models were among those manually curated in unstructured form, including the presence of maternal hypertensive disease and diabetes, uncertain pregnancy dating (uncertain), fetal anomaly (anomaly), and twin-twin transfusion syndrome.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

There is a potential for existing risk calculators to be outperformed by tree-based machine learning algorithms, as indicated by the higher performance of our random forest model versus SNAPPE-II in the context of extremely premature or very low birth weight infants (in fact AUROC increased to mean 0.92, SD 0.05 when only the neonates ≤1500 g were considered in the random forest model to directly compare to SNAPPE-II). Performance difference compared with CRIB is inconclusive, however. In terms of estimating neonatal mortality prior to preterm birth, although the point estimates of several of the machine learning algorithms using additional features extracted from the EHR were higher than that of the NICHD calculator, overlapping CIs preclude any conclusion about significant differences in performance.

**Comparison to Prior Work**

Examination of prior work further points to the importance of using data available from the EHR, including unstructured health data. For example, the relatively high-performing CRIB score includes the presence of fetal malformation as a variable. Saria et al [20] incorporated signal processing of short-term time series data from neonatal vital sign sensors to produce a model classifying infants at high risk for severe morbidity or mortality. To maintain accuracy over time, Meadow et al [11] proposed a longitudinal NICU survival model combining adverse events, imaging report information, and caretaker intuition. Hamilton et al [21] more recently applied tree-based machine learning in the context of preterm birth to determine clusters of pregnancy characteristics that were at the highest risk for severe neonatal morbidity or mortality.

**Strengths and Limitations**

This study is limited by a small data set with data from a single institution, which in turn limits the ability to establish statistical significance in performance differences and the variety of machine learning methods that can be examined. Because of the retrospective nature of the study, there is less control over the format of the data and the amount of missing data. Although a single-institution data set is usually considered a limitation, Rysavy et al [4] emphasized that extremely preterm neonatal outcomes are significantly influenced by the hospital of birth and suggested maintaining ongoing and updated prediction models from outcomes within hospital systems. Using machine learning would be ideal for this task, allowing for consideration of a number of features retrievable from the EHR with a high tolerance for missing or outlier data as the volume of data increases. Tree-based machine learning algorithms may be additionally advantageous due to their ability to iteratively combine numerous weakly predictive features into stronger predictors.

Knowledge of the most influential features, which was possible to visualize in the majority of the presented models, provides transparency. Understanding which factors contribute most to the prediction of outcomes in a model can help clinical providers derive greater intuition regarding how applicable the model is to a particular patient.

The inclusion of maternal information and pregnancy characteristics found in unstructured form in the MIMIC-III database allowed for consideration of factors beyond the numerical neonatal data. Some of these additional variables, such as the presence of fetal anomalies or twin-twin transfusion syndrome, were found to be of high importance in several top-performing models, especially in those used in the prepartum period prior to an anticipated extremely preterm delivery. This illustrates that machine learning–based models could potentially be helpful for continuity of care, starting in the prepartum timeframe with ongoing predictive ability after birth. Maternal demographic information had an influence on mortality prediction in some of the higher-performing models but not others. Although demographic data can provide additional knowledge of social context, unintended bias can also be introduced into the resulting model [22].

**Future Directions**

Future work anticipates further evaluation of these methods on larger, more diverse data sets to determine if there is a significant and reproducible performance advantage. Expanding the study to include additional data would also allow the evaluation of more powerful machine learning methods such as deep learning methods. Eventually, the maintenance of a more representative and up-to-date cohort for training could potentially be accomplished via collaborative or federated learning techniques across institutions [22,23]. To address the possibility of algorithmic bias, further work could include a comparison of prediction results using models with and without protected demographic features and a calculation of the level of discrimination that could result. Assessment of more data from underrepresented groups may also aid in producing increasingly accurate and less discriminatory models [24,25].

In this study, unstructured information was manually extracted from admission and discharge notes in the MIMIC-III database and allowed for consideration of additional relevant features in our models. This suggests that the use of natural language processing to better understand clinical context may further improve the prediction of outcomes of extremely preterm births. As automated natural language processing of clinical notes becomes more mature and prevalent, the use of these features gleaned from unstructured EHR data will be increasingly applicable [26].

Additional potential future directions include integrating with or adding functionalities found in other intensive care unit models, such as time series modeling, and predicting outcomes other than mortality, such as the development of comorbidities, discharge location, length of stay, and likelihood of readmission.

**Conclusions**

This study examined machine learning models produced from the MIMIC-III NICU data set and their predictive ability in the...
clinically challenging situation of extremely preterm birth. The tree-based random forest model was found to have higher performance than the SNAPPE-II model when predicting the survival of extremely preterm infants of very low birth weight. Several other models, including those using only features that would be known prepartum, also appeared to have good predictive performance but failed to show a statistically significant difference from prior models. Features of highest importance in these models were explored and included traditional variables, such as gestational age and birth weight, but also information that may be found in unstructured form in the EHR. Evaluation of these and even more advanced machine learning methods on larger data sets may offer further clarity about performance differences, and natural language processing techniques would allow for greater use of unstructured clinical information.
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Abstract

Background: Multisite clinical studies are increasingly using real-world data to gain real-world evidence. However, due to the heterogeneity of source data, it is difficult to analyze such data in a unified way across clinics. Therefore, the implementation of Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) or Extract-Load-Transform (ELT) processes for harmonizing local health data is necessary, in order to guarantee the data quality for research. However, the development of such processes is time-consuming and unsustainable. A promising way to ease this is the generalization of ETL/ELT processes.

Objective: In this work, we investigate existing possibilities for the development of generic ETL/ELT processes. Particularly, we focus on approaches with low development complexity by using descriptive metadata and structural metadata.

Methods: We conducted a literature review following the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines. We used 4 publication databases (ie, PubMed, IEEE Explore, Web of Science, and Biomed Center) to search for relevant publications from 2012 to 2022. The PRISMA flow was then visualized using an R-based tool (Evidence Synthesis Hackathon). All relevant contents of the publications were extracted into a spreadsheet for further analysis and visualization.

Results: Regarding the PRISMA guidelines, we included 33 publications in this literature review. All included publications were categorized into 7 different focus groups (ie, medicine, data warehouse, big data, industry, geoinformatics, archaeology, and military). Based on the extracted data, ontology-based and rule-based approaches were the 2 most used approaches in different thematic categories. Different approaches and tools were chosen to achieve different purposes within the use cases.

Conclusions: Our literature review shows that using metadata-driven (MDD) approaches to develop an ETL/ELT process can serve different purposes in different thematic categories. The results show that it is promising to implement an ETL/ELT process by applying MDD approach to automate the data transformation from Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources to Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership Common Data Model. However, the determining of an appropriate MDD approach and tool to implement such an ETL/ELT process remains a challenge. This is due to the lack of comprehensive insight into the characterizations of the MDD approaches presented in this study. Therefore, our next step is to evaluate the MDD approaches presented in this
study and to determine the most appropriate MDD approaches and the way to integrate them into the ETL/ELT process. This could verify the ability of using MDD approaches to generalize the ETL process for harmonizing medical data.

(JMIR Med Inform 2024;12:e52967) doi:10.2196/52967
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Introduction
Multisite clinical studies are increasingly using real-world data to gain real-world evidence, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic [1]. However, not all clinics use the same hospital information system, resulting in heterogeneity of data produced by different hospital information systems. These heterogeneous data are not semantically and syntactically interoperable. Therefore, it is difficult to analyze such data in a unified way across sites. For this, the heterogeneous data need to be harmonized and standardized, for example, by using a common data model (CDM) [2]. For example, the European Medical Agency [3] set up the DARWIN EU (Data Analysis and Real World Interrogation Network European Union) [4] to provide real-world evidence on use and adverse events of medicines across the European Union. DARWIN EU uses the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) CDM [5] as the base model, which is provided by the Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics [6] community. To participate in such networks, a transformation of local data is needed. A common approach is to develop an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) or Extract-Load-Transform (ELT) process. Both are used to harmonize heterogeneous data into the target systems. The only difference between them is the order of processing data. ETL transforms the data before loading them into the target systems, while ELT loads the data into the target systems first, and then transforms the data. Due to the different data formats and source systems, multiple ETL/ELT processes have to be implemented [7-10]. This work is time-consuming and hard to maintain [11].

Using a standard data exchange format can reduce the complexity of transforming heterogeneous data into CDMs. An example is the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) [12] format. FHIR is a communication standard and is provided by the Health Level 7 (HL7) [13]. In Germany, the Medical Informatics Initiative (MII) [14] provides a Core Data Set (CDS) [15] in FHIR format for enabling the interoperability of data across all university hospitals. Another German association “the National Association of Statutory Health Insurance Physicians” (KBV, German: Kassenärztliche Bundesvereinigung) [16] also provides a KBV CDS in FHIR format, which provides a stable foundation for the development of the medical information objects [17] (eg, immunization records and maternity records). Although both MII CDS and KBV CDS are based on the German HL7 Basis Profiles [18], the FHIR profiles defined in the 2 CDSs are not identical [19]. This is due to the different requirements of MII and KBV. For example, codes indicating departments within a clinic (eg, 0100 for internal medicine department) are defined in different value-sets and therefore use different coding systems. This also complicates the implementation and maintenance of ETL/ELT processes.

Furthermore, most countries try to standardize their electronic health records (EHR) data for research and to improve the interoperability of the data. Consequently, country-specific FHIR profiles are developed, for example, German HL7 Basis Profiles [18] and the US CDS [20]. Due to different languages (ie, German vs English), different structure definitions (eg, extensions and cardinality) and different coding systems (eg, system URL for International Classification of Diseases, 10, Revision: German Modification [21] vs system URL for International Classification of Diseases, 10, Clinical Modification [22]) used in the FHIR profiles, different ETL processes need to be implemented [8,23]. Although these are just a few examples, it is conceivable that with the expansion of supported use cases, the time required for implementing an ETL/ELT process increases massively, while the maintainability decreases. Therefore, the implementation of a generic ETL/ELT process for harmonizing local health data can guarantee the semantic and syntactic interoperability of research data across sites and countries.

Using metadata for the implementation of ETL/ELT processes is a promising approach, as stated by David Loshin [24]: “in order to organize data for analytical purposes, it will need to be extracted from the original source (source metadata), transformed into a representation that is consistent with the warehouse (target metadata) in a way that does not lose information due to differences in format and precision (structure metadata) and is aligned in a meaningful way (semantic metadata).” A very broad definition of metadata is “data about other data” [25]. Depending on the specific context of use, metadata can be classified into 3 types [26]:

- **Descriptive metadata**: the metadata is used for discovery and identification purposes, for example metadata for source and target data.
- **Structural metadata**: the metadata is used for managing data in information systems, for example, column names and table names in a database.
- **Administrative metadata**: the metadata exists within a database that provides additional information, for example, the name of a person, who has changed the data in a database.

Metadata can be represented by metadata languages (eg, Resource Description Framework and Notation3) [27]. Such languages are also called ontology languages. For enabling the interoperability of data from different source and target systems, rule languages (eg, Rule Markup Language and Semantic Web...
Rule Language) can be used to define the transformation rules between them [27]. Therefore, the use of metadata is expected to improve the development and maintenance for transforming FHIR resources to OMOP CDM.

As a side note, we understand any (descriptive and structural) metadata-based approach used for developing ETL/ELT processes as metadata-driven (MDD) approach. This work focuses on providing an overview of the types of MDD approaches and their use in different thematic categories. The overview aims to identify a suitable MDD approach to enhance the data transformation from FHIR to OMOP CDM. This will be achieved by answering the following questions:

- Q1: What are the themes of application for MDD approaches?
- Q2: What types of MDD approaches exist in the literature?
- Q3: What are the reasons for the usage of MDD approaches?
- Q4: What tool was used to implement the MDD approach?

**Methods**

To answer our 4 research questions, we conducted a literature review. To ensure the transparency of the review process, we followed the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines [28]. We used 4 publication databases (ie, PubMed, IEEE Explore, Web of Science, and Biomed Center) to search for relevant publications from 2012 to 2022 written in German or English (Textbox 1). The first search was performed on August 11, 2022, and the second one was on March 15, 2023, which in turn completed the search through December 31, 2022. The collected publications were loaded into the Zotero Citation Management program (Corporation for Digital Scholarship) [29] and the duplicates were manually removed. To better categorize the publications to be excluded, we defined 8 exclusion criteria (Textbox 2).

This review was a 2-fold process consisting of Title-Abstract-Screening (TAS) and full-text screening (FTS). Both screening processes used the same exclusion criteria listed in Textbox 2. The unique publications were divided into 2 groups based on their publication dates and uploaded to a research collaboration platform, Rayyan (Qatar Computing Research Institute and Cochrane Bahrain) [30], as 2 separate projects. Each publication group was assigned with 4 reviewers. The corresponding author reviewed all publications. The TAS was performed under the blind-modus, so that each reviewer could label the publication independently. The blind-modus was turned off after all publications were tagged and the conflicts were discussed and resolved. After that, all included publications were randomly divided into 2 groups and reloaded into Rayyan as a new project for FTS. Similar to TAS, 4 reviewers were assigned to each publication group and the corresponding author reviewed all publications. The FTS was also conducted under the blind-modus and followed the same review process as the TAS.

We extracted the content of all included publications based on the categories listed in Textbox 3. The extraction of publication content was done by the corresponding author and validated by 4 coauthors. The extracted content was stored in a spreadsheet for further analysis and visualization.

The result of the literature review was visualized using an R-based tool, which was developed based on PRISMA 2020 [31].

**Textbox 1.** Search string and publication databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search string</th>
<th>PubMed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((meta data) OR (meta-data) OR (metadata) OR (ontology) OR (rules)) AND ((extract transform load) OR (ETL) OR (extract load transform) OR (ELT))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEEE Explore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((“All Metadata”:metadata) OR (“All Metadata”:meta-data) OR (“All Metadata”:meta data) OR (“All Metadata”:ontology) OR (“All Metadata”:rules)) AND ((“All Metadata”:ETL) OR (“All Metadata”:extract transform load) OR (“All Metadata”:ELT) OR (“All Metadata”:extract load transform))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web of Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ALL=(metadata) OR ALL=(meta-data) OR ALL=(“meta data”) OR ALL=(ontology) OR ALL=(rules)) AND (ALL=(ELT) OR ALL=(“extract transform load”) OR ALL=(ELT) OR ALL=(“extract load transform”))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biomed Center (BMC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(“meta data” OR meta-data OR metadata OR ontology OR rules) AND (“extract transform load” OR ETL OR “extract load transform” OR ELT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Textbox 2. Labels and descriptions of exclusion criteria.

**Wrong_abbreviation**
- Publication does not contain Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) as “Extract-Transform-Load.”
- Publication does not contain Extract-Load-Transform (ELT) as “Extract-Load-Transform.”

**Wrong_definition**
- Publication does not use metadata in the context of “metadata of data in source or target.”
- Publication does not use rules in the context of “rules for data transformation.”

**Only_etl_elt**
- Publication describes only ETL/ELT.

**Only_metadata**
- Publication describes only metadata.

**Wrong_focus**
- Publication mentioned metadata and ETL/ELT, but the focus is not about data harmonization

**Wrong_type**
- Publication is not a conference paper or a journal publication

**Foreign_language**
- Publication is written in other languages than English and German

**Wrong_content**
- Publication does not mention ETL/ELT or metadata

Textbox 3. Categories for data extraction.

**Theme**
- The main theme of the work.

**Metadata-driven method**
- The used metadata-driven method in the work.

**Metadata-driven method tool**
- Tool which was used to conduct the metadata-driven method.

**Purpose**
- The purpose of using the metadata-driven method.

Results

**Literature Search**

The literature search resulted in 538 publications. After removing 85 duplicates, 453 publications were screened during the TAS phase. By using the exclusion criteria defined in Textbox 2 and excluding the publications, which have no full-text, 64 publications were included for FTS. Finally, we included 33 publications in this work. The screening process and results are structured using the PRISMA flow diagram 2020 (Figure 1). A complete list of included publications is available in Multimedia Appendix 1.
**Figure 1.** PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram. Generated using an R-based tool (reproduced from Haddaway et al [31], with permission from Neal R Haddaway).

**Distribution of Publications**

In order to gain an overview of the potential application focuses of MDDs (Q1) and thus an indication of where the approaches have proven beneficial, the focused theme of application was first evaluated. According to the extracted data, the focuses of all included publications are classified into 7 different categories, namely medicine (n=9) [10,32-39], data warehouse (n=13) [40-52], big data (n=4) [53-56], industry (n=4) [57-60], geoinformatics (n=1) [61], archaeology (n=1) [62], and military (n=1) [63]. This shows that data warehouse and medicine are the 2 categories that use the MDD approach the most.

**MDD Approaches Used for Various Thematic Categories**

Different types of MDD approaches were used across the thematic categories. To gain knowledge about the use of these types of MDD approaches in each category (Q2), the distribution of MDD approaches was investigated. **Figure 2** shows the application of different types of MDD approaches in different thematic categories. The most frequently used type of MDD approach was ontology-based, where the ontology (using for example, resource description framework) of the source or target was applied in the ETL/ELT process. This approach was used in 6 categories, particularly in the categories of data warehouse [45-48,50,52] and medicine [10,32,35,37-39]. Another frequently used type of MDD approach was rule-based, which applied transformation rules generated based on the source and target to the ETL/ELT process. The rule-based approach was also widely used in the categories of data warehouse [40-43,49] and medicine [33,34,37,39]. All other MDD approaches besides the ontology-based and rule-based approaches were categorized as “other” (Table 1).
Figure 2. Metadata-driven approaches used in each thematic category.

Table 1. MDD\textsuperscript{a} approaches that are categorized as “other.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MDD approach type and publication</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UML\textsuperscript{b}-based</strong></td>
<td>Dhaouadi et al [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graphic-based</strong></td>
<td>Dhaouadi et al [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ad hoc formalisms-based</strong></td>
<td>Dhaouadi et al [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MDA\textsuperscript{e}-based</strong></td>
<td>Dhaouadi et al [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Message-based</strong></td>
<td>Novak et al [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Template-based</strong></td>
<td>McCarthy et al [58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binding et al [62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metadata-based\textsuperscript{f}</strong></td>
<td>Ozyurt and Grethe [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tomingas et al [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suleykin and Panfilov [60]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}MDD: metadata-driven.
\textsuperscript{b}UML: unified modeling language.
\textsuperscript{c}BPMN: Business Process Model Notation.
\textsuperscript{d}ETL: Extract-Transform-Load.
\textsuperscript{e}MDA: Model Driven Architecture.
\textsuperscript{f}Metadata-based approach: approach uses metadata without any specification.
Purposes of Using MDD Method for Data Harmonization

The purpose of using MDD approaches in each use case was then investigated to clarify the reasons why MDD approaches were used (Q3). Figure 3 shows different purposes of using MDD approaches in developing ETL/ELT processes based on the extracted data. The majority of publications describe the use of MDD approaches to develop an ETL/ELT process. This purpose can be divided into three detailed categories: (1) to automate the development of the ETL/ELT process [35,38,42,46,48-51,60], (2) to develop a generic ETL/ELT process [39,47,52], and (3) to develop a new ETL/ELT process without any further technical specifications [40,45,46,55,57,61]. Additionally, the transformation part of the ETL/ELT process could also be automated by applying an MDD approach [34,37,41,44,58,63]. For example, Chen and Zhao [41] described an MDD approach for the automatic generation of SQL scripts for data transformation. Moreover, using MDD approaches can also help to improve the performance of ETL/ELT processes [43,46] or to partially or fully reuse the ETL/ELT process [10,33,43,62]. Other goals (categorized as “Others” in Figure 3), such as simplifying the maintenance of the transformation process [37] and reducing the complexity of the extraction process [53], can also be realized by using MDD approaches in ETL/ELT processes.

Figure 3. Purposes of using MDD approaches in ETL/ELT process. ELT: Extract-Load-Transform; ETL: Extract-Transform-Load; i2b2: Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside; MDD: metadata-driven.

Relationship Between Use Case and Used MDD Approach

As shown in the previous section, different MDD approaches were applied for different purposes. To further elucidate the reasons for choosing MDD approaches (Q3), the relationship between them was investigated. Table 2 lists the number of publications, which used a type of MDD approach to achieve a specific purpose. The ontology-based approach was used to achieve purposes (1) and (2), and (4)-(7). For example, Huang et al [63] created both local ontology (ontology based on the source data) and global ontology (ontology for the query processing) for the data transformation process, so that the data transformation from local ontology to global can be automated by applying ontology learning, ontology mapping, and ontology rules. Additionally, the ontology-based approach was also used to achieve other goals, such as controlling the ETL process to Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside [32] and reducing the complexity of the extraction process [53]. Similar to the ontology-based approach, the rule-based approach was used to achieve the purposes of (1)-(3) and (5)-(7). Due to the reusability of the transformation rules, it was also possible to simplify the maintenance of the ETL/ELT process by applying rules in the process [37]. Other MDD approaches such as template-based [58,62], message-based [51], and metadata-based [41,44,48] were used to achieve the goals of (1)-(3) and (5)-(7). A metadata-based approach (eg, metadata management framework) can be used to develop the ETL tasks automatically [60]. The detailed information of Table 2 is available in the Multimedia Appendix 1.
Table 2. Relationships between purposes and MDD\(^a\) approaches used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purposes Description</th>
<th>MDD approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ontology-based, n/N (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) To automate the data transformation within an ETL(^b)/ELT(^c) process</td>
<td>2/6 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) To reuse an ETL/ELT process (partially or completely)</td>
<td>1/4 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) To improve the performance of an ETL/ELT process</td>
<td>0/2 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) To develop a generic ETL/ELT process</td>
<td>3/3 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) To develop an ETL/ELT process automatically</td>
<td>5/9 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) To develop a new ETL/ELT process (without any other specific purposes)</td>
<td>4/6 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Other</td>
<td>5/11 (45)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)MDD: metadata-driven.
\(^b\)ETL: Extract-Transform-Load.
\(^c\)ELT: Extract-Load-Transform.

Tools Used for Implementing MDD Approaches

Finally, we focused on the tools used to implemented MDD approaches (Q4). For achieving various purposes as shown in the previous section, different tools were used. As shown in Figure 4, each type of MDD approach can be implemented by using either an existing tool or a use case specific tool. Based on the included publications, the ontology-base approaches were mostly implemented using Protégé (Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research) [64]. Protégé is an ontology editor, as well as OntoEdit (Institute AIFB, University of Karlsruhe and Ontoprise GmbH) [65]. The main reason for using an ontology editor is its ease of use and maintenance, as well as the various plug-ins. The use of case specific tools, such as ontology generator introduced by Kamil et al [45], generated ontologies based on the data definition language of the relational database. Both types of tools were used for creating and maintaining the ontology, which was then used to establish a generic mapping logic in the ETL/ELT process [32,50,52,54,55,61]. Another type of frequently used MDD approach is rule-based, which is used for phrasing and storing the transformation rules. The transformation rules can be stored in a mapping sheet [49], a CSV file [34], a YAML (YAML Ain’t Markup Language) file [33] or a table within a database [43], which were implemented manually. Afterwards, the transformation rules could be used in the ETL/ELT process, for example, to enable the automatic transformation. Other types of MDD approaches can also be implemented by using existing tools (eg, knowledge and metadata repository [66]) or use case specific tools (eg, metadata repository [41] and metadata management framework [60]). For example, Ozyurt and Grethe [36] implemented a generic transformation language using the bioCADDIE Data Tag Suite (bioCADDIE Project) [67] (a metadata schema) to align heterogeneous data from multiple sources, which provided a basis for further analytic queries.
Discussion

Principal Findings

Our literature review on the topic “metadata-driven ETL/ELT” includes all publications listed on PubMed, IEEE Explore, Web of Science, and Biomed Center on MDD ETL/ELT process from 2012 to 2022. In some context, the use of metadata is represented specifically using “ontology” or “rules.” Therefore, we added “ontology” and “rules” into the search string to expand the search range.

With the review process presented, we were able to provide an overview of the thematic categories to which the MDD ETL/ELT processes were applied (Q1), the types of MDD approaches used in the ETL/ELT processes (Q2), the purposes of using MDD approaches (Q3), as well as the tools used to implement the MDD approaches (Q4).

Across all thematic categories, ontology-based and rule-based approaches are the most used approaches in the data warehouse and the medical thematic categories. In some cases, more than one MDD approach was used in the ETL/ELT process. For example, Del Carmen Legaz-García et al [39] used both ontology-based and rule-based approaches. Therefore, such publications were categorized as both MDD approach types.

Various tools can be used to implement MDD approaches. Unfortunately, we were not able to extract this information from all included publications. The reason for that is that some publications used proprietary or nontransferable approaches (eg, data-specific ontologies [39,62] and rules from Data Vault [DataVaultAlliance] [42]). Some other publications did not explicitly mention or describe the tools they used. Therefore, these publications were not included in the analysis of MDD tools used.

The results indicate that it is promising to implement a generic ETL/ELT process to transform different FHIR profiles to OMOP CDM automatically by applying MDD approaches. However, the results do not provide a trivial solution for this. For example, Huang et al [63] used an ontology-based approach to be able to automate the data transformation in an ETL/ELT process, while Ong et al [34] used a rule-based approach to achieve the same purpose. In some cases, more than one MDD approach were used as complements in order to accomplish the data transformation. For example, Pacaci et al [37] chose an ontology-based approach to automate the data transformation and a rule-based to simplify the maintenance of the transformation process in case of changes in data sources. By applying these 2 approaches in combination, the authors were able to transform EHR data from heterogeneous EHR systems into OMOP CDM. Therefore, determining an appropriate MDD approach and tool to implement a generic ETL/ELT process to transform FHIR to OMOP CDM automatically remains a challenge.
This work aimed to provide an overview of different types of MDD approaches and their tools. Consequently, this review lacks an analysis of detailing the specific traits of each MDD approach. This gap underscores the importance of providing a comprehensive insight into the characterizations of the MDD approaches presented in this study. This analysis will be conducted in the future to provide solid evidence for selecting the most suitable MDD approach and tool, or for considering using multiple MDD approaches in combination to implement the generic ETL/ELT process for transforming FHIR to OMOP CDM.

Conclusions
Our literature review shows that using MDD approaches to develop an ETL/ELT process can serve different purposes in different focus groups (ie, medicine, data warehouse, big data, industry, geoinformatics, archaeology, and military). The results show that it is promising to implement an ETL/ELT process by applying MDD approach for automating the data transformation from FHIR to OMOP CDM. However, the determination of an appropriate MDD approach and tool to implement such an ETL/ELT process remains a challenge. This is due to the lack of comprehensive insight into the characterizations of the MDD approaches presented in this study. Therefore, our next step is to evaluate the MDD approaches presented in this study and to determine the most appropriate MDD approaches and the way of integrating them into the MII CDS FHIR to OMOP CDM ETL process [8]. This could verify the ability of using MDD approaches to generalize the ETL process for harmonizing medical data [11].
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